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3334695    18/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1292478]
Kmart Australia Limited

11th Floor, Wesfarmers House, 40 The Esplanade Perth WA 6000 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS

2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, and goods made of these materials and not included in other classes; trunks 
and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; bags in this class; purses; wallets; card cases; key cases; 
attache cases; vanity cases; backpacks; brief cases; satchels and suitcases; toiletry bags.

Cl.25;Sleepwear; dressing gowns; underwear including socks.
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3337833    30/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1293810]
JUBILEE WORKS, INC.

3F Jingu Gaien Building, 27-1 Sendagaya 4-chome, Shibuya-ku Tokyo 151-0051 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer programs [downloadable software]; computer programs for mobile phones [downloadable software].

Cl.42;Leasing of application software; rental of application software; providing computer programs designed to the 
specifications of others; providing computer programs for mobile phone via an online electronic communication 
networks; software as a service [SaaS].
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Priority claimed from 20/08/2015; Application No. : 86730761 ;United States of America 

3337902    16/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1293655]
CLARITY MOVEMENT CO.

2087 Addison Street, 2nd Floor Berkeley CA 94704 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Environmental monitoring system comprised of sensors and software for detecting, measuring, monitoring, 
modeling, predicting and reporting on air quality, for tracking and reporting on exposure to types of air pollutants and for 
collecting and analyzing data to create pollution maps, air pollution models, and recommendations; computer programs, 
downloadable computer programs and mobile device software for detecting, measuring, monitoring, modeling, predicting 
and reporting on air quality, for tracking and reporting on exposure to types of air pollutants and for collecting and 
analyzing data to create pollution maps, air pollution models, and recommendations.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable computer programs for detecting, measuring, monitoring, 
modeling, predicting and reporting on air quality, for tracking and reporting on exposure to types of air pollutants and for 
collecting and analyzing data to create pollution maps, air pollution models, and recommendations; providing temporary 
use of non-downloadable computer programs for detecting, measuring, monitoring and reporting on air quality, for 
tracking and reporting on exposure to types of air and for collecting data to create pollution map.
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3339804    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294829]
FUJI ELECTRIC INDUSTRY CO., LTD.

585 Higashihachiman-cho, Oike-dori Tominokoji Nishi-iru, Nakagyo-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 604-0954 JP

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KSHITIJ MALHOTRA

418, VIPUL TRADE CENTRE, SECTOR 48, GURAON - 122 003, HARYANA, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for power distribution or for controlling current transformers and phase modulators; 
alarms; indicators for controllers; indicators for protective relays; indicators for switchgears; indicators for power 
distribution automation controllers; indicators for cubicle-type high voltage power receiving equipment; indicators for 
railway car driver"s platforms; indicators for controlling apparatus and instruments; electric or magnetic meters and 
testers; telecommunication devices and apparatus; indicator lights for controllers; indicator lights for protective relays; 
indicator lights for switchgears; indicator lights for power distribution automation controllers; indicator lights for cubicle-
type high voltage power receiving equipment; indicator lights for railway car driver"s platforms; indicator lights for 
controlling apparatus and instruments.

Cl.11;Taillights for railway cars; car side pilot lamps for railway cars; marker lights for railway cars; hazard lights for 
railway cars; warning lights for railway cars.
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Priority claimed from 11/03/2015; Application No. : AM 494/2015 ;Austria 

3341053    09/09/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294254]
Hermann Knaus

Kunagrüngut 12 A-8965 Pruggern Austria

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY

HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essentials oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media, 
mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, computers, 
computer software, fire extinguishing apparatus, spectacles, spectacle lenses, spectacle frames, sunglasses.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, not included in other classes; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; 
umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harness and saddlery; girths of leather; handbags, overnight bags, 
rucksacks, pocket wallets, gentlemen's handbags, bags for sports, purses, school satchels, all the aforementioned goods 
made of leather or imitations of leather.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles, not included in other classes.
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3341782    27/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1294303]
CONG TY CO PHAN HO TRO DICH VU THANH TOAN VIET PHU (AKSO KNOWN AS VIET PHU PAYMENT SERVICES 
SUPPORT CORPORATION)

104 duong Mai Thi Luu, phuong Da Kao, quan 1 than pho Ho Chi Minh Viet Nam

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.36;E-payment support services; services of receiving and paying foreign currencies; e-payment services (e-wallet), 
namely processing of e-payment via accounts and credit cards, debit cards, vouchers; credit and debit card accounts 
service; payment processing services, namely transaction processing using debit card and credit card.

Cl.38;Providing Internet value-added services, such as accessing to database and information in the Internet, 
processing of database and information on the Internet, namely massage box, electronic database exchange, exchanging, 
transmitting, processing information on the Internet, namely computer communication, transmission of information and 
image supported by computer; e-payment portal connecting channel payment, such as with banks in order to assist 
customers to pay on the website; e-commerce platform, namely providing website access service permitting enterprise, 
organizations, individual who are not the owners or managers of the website can sell the goods or providing their service; 
telecommunication agency (telegram, telegraph, email).
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3342833    08/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295388]
TRIGÈRE LIMITED

Office 1, Level 1, SB Business Centre, Triq Dun Karm, Birkirkara By-Pass, Birkirkara BKR 9038

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.,

32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA-700010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Cleaning and fragrancing preparations; Essential oils and aromatic extracts; Toiletries.

Cl.9;Optical devices, enhancers and correctors.

Cl.14;Gemstones, pearls and precious metals, and imitations thereof; Jewellery boxes and watch boxes.

Cl.18;Luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; Saddlery, whips and animal apparel; Umbrellas and parasols.

Cl.25;Clothing; Footwear; Headgear; Hats.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; Business analysis, research and information services.
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3344074    11/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295998]
OPTIMITIVE, S.L.

Avenida de los Huetos, 79 Edificio Azucarera E-01010 Victoria-Gasteiz Álava Spain

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
REMFRY & SAGAR

REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA SEC 27, GURGAON 122009, NEW DELHI NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, excluding inverters; apparatus for recording, 
transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; automatic vending 
machines and mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; calculating machines, equipment and computers for data 
processing excluding software for controlling inverters.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design related thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; maintenance of software; creation and 
maintenance of web sites for others.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2015; Application No. : 1320845 ;Benelux 

3344088    26/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1295955]
PROWARENESS GROUP B.V.

Brassersplein 1 NL-2612 CT Delft

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
YASH & ASSOCIATES

SUITE 505 PEARLS BUSINESS PARK NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE PITAMPURA DELHI 110034

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer hardware; software; application software; computer databases.

Cl.35;Business consultancy and advisory services; computerised file management; business information in the field of 
the selection and purchase of computer databases and software; business project management within the context of the 
design and specification of information systems; retail services in the field of computer software; business mediation in 
the wholesaling of software; recruitment, selection, secondment and deployment of personnel, including personnel with 
higher education; employment mediation for project work and permanent jobs, the aforesaid services being in particular 
for the ICT sector; strategic business consultancy; computer assisted business information; business information.

Cl.41;Provision of tuition; conducting of courses; coaching; seminars; providing of training, coaching and workshops 
in the field of software development; congresses (arranging and conducting of -); organization of educational congresses;
training courses; personal development courses; provision of training courses; providing courses of instruction; 
arranging conferences; organisation of conferences, exhibitions and competitions; educational demonstrations; 
conducting workshops [training]; workshops for training purposes; arranging of presentations for educational purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; consultancy in the field of software and software 
development; computer hardware and software consultancy; computer software development; installation of computer 
software; design of software; repair of computer software; updating of software; computer software programming 
services; development of computer software application solutions; providing information, advice and consultancy 
services in the field of computer software; maintenance of software; software maintenance services; development and 
maintenance of computer software; creation, maintenance and adaptation of software; software development; software 
development services; design, development and implementation of software; research in the field of computer programs 
and software; research relating to the development of computer programs and software.
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Priority claimed from 22/06/2015; Application No. : 4191093 ;France 

3344985    18/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296095]
INNOV PLUS

15 rue Georges Clémenceau Bâtiment 503 F-91400 Orsay France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, surveying and optical apparatus and instruments, namely, apparatus for testing vigilance of a driver, 
with facial recognition technology using an NIR camera sensor (infrared), and their GPS equipment, integrated 
accelerometers, designed to detect signs of drowsiness and distraction, and alert in real time the driver of a vehicle and 
compact devices, to be installed in coaches, buses, trucks, cars for long distance road trips; satellite geopositioning 
apparatus (GPS).

Cl.38;Telecommunications; information relating to telecommunications; communications by computer terminals or by 
fiber-optic networks; communications by radio or telephone; cellular telephone communication; provision of user access 
to global computer networks; provision of on-line forums; provision of access to databases; electronic bulletin board 
services (telecommunication services); connection by telecommunications to a global computer network; news agencies; 
rental of telecommunication apparatus; radio or television programs (broadcasts); teleconferencing or videoconferencing 
services; electronic messaging services; rental of access time to global computer networks.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; information relating to entertainment or 
education; vocational retraining; provision of recreational facilities; publication of books; production and rental of motion 
pictures; rental of show scenery; videotape editing; photography services; organization of competitions (education or 
entertainment); organization and conducting of colloquiums, conferences or congresses; organization of exhibitions for 
cultural or educational purposes; electronic publication of books and periodicals on-line; electronic desktop publishing.
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Priority claimed from 16/09/2015; Application No. : 679878 ;Switzerland 

3345069    09/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1296153]
ABB ASEA BROWN BOVERI LTD

Affolternstrasse 44 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP

Indiabulls Finance Centre, Tower-2, 11th Floor, 1103, Elphinstone Road, Mumbai - 400013, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools as well as their parts including automated machines and machine tools as well as 
their parts; engines, drives for machines and hydraulic engines (other than engines for land vehicles); couplings and 
transmission devices (excluding those for land vehicles); electric generators and current generators, wind turbine 
generators; apparatus for handling and transporting included in this class; transport and handling belts; control devices 
for machines or motors; robots; turbocompressors; pumps; compressors; mills; floating or non-floating drilling rigs; 
elevator control devices; electric and electronic apparatus, devices and instruments including parts thereof for the 
production of energy, particularly alternative energy.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, optical, weighing, measuring, analyzing, indicating, signaling, checking apparatus, 
instruments and devices, including parts for all the aforesaid goods; emergency (rescue) and teaching apparatus and 
instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electric current and/or voltage, including parts for all the aforesaid goods; data processing equipment and computers; 
software; microprocessors; lasers not for medical use; chargers for electric storage batteries; timer switches (except for 
clockwork mechanisms); condensers (capacitors); electric collectors; terminals (electrified); electric wires, lines and 
cables; accumulator boxes and connection boxes; cable identification sheaths for electrical transmission lines and cable 
identification yarns for electrical transmission lines; cable ducts; inductors (electricity); magnetic recording media; semi-
conductors; electric and electronic apparatus, devices and instruments including parts thereof for the distribution and 
supply of energy, particularly alternative energy; electric and electronic apparatus, devices and instruments including 
parts thereof for the production of energy, particularly alternative energy by photovoltaic means; fuel cells; electronic, 
magnetic and optical storage, floppy disks, magnetic disks, optical disks; data protection apparatus; computer peripheral 
devices; current and/or voltage inverters; current and/or voltage rectifiers; current converters; electrical connection parts; 
junction sleeves for electric cables; transistors, thyristors, electric diodes; semiconductor power elements; electric 
transformers; electric resistances; distribution panels and cabinets; batteries; integrated switching circuits (chips); 
printed circuit boards; diagnostic apparatus (not for medical purposes); anti-interference devices; memories for 
apparatus for data processing; switching and distribution installations, in particular boards and switch desks, cables and 
push buttons; commutators; electric relays; modems; electric ducts; connectors for electrical transmission lines; electric 
measuring and regulating apparatus in the form of voltage regulators; sensors; fuses and electrical safety devices 
included in this class; electric current switches; electric power distribution installations; voltmeters; electric and 
electronic installations for the (remote) control of automated industrial processes; automatic steering apparatus for 
vehicles; apparatus and installations for the transmission, distribution and control of electric current, included in this 
class; heavy current circuits; aerial cables for heavy currents; transformers; sockets, plugs and other contacts [electric 
connections]; solar cells; electronic control devices for machines or motors.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, apparatus for heating, cooling and ventilation, including fans and sanitary installations; 
ventilation and air-conditioning installations; apparatus for steam generation, cooking, drying, ventilation and water 
distribution; solar collectors; heat pumps; ovens.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; steering gear for ships; aeronautical apparatus, 
machines and devices; driving motors for land vehicles, particularly for rail vehicles.

Cl.37;Construction; repair; installation services; servicing, commissioning and maintenance as well as installation 
works particularly for industrial installations; installation, implementation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware 
and office machines; maintenance of computer hardware, particularly computers and computer network installations; 
installation, maintenance, repair and noise suppression of machines and apparatus and electrical installations; 
installation and maintenance of oil pipelines; underwater construction; consultancy in connection with all the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.41;Education, training and further training in the field of electronics.

Cl.42;Scientific and industrial research; programming of programs for data processing; providing computer programs 
in data networks, in particular on the Internet and the World Wide Web; provision of technical information concerning the 
use of computers, computer hardware, software, computer databases and computer networks; testing of materials; 
services provided by an industrial designer; services provided by a packaging designer; quality control; underwater 
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exploration; testing of raw materials; engineering services relating to environmental impact, advice in the field of energy 
saving, providing technical advice in connection with energy-saving measures, services provided by technical advisers in 
the field of energy saving and energy performance; computer software design, particularly in the field of computer 
security; network engineers" services including computer and network security consulting; scientific and industrial 
research in the field of network technology; software updating; carrying out chemical analyses; oil prospecting; oil-well 
testing; preparation of analyses for oil-field exploitation; oil-field surveys; physics research services; chemical research 
services; services provided by a physicist; computer consulting services, particularly in the field of technical security; 
reconstitution of computer data; software maintenance; computer system analyses; research and development services 
for new products; research in the field of machine construction and engineering; technical surveys; engineering work 
including advice provided by engineers, particularly consultation in the field of technical security; construction drafting; 
technical project studies as well as related consulting; rental of software and data processing apparatus; software 
development; services provided by an engineer.
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3345106    01/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296442]
Prince Castle LLC

355 East Kehoe Blvd Carol Stream IL 60108 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D - 17, SOUTH EXTENSION PART - II, NEW DELHI - 110 049.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal food holding bins.

Cl.8;Hand-operated slicers; blade cartridges for hand-operated slicers; vegetable slicers; bagel slicers; hand-operated 
food dicers; lettuce cutters; hand-operated choppers; vegetable corers; butter spreaders; hand-operated pumps for 
sauces and condiments.

Cl.9;Food timers; electronic controllers for restaurant equipment.

Cl.11;Electric toasters; electric foods warming units for institutional food services; warming drawers for kitchens; 
cooking utensils, namely, electric condiment and sauce dispensers.

Cl.16;Customer order holders for restaurants adapted to hold paper orders.

Cl.21;Rolling pins; cleaning brushes for kitchen items, splatter screens, and grill scrapers for restaurant grills; meat 
forms used for grilling food; egg rings; moulds [kitchen utensils] / molds [kitchen utensils]; squeeze-activated and pump-
activated condiment and sauce dispensers; cooking utensils, namely, wire baskets; serving scoops for french fries.
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Priority claimed from 16/12/2015; Application No. : 302015000084168 ;Italy 

3345362    22/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1296906]
FIN POSILLIPO S.P.A.

Via Artemisia Gentileschi, 26 I-80126 NAPOLI (NA) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.,

32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA-700010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Pharmaceutical, veterinary and parapharmaceutical preparations.

Cl.39;Transport; logistics services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto.
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Priority claimed from 14/09/2015; Application No. : 86755442 ;United States of America 

3346728    08/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297073]
Senseonics, Incorporated

20451 Seneca Meadows Parkway Germantown MD 20876 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, N.D.S.E-11 NEW DELHI- 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Computer software for use with glucose sensors namely, software for recording, analyzing, reporting and 
managing patient glucose levels; computer software for recording, analyzing, reporting and managing patient medical 
information; downloadable software in the nature of a mobile application for use in the electronic transmission of patient 
medical information; downloadable computer software for use in the electronic transmission of patient glucose level and 
related glucose level data; integrated medical examination systems comprising medical devices in the nature of computer 
software for use in calculating, reviewing, analyzing and displaying patient data.

Cl.10;Medical devices, namely, medical sensors that are implanted or inserted into the human body used to 
continuously monitor the concentration of glucose in the human body and accessories therefor, namely, receivers, 
sensor housings and sensor insertion devices, sold therewith; medical devices, namely, medical sensors that are 
implanted or inserted into the human body used to continuously measure and monitor the concentration of glucose in the 
human body and accessories therefor, namely, receivers, sensor housings and sensor insertion devices that permit the 
wireless reporting and analysis of the concentration of glucose in the human body sold therewith; integrated medical 
examination systems comprising medical devices in the nature of glycemic management for use in calculating, reviewing, 
analyzing and displaying patient data.
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Priority claimed from 29/04/2015; Application No. : 15 4177350 ;France 

3348873    16/10/2015
[International Registration No. : 1297377]
FIVES

3 rue Drouot F-75009 PARIS FR

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
To be associated with:
1641022

IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electrical or mechanical tools for use on machines for metalworking; polishing disks and wheels (machine parts); 
parts and components of metalworking machines and machine tools; machine tools; pounding machines; metal polishing 
machines; electric motors, hydrostatic transmissions, linear transmissions, robotic systems, all for machine tools; 
calibrating devices for workpieces; washing stations for workpieces, devices for dressing and forming of grinding wheels,
all being parts of machine tools or designed for machine tools; enclosures for surrounding machine tools to exclude dust 
and/or dirt and/or humidity from the machine environment; parts and component parts for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Electrical and electronic control systems for controlling metalworking; computerized control systems for 
controlling and monitoring machining processes using machine tools, namely grinding and polishing machines; 
workpiece measuring and inspection apparatus for checking machining processes; computer programs for the aforesaid 
computerized control systems; data input and output apparatus for use with the aforesaid computerized systems and 
control systems; visual display devices for computerized control systems for indicating progress of a machining process 
and/or facilitating the establishment and operation of machine tools, namely grinding and polishing machines; parts and 
component parts for all the aforesaid goods; computerized control systems for machine tools, namely grinding and 
polishing machines.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, and repair of machine tools, namely grinding machines, grinding wheels, metal 
polishing machines, and/or electric motors, hydrostatic transmission systems, robotic systems, calibrating devices, 
electrical and electronic control systems, being parts of the aforesaid machine tools, machines and apparatus.

Cl.41;Training relating to the operation of machine tools, namely grinding machines and grinding wheels, and metal 
polishing machines, and/or electric motors, hydrostatic transmission systems, robotic systems, calibrating devices, 
electrical and electronic control systems, being parts of the aforesaid machine tools, machines and apparatus.

Cl.42;Design services relating to the design of machine tools, namely grinding machines, grinding wheels, and metal 
polishing machines, electric, electromagnetic, pneumatic motor systems, robotic systems, calibrating devices, electrical 
and electronic control systems, all for each of the aforesaid machine tools, machines and apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 04/11/2015; Application No. : 684976 ;Switzerland 

3349328    07/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1297642]
ACCESS WORLD AG

Baarerstrasse 53/55 CH-6300 Zug CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CLASIS LAW

Dr. Gopal Das Bhawan, 14th Floor, 28, Barakhamba Road, New Delhi - 110001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Transport; transport brokerage; transport by maritime vessels; boat transport; tanker transport; air transport; 
railway transport; road transport; ship transport; transportation logistics services; freight transport; freight transport 
brokerage; cargo transport; transport information; transport chartering; transport services by means of containers; 
transport of goods; transport and delivery of goods; transport and storage of goods; inspection of goods for transport; 
services provided by consultants relating to transport; logistics services consisting in transport, packaging and storage 
of goods; warehousing; warehousing of freight; customs warehousing; warehousing information; refrigerated 
warehousing; goods warehousing; rental of warehouses; warehousing of spare parts; freight warehousing services; 
warehousing of hazardous materials; warehousing and cellar storage services; services provided by consultants relating 
to storage; provision of information relating to warehousing services; provision of warehousing services and 
installations; rental of containers for warehousing and storage; stevedoring; lighterage services; packing; packing 
services; freight packaging; packaging services; packaging of goods in containers; provision of advice relating to 
packaging of goods; aircraft chartering; ship chartering; chartering of vehicles; chartering of vehicles for transport; 
transport services, logistics services relating to transport and storage and warehousing, all the aforesaid services in 
connection with non-ferrous metals, agricultural raw materials, forest products, steel, ferroalloys, secondary metals, 
rubber and industrial goods in bulk (general cargo project).

Cl.40;Custom manufacturing of metal containers for storage and transport of goods at the request and according to the 
specifications required by a customer, custom assembly services; cutting and sizing services; cutting of steel; cutting of 
diamonds and other precious stones; cutting of metal; cutting of nickel, of copper cathodes; cutting and sawing of 
transition metals, including hafnium, niobium, and tantalum; cutting of glass sheets; treatment and processing of 
materials; grinding services; grinding services for ferroalloys in bulk.
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Priority claimed from 10/09/2015; Application No. : 682130 ;Switzerland 

3351921    10/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298108]
ABB ASEA BROWN BOVERI LTD

Affolternstrasse 44 CH-8050 Zürich Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP

INDIABULLS FINANCE CENTRE TOWER -2 11TH FLOOR 1103 ELPHINSTONE ROAD MUMBAI 400013 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, optical, weighing, measuring, analyzing, signaling, checking (supervision) apparatus 
and instruments including parts for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Chemical analyses of gases and water (liquid).
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Priority claimed from 13/01/2016; Application No. : 1746017 ;Australia 

3354226    22/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298886]
Cafe2U International Pty Ltd

HQ Robina, Suite 14, Level 1, 58 Riverwalk Avenue Robina QLD 4226 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS

2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201303, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee; ground and whole bean coffee; coffee extracts; instant coffee; coffee substitutes; coffee concentrates; 
coffee essences; coffee flavourings; coffee mixtures; decaffeinated coffee; flavoured coffee; coffee based beverages 
including coffee beverages with milk; cold coffee based drinks including drinks blended with milk and ice; tea; herbal and 
non-herbal tea; tea extracts; tea substitutes; tea-based beverages including iced tea and chai tea; cocoa; cocoa based 
beverages including cocoa beverages with milk; aerated beverages with coffee, cocoa or chocolate; flavourings for 
beverages (other than essential oils); chocolate syrup; flavouring syrups to add to beverages; essences for food stuffs 
(except elheric essences and essential oils); ice cream; sorbet; sugar; chocolate, candy and confectionery; dessert 
products including tarts, cheesecakes, trifles, crumbles, puddings, rice pudding and chocolate mousse; baked goods 
including pies, meat pies, sausage rolls, pasties, biscuits and cookies; bakery products including, breads, muffins, 
doughnuts, croissants, bagels and scones; cakes; sandwiches; toasted sandwiches; spices; condiments.

Cl.35;Retail mobile vending services; retail and wholesale services in relation to the selling coffee through the use of 
mobile coffee vans; retailing and wholesaling of food and drink including coffee, coffee products, tea, cocoa, 
confectionery, condiments, chocolates, pastries, cakes, biscuits, and implements and apparatus for making and serving 
coffee, tea and cocoa; business advice and consultancy relating to franchising; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; management and administration services relating to the franchising of 
retail coffee; business management consultancy; market research and investigation; business research; providing 
professional business services assistance in the management, establishment, equipping and operation of a franchise; 
promotion services; advertising services for the commercialization of goods including, coffee, coffee products, tea, 
cocoa, confectionery, condiments, chocolates, pastries, cakes, biscuits, and implements and apparatus for making and 
serving coffee, tea and cocoa; business intermediary and advisory services in the field of selling products and rendering 
services including food and implements and apparatus for making and serving food.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; take-away food and drink services; cafe and bar services; restaurant 
services; snack bar services; self-service restaurants; catering services; mobile catering services; mobile cafe services 
for providing food and drink; rental of food and drink service apparatus including coffee machines, beverage machines 
and food and drink dispensing machines.
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Priority claimed from 13/01/2016; Application No. : 1746016 ;Australia 

3355037    22/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298690]
Cafe2U International Pty Ltd

HQ Robina, Suite 14, Level 1, 58 Riverwalk Avenue Robina QLD 4226 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS

2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Coffee; ground and whole bean coffee; coffee extracts; instant coffee; coffee substitutes; coffee concentrates; 
coffee essences; coffee flavourings; coffee mixtures; decaffeinated coffee; flavoured coffee; coffee based beverages 
including coffee beverages with milk; cold coffee based drinks including drinks blended with milk and ice; tea; herbal and 
non-herbal tea; tea extracts; tea substitutes; tea-based beverages including iced tea and chai tea; cocoa; cocoa based 
beverages including cocoa beverages with milk; aerated beverages with coffee, cocoa or chocolate; flavourings for 
beverages (other than essential oils); chocolate syrup; flavouring syrups to add to beverages; essences for food stuffs 
(except elheric essences and essential oils); ice cream; sorbet; sugar; chocolate, candy and confectionery; dessert 
products including tarts, cheesecakes, trifles, crumbles, puddings, rice pudding and chocolate mousse; baked goods 
including pies, meat pies, sausage rolls, pasties, biscuits and cookies; bakery products including, breads, muffins, 
doughnuts, croissants, bagels and scones; cakes; sandwiches; toasted sandwiches; spices; condiments.

Cl.35;Retail mobile vending services; retail and wholesale services in relation to the selling coffee through the use of 
mobile coffee vans; retailing and wholesaling of food and drink including coffee, coffee products, tea, cocoa, 
confectionery, condiments, chocolates, pastries, cakes, biscuits, and implements and apparatus for making and serving 
coffee, tea and cocoa; business advice and consultancy relating to franchising; commercial administration of the 
licensing of the goods and services of others; management and administration services relating to the franchising of 
retail coffee; business management consultancy; market research and investigation; business research; providing 
professional business services assistance in the management, establishment, equipping and operation of a franchise; 
promotion services; advertising services for the commercialization of goods including, coffee, coffee products, tea, 
cocoa, confectionery, condiments, chocolates, pastries, cakes, biscuits, and implements and apparatus for making and 
serving coffee, tea and cocoa; business intermediary and advisory services in the field of selling products and rendering 
services including food and implements and apparatus for making and serving food.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; take-away food and drink services; cafe and bar services; restaurant 
services; snack bar services; self-service restaurants; catering services; mobile catering services; mobile cafe services 
for providing food and drink; rental of food and drink service apparatus including coffee machines, beverage machines 
and food and drink dispensing machines.
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Priority claimed from 26/06/2015; Application No. : UK00003115217 ;United Kingdom 

3355776    23/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1299002]
PKF TRADE MARK LIMITED

12 Groveland Court London EC4M 9EH GB

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUBRAMANIAM & ASSOCIATES

CENTRAL SQUARE, SUITE-328, PLAZA III, 20 MANOHARLAL KHURANA MARG, BARA HINDU RAO (OFF RANI JHANSI 
ROAD), DELHI 110006

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; marketing services; business management and business administration services; business 
administration relating to receivership and liquidation; administrative services relating to personal and company 
insolvency; business management consultancy services; audit and accountancy services; database management 
services, personnel recruitment and management services, advisory services relating to business efficiency and 
profitability, business and personnel performance management, employee relations and employee communications, and 
to personal and business taxation and the taxation of trusts; research and advisory services relating to deployment of 
employees and employee incentives; market evaluation, strategic business planning services; company registrar and 
company secretary services; research and advisory services relating to mergers, acquisitions and disposals.

Cl.36;Financial services for business; financial management services; financial research, planning and advisory 
services; treasury services; financial services relating to personal and company insolvency; research and advisory 
services relating to bad debt recovery, pensions, investments, insurance and life assurance; financial services relating to 
tax planning; negotiating for capital investments into business.

Cl.41;Education and training services in the field of financial, auditing, accounting, business and management; sports 
coaching for business personnel, team management education; computer training.

Cl.42;Computer programming; advisory services relating to information technology.

Cl.45;Legal services relating to personal and business taxation, to company law and to statutory and regulatory 
requirements.
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3358850    19/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1223769]
BSH HAUSGERÄTE GMBH

Carl-Wery-Str. 34 81739 München Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.,

32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA-700010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electrical household and kitchen machines and apparatus included in this class, in particular electrical kitchen 
machines and apparatus including grinders/crushers, mixing and kneading devices, fruit pressing machines, de-juicers, 
juice centrifuges, grinding machines, cutting devices, electrically powered tools, tin openers, knife sharpening devices 
and appliances and devices for making beverages and/or food, pumps for dispensing chilled beverages for use in 
combination with devices for chilling beverages; electric vending machines for beverages or foods, automatic vending 
machines; electrical apparatus for sealing plastics (packaging); electric waste disposal apparatus, namely garbage 
disposals and waste compactors; dishwashers; electric machines and apparatus for the treatment of laundry and clothing 
included in this class, including washing machines, spin dryers; ironing presses, ironing machines, included in this class;
electric household cleaning equipment, including electric window cleaning equipment, electric shoe polishers and 
vacuum cleaners, wet and dry vacuuming apparatus; parts for all the aforesaid goods included in this class, in particular 
flexible tubes, pipes, dust filters, dust filter bags, all for vacuum cleaners.

Cl.9;Electric apparatus for recording, sending, transmission, switching, receiving, reproduction and processing of 
sounds, signals, symbols and/or images; apparatus for recording, processing, sending, transmission, switching, storing 
and output of messages, information and data; weighing, measuring, signalling, checking apparatus and instruments; 
software; recorded and unrecorded machine-readable data carriers for household equipment; data processing devices 
and data processing programmes for controlling and operating household appliances; parts for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating and cooking, in particular stoves, baking, roasting, grilling, toasting, 
defrosting and heating devices, water heaters, immersion heaters, slow cookers, microwave ovens, waffle irons (electric), 
egg-boilers, deep-fat fryers (electric); electrical tea and coffee makers, espresso coffee machines, automatic coffee 
machines included in this class; refrigerating apparatus, in particular refrigerators, chest freezers, refrigerated cabinets, 
beverage cooling apparatus, fridge-freezers, freezers, ice machines and apparatus; drying apparatus, in particular 
including tumble dryers, laundry drying machines, hand dryers, hair dryers; infrared lamps (other than for medical use); 
heating pads (not for medical purposes), electric blankets (not for medical purposes); ventilation apparatus, in particular 
fans, extractor hood filters, extractor hood equipment and extractor hoods, air conditioning apparatus and devices for 
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improving air quality, humidifiers, air deodorisers, fragrance dispensing apparatus (not for personal use); air purifying 
apparatus, apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes, in particular including fittings for steam generating, 
ventilating and water supply installations; water heaters, storage water heaters and instantaneous water heaters; kitchen 
sinks; heat pumps; parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; taps for dispensing cooled beverages, for use 
in combination with appliances for cooling of beverages.

Cl.37;Installation services; repair and maintenance of electric and/or fuel-driven household and kitchen appliances.
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2015; Application No. : 014404362 ;European Union 

3362268    20/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1301842]
IPQ IP SPECIALISTS AB

Mailbox 550 SE-114 11 Stockholm Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
KRISHNA & SAURASTRI

74-F, VENUS, WORLI SEA FACE, MUMBAI-400 001.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Hand soaps; body soaps; body lotions; hand creams; body scrubs; washing detergent; washing up liquid; shoe 
cream; leather balm; saddle soap.

Cl.4;Scented candles.

Cl.8;Scissors; manicure sets; mortars and pestles; salad tongs; salad forks; non-electric can openers.

Cl.9;Sunglasses; headphones; mobile phone cases; measuring cups.

Cl.14;Jewelry; watches.

Cl.16;Table mats (paper); table cloths (paper); paper napkins; notebooks; pencils; pens; crayons; paper clips; erasers; 
washi tapes; tape (for office use); books; magazines.

Cl.18;Bags; wallets; umbrellas; parasols.

Cl.21;Bowls; ceramics; porcelain; glass ware; trays; chopping boards; cork screws; spatulas; sugar sifter; powder 
sifter; salt and pepper set; whisks; grater; brushes; bottle and wine openers; salad bowls; tea strainer; candle holders; 
coasters; porcelain for tooth brushes; shoe trees; shoe brushes; shoe horns; dish brushes and cloths; shoe brushes.

Cl.24;Kitchen towels; hand towels; table mats (textile); table cloths (textile).

Cl.25;Clothing; underwear; swimwear; shoes; headgear; apron.

Cl.29;Edible oils; jams.

Cl.30;Chocolate; salt; spices; honey; vinegar; ketchup; mayonnaise; mustard; tea; coffee; granola; condiments.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic drinks.

Cl.34;Matches.

Cl.35;Retail services in relation to hand soaps, body soaps, body lotions, hand creams, body scrubs, washing 
detergent, washing up liquid, shoe cream/leather balm/saddle soap, scented candles, scissors, manicure sets, 
sunglasses, headphones, mobile phone cases, jewelry, watches, table mats (paper), table cloths (paper), paper napkins, 
notebooks, pencils, pens, crayons, paper clips, erasers, washi tapes, tape (for office use), books, magazines; retail 
services in relation to bags, wallets, belts, umbrellas, parasols, bowls, ceramics, porcelain, glass ware, trays, chopping 
boards, cork screws, spatulas, sugar sifter, powder sifter, salt and pepper set, whisks, grater, brushes, openers, mortars, 
pestles, salad set, tea strainer, candle holders, coasters, porcelain for tooth brush, shoe trees, shoe brushes; retail 
services in relation to shoe horns, dish brush and cloths, measuring cups, shoe brushes, kitchen towels, hand towels, 
table mats (textile), table cloths (textile), clothing, underwear, swimwear, shoes, headgear, apron, oil, jam, chocolate, salt, 
spices, honey, vinegar, ketchup, mayonnaise, mustard, tea, coffee, granola, condiments, non-alcoholic drinks, matches.

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drinks.
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Priority claimed from 02/09/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 105 724 ;Germany 

3365930    01/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302844]
TERROT GMBH

Paul-Gruner-Str. 72 b 09120 Chemnitz Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for the textile industry; knitting machines; tambours for embroidery machines; sliders for knitting 
machines; spinning machines.

Cl.23;Spun cotton; cotton thread and yarn; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; yarn; fibreglass thread for textile use; 
rayon thread and yarn; knitting yarn.

Cl.24;Bath linen, except clothing; cotton fabrics; bed blankets; bed clothes; covers for cushions; printers" blankets of 
textile; eiderdowns [down coverlets]; filtering materials of textile; linen cloth; linings [textile]; household linen; hat linings, 
of textile, in the piece; calico cloth (printed-); ticks [mattress covers]; jersey [fabric]; jute fabric; pillowcases; crepe 
[fabric]; shrouds; mattress covers; furniture coverings of textile; place mats, not of paper; travelling rugs [lap robes]; 
sleeping bag inlets; covers [loose] for furniture; table napkins of textile; bed covers; material (textile-); knitted fabric; 
sheets of textile for changing baby diapers; face towels of textile; towels of textile; fabric for footwear; fabric; tablecloths, 
not of paper; table runners; cloth; sheets [textile]; wall hangings of textile; lingerie fabric; washing mitts; woollen cloth.

Cl.25;Leggings [leg warmers]; clothing; motorists" clothing; boxer shorts; chasubles; dresses; women"s briefs; inner 
soles; pocket squares; masquerade costumes; footmuffs, not electrically heated; headgear for wear; shirts; trousers; 
jackets [clothing]; jerseys [clothing]; hoods [clothing]; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; pockets for clothing; ready-
made clothing; short - sleeve shirts; bibs, not of paper; leggings [trousers]; underwear; sweat- absorbent underclothing 
[underwear]; corselets; dressing gowns; muffs [clothing]; caps [headwear]; outerclothing; ear muffs [clothing]; wimples; 
breeches for wear; overalls; dress shields; skorts; underpants; socks; singlets for sports; undershirts for sports; 
headbands [clothing]; beach clothes; stockings; tights; togas; jumper dresses; knitwear [clothing]; tee-shirts; turbans; 
overcoats; uniforms; sweat-absorbent underclothing [underwear]; pants; waistcoats; hosiery; babies" pants [clothing], 
layettes [clothing].

Cl.40;Treatment of textiles and woven materials.
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Priority claimed from 12/10/2015; Application No. : 683392 ;Switzerland 

3366398    06/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1302577]
PHARGENTIS S.A.

Via Figino 6 CH-6917 Barbengo Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY

A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical products, namely, chemical preparations for scientific use, cultures of microorganisms other than for 
medical and veterinary use, nucleotide matrices and proteins for scientific and medical research.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of disorders of the nervous system, the immune system, the 
cardiovascular system, the metabolic system, the respiratory system, the musculo-skeletal system, the genitourinary 
system; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of disorders of inflammatory origin; pharmaceutical preparations 
used in dermatology, oncology, hematology and in tissue and organ transplantation, in ophthalmology as well as for 
treatment of gastroenterological disorders; pharmaceutical preparations for the treatment of viral, metabolic, endocrine, 
musculoskeletal, cardiovascular, sexual dysfunction, genitourinary, cardiopulmonary, oncological, hepatological, 
ophthalmic, respiratory, neurological, gastrointestinal, hormonal, dermatological, psychiatric and immune system 
diseases and disorders; cultures of microorganisms for pharmaceutical, medical and veterinary use.
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Priority claimed from 17/06/2015; Application No. : 86665256 ;United States of America 

3370589    17/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1298356]
SERVICENOW, INC.

2225 Lawson Lane Santa Clara CA 95054 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ARCHER & ANGEL

K-4, South Extension Part 2, New Delhi- 100049, New Delhi, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for management of business processes; computer software for management of computer-
based information systems for businesses; computer software for developing, deploying, operating, monitoring, 
configuring, customizing, implementing and managing of computer systems and applications; computer software for 
workflow and business, process automation; computer software for information technology service automation; 
computer software for identifying elements of information technology infrastructure; computer software for performance 
analytics; computer software for facilities management; computer software for field service automation; computer 
software for application integration; computer software development tools; downloadable computer software 
implementation tools; and downloadable electronic publications in the nature of guides, manuals and books in the field of 
information technology.

Cl.41;Training and educational services, namely, information technology training services; educational services, 
namely, arranging and conducting classes, workshops, webinars, seminars, conferences and forums in the fields of 
information technology; educational services, namely, providing certification training of developers, implemented, 
integrators, and administrators in the field of information technology; and providing online non-downloadable electronic 
publications in the nature of guides, manuals, and books in the field of information technology.

Cl.42;Infrastructure-as-service featuring computer software platforms for creating, managing and deploying cloud 
computing infrastructure services; platform-as- a-service (PaaS) services featuring computer software platforms for 
developing, configuring, customizing, managing, and deploying software applications; software as a Service (SaaS) 
featuring software for developing, deploying, operating, monitoring, configuring, customizing, implementing and 
managing of computer systems and applications; software as a service (SaaS) featuring software for management of 
business processes; cloud hosting provider services; electronic data storage services; application service provider (ASP) 
services, namely, hosting computer software applications of others; technical support services, namely, remote and on-
site management services for application monitoring and management for others; providing a non-downloadable web-
hosting platform for use by others to develop, configure, customize, and deploy software applications; providing online 
non- downloadable software to others for managing, tracking, analyzing, and reporting data; providing online non-
downloadable software to others for developing, deploying, operating, monitoring, configuring, customizing, 
implementing, and managing computer systems and applications; providing online non-downloadable software to others 
for information technology service management (ITSM) and information technology operations management (ITOM); 
providing online non-downloadable, software for managing computer-based information systems for businesses; 
providing online non- downloadable software to others for information technology service automation; providing online 
non- downloadable software for workflow and business process automation; providing online non- downloadable 
software to others for identifying elements of information technology infrastructure; providing online non downloadable 
software to others for generating performance analytics, providing online non-downloadable software to others for 
facilities management and automation; providing online non-downloadable software to others for field service 
automation; providing online non-downloadable software to others for application integration; providing temporary use of 
online non-downloadable software development tools to others to analyze, test, assess, configure, customize, and 
implement computer software; consulting services in the fields of information technology; designing, developing, 
configuring, customizing, testing, assessing, implementing and maintaining computer software and systems for others; 
computer diagnostic services; computer programming services; computer project management services; information 
technology integration services; website featuring information on information technology; computer services, namely, 
hosting an online community website featuring shared communications between community members interested in 
service management, information technology operations management, business management, and application 
development; computer services, namely, hosting an interactive website that allow users to share, exchange and 
distribute software programs.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2015; Application No. : 86747961 ;United States of America 

3379953    04/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1303749]
THE YANKEE CANDLE COMPANY, INC.

16 Yankee Candle Way South Deerfield, MA 01373 US

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.4;Candles; fragrant wax for use in wax warmers.

Cl.35;Mail order catalog, online retail store and retail store services, all in the fields of candles and candle 
accessories, glassware, tableware and home fragrance products.
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3384706    13/01/2016
[International Registration No. : 1304862]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.

High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven NL

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO

120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENNAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric kitchen machines, household garbage disposals, universal slicing and cutting machines and apparatus, 
namely, electric machines and apparatus for slicing or cutting food products, fruit and vegetables, machines for 
processing foodstuffs, namely, graters, mixers, beaters, dough makers, mincers, grinders and separators for foods, juice 
extractors, fruit or vegetables centrifuges, fruit and vegetable peelers, slicers, vegetable cutters, electric knives; can-
opening machines; machines and automatic machines for laundry; spin driers; dishwashers, ironing machines, electric 
coffee grinders, electric kitchen machines, electric juice extractors, electric mixers, electric bottle openers, machines for 
cleaning footwear, washing apparatus, vacuum cleaners; floor and wall maintenance machines such as sanding 
machines, scrubbing machines; vacuum cleaners for household use; accessories and parts for vacuum cleaners for 
household use, namely, vacuum cleaner brushes, vacuum cleaner hoses, vacuum cleaner bags; apparatus and 
installations for spraying, rinsing and cleaning, particularly instruments for cleaning at high-pressure, using steam and 
steam blasting or steam particles, spray extraction apparatus, brushing machines, wet vacuum apparatus, brush vacuum 
cleaners, cleaning machines for hard surfaces and textile furnishings, road sweeping machines; washing and rinsing 
machines; parts of these goods, namely, brushes, pipes, hand guns, suction strainers, nozzles, pipes of metal; electric 
hammers, pneumatic drills, rotary drills, impact drills, drill screwdrivers, angle drills, drilling machines; electric impact 
wrenches, pneumatic impact wrenches; electric ratchet wrenches, pneumatic ratchet wrenches; electric hammers; 
electric sanders; polishing machines; electric saws, chainsaws; sharpeners, electric grinding wheels, pneumatic grinding 
wheels, grinders, disc sanders; planing machines; pneumatic shears, electric shears; clippers (machines); painting 
machines; cleaning machines; pneumatic knives, electric knives, knife sharpening machines; glue guns, hot air guns, all 
being mobile or stationary mechanically operated or electrically operated or pneumatically operated tools; electric 
machine tools or other accessories for lasers providing accessories for an optical unidirectional guide; blowers and 
suction machines for dust, dust extraction tubes; gas-operated soldering irons, electric soldering irons; electric tool 
boxes and cases; wire brushes (machine parts); washing machines (which may be combined with a tumble drier).

Cl.8;Tools, apparatus and machines electrically operated, included in this class, namely, electric razors, beard clippers 
and hair removing apparatus, electric hair clippers for cutting, including hair clippers for nose and ears, hand-operated 
curling irons, manicure and pedicure sets; hand-operated hand tools and instruments for the kitchen and the household 
and for body care; parts of these articles, and housings, containers and cases for the aforesaid goods (included in this 
class), irons; electric hair curling irons, in particular curling tongs, electric apparatus for setting hair, hair straighteners, 
electric hair clippers, apparatus for hair curling tongs, curling tongs, electric curling tongs; hand-operated agricultural 
and horticultural apparatus; horticultural and agricultural apparatus as hand tools or hand instruments; saws [tools]; 
rasps [hand tools]; lawn clippers [hand instruments]; brush cutters [hand instruments]; lawn rakes; hedge trimmers [hand
tools]; hand tools for gardening for horticultural purposes; parts and component parts for all the aforesaid goods; electric 
flat irons and their component parts; hand-operated hand tools and implements.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus and instruments for recording, transmitting, 
reproducing sound or images; apparatus and media for recording, transmission and reproduction of analog or digital data 
for sounds, images; radio and television sets, radio-alarm clocks; software and software packages; data processing 
equipment; computers; extinguishers; computer peripheral devices, namely screens, keyboards, computer mice, control 
consoles and levers, digital, optical and magnetic disk and diskette drives, digitizers, printers, modems, loudspeakers, 
headsets; telephone, fax and telecommunication apparatus; local networks, namely, data processing equipment, 
integrated set-top receivers; television sets; loudspeakers, cabinets for loudspeakers; sound recording media; audio tape 
recorders; video recorders; high-fidelity sound systems; amplifiers, player-recorders for music, images, texts, videos and 
multimedia data; cameras, namely, photographic cameras, digital cameras, motion picture cameras, video cameras; 
telephones, mobile telephones, telephones over the Internet and related accessories for the aforesaid goods, namely, 
headphones, microphones, audio speakers, batteries; battery chargers; fire and smoke detection apparatus, including fire 
alarms and smoke detectors; extinguishers; electric locks, weather stations; videophones, electric monitoring apparatus; 
intercoms; video telephones; radar apparatus; protective plug for electric apparatus; weather station, remote control, 
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radio control receiver; electric or electronic apparatus and instruments for processing, storing, transmission, 
broadcasting, receiving data automation and management of the home and home equipment; computer interfaces for 
home automation applications; mobile software and applications for connected electronic apparatus for use in the fields 
of connected health, sports and well-being and home automation; mobile software and applications for monitoring and 
security in the home, control and monitoring of electronic, electric apparatus and electric household appliances, for 
household energy management, remote control and management of apparatus for health and personal well-being; 
apparatus and sensors for monitoring, control and remote control of electric, electronic and household apparatus; 
electric sensors; connected sensors; sensors for connected well-being and apparatus; connected bracelets and 
spectacles; thermometers (not for medical use); connected thermometers (not for medical use); connected scales; 
apparatus and instruments, particularly modular, for the supply of low or medium voltage electricity, conducting, 
distribution, switching, transformation, accumulation, regulation or control of low or medium voltage electricity; switches, 
relays, programmers and thermostats; load controllers; light dimmers; electric sockets; electric conductors, particularly 
wires, cables, rails and buses; installation and/or distribution profiles for electric conductors and/or electrical equipment; 
transformers; inverters (electricity); terminal blocks; connection boxes; terminals (electricity); circuit breakers; breakers, 
circuit breakers, switches, isolating switches.

Cl.11;Installations, apparatus for heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, air conditioning, ventilation, 
water supply; installations for processing nuclear fuel and nuclear moderating material; apparatus, instruments and 
machines for air and water purification; air conditioners; air purifiers; cooking appliances, namely, stoves; grills for 
barbecuing; baths, spa baths, whirlpool baths and bath installations; beverage-cooling apparatus and ice dispensers; 
charcoal grills; cooking ovens; cooking rings; dehumidifiers; baking ovens for household use; electric food steamers; 
electric food warmers; electric grills; electric apparatus for heating food for infants; electric radiators; electric toasters; 
freezers; gas grills; dryer (which may be combined with a washing machine); all-purpose electric apparatus for preparing 
food (worktops) for grilling, roasting, cooking, baking, browning and for barbecue and food grills; cooker hoods; 
refrigerating machines; refrigerators; lighting apparatus and illuminating installations and parts thereof (included in this 
class), in particular electric lamps and luminaries; lighting apparatus with light-emitting diodes [LED], including organic 
LED, LED lamps and LED luminaries; hand dryers, apparatus for hair, namely, hair dryer; laundry driers; heat guns.
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Priority claimed from 20/10/2015; Application No. : 139450140001034177 ;Iran 

3384737    06/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1305212]
INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT OF SPECIAL INTEREST TOURISM (SITI)

No. 1, Golfam Street, Africa Blvd. Tehran Iran

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER CO. LLP

A3 Trade Center, Stadium Circle, CG Road, Ahmedabad 380009. India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.3;Cosmetic preparations for baths, bleaching preparations, stain remover, soap, cosmetic preparations for skin care, 
cleaning preparations, polishing preparations, abrasives, dentifrices, eyebrow cosmetics, essential oils, hair lotions, 
perfumes, laundry preparations.

Cl.18;Animal skins, umbrellas, valves of leather, suitcases, leather trimmings for furniture, travelling sets (leatherware), 
travelling bags, leather tool bags (empty), leather thread and laces, leather straps used for tightening and fixing of 
skateboard wheels, leather straps, leather shoulder straps, straps of leather [saddlery], stirrup leathers, leather leashes, 
casings of leather for plate springs, harness, walking sticks, furniture coverings of leather, leatherboard, leather 
unworked or semi-worked, leather twist, imitation leather, whips, collars of leather (for animals), kid, key cases (leather 
goods), hat boxes of leather, parasols, bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather for packaging, bags for campers.

Cl.25;Headgear for wear, ready-made clothing, clothing, fur footmuffs not electrically heated.

Cl.27;Linoleum, rugs, door mats, mats and matting, carpets, floor covering, wall hanging (non-textile).
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Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry, compotes, jelly powder; preserved, frozen, dried or cooked vegetables; frozen, dried and 
frosted fruits; eggs, edible oils and fats, jams, milk and milk products, meat and game extracts.

Cl.30;Molasses (syrup) for food, syrup for culinary purposes and extracts, other than essential oils, for flavoring 
foodstuffs, flour, cassava starch for food, salt, treacle, baking powder, confectionery ices, tapioca, vinegar, teas, starch 
for food, sauces (condiments), sago, rice, artificial coffee, coffee, cocoa, bread, confectionery and pastry products, 
spices, sugar, edible ices, honey, mustard.

Cl.31;Live animals, malt, fresh fruits and vegetables, natural plants and flowers, animal foodstuffs, seeds.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic beverages, mineral waters, non-alcoholic beers, fruit drinks and beverages, preparations for 
making beverages, aerated mineral waters, syrups for beverages, fruit juices.

Cl.35;Advertising, office functions, business administration, business management; export services for: cosmetic 
preparations for baths, bleaching preparations, stain remover, soap, cosmetic preparations for skin care, cleaning 
preparations, polishing preparations, abrasives, dentifrices, eyebrow cosmetics, essential oils, hair lotions, perfumes, 
laundry preparations, animal skins, umbrellas, valves and leads of leather, suitcases, leather trimmings for furniture, 
travelling sets (leather ware), travelling bags, leather tool bags (empty), leather thread and laces, leather straps used for 
tightening and fixing of skateboard wheels, leather straps, leather shoulder straps, straps of leather [saddlery], stirrup 
leathers, leather leashes, casings of leather for plate springs, harness, walking sticks, furniture coverings of leather, 
leatherboard, leather unworked, or semi-worked, leather twist, imitation leather, whips, collars of leather (for animals), kid, 
key cases (leather goods), hat boxes of leather, parasols, bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather for packaging, bags for 
campers, headgear for wear, ready-made clothing, clothing, fur footmuffs not electrically healed, linoleum, rugs, door 
mats, mats and matting, carpets, floor covering, wall hangings (non-textile), meat, fish, poultry, compotes, jelly powder, 
preserved, frozen, dried or cooked vegetables, frozen, dried and frosted fruits, eggs, edible oils and fats, jams, milk and 
milk products, meat and game extracts, molasses (syrup) for food, syrup for culinary purposes and extracts, other than 
essential oils, for flavoring foodstuffs, flour, cassava starch for food, salt, treacle, baking powder, confectionery, ices, 
tapioca, vinegar, teas, starch for food, sauces (condiments), sago, rice, artificial coffee, coffee, cocoa, bread, 
confectionery and pastry products, spices, sugar, edible ices, honey, mustard, live animals, malt, fresh fruits and 
vegetables, natural plants and flowers, animal foodstuffs, seeds, non-alcoholic beverages, mineral waters, non-alcoholic 
beers, fruit drinks and beverages, preparations for making beverages, aerated mineral waters, syrups for beverages, fruit 
juices.

Cl.39;Arranging of travel tours, arranging of travel by sea, booking of seats for travel, transport of travellers, escorting 
of travellers, travel reservation; transport, packaging and storage of: cosmetic preparations for baths, bleaching 
preparations, stain remover, soap, cosmetic preparations for skin care, cleaning preparations, polishing preparations, 
abrasives, dentifrices, eyebrow cosmetics, essential oils, hair lotions, perfumes, laundry preparations, animal skins, 
umbrellas, valves and leads of leather, suitcases, leather trimmings for furniture, travelling sets (leatherware), travelling 
bags, leather tool bags (empty), leather thread and laces, leather straps used for tightening and fixing of skateboard 
wheels, leather straps, leather shoulder straps, straps of leather [saddlery], stirrup leathers, leather leashes, casings of 
leather for plate springs, harness, walking slicks, furniture coverings of leather, leatherboard, leather unworked or semi-
worked, leather twist, imitation leather, whips, collars of leather (for animals), kid, key cases (leather goods), hat boxes of 
leather, parasols, bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather for packaging, bags for campers, headgear for wear, ready-made 
clothing, clothing, fur footmuffs not electrically heated, linoleum, rugs, door mats, mats and matting, carpets, floor 
covering, wall hangings (non-textile), meat, fish, poultry, compotes, jelly powder, preserved, frozen, dried or cooked 
vegetables, frozen, dried and frosted fruits, eggs, edible oils and fats, jams, milk and milk products, meat and game 
extracts, molasses (syrup) for food, syrup for culinary purposes and extracts, other than essential oils, for flavoring 
foodstuffs, flour, cassava starch for food, salt, treacle, baking powder, confectionery ices, tapioca, vinegar, teas, starch 
for food, sauces (condiments) sago, rice, artificial coffee, coffee, cocoa, bread, confectionery and pastry products, spices, 
sugar, edible ices, honey, mustard, live animals, malt, fresh fruits and vegetables, natural plants and flowers, animal 
foodstuffs, seeds, non-alcoholic beverages, mineral waters, non-alcoholic beers, fruit drinks and beverages, preparations 
for making beverages, aerated mineral waters, syrups for beverages, fruit juices.

Cl.41;Academies [education], vocational guidance [education or training advice], sporting and cultural activities, club 
services [entertainment or education], entertainment services, religious education.

Cl.43;Snack-bar services, temporary accommodation, providing food and drink for others.

Cl.44;Veterinary and medical services, agriculture, horticulture and forestry services, hygienic and beauty care for 
human beings or animals.
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3386576    01/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1273265]
CHRONEXT AG

Bleichistraße 8 CH-6300 Zug Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MIRANDAH ASIA INDIA

Mirandah Asia (India), Level 5, Caddie Commercial Tower, Hospitality District, Aerocity, IGI Airport, New Delhi-110037

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods in precious metals or coated therewith, not included in other classes; 
horological and chronometric instruments; jewellery, precious stones.

Cl.35;Advertising; marketing; marketing studies; public relations; procurement services for others; compilation of 
goods for others for presentation and sales purposes; business appraisals; compilation of information into computer 
databases; commercial information and advice for consumers; wholesale and retail services, also online, concerning 
horological and jewellery, works of art, leather and saddlery, fixtures, fittings, electric and electronic goods; arranging of 
contracts for others concerning purchase and sales of goods; demonstration of goods; consumer advice.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; providing access to 
databases; telecommunication via platforms and portals in the internet.
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Priority claimed from 24/12/2015; Application No. : 1323801 ;Benelux 

3387207    18/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1305525]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS NV

High Tech Campus 5 NL-5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO

120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENNAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for use in the field of healthcare.

Cl.10;Medical and surgical apparatus and instruments, in particular for use in the field of anesthesiology.
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3387518    12/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1306026]
Groove Musical Experience Limited

87 Harley House, Regent's Park London NW1 5HN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY

HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording 
discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; motion picture projectors; motion picture screens; sound 
recording and sound reproducing apparatus and instruments; sound recordings and digitally stored images; computer 
software and firmware; multi-media recordings and publications; computer games, video games, interactive games, 
computer software, sound or video recordings, or publications, in electronic form supplied on line or from facilities 
provided on the internet; digital music provided from the internet; digital recordings of performing arts entertainment 
provided from the internet; sound recordings and images downloadable from the internet.

Cl.16;Printed matter; printed publications; magazines; periodical publications; books, booklets; information books; 
promotional literature; event programmes; photographs; posters, banners and adhesive wall decorations made of paper 
or cardboard; stickers; stationery; greeting cards and post cards; calendars and diaries.

Cl.18;Trunks and travelling bags; articles of luggage; handbags, shoulder bags, casual bags, rucksacks, back packs, 
gym bags, sports bags, purses; umbrellas, parasols.

Cl.21;Articles made of ceramics, glass, porcelain or earthenware which are not included in other classes; crockery; 
mugs; drinking glasses.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear, t-shirts, caps, baseball caps, sweatshirts, jackets.

Cl.28;Hand held games with liquid crystal displays; game machines and apparatus; toys, games and playthings; 
electronic hand held games.

Cl.35;Promotion and management of performing arts entertainments and festivals, including such services provided on 
line from a computer database or the internet.

Cl.38;Telecommunications services; chat room services; web portal services, namely, providing user access to a 
global computer network; e-mail services; providing user access to the Internet; radio and television broadcasting.

Cl.41;Organisation, production, conducting of performing arts entertainments and festivals, including such services 
provided on line from a computer database or the internet; performance arts and musical entertainment services; festival 
services, performance of music, dance, comedy, theatre, poetry and circus entertainment, including such services 
provided on line from a computer database or the internet; production of radio and television programmes; performance 
of radio and television programmes; production and performance of sound recordings, image recordings, videos, films, 
concerts, shows; recording studio services; music and text publishing services; musical and visual entertainment 
provided on line from a computer database or the internet; providing digital music from the internet; electronic games 
services provided by means of the internet or other on line services; information, education, consultancy and advisory 
services relating to any of the aforesaid services; including such services provided on line from a computer database or 
the internet.
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3390873    10/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1306390]
SCHAEFFLER TECHNOLOGIES AG & CO. KG

Industriestraße 1-3 91074 Herzogenaurach Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Belt tensioners [parts of machines]; v-belts for land vehicle engines; bearings for drive shafts; bearings for 
machines; bearings for shaft couplings; bearings and bushings [parts of machines]; pulleys incorporating bearings [parts 
of machines]; clutches and belts for power transmission, except for land vehicles and their parts.

Cl.12;Parts and accessories for land vehicles; parts and accessories for vehicles; parts and accessories for 
watercrafts.
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Priority claimed from 08/12/2015; Application No. : 527270 ;Czech Republic 

3394608    07/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307902]
FPK GROUP LIMITED

Office 2, Suite 2, The Penthouse, Capital Business Centre, Entrance C Triq taz-Zwejt, San Gwann SGN 3000

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY

A-3 TRADE CENTRE STADIUM C.G.ROAD AHMEDABAD-380009

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.1;Fertilizers/manure for agriculture, humus, chemical reagents [other than for medical or veterinary purposes], oil 
dispersants, starch for industrial purposes, foundry moulding preparations, mould-release preparations, foundry molding 
[moulding] preparations, foundry molding preparations.

Cl.5;Human pharmaceutical products, biogenic and bactericidal preparations, sanitary preparations for medical 
purposes, carrier for antibiotic or chemotherapeutic delivery.

Cl.6;Foundry molds [moulds] of metal, cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools, engines other than for land vehicles, clutches other than for land vehicles.

Cl.9;Gauges for checking dimensions and quality of machine parts, distribution boxes [electricity].

Cl.10;Bandages, bacterial filters for medical purposes, surgical implants, surgical, medical, dental and veterinary 
instruments and equipments, orthopaedic supplies, vaporizers for medical purposes.

Cl.19;Foundry molds [moulds] (not of metal).

Cl.35;Business organization consultancy, providing of business and trade information, propagation and marketing 
activity, marketing research, public relations, administrative services, import and export office, organization of 
exhibitions, trade fairs and actions for commercial or advertising purposes, procurement services in pharmaceutical field, 
business management assistance, business management and organization consultancy, business management 
consultancy, demonstration of goods, commercial or industrial management assistance, business efficiency expert 
services, marketing studies, business investigations, business organization consultancy, advisory services for business 
management, professional business consultancy, business information, opinion polling, sales promotion [for others], 
procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses], commercial information and 
advice for consumers [consumer advice shop], administrative processing of purchase orders, outsourcing services 
[business assistance], commercial intermediation services, negotiation and conclusion of commercial transactions for 
third parties, business project management services for construction projects.

Cl.37;Factory construction, machinery installation, maintenance and repair, varnishing, plumbing, freezing equipment 
installation and repair, construction information, repair information, interference suppression in electrical apparatus, 
rebuilding engines that have been worn or partially destroyed, rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially 
destroyed, construction consultation.

Cl.40;Destruction of waste and trash, waste treatment [transformation], abrasion, stripping finishes, soldering, metal 
plating, electroplating, blacksmithing, millworking, galvanization, engraving, metal treating, metal tempering, nickel 
plating, burnishing by abrasion, dyeing services, custom assembling of materials [for others], laser scribing, material 
treatment information, metal casting, production of energy, rental of generators, sorting of waste and recyclable material 
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[transformation].

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting of conferences, arranging and conducting of congresses, practical training 
[demonstration], arranging and conducting of workshops [training], arranging and conducting of seminars, coaching 
[training], vocational retraining.

Cl.42;Construction drafting, technical research, technical project studies, engineering, computer programming, 
mechanical research, research and development of new products [for others], calibration [measuring], computer software 
design, updating of computer software, consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware, quality 
control, computer system analysis, surveying, computer system design, duplication of computer programs, installation of 
computer software, computer software consultancy.
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Priority claimed from 23/07/2015; Application No. : 302015000037706 ;Italy 

3397270    11/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1309433]
IMPERIA & MONFERRINA S.P.A.

Via Savoia, 82 I-00198 Roma Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric machines for processing foodstuffs; machines and accessories for doughing and producing pasta; electric 
machines for processing foodstuffs, namely electric kitchen machines; machines for making pasta and replacement parts 
and accessories therefor; electric kitchen machines; electric kitchen machines, namely electric mixers; molds being parts 
of machines for processing pasta, namely molds for use in producing pasta; dies being parts of machines for processing 
pasta, namely dies for use in producing pasta; mixing machines for food pastes; dough sheeting machines for food 
pastes; electric kneaders; machines for making, cutting out and shaping food pastes, cookies and/or waffles, their parts 
and accessories therefor; extrusion and molding machines; dies for food pastes; machines for cutting pasta; sheeters for 
food pastes; extruders for food pastes; hoppers for food pastes; machines for manufacturing, extruding, chopping, 
mixing, pressing, kneading and shaping food pastes, parts therefor and accessories thereof; molds as parts of machines 
for shaping pasta; shaping tubes for pasta extruders as parts of machines; linear extruders as parts of machines for 
pasta; screw extruders as parts of machines for pasta; molds as parts of machines for pasta; pasta mixers; pasta 
sheeters; machines for dumplings; machines and pumps for stuffing pasta; food paste presses; pasta kneaders; electric 
pasta cutters; pasta forming rollers; pasta cutting rollers; silos and hoppers for pasta machines; squeegee blades for 
pasta machines.

Cl.8;Hand-operated food processors; hand-operated tools and implements for making food pastes; hand-operated tools 
and implements for making, shaping and cutting out food pastes, cookies and/or waffles; hand-operated cutters for 
spaghetti, tagliatelle and pasta; cutters for pasta; hand-operated slicers for foodstuff; hand-operated tools and 
implements for cutting pasta.

Cl.21;Small kitchen utensils and containers, not of precious metal or coated therewith; hand-operated household and 
kitchen utensils for manufacturing, shaping and cutting out food pastes, cookies and/or waffles; hand-operated kitchen 
and household utensils for manufacturing, extruding and shaping food pastes; containers for sifting flour and 
breadcrumbs; pasta drying stands; sugar and flour sifters; rolling pins; scoops; kitchen utensils and accessories thereof 
for making, shaping and cutting pasta, biscuits and/or waffles; non-electric molds for waffles; kitchen molds; graters; 
kitchen sieves; molds for shaping food pastes; pasta drying hangers; molds for the rapid making of ravioli, tortelli or 
tortellini;  non-electric kneaders for industrial use; non-electric kneaders for domestic use.
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3397435    12/05/2016
[International Registration No. : 1308748]
Groove Musical Experience Limited

87 Harley House, Regent's Park London NW1 5HN United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY

HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for creating, recording, transmission or reproduction of sound; audio speakers; sound recording and 
sound reproducing apparatus and instruments; recordings of sound; computer software for processing audio sound 
signals and for playing audio files; computer software having sound generating capabilities, namely, software used to 
digitally encode and decode multi-channel sound for pre-recorded audio discs, video discs, laser discs, dvd video discs 
and dvd audio discs.

Cl.41;Entertainment; audio entertainment services; production, recording and distribution of audio recordings; 
recording studio services; production and presentation of live performances; production and performance of sound 
recordings.

Cl.42;Consultation, inspection and quality control, all relating to making sound recordings, to transferring sound 
recordings, to transferring sound recordings onto film, to duplicating audio of video recordings, to surveying venues for 
the installation of sound reproduction equipment in venues, to installing sound reproducing equipment in venues and to 
the design and manufacture of professional audio and recording equipment, computers and equipment used for 
processing signals over computer networks.
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Priority claimed from 11/08/2015; Application No. : UK00003121827 ;United Kingdom 

3399968    11/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1309976]
GOURMET FOODS AND BEVERAGES LIMITED

Flat 5, Berkeley Court, Marylebone Rd. London NW1 5NA United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES

176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III, SECTOR- 35, FARIDABAD, HARYANA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Prepared nuts; processed nuts; roasted nuts; seasoned nuts; bombay mix, namely, snack mix consisting of 
processed nuts, dried lentils and dried chick peas; snack mixes consisting of dehydrated fruit and processed nuts; nut-
based snack foods; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat substitutes; potato-based snack foods; potato-based 
snacks; meat-based snack foods; cooked meat dishes; vegetable-based snack foods; tofu-based snacks; dried peas and 
beans; prepared meals consisting primarily of meat; prepared meals consisting primarily of fish; prepared entrees 
consisting primarily of seafood; dips; fruit crisps; fruit chips; vegetable crisps; potato chips; potato crisps.

Cl.30;Popcorn; processed quinoa; quinoa chips; crisps made from cereals; tortilla snacks, namely, tortilla chips and 
tortilla shells; sesame snacks; roasted corn, toasted corn kernels; pizza; pretzels; pretzel sticks; sauces [condiments]; 
ready-made sauces; cooking sauces; pasta-based prepared meals; prepared pizza meals; noodle-based prepared meals; 
instant noodles; pies; preparations made from cereals; cereal-based snack foods; grain-based snack foods; corn-based 
snack foods; flour based savoury snacks; wheat-based snack foods; snack food products made from potato flour; snack 
foods consisting principally of bread; chocolate coated nuts.
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Priority claimed from 29/09/2015; Application No. : 685082 ;Switzerland 

3401819    23/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1310798]
Philipp Plein 

Via Dufour 20 CH-6900 Lugano CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
H K ACHARYA & COMPANY

HK AVENUE,19 SWASTIK SOCIETY,NAVRANGPURA,AHMEDABAD 380 009,GUJRAT,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Parts and accessories for portable and handheld digital electronic apparatus, particularly pouches for computers 
and tablet computers, sleeves for computers and tablet computers; parts and accessories for mobile telephones, 
particularly pouches and sleeves for mobile telephones; soft cases for cell phones; cases for mobile telephones; cases of 
leather or imitation leather for mobile telephones; bags of fabric or textile for mobile telephones; smartphones; 
smartwatches; electronic tablets; spectacles [optics]; sunglasses; frames for spectacles and sunglasses; cases for 
spectacles and sunglasses; chains for spectacles and sunglasses; strings for spectacles and sunglasses.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather not included in other classes; animal skins; everyday bags; backpacks; travel 
bags and other luggage; handbags; trunks and suitcases; attaché cases, briefcases and pocket wallets; purses; cases of 
leather or leatherboard and bags [envelopes, pouches] for packaging; card cases; sports bags; satchels; toiletry bags, 
empty; umbrellas; parasols; walking sticks; whips; saddlery.

Cl.26;Brooches [clothing accessories]; feathers [clothing accessories]; buckles [clothing accessories]; brassards; 
birds' feathers [clothing accessories]; ostrich feathers [clothing accessories]; belt buckles [clothing accessories]; 
buckles of precious metal [clothing accessories]; badges (for wear) not of precious metal; ornamental novelty badges; 
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appliqués [haberdashery]; expanding bands for holding sleeves; ribbons of textile for wrapping; ribbons [haberdashery]; 
cords for clothing; lace for edgings; trimmings for clothing; brooches [clothing accessories]; chenille [passementerie]; 
mage [buns for Japanese hair styles]; ornamental novelty pins, other than jewelry; heat adhesive patches for decoration 
of textile articles [haberdashery]; snap fasteners; removable push-up silicone pads for bras; removable reshaping 
silicone pads for buttocks; elastic ribbons; elastic hair bands; mitten clips; ornamental feathers [trimmings for clothing]; 
festoons [embroidery]; whalebones for corsets; heat adhesive patches for repairing textile articles; patches for repairing 
textile articles; fringes; hair twist ties; embroidered patches for clothing; embroidered emblems; mica spangles; gold 
embroidery; gold embroidery for clothing; belt clasps; hair bands; scrunchies [elastic ornaments for hair]; hair clips; hair 
grips; waving pins for the hair; hair pins; hair nets; motoyui [strings with tassels for Japanese hair styles]; bows for the 
hair; hair ornaments; brooches for the hair; hair barrettes; hair extensions; tresses of hair; hooks [haberdashery]; hooks 
and eyes; shirt buttons; binding needles; pant leg cuff straps; fastenings for suspenders; hat ribbons; hat pins for 
securing hats; hat ornaments [not of precious metal]; frills [lacework]; edgings for clothing; hooks for clothing 
[fastenings]; eyelets for clothing; frills for clothing; fastenings for clothing; clasps for clothing; skirt flounces; hook and 
eye fastening tape; hook and pile fastening tapes; buttons; buttons for clothing; buttons, hooks and eyes, pins and 
needles; chokers [cords]; collar supports; wreaths of artificial flowers; artificial flowers for attaching to clothing; artificial 
flowers; beads other than for making jewelry; haberdashery, except yarns; hair curl clips; metal fasteners for footwear; 
ornamental novelty buttons; novelty buttons; needles; spangles for clothing; wigs; ponytail rubber bands; top-knots 
(pompoms); zipper pulls; zip fasteners; slide locks for bags; zippers and parts thereof; rosettes [haberdashery]; flexible 
buckles for clothing; hooks for corsets; saddlers' needles; decorative cloth patches; decorative ribbons of textile; 
decorative bows of textile; buckles for clothing; shoe laces; bodkins; shoe hooks; shoe eyelets; shoe buckles; shoe 
fasteners; shoe ornaments [not of precious metal]; shoulder pads for clothing; safety pins; silver embroidery for clothing; 
obi-dome [special fasteners for Japanese sashes]; lace and embroidery, ribbons and braid; appliqués of fabric 
[haberdashery]; patches of fabric for clothing; ribbons of textile materials; bows of textile for wrapping; toupees; braids; 
numerals or letters for marking linen; decorative ribbons [haberdashery]; marugushi [ornamental combs for Japanese 
hair styles].

Cl.35;Wholesale and retail sale services, also on the Internet, namely, the sale of soaps, perfumery, essential oils, 
cosmetics, hair lotions, dentifrices, parts and accessories for portable and handheld digital electronic apparatus, 
particularly pouches for computers and tablet computers, sleeves for computers and tablet computers, parts and 
accessories for mobile telephones, particularly pouches and sleeves for mobile telephones, soft cases for cell phones, 
cases for mobile telephones, cases of leather or imitation leather for mobile telephones, bags of fabric or textile for 
mobile telephones, smartphones, smartwatches, electronic tablets, spectacles [optics], sunglasses, frames for spectacles 
and sunglasses, cases for spectacles and sunglasses, chains for spectacles and sunglasses, strings for spectacles and 
sunglasses, precious metals and their alloys and goods of these materials or coated therewith, not included in other 
classes, fine jewelry, jewelry, precious stones, timepieces and chronometric instruments, clocks and watches, key rings 
[jewelry and costume jewelry], leather and imitations of leather not included in other classes, animal skins, everyday 
bags, backpacks, travel bags and other luggage, handbags, trunks and suitcases, attaché cases, briefcases and pocket 
wallets, purses and wallets, cases, card cases, sports bags, school bags, toiletry bags, umbrellas, parasols, walking 
sticks, whips, saddlery, furniture, particularly home furniture, kitchen furniture, mirrors [silvered glass], frames, utensils 
and containers for household or kitchen use, combs and sponges, glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in 
other classes, fabrics and textile goods, not included in other classes, bed and table covers, clothing, footwear, headgear, 
brooches [clothing accessories], articles for dolls, feathers [clothing accessories], buckles [clothing accessories], 
armbands, birds' feathers [clothing accessories], ostrich feathers [clothing accessories], belt buckles [clothing 
accessories], buckles of precious metal [clothing accessories], clothing accessories, sewing articles and decorative 
articles of textile, gymnastics apparatus, gymnastic and sports articles, games, toys, clothing accessories; organization 
of fashion shows for advertising purposes; organization of fashion shows for commercial purposes.

Cl.41;Entertainment services; organization of fashion shows for entertainment purposes; sports and cultural activities; 
organization of contests; organization of beauty contests; organization and conducting of parties; production and 
conducting of shows .
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Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, 
namely, electric conductors including wires, cables, rails, electric and electronic switches including semiconductor 
switches, breakers, electric transformers, electric accumulators including batteries, capacitors, electric regulators or 
controllers including voltage regulators, current regulators, frequency regulators, motor drives, industrial computers, 
programmable logic controllers; computer hardware and software for operating, controlling and monitoring wind turbines,
wind parks, wind power substations, including power production and power transmission; electrical, electronic and 
computer equipment and software for wind turbines both onshore and offshore, namely computer equipment portable or 
stationary including data storages, data processors, human machine interfaces, graphical user interfaces, computer 
software for operating, controlling and monitoring wind turbines, wind parks, wind power substations, including power 
production and power transmission; programmable logic controllers (PLC); programmable logic controller (PLC) systems 
comprising I/O modules, utility grid measuring modules, voltage measuring modules, current measuring modules, power 
measuring modules, frequency measuring modules and power supply modules; electric control panels for electrical 
systems for wind turbines, namely, electric control panels and control modules located both in the wind turbine such as 
in blades, hub, nacelle, tower and outside the wind turbine; printed circuit boards (PCBs); electricity conduits; semi-
conductors; electric meters namely electric meter, conductivity meter, and sensors for measuring electric values, 
including power, current, voltage, and for measuring grid events including voltage, all aspects of current, frequency, fault 
and vibration, acceleration, speed, orientation and location related to wind turbine control and meteorological values, 
including temperature, wind speed, ice, sun, shadow, air particles both in and outside the wind turbine and geographical 
values, including Global Position System (GPS) position, location above sea level for individual wind turbines both stand 
alone and in a wind park; electric power converters and inverters for handling power output from a generator and 
ensuring compliance with relevant grid codes; batteries and uninterruptible electric power supplies; computer hardware 
and software for controlling hydraulic, electric and mechanical pitch and yaw systems for wind turbines; application 
software for computers, mobile phones and tablet computers for the monitoring and operation of wind turbines and wind 
parks; climate control systems for wind turbines consisting of thermometers, air conditioning, ventilation, heat and 
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humidity control devices; smoke, fire and gas detectors; security systems for wind turbines comprising sensors including
sensors for measuring power, temperature, speed, vibrations, accelerations and wind turbine controller facilitating 
control of the wind turbine according to design limits, thereby preventing fire, overheating, overload, overspeed, for 
facilitating optimum start and stop of rotor rotation and power production, for facilitating periodic movement of 
components to enable lubrication and correct temperature, preventing unintended loads of the wind turbine and parts 
hereof and for deicing of blades; safety systems for wind turbines comprising loop of safety switches connected to a 
safety controller used for emergency stop of the wind turbine; lightning protection systems for wind turbines comprising 
lightning down conductors, lightning arresters and lightning receptors; apparatus for overvoltage protection against 
strokes of lightning, namely, lightning arrester equipment condition monitoring systems comprising computer hardware 
and software for monitoring specified conditions; surveillance management and predictive maintenance systems for wind 
turbines and wind parks comprising data collecting systems and data analyzing systems for extracting wind turbine 
health and performance data to maximize availability and output; connecting parts for electric conductors, namely, 
aerials, electrical transformers, power conductors in the nature of electric conductors, electric cables, all kinds of 
electrical circuit breakers, ammeters, electroacoustic transducers, electric controllers for wind turbines, electric control 
panels for wind turbines, storage devices for electrical power, namely, batteries, capacitors, accumulators, and 
condensers, all of the foregoing goods for assembling and operating wind turbines and wind parks and for connecting 
wind turbines and wind parks to the power grid, and for managing wind turbines and wind parks; electric control and 
monitoring devices for wind turbines for automatically turning on or off power production and for complying with grid 
codes such as those relating to low voltage ride through requirements and the like after and during utility grid failures; 
microprocessors, semiconductors and programmable logic controllers (PLC) for controlling and monitoring constant 
voltage, frequency, phase conditions, rotor speed, temperature, wind direction and wind speed, pitch of wind turbine 
blades and yaw of wind turbine nacelle; electric sensors, namely, vibration, audio and visual sensors for installation in 
wind turbines for monitoring of nacelle, hub, tower, rotor and components of the aforesaid; electric transducers for 
converting information from analog to digital and from digital to analog including encoders; electric transducers for 
converting data from analog to digital and from digital to analog including antennas; wind turbine control systems 
comprising electronic sensors and related software for controlling and optimising wind turbine performance, including 
operation at low costs and maximum output, integration with other wind turbine systems, maximum availability of the 
wind turbine such as wind turbine control systems; computer hardware and software for use in monitoring and control of 
wind turbines and wind parks, including for remote monitoring and control; control and monitoring computer hardware 
and software for controlling and monitoring wind turbines in power producing mode and in non-power producing mode; 
control and monitoring computer hardware and software for acquiring and storage of data related to a wind turbine, a 
wind park and surroundings of the aforesaid; SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems including 
SCADA systems comprising data processor and graphical user interface for collection, storage, display, transport and 
intelligent processing and presentation of relevant data from wind turbines and wind parks, including control and 
monitoring via human machine interface or graphical user interface and for preparation of reports and communication 
and for exchange of data with external computers or units such as weather stations, ether monitoring systems or 
electrical grids; electric and electronic monitoring, control and operating apparatus and equipment, namely, sensors, 
converters, measuring equipment in the nature of transducers, weather or electric sensors, accelerometers, collecting 
and transmission of data for use in remote monitoring and operation of wind turbines, utility grid and parts and fittings for 
the above types of electric and electronic monitoring and operating apparatus and equipment; computer hardware and 
software for transmitting, analyzing, collecting, calculating and processing wind data and data from wind turbines and 
wind parks and wired or wireless data communication networks also including radio and optic communication for the 
aforesaid and for internal and external data communication to and from the wind turbines and wind parks; electrical, 
electronic and computer equipment for wind turbines, namely, wind turbine controllers, pitch and yaw controllers, I/O 
modules for wind turbine controllers developed to upgrade existing electrical, electronic and computer equipment for 
wind turbines; computer hardware and software and hardware and software platforms including modular platforms all for 
enhancing the performance of wind turbines as well as enabling integration with all types of wind turbines; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale store services and online retail store services featuring parts for wind turbines; compilation 
of data and statistics for business purposes relating to operation of wind turbines and wind parks; commercial advisory 
services relating to exploitation of wind energy, including business advice on optimization of energy production from 
wind turbines and on optimizing the exploitation of wind turbines by upgrading wind turbine components and control 
systems; resource management including management of human resources, supply chain, factory floor, business 
management of commercial projects; supply chain management relating to strategic sourcing of spare parts for wind 
turbines, and providing supply chain management services in relation to spare parts for wind turbines; business 
management of cost cut programs and cash flow optimization programs as well as commercial assistance relating to 
implementation of LEAN manufacturing, quality and configuration management.

Cl.37;Maintenance, repair, retrofit, upgrade, building namely wind turbine tower, nacelle and rotor inspection prior to 
maintenance or repair including visual and thermography, fault finding detection and resolving and servicing of wind 
turbines, in particular operations and electrical systems including high voltage services of and in relation to the wind 
turbine both onshore and offshore and both remote and onsite; installation, refurbishing, update, retrofit, and replacement
of monitoring and control systems of wind turbines or parts of control or monitoring systems; installation, maintenance, 
repair and servicing including preventive servicing and maintenance of apparatus and instruments for conducting, 
switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, computer hardware, electrical, electronic and 
computer equipment for wind turbines, programmable logic controllers (PLC), programmable logic controller (PLC) 
systems including I/0 modules, measuring modules, power supply modules, control panels electricity for electrical 
systems for wind turbines, electricity conduits, semi-conductors, meters and sensors for measuring electric values, 
including power, current, voltage, and for measuring vibration, acceleration, speed, orientation and location wind 
turbines, power converters and inverters for handling power output from a generator, batteries including Uninterruptible 
Power Supply systems (UPS), pitch and yaw systems for wind turbines, climate control systems for wind turbines, smoke 
and gas detectors, security systems for wind turbines facilitating the wind turbine to be controlled according to design 
limits thereby preventing fire, overheating, overload, overspeed, for facilitating optimized start from stand still, for 
facilitating periodic movement of components to enable lubrication and for deicing, lightning protection systems for wind 
turbines, apparatus for overvoltage protection against strokes of lightning, condition monitoring systems for wind 
turbines and wind parks, connecting parts for electric conductors, namely, electrical connecters, aerials, electrical 
transformers, power lines in the nature of electric cables, electrical circuit closers, circuit breakers, ampere meters, 
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electroacoustic transducers, commutators, electric controllers for wind turbines, electric control panels for wind parks, 
electrical wires, switching equipment for wind turbines and wind-powered electricity generators, storage devices for 
electrical power, namely, batteries, capacitors, accumulators, and condensers, electric cables, towers all of the foregoing 
goods for assembling and operating wind turbines and parks and for connecting wind turbines and wind parks to the 
power grid, and for managing wind turbines and wind parks, control and monitoring equipment for wind turbines for 
automatically turning on or off the generator and for automatic starting after utility grid failures, microprocessor, 
semiconductor and PLC (programmable logic controller) equipment for controlling and monitoring constant voltage, 
frequency, phase conditions, rotor speed and wind speed, pitch of wind turbine blades and yaw of wind turbine nacelle, 
vibration, audio and visual sensors including for installation in wind turbines for monitoring of nacelle, hub, tower, rotor 
and components of the aforesaid, wind turbine control systems comprising electronic sensors, computer hardware for 
use in monitoring and control of wind turbines and wind parks including for remote monitoring and control, control and 
monitoring hardware for controlling and monitoring wind turbines in power producing mode and in non-power producing 
mode, SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems including SCADA systems for collection, storage and 
intelligent processing of data from wind turbines and wind parks and for preparation of reports and communication and 
for exchange of data with external computers or units such as weather stations, other monitoring systems or electrical 
grids, electric and electronic monitoring, control and operating apparatus and equipment, including sensors, converters, 
measuring equipment, data collecting and transmission equipment and power generation equipment for use in remote 
monitoring and operation of wind turbines and parts and fittings for the above types of electric and electronic monitoring 
and operating apparatus and equipment, computer hardware for analyzing, collecting, calculating and processing wind 
data and data from wind turbines and wind parks, electrical, electronic and computer equipment for wind turbines 
developed to upgrade existing electrical, electronic and computer equipment for wind turbines, computer hardware 
developed to enhance the performance of wind turbines; advisory and information services relating to maintenance, 
repair, retrofit, upgrade and servicing of wind turbines.

Cl.39;Transportation of parts for wind turbines; customized supply chain logistics services and global logistics, 
namely, delivery of spare parts for wind turbines by air, rail, ship, truck or vehicle.

Cl.42;Design, development and testing of apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; technical consulting relating to design, development and testing of 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
preparation of technical documentation, namely technical writing and drawing relating to project specification including 
technical specification, delivery specification and design specification; engineering project management; technical 
support and supervision services, namely, development and troubleshooting of computer software, assistance in choice 
of components and systems including pitch systems; software update services; fault detection, namely, inspection of 
wind turbine structures, electric panels, electric systems and electric cables; quality assurance services, namely, non-
conformance record handling and conformance analysis of non-conformance issues found during audit of daily work to 
ensure compliance with written procedures; design, development and testing of, as well as technical consulting relating 
to design, development and testing of, computer hardware and software, electrical, electronic and computer equipment 
and software for wind turbines, programmable logic controllers (PLC), programmable logic controller (PLC) systems 
including I/O modules, measuring modules, power supply modules, control panels electricity for electrical systems for 
wind turbines, switchboards, electricity conduits, semi-conductors, meters and sensors for measuring electric values, 
including power, current, voltage, and for measuring vibration, acceleration, speed, orientation and location wind 
turbines, power converters and inverters for handling power output from a generator, batteries including Uninterruptible 
Power Supply systems (UPS), pitch and yaw systems for wind turbines, application software for computers, mobile 
phones and tablet computers relating to the monitoring and operation of wind turbines and wind parks, climate control 
systems for wind turbines, smoke and gas detectors, security systems for wind turbines facilitating the wind turbine to be 
controlled according to design limits thereby preventing fire, overheating, overload, overspeed, for facilitating optimized 
start from stand still, for facilitating periodic movement of components to enable lubrication and for deicing, lightning 
protection systems for wind turbines, apparatus for overvoltage protection against strokes of lightning, condition 
monitoring systems for wind turbines and wind parks, connecting parts for electric conductors, namely, aerials, electrical 
transformers, power lines in the nature of electric cables, electrical circuit closers, electrical circuit breakers, ampere 
meters, electroacoustic transducers, power distributors, electric controllers for wind turbines, electric control panels for 
wind turbines and wind-powered electricity generators, storage devices for electrical power, namely, batteries, capacitors, 
accumulators, and condensers, electric cables, towers all of the foregoing goods for assembling and operating wind 
turbines and parks and for connecting wind turbines and wind parks to the power grid, and for managing wind turbines 
and wind parks, control and monitoring equipment for wind turbines for automatically turning on or off the generator and 
for automatic starting after utility grid failures, microprocessor, semiconductor and PLC (programmable logic controller) 
equipment for controlling and monitoring constant voltage, frequency, phase conditions, rotor speed and wind speed, 
pitch of wind turbine blades and yaw of wind turbine nacelle, vibration, audio and visual sensors including for installation 
in wind turbines for monitoring of nacelle, hub, tower, rotor and components of the aforesaid, wind turbine control 
systems comprising electronic sensors and related software, computer hardware and software for use in monitoring and 
control of wind turbines and wind parks including for remote monitoring and control, control and monitoring hardware 
and software for controlling and monitoring wind turbines in power producing mode and in non-power producing mode, 
SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition) systems including SCADA systems for collection, storage and 
intelligent processing of data from wind turbines and for preparation of reports and communication and for exchange of 
data with external computers or units such as weather stations, other monitoring systems or electrical grids, electric and 
electronic monitoring, control and operating apparatus and equipment, including sensors, converters, measuring 
equipment, data collecting and transmission equipment and power generation equipment for use in remote monitoring 
and operation of wind turbines and parts and fittings for the above types of electric and electronic monitoring and 
operating apparatus and equipment, computer hardware and software for analyzing, collecting, calculating and 
processing wind data and data from wind turbines and wind parks, electrical, electronic and computer equipment for wind 
turbines developed to upgrade existing electrical, electronic and computer equipment for wind turbines, computer 
hardware and software developed to enhance the performance of wind turbines, development of modular control systems 
and platforms, development tools for optimising development of software and hardware, wind turbine performance, 
prototyping and testing of electric wind turbine components such as panels, converters, sensors and the like; technical 
consulting concerning the design of wind turbines and wind parks including concerning the integration of control and 
monitoring hereof into all types of wind turbines; technical research in the field of wind power; monitoring, operating and 
control of wind turbines and wind parks, including research relating to remote monitoring, operation and control of wind 
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turbines and wind parks; technical consulting concerning wind turbine and wind park projects; consultancy and advisory 
services concerning siting, planning, implementation and development of wind energy projects, including wind turbine 
and wind park projects; support, namely, providing technical advice and information in relation to wind turbines; testing 
and technical evaluation of monitoring and control systems for wind turbines or parts of control or monitoring systems; 
installation, maintenance, repair and servicing including preventive servicing and maintenance of computer software, 
computer software for wind turbines, software for computers, mobile phones and tablet computers relating to the 
monitoring and operation of wind turbines and wind parks, software related to wind turbine control systems, software for 
use in monitoring and control of wind turbines including for remote monitoring and control, control and monitoring 
software for controlling wind turbines in power producing mode and in non-power producing mode, computer software 
for analysing, collecting, calculating and processing wind data and data from wind turbines and wind parks, software 
developed to enhance the performance of wind turbines; analysis of the condition of the wind turbines and preparation of 
related service reports and technical documentation.
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Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, unprocessed plastics; unprocessed plastics in the form of powder, beads and pellets.

Cl.16;Flexible plastic films for packaging, included in this class.

Cl.17;Semi-finished products of plastics in the form of foils, sheets, pipes or rods.
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Cl.7;Electric household and kitchen machines and apparatus, included in this class, in particular electric kitchen 
machines and apparatus, including grinders, beaters and kneading apparatus, fruit presses, electric juicers, juice 
centrifuges, mincing machines, cutting apparatus, electrically powered tools, tin openers, knife sharpening apparatus, 
and machines and apparatus for making beverages and/or preparing food, beverage pumps for dispensing chilled 
beverages; electric vending machines for beverages or foods, automatic vending machines; electrical apparatus for 
sealing plastics (packaging); electrical waste disposers, namely waste grinders and waste compacting machines; 
washing machines for crockery; electric machines and devices for cleaning laundry and clothing (included in this class), 
including washing machines, spin dryers; ironing presses, ironing machines, included in this class; robots, robotic 
apparatus, robots (machines); electric household cleaning equipment, including electric window cleaning equipment, 
electric shoe polishers and vacuum cleaners, wet and dry vacuuming apparatus; parts for all the aforesaid goods, 
included in this class; hoses, tubes, dust filters and dust filter bags, all for vacuum cleaners.

Cl.9;Remote operating, signalling and control apparatus (electric/electronic) for household or kitchen machines and 
utensils; recorded and unrecorded machine-readable data carriers for household equipment; data processing devices and
data processing programmes for controlling and operating household appliances; electronic assemblies; apparatus for 
the transmission of data; data communications devices and equipment; computer software, in particular for multimedia 
applications, for games, for advertising purposes and/or for recording, transmission and/or reproduction of sound, 
images, software and/or digital data; data carriers, in particular recorded data carriers, for sound, images, software and/or 
digital data; compact discs; video cassettes; CD-ROMs; DVDs; accumulators (electric); battery chargers, parts and 
attachments for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.11;Apparatus for heating, steam generating and cooking, in particular stoves, baking, roasting, grilling, toasting, 
defrosting and heating devices, water heaters, immersion heaters, slow-cookers, microwave ovens, waffle irons (electric), 
egg-boilers, deep-fat fryers (electric); electric tea and coffee machines, espresso coffee machines, automatic coffee 
machines (included in this class); refrigerating apparatus, in particular refrigerators, chest freezers, refrigerated cabinets, 
beverage-cooling apparatus, fridge-freezers, freezers, ice machines and apparatus; drying apparatus, in particular 
including tumble dryers, laundry drying machines, hand dryers, hair dryers; infrared lamps (other than for medical use); 
heating pads (not for medical purposes), electric blankets (not for medical purposes); apparatus for ventilating, in 
particular fans; extractor hood filters, extractor hood apparatus and covers for extractor hoods, air conditioning 
apparatus and devices for improving air quality, humidifiers, air deodorising apparatus, scent dosing apparatus, other 
than for personal use; air purifying apparatus, apparatus for water supply and sanitary purposes, in particular including 
fittings for steam generating, ventilating and water supply installations; water heaters, storage water heaters and 
instantaneous water heaters; kitchen sinks; heat pumps; parts for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class; 
mechanical taps for dispensing cooled beverages for use in combination with apparatus for cooling beverages (other 
than vending machines).
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Cl.10;Apparatus for physical therapy, in particular massage apparatus; fitness equipment for the human body, 
particularly the musculoskeletal and nervous systems, as far as contained in class 10; all said apparatus for professional 
as well as for private use, and components thereof.

Cl.12;Vehicle parts as far as contained in class 12; vehicle seats.

Cl.20;Furniture, in particular sitting and lying furniture and special furniture for physical therapy.

Cl.41;Education, in particular in the field of physical therapy.
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Cl.6;Assembly fittings, namely masts, stands, sealing collars, cover plates, poles, rooftop cover plates, rooftop joist 
supports, ducts, earthing clamps, earthing clips, earthing bars, all of metal; metal rings and clips, metal tightening straps, 
metal fixtures, in particular for installing antennas and for installing communication systems on and in buildings.

Cl.7;Mechanical turntable units for automatic alignment of antennas.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
[supervision], life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; electric, electrotechnical, electronic and optoelectronic
apparatus, instruments and equipment and systems consisting thereof, included in this class; apparatus, equipment, 
instruments, components and assemblies consisting thereof for recording, transmission, broadcasting, receiving, 
reproduction, output, manipulation, editing, processing, formation, damping, distribution, conversion, blocking, 
equalising, transfer, filtration, measurement, command, monitoring and/or storage of signals, data, sounds, signs, 
images, text and/or films; antennas being communications apparatus and being components, in particular transmission 
antennas, receiving antennas, car antennas, car radio antennas, antennas for use on railway vehicles, radio antennas, 
television antennas, satellite antennas, active and passive antennas, antennas with integrated mechanical, electric, 
electromechanical or electronic components, antennas for installation inside buildings and/or for outdoor use, disguised 
antennas, antennas for telecommunications, in particular for mobile communications; phase shifters, in particular for 
setting of a different radiation angle [downtilt angle] for antennas in mobile communications systems, remote-controlled 
phase shifters; communications base stations, baseband signal processing devices, transmitter assemblies, receiver 
assemblies, amplifiers, channel amplifiers, broadband amplifiers, transmitters, receivers, transducers, frequency 
converters, demodulators, modulators, decoders, encoders, remote radio heads, converters, microwave converters; 
remote feed power injectors [bias tees], crossover networks, hubs, filters, band-pass filters, duplex filters, repeaters, 
relay, multiplexers, diplexers, duplexers, triplexers, transceivers, final amplifiers, splitters; controllers for signal 
transmission, in particular in mobile communications systems, bypass circuits, converters, including protocol, voltage, 
electricity, power and/or frequency transducers or converters, coupling and/or decoupling apparatus for feeding in data, 
signal and/or voltage lines and for decoupling data, signal and/or voltage lines, patch panels, VHF range amplifiers; active 
and passive apparatus, assemblies and components for cable networks and for satellite and terrestrial receivers/antennas 
installations for television signals, audio signals and interactive services, in particular DVB-S/T/C, DVB-S2/T2/C2, IP 
networks and other kinds of signals and transmission standards, in particular receivers, feed systems, SAT-IP servers, 
head-ends and head-end stations for processing of analogue and digital radio and/or TV programmes; DVB transcoders, 
DVB transceivers, DVB transmodulators, TV and DVB converters, TV modulators, power supply units, modems, active 
branch or distribution circuits, switching matrices; control bus demultiplexers, encoders; input splitters, output collectors 
[output distribution bars], inserts and modules, equalisers, multiplexers and demultiplexers, coupling and/or decoupling 
apparatus for feeding in data, signal and/or voltage lines and for decoupling data, signal and/or voltage lines including 
decoupling apparatus to increase the isolation between electronic components; channel blocking devices and range 
blocking devices, cable equalisers, analogue-digital switches and apparatus for transmitting signals via voltage and/or 
power supply lines; voltage surge protectors; computers, communications computers, calculators, data processing 
apparatus, data processing equipment, peripherals adapted for use with computers; telephone, telephone extension, 
videophone, mobile telephone, car telephone and fax apparatus and installations, answering machines, intercoms, 
dialling apparatus, domestic telephone apparatus, intercom installations; monitors being parts of domestic 
communication and surveillance systems; image scanning apparatus; optical, mechanical, electric, electromechanical, 
electrotechnical and electronic apparatus for measuring and control technology, in particular including building 
technology, system control, system monitoring and/or sensor technology, in particular apparatus for installation inside 
buildings or for outdoor use for transmission, processing, distribution and/or receiving of signals for wired and/or 
wireless communication, including related control equipment; signal processing apparatus, energy supplying devices, 
energy supply assemblies, test receivers and antenna measuring apparatus; lasers; systems for sending and receiving of 
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signals transmitted via optical fibres; optical conversion, transmission, broadcasting and receiving facilities; mounting 
and circuit fittings, namely distributors, couplers, duplexers, shunts, blocks, circulators in the nature of electronic 
components, connecting cables, coaxial cables, divertors, connectors, pin and socket connectors, plugs, ends, end 
resistors, sub-racks adapted to hold electrical apparatus, instruments and components, lightning protection and lightning 
current arresters, attenuators, attenuation selectors, hybrid ring lines, electronic components, namely caps, retrofit sets, 
network nodes, zero cards, patch cables, connector sockets, connection cables, adapters, adapter plates, surface mount 
frames, blind plugs, fiber management boxes, fiber switches, building entry points, multiplexers, multi-switches, cable 
switch boxes, cable fittings, cable sets, couplings, links, connecting sleeves, electrical lines; electrical installation 
materials, in particular for antenna installation; communications cables, waveguides, in particular optical waveguides, 
fibre optic cables, and connectors therefor; parts for all of the aforesaid apparatus, instruments, equipment and 
assemblies; systems consisting of a combination of the aforesaid apparatus, instruments, equipment and/or assemblies; 
computer software [downloadable]; computer software, recorded; application software, namely applications [apps] for 
mobile and stationery terminals; all of the aforesaid goods in class 9 being in particular for communications technology, 
broadband communications technology, broadcast technology, receiver technology, transmission of signals, data, audio, 
images, films and/or text; light emitting diodes [LED]; control and monitoring equipment for LED lights [accessories]; 
control and monitoring equipment for LED lights; external temperature controls for antennas.

Cl.11;LED light bulbs, LED luminaires, LED lamps [illumination apparatus]; reflector heating panels for antennas; 
ventilators for cooling of electric or electronic apparatus, instruments, equipment or assemblies.

Cl.16;Printed matter, in particular technical documentation, operating instructions, assembly instructions, operating 
manuals, user instructions, data sheets, program descriptions for software, press information, catalogues, handbooks 
[manuals], prospectuses, flyers, fold-out albums, brand books, editing manuals, editorial guidelines, textbooks, 
advertising brochures; pictures, graphic representations and photographs; instructional and teaching material [except 
apparatus]; paper bags; bags of stone paper.

Cl.18;Shopping bags, hand bags, baggage, satchels, rucksacks; umbrellas, parasols.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; glassware, porcelain and earthenware not included in other 
classes; cups, drinking bottles.

Cl.25;Clothing, headgear.

Cl.28;Games and playthings, plush toys; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; flying discs.

Cl.35;Retailing, wholesaling, mail order and online trade in relation to antennas being communications apparatus and 
being components, electric, electrotechnical, electronic and optoelectronic apparatus, instruments and equipment and 
parts therefor and systems consisting thereof; compilation of data into computer databases.

Cl.37;Installation and repair of antennas being communications apparatus and being components; installation and 
repair of electric, electrotechnical, electronic and optoelectronic apparatus, instruments, equipment, assemblies, and 
parts therefor and systems consisting thereof.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; broadcasting and/or transmission of data, information and programs,  electronic 
transmission of data including forwarding, distributing, exchanging and sending of messages and data; providing access 
to the data transmission networks or data transmission services between networked computer systems; 
telecommunication, providing of telecommunication services, in particular granting access to computer databases, 
computer short messaging systems, computer networks, computerized research and reference materials, interactive 
communications networks, computer software; providing of electronic mail systems for exchanging and redirecting of 
messages and data; data transmission services over telecommunications networks or broadband communication 
networks, data transmission via telecommunication, telematic or broadband communication networks, data transmission 
or data transmission services over broadcast networks; online services, namely message sending; providing 
telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; rental of data transmission networks, mailboxes, e-mail services; 
rental of electric, electronic and electrotechnical equipment and systems consisting thereof for communications 
technology, broadband communications technology, broadcast technology, transmission technology, receiver 
technology and telecommunications technology; rental of antennas being communications apparatus and being 
components; setting up data transmission networks, mailboxes, e-mail services [telecommunication services].

Cl.42;Engineering services; technical planning, design and development of antennas being communications apparatus 
and being components; technical planning, design and development of electric, electrotechnical, electronic and 
optoelectronic apparatus, instruments and equipment, parts therefor and systems consisting thereof, in particular in the 
field of communications technology, broadband communications technology, broadcast technology, transmission 
technology and receiver technology, telecommunications technology and related consultancy in these fields; technical 
planning, design and development of data transmission networks, mailboxes, e-mail services; rental of electric, 
electrotechnical, electronic and optoelectronic apparatus, instruments and equipment, parts therefor and systems 
consisting thereof [with exception of those for telecommunication and as far as listed in class 42]; development, design, 
creation, updating and rental of computer software; software as a service [SaaS]; technological research; computerized 
data storage.

Cl.45;Licensing of intellectual property rights; licensing of technology.
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Priority claimed from 21/09/2015; Application No. : 30 2015 106 246 ;Germany 

3415627    17/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314382]
Supfina Grieshaber GmbH & Co. KG

Schmelzegrün 7 77709 Wolfach DE

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for treatment of surfaces; machine tools; grinding machines; machines and apparatus for polishing 
(electric); finishing machines; attachments for the aforesaid machines, included in this class; machine parts for the 
aforesaid machines, included in this class.

Cl.37;Repair and maintenance of machines for treatment of surfaces as well as of machine tools, grinding machines, 
machines and apparatus for polishing (electric), finishing machines as well as of attachments and of machine parts for 
the aforesaid machines.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely superfinishing of roller bearing parts, rollers, camshafts, crank shafts and work 
pieces of metal, plastic, ceramic or glass; machining services of surfaces; contract manufacturing, for others, of 
workpieces of metal, in particular roller bearing parts, camshafts, crank shafts.
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Priority claimed from 01/04/2016; Application No. : 86961554 ;United States of America 

3417297    29/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1307520]
EOS PRODUCTS, LLC

19 WEST 44TH STREET, SUITE 811 NEW YORK NY 10036 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Lip balm; non-medicated lip care preparations; non-medicated lip protectors; cosmetics, namely, lip repairers; lip 
cream; lip gloss; face care products, namely, face lotion, face wash, face cream; body care products, namely, body 
lotions, body wash, body cream, hand cream and deodorants; non-medicated acne treatment preparations; facial cleaning 
preparation, namely, salicylic acne cleanser not for medical purposes; shaving products, namely, shaving and preshaving 
creams.

Cl.5;Medicated lip balm; acne medications; acne treatment preparations.
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Priority claimed from 03/09/2015; Application No. : 86746571 ;United States of America 

3417598    01/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314328]
Elemental Machines, Inc.

PO Box 1924 Salem NH 03079 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature, light, sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; 
environmental monitoring system comprised of meters and sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature, light, 
sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; software and programmed hardware for collection of data from 
sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature, light, sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; 
software and programmed hardware for analysis of data collected from sensors that measure pressure, humidity, 
temperature, light, sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; software and programmed hardware for 
communication and display of analytical results concerning data collected from sensors that measure pressure, humidity, 
temperature, light, sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; software application for use on computers and 
hand-held devices to control and report on environmental parameters climate in a laboratory from a remote location; 
software that transmits data from hardware to a remote server.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, namely, providing tactile, audible, and/or visual notification alerts via the internet; 
electronic transmission of messages.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing online technology that allows users to monitor and/or control an 
environmental control system at a remote location via a website; computer services, namely, providing online technology 
for use with environmental monitoring systems and/or environmental control systems that facilitate increased energy 
efficiency via an internet website; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms that facilitate 
environmental monitoring and/or environmental control systems; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring 
computer software for use with environmental monitoring and/or environmental control systems; computer services 
namely, providing online technology for use with electronic and/or electro-mechanical systems that monitor and/or 
control an environmental control system via an internet website; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer 
software platforms that facilitate monitoring and/or control of electronic and/or electromechanical systems; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for monitoring and/or controlling of electronic and/or electro-
mechanical systems.
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Priority claimed from 01/02/2016; Application No. : 015061914 ;European Union 

3419054    26/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1314797]
ABB AG

Kallstadter Straße 1 68309 Mannheim Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP

INDIABULLS FINANCE CENTRE TOWER -2 11TH FLOOR 1103 ELPHINSTONE ROAD MUMBAI 400013 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in agriculture, horticulture and forestry; 
unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; gas and gas mixtures; manures; fire extinguishing compositions; 
tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning substances; adhesives 
used in industry.

Cl.9;Nautical, surveying, photographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision) and teaching 
apparatus and instruments; gas-insulated apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; gas-insulated switchgear; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; 
cash registers, calculating machines, fire-extinguishing apparatus

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, water supply and sanitary 
purposes.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair, namely repair of electric switching installations, apparatus for lighting, heating, 
steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying and water supply; installation, namely installation of electric switching 
installations, apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating and water 
supply; computer hardware (installation, maintenance and repair of -); installation, maintenance and repair of electric 
drive units and drive systems for machines.
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Priority claimed from 13/01/2016; Application No. : 2016-003285 ;Japan 

3421625    12/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1316574]
TOSHIBA CARRIER CORPORATION

72-34, Horikawa-cho, Saiwai-ku, Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa 212-8585 Japan

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for air conditioners; computer communications software for air conditioners; computer 
software for remote monitoring and analysis for air conditioners; computer software for freezing machines and apparatus;
computer communications software for freezing machines and apparatus; computer software for remote monitoring and 
analysis for freezing machines and apparatus.

Cl.11;Air conditioning apparatus; air conditioners; heat pumps; boilers, other than parts of prime movers, engines; 
freezing machines and apparatus.
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Priority claimed from 03/09/2015; Application No. : 86746977 ;United States of America 

3422532    01/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1315883]
Elemental Machines, Inc.

PO Box 1924 Salem NH 03079 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature, light, sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; 
environmental monitoring system comprised of meters and sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature, light, 
sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; software and programmed hardware for collection of data from 
sensors that measure pressure, humidity, temperature, light, sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; 
software and programmed hardware for analysis of data collected from sensors that measure pressure, humidity, 
temperature, light, sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; software and programmed hardware for 
communication and display of analytical results concerning data collected from sensors that measure pressure, humidity, 
temperature, light, sound, motion, air pressure, moisture and/or gases; software application for use on computers and 
hand-held devices to control and report on environmental parameters climate in a laboratory from a remote location; 
software that transmits data from hardware to a remote server.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services, namely, providing notification alerts via the internet; electronic transmission of 
messages.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, design and programming of a website featuring technology that allows users to 
monitor and/or control an environmental control system at a remote location; computer services, namely, design and 
programming of an internet site featuring technology for use with environmental monitoring systems and/or 
environmental control systems that facilitate increased energy efficiency; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring 
computer software platforms that facilitate environmental monitoring and/or environmental control systems; software as 
a service (SAAS) services featuring computer software for use with environmental monitoring and/or environmental 
control systems; computer services namely, design and programming of an internet site featuring technology for use with 
electronic and/or electro-mechanical systems; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms that 
facilitate monitoring and/or control of electronic and/or electro-mechanical systems; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring computer software for use with monitoring and/or control of electronic and/or electro-mechanical 
systems.
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Priority claimed from 03/11/2015; Application No. : VA 2015 02776 ;Denmark 

3424134    17/11/2015
[International Registration No. : 1315582]
Medical Prognosis Institute A/S

Venlighedsvej 1 DK-2970 Hørsholm Denmark

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LEX ORBIS

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY PRACTICE, 709/710, TOLSTOY HOUSE, 15-17, TOLSTOY MARG, NEW DELHI - 110 001

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Scientific diagnostic preparations for clinical or medical laboratory use, namely tumor profiling assays to aid in 
selecting cancer therapies; scientific diagnostic preparations for clinical or medical laboratory use; diagnostic 
preparations for scientific or research use; diagnostic preparations other than for medical or veterinary purposes; 
diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use; chemicals used in industry, science and photography, as well as in 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry; unprocessed artificial resins, unprocessed plastics; manures; fire extinguishing 
compositions; tempering and soldering preparations; chemical substances for preserving foodstuffs; tanning 
substances; adhesives used in industry.

Cl.42;Providing medical testing services and information in the field of cancer research and disease classification; 
providing medical testing services and information in the field of cancer research and disease classification for medical 
research purposes; providing medical testing services and information; services of a chemical and/or biological 
laboratory; scientific laboratory services; medical laboratory services (scientific services); laboratory services in the field 
of scientific and medical research; developing programs for simulating experiments or series of experiments in a virtual 
optical laboratory; scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; providing laboratory 
research services in the field of gene expression including in relation to cancer biology; scientific research for medical 
purposes in the field of cancer; industrial analysis and research software.

Cl.44;Preparation of reports relating to medical matters; providing medical information; providing medical diagnostic 
services, testing and information including in the field of cancer diagnosis, cancer research, research in diseases and 
disease classification for diagnostic and treatment purposes; medical analysis for the diagnosis of cancer and prognosis 
of the expected progression of the disease; residential medical advice services; medical services for the diagnosis of 
conditions of the human body; medical analysis services; medical advisory services; testing for medical purposes 
including providing reference and clinical laboratory tests which detect gene mutations, gene expression profiles and 
other molecular indicators and markers to prognose disease and to predict disease progression, disease severity and 
therapy response; medical services; veterinary services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings or animals; 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry services.
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Priority claimed from 14/04/2016; Application No. : 690095 ;Switzerland 

3431469    08/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1318039]
weeMarketplace AG 

Burgstrasse 8 CH-8280 Kreuzlingen CH

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
ANA LAW GROUP

INDIABULLS FINANCE CENTRE TOWER -2 11TH FLOOR 1103 ELPHINSTONE ROAD MUMBAI 400013 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Computer hardware and software; application software for mobile telephones; smartphone; tablet computers, 
computers; software for managing access server applications for mobile telephones.

Cl.35;Composition of assortments of goods for third parties (except transport) enabling customers to conveniently 
view and purchase the goods; organization and management of customer loyalty programs; organization, conducting and 
supervision of customer loyalty programs (advertising); hosting and management of commercial prospecting operations 
(canvassing); market studies and market analyses; customer search and monitoring by means of a mailing list; 
advertising by means of mobile telephone networks; customer contact management; negotiation of commercial activities 
for others, also in the framework of online commerce (transactions); sales promotion, particularly by awarding bonuses; 
sales promotion of goods and services of others by means of a global computer network; sales promotion; market 
studies concerning Internet user habits and customer loyalty; merchandising (promotion services); marketing and sales 
promotion; consulting relating to advertising; public relations and marketing.

Cl.36;Storage of precious metals in safes; financial transactions; financial services on computer; conducting of 
financial services; processing of payments made with credit cards and bank cards; issuance of bank cards; banking 
operations by means of mobile telephones (m-banking).

Cl.38;Mobile telephone communication services; telecommunication; provision of telephone communications 
connected to a global computer network.

Cl.42;Hosting of computer data, files, applications and information; design and development of computer hardware, 
software and data banks, development of computer software.
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3436154    28/12/2015
[International Registration No. : 1318181]
ARMATURENWERK ALTENBURG GMBH

Am Weißen Berg 30 04600 Altenburg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S. DAVAR & CO.,

32, RADHA MADHAB, DUTTA GARDEN LANE, KOLKATA-700010

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Fittings and accessories for compressors for cooling systems; bearing covers (machine parts).

Cl.9;Inverters, inverter boards; power feedthroughs (electronic components).

Cl.11;Devices for blocking, protecting and controlling of refrigerant flows in cooling systems; fittings and accessories 
for cooling systems; valves, accessory components for cooling systems.

Cl.17;Gaskets for cooling systems.

Cl.40;Material processing, namely, cutting, sawing, turning, milling, drilling, grinding, polishing, welding, forming, 
screwing, galvanizing, brazing.

Cl.42;Material testing; burst pressure tests; design of fittings and accessories for cooling systems.
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3442600    12/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319401]
INNOVO ENGINEERING AND CONSTRUCTION LTD

23, Carden Place Aberdeen AB10 1UQ United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.7;Floating jack-up rigs; machine for placing cables on the seabed.

Cl.12;Pontoons; barges; fenders for ships; cable transport apparatus and installations.
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3448412    28/09/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320404]
AMAD MENNEKES HOLDING GMBH & CO. KG

Aloys-Mennekes-Straße 1 57399 Kirchhundem Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S DAVAR & CO.,

L. S. DAVAR & CO. GLOBSYN CRYSTALS, TOWER 1, 2ND FLOOR, BLOCK EP, PLOT NO. 11 & 12, SALTLAKE, SECTOR V, 
KOLKATA 700 091. 

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling 
electricity; calculating machines, data-processing equipment and computers; weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision) and teaching apparatus and instruments; electrotechnical connection devices, plugs, sockets and other 
contacts, coupler sockets, connectors, connectors for appliances, test connectors, phase transformers, contact boxes for 
underground cables, empty housings for electric plugs, electric sockets, electric strip terminals and electric splice 
fittings.

Cl.42;Scientific, technological services and research; industrial analysis and research services; design and 
development of electrotechnical connection devices, computer hardware and software; surveying; design services.
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Priority claimed from 14/06/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 105 466 ;Germany 

3449132    13/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320357]
MESSE MÜNCHEN GMBH

Am Messesee 2 81829 München Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
HIRAL C. JOSHI

503,VISHWA NANAK,CHAKALA ROAD,ANDHERI (EAST),MUMBAI 400 099,INDIA.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed matter.

Cl.35;Organisation of exhibitions and trade fairs for commercial and advertising purposes; publication and issuance of 
advertising texts.

Cl.41;Arranging of exhibitions for cultural and teaching purposes; organisation and arranging of congresses and 
meetings; publication and issuance of printed matter (except for advertising purposes).
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3450264    14/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1319861]
SANCO S.P.A.

Via Ravizza, 13/A I-28066 Galliate (NO) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Fire-fighting systems.

Cl.37;Installation and maintenance of fire-fighting systems.
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Priority claimed from 05/04/2016; Application No. : 015306558 ;European Union 

3451626    04/10/2016
[International Registration No. : 1320210]
EPLAN SOFTWARE & SERVICE GMBH & CO. KG

An der alten Ziegelei 2 40789 Monheim Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
WORLDWIDE INTELLEC

313, BEST SKY TOWER, NETAJI SUBHASH PLACE, PITAMPURA, NEW DELHI-34

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer hardware; data processing hardware; compact discs, DVDs and other digital 
recording media.

Cl.41;Conducting of training events for software users.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; scientific and technological services and research 
and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research services; engineering services; consultancy in the field of 
computer hardware and software; consultancy about computer systems; consultancy in the field of computer hardware 
and software; consultation services relating to computer hardware; advisory services relating to computer hardware 
design; engineering services; engineering consultancy services; engineering project studies; conducting engineering 
surveys; preparation of engineering reports.
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3458303    26/02/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321054]
TIME FOR BEDDING S.R.L.

Via S. Leonardo da Porto Maurizio, 42 I-59100 PRATO (PO) Italy

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CHADHA AND CHADHA

F-46, Himalaya House, 23 Kasturba Gandhi Marg, New Delhi - 110001, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.10;Mattresses for medical purposes; mattress support to prevent the formation of pressure sores, anti-decubitus 
mattresses, mattresses for beds furniture for hospital patients; incontinence mattresses for medical use, air mattresses 
for children [for medical use]; air mattresses for medical use; inflatable mattresses for medical use; air mattresses for 
babies [for medical use]; thermal massage mats, childbirth mattresses; alternating pressure mattresses for medical use; 
inflatable mattresses for orthopaedic use; mattresses for medical use.

Cl.20;Mattresses for beds, mattresses to sleep; beds including mattresses with inner springs, mattress pads, foam 
camping mats, beds, mattresses, pillows and cushions; futon mattresses [no mattresses for the birth of children]; pillows, 
mattresses, mattresses with inner springs, mattress (spring mattresses); bases for mattresses, bases for fireproof 
mattresses; foam mattresses, straw mattresses; mattresses, mattresses [not for birth], changing mats for babies; spring 
mattresses; pneumatic mattresses, mattresses made of flexible wood; camping mats [mattresses]; inflatable float 
mattresses [air mattresses]; air mattresses for non-medical use.

Cl.24;Pillowcases, fabrics for mattresses, protective covers for mattresses, unfitted fabric slipcovers for furniture.
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Priority claimed from 18/12/2015; Application No. : 86853487 ;United States of America 

3458764    31/03/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321238]
KONINKLIJKE PHILIPS N.V.

High Tech Campus 5 5656 AE Eindhoven

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
CANTWELL & CO

120 VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY,CHENAI - 600032

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Bleaching preparations and other substances for laundry use; cleaning, polishing, scouring and abrasive 
preparations; soaps; perfumery, essential oils, cosmetics, hair lotions; dentifrices; toothpaste; non-medicated toilet 
preparations; cosmetics; soaps; shampoos, non-medicated talcum powder; baby wipes, cologne impregnated disposable 
wipes, facial wipes impregnated with cosmetics, moist wipes for sanitary and cosmetic purposes, moist wipes 
impregnated with a cosmetic lotion, pre-moistened cosmetic wipes, wipes impregnated with a skin cleanser, wipes 
incorporating cleaning preparations; non-medicated preparations, creams and lotions for the body, skin and hair; 
massage creams, oils and gels, not medicated; liquid talc for babies; nipple cream; descaling preparations for household 
use; tissues impregnated with lotions; pre-moistened or impregnated cleansing pads, tissues or wipes; disposable wipes 
impregnated with cleansing chemicals or compounds for personal hygiene; baby bottom balm, baby crème; body cream 
for mothers, bath and shower, moisturizing and cleansing foam for mothers, moisturizing oil for mothers, body wash for 
babies, hair wash for babies.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical and veterinary preparations; sanitary preparations for medical purposes; dietetic food and 
substances adapted for medical or veterinary use, food for babies; dietary supplements for humans and animals; 
plasters, materials for dressings; material for stopping teeth, dental wax; disinfectants; preparations for destroying 
vermin; fungicides, herbicides; baby foods; vitamin and mineral preparations; plasters; impregnated antiseptic or 
medicated wipes, moist wipes impregnated with a pharmaceutical lotion, sanitizing wipes, wipes for medical use; breast-
nursing pads; infants and babies" disposable napkins made of paper or cellulose; sterilized wet wipes; baby diapers; 
tissues and wipes impregnated with pharmaceutical lotions and creams; milkpowder for babies.

Cl.7;Appliances for household purposes not included in other classes, electric blenders, can openers, food processors, 
fruit presses, mills and mixers, electric knifes; kitchen appliances for food;  parts and fittings of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.8;Hand tools and implements (hand-operated); razors; table cutlery of plastic, for babies and children; punches for 
making holes in teats included in this class; cutlery and cutlery for babies, infants and children, spoons, forks and knives; 
electric hair clippers, hair trimmers, scissors to trim hair, baby nail clipper, nose cleaner, namely, nose hair trimmers; 
depilation appliances, electric and non-electric, hair clippers for personal use, electric and non-electric, hair-removing 
tweezers; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; nail files, electric or non-electric; manicure and pedicure sets; nail files 
and emery boards, electric or non-electric; tongs for picking up teats and other objects from a sterilizer; tongs for picking 
up hot objects; parts and fittings of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data 
processing equipment, computers; computer software; alarms; scales for babies; digital photograph frames, electronic 
baby monitoring devices, namely, digital enhanced cordless telecommunication (DECT) baby monitors, thermometers and
electronic thermometers, other than for medical purposes; anti-radiation garment; downloadable electronic publications, 
in the nature of magazines, manuals and newsletters in the field of child development, storage media, interactive compact 
discs and CD-ROMs; records, tapes, discs, cassettes, cartridges, cards and other carriers, all containing or for recording 
sound, video, data, images, games, text, programs or information; all the aforesaid goods for or relating to babies, young 
children, pregnant women, breast-feeding mothers and young mothers; computer software programs and software 
applications for mobile phones and other handheld mobile digital electronic devices, mobile apps; computer programs for 
accessing, browsing and searching online databases, computer software and firmware, namely, operating system 
programs, data synchronization programs, and application development computer software programs for personal and 
handheld computers; spectacle frames, eyeglasses, sunglasses; fridge magnets; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods, except hearing aids and related goods; monitoring apparatus, electric; baby monitors; audio monitors; digital 
video monitors; monitors (hardware); charger for electric batteries; battery charger; batteries and rechargeable batteries; 
rechargeable battery pack; central processing unit for baby monitor; electric connections for baby monitor; power cord; 
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charger stand for parent unit; parts and fittings for baby monitors; soother thermometer; bath and room thermometers; 
digital photograph frames; stress meter; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods, except hearing aids and related 
goods.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments, artificial limbs, eyes and teeth; orthopedic 
articles; suture materials; surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus; instruments, clothes, lights and lamps for 
medical, curative, surgical, dental and veterinary use; feeding bottles, feeding bottles handles; teats; soothers, pacifiers 
and teething rings; spoons and medical feeder for administering medicines; cups and vessels adapted for feeding babies 
and children; incubators; toilet chair; toilet chair for babies and children; breast pumps; nursing appliances for use in 
breast feeding, including appliances for the treatment and correction of inverted nipples; breast shields, nipple 
protectors, breasts cooling pads, breasts heating pads; thermometers; condoms; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid 
goods; massage apparatus, electric or non-electric, body and breast massagers; gloves for massage, thermal massage 
pads; vibration generating apparatus for massage; pregnancy support belt; babies bottles; disposable feeding bottles; 
disposable babies bottles; parts and fittings for feeding bottles and babies bottles; breast pumps, including manual 
breast pump, electric breast pump, battery operated breast pump; parts and fittings for breast pumps; nipple shields; 
icepack for medical purposes; medical coolers for breast milk; parts and fittings for feeding bottles and babies bottles, 
namely, teats and valves; medical pouches and containers for collection, deep-freezing, storing, transport and reheating 
breast milk for medical purposes; teats; pacifiers and teats for baby bottles; dummies and teats for babies; dummy 
chains, namely, pacifier clips and holders; ear and forehead thermometers; apparatus for removing nasal mucous, 
namely, external nasal dilators, nasal aspirators, nasal irrigation vessel, naval lavage vessel; inserts for breast shells; 
breast shells; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; apparatus and instruments for sterilizing, heating, lighting, cooking, refrigerating, drying or for 
sanitary purposes; multi-function sterilizer (sterilizer + milk and food warmer + dryer) fans, heaters and warmers for 
feeding bottles, foodstuffs, liquids and solids; congee maker; boiler kettle (to boil water made of both glass / stainless 
steel); air purifiers; humidifiers; wake up lights, namely electric lamps; guide lights and soothing lights, namely, electric 
lamps and lighting fixtures; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; hot water bottles; sterilizers; steam sterilizers; 
sterilizers for feeding bottles and babies bottles, including microwave steam sterilizers and electric steam sterilizers; 
disposable sterilization pouches; microwave sterilizing bag; parts and fittings for sterilizers; air purifiers; humidifiers; 
wake up lights; steamers for food and meal preparation; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made from these materials, not included in other classes; printed matter; 
bookbinding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or household purposes; artists" materials; 
instructional and teaching material (except apparatus); plastic materials for packaging (not included in other classes); 
printing blocks; printed matter, newspapers, newsletters, printed publications and magazines; wipes for cleaning babies 
and infants; disposable bibs made of plastic and paper; table napkins of paper; ice bags; bags for microwave cooking; 
plastic oven cooking bags; bibs of paper; handkerchiefs of paper; cellulose wipes.

Cl.21;Household or kitchen utensils and containers; combs and sponges; brushes (except paint brushes); 
toothbrushes, finger toothbrush; brush-making materials; articles for cleaning purposes; glassware, porcelain and 
earthenware not included in other classes; small domestic utensils and containers (none of precious metals or coated 
therewith); containers for use in the sterilization of babies" feeding bottles and closures for such containers; combs, 
sponges (not for surgical purposes), heat insulated containers; milk powder dispensers; heat insulated containers and 
carriers for baby feeding bottles; brushes and tableware; household, kitchen, domestic, cosmetic and toilet utensils and 
containers; baby food containers sold empty, cups, non-spill valves for use with cups, spouts for cups; baths and potties 
for babies; glass, porcelain and earthenware; bowls and buckets; small ornaments; drinking vessels; figurines, statuettes,
and work sof art made of china, crystal, ceramic, earthenware, glass, porcelain and terra cotta; cleaning articles and 
materials, namely, cleaning cloths, mops, brooms, buckets; money boxes; closures for aforesaid domestic utensils and 
containers; bags and containers for household use, namely, containers for storing, freezing, preserving, transporting and 
heating of breast milk;  heat insulated containers and carriers for baby feeding bottles; bottles of glass; cups; closures for
cups; brushes for cleaning (parts of) bottles, teats, containers; thermal and isothermic bags to keep bottles and cups 
warm or cool, including insulated pockets; portable baths for babies; plates and divider plates; travel feeding set with 
suction mat to prevent spills; bowls and buckets; drinking straws for drinking; blenders, non-electric, for household 
purposes; insulated and vacuum flasks, and vacuum bottles; bottle drying rack; brushes for cleaning (parts of) bottles, 
teats, containers; bottle, bottle openers and bottle brushes; sleeves for protecting cups, bottles and containers; parts and 
fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for christmas 
trees; toys, games, playthings and rattles; dolls.

Cl.35;Business management; business administration; office functions; compilation and management of computerized 
databases, namely, setting up and managing data files stored in databases; information, advisory and consultancy 
services regarding the aforesaid services whether or not via the Internet.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; electronic communications; wireless communications; digital communications 
services; electronic communication services; online communication services; mobile communication services; 
communication via telematics; advising on communications; rentals of communications equipment; rental of 
communication apparatus; data transmission via communication satellites; advice regarding electronic communications; 
communication by electronic means; communication via optic fiber networks; communication via electronic networks; 
communication via lighting and lighting apparatus; providing online communication services.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and research 
services; design and development of computer hardware and software; computer and mobile services, namely, providing 
technology featuring online non-downloadable software that enables users of computers and mobile devices to share 
information and images, to form virtual communities, to engage in social networking, to monitor babies and infants; 
electronic data storage, including data of babies and children.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1871 ,   15/10/2018           Class 99 
 

3459426    26/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322571]
SURJEET SINGH

6 Cousen Road, Bradford,West Yorkshire BD7 3JX United Kingdom

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY

A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Music recordings; digital music downloadable from the Internet.

Cl.38;Providing access to digital music web sites on the internet; providing access to digital music websites on the 
Internet.

Cl.41;Composition of music for others; consultancy on film and music production; music performances; music 
production; music production services; music publishing; music publishing and music recording services; music 
publishing services; music entertainment services; music performance services; music recording studio services; 
commissioning of artist works.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1871 ,   15/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 18/01/2016; Application No. : 86878653 ;United States of America 

3464569    23/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1321964]
MYJOVE CORPORATION

Suite 200, One Alewife Center Cambridge MA 02140 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
MEENU SHARMA GOSWAMI

ANUATION 4th & 5th Floor, WZ 113/4, Meenakshi Garden, Tilak Nagar, New Delhi - 110018, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable electronic publications and downloadable multimedia files containing video, relating to science, 
medicine and technology, and social sciences.

Cl.41;Providing non-downloadable instructional videos and non-downloadable electronic publications in the nature of 
electronic magazines in the field of science, medicine and technology, and social sciences, for research, training and 
educational purposes via a web site; publishing of electronic publications; film and video production.

Cl.42;Providing scientific information in the field of biological, medical, physical, chemical, earth, environmental, and 
social sciences from an on-line searchable database; providing information in the field of engineering from an on-line 
searchable database; providing medical and scientific research information in the field of clinical trials from an on-line 
searchable database.

Cl.44;Providing information in the field of clinical medicine from an on-line searchable database.
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Priority claimed from 21/01/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 100 459 ;Germany 

3464883    20/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322153]
DR. MACH GMBH & CO. KG

Flossmannstraße 28 85560 Ebersberg Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PARKER & PARKER COMPANY

A-3, TRADE CENTER, NR. STADIUM CIRCLE, C.G. RAOD, AHMEDABED - 380 009.

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; data processing hardware in the field of light 
technology, computers in the field of light technology; computer software in the field of light technology, except for 
Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP); beacon lamps; optical lamps; starters for electric lights.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatuses and instruments; surgical lamps; lamps for medical 
[curative] purposes; lamps for medical purposes; lamps for producing polarized light for medical use; lamps for use with 
medical instruments; lamps for use with dental instruments; medical imaging apparatus; medical examination lamps; 
ultraviolet ray lamps for medical purposes.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; luminaires; apparatus for lighting, lamps; flexible lamps; roof lights [lamps]; electric lamps; electrical 
lighting fixtures; sockets for electric lights; filters for use with lamps; lamp casings; glass covers for lamps; germicidal 
lamps; electrical lamps; lamps for lighting purposes; lamps fitted with extendible supports; hangings for lamps; light 
assemblies; burners for lamps; lamp mounts; lamp casings; lamp glasses; incandescent mantles for lamps; lamp 
holders; lamp globes; lamp reflectors; lamp chimneys; lamp shades; lampshade holders; lamp bases; lamp finials; lamp 
stands; lighting ornaments [fittings]; LED luminaires; opaque casings for lights; cord pendants [light fittings]; portable 
lamps [for illumination].

Cl.37;Installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance of facilities for metal production, metal processing and metal 
treating; installation, cleaning, repair and maintenance of machinery and tools for metal treating; installation, cleaning, 
repair and maintenance of illuminating apparatus.

Cl.40;Surface grinding; contract manufacturing services; moulding of synthetic products; custom manufacturing of 
products made of plastic and ironmongery; custom manufacture and assembly services; custom construction of 
machines; metal treating and processing, especially turning, millworking, drilling, punching and soldering; metal 
stamping; surface polishing; grinding; blacksmithing; custom manufacture of tools for others; services for the blast 
treatment of a surface; processing of plastics.

Cl.42;Design services; engineering services; component testing; consultancy services relating to quality control; 
computer-aided construction of mouldings and parts made of plastics or metal; design, technical drafting and technical 
development of medical apparatus and instruments, especially apparatus and instruments for lighting purposes; design 
of molded parts made of plastics or metal; product design, especially product design of lighting apparatus; quality 
control; technical measuring and testing; design and development of medical technology; material testing services; 
testing of machinery; material testing.
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Priority claimed from 21/01/2016; Application No. : 30 2016 001 626 ;Germany 

3466946    21/07/2016
[International Registration No. : 1322151]
IKA-WERKE GMBH & CO. KG

Janke- und Kunkel-Strasse 10 79219 STAUFEN Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific apparatus and instruments; scientific research and laboratory apparatus, educational apparatus and 
simulators; laboratory apparatus and instruments other than for medical use; measuring detecting and monitoring 
instruments; integrated software packages for use in the automation of laboratories (limited to the field of laboratory, 
medical and analysis apparatus and of mechanics, however, in particular not with respect to geographical IT systems); all 
above-mentioned goods not related to dental or endodontical goods

Cl.35;Advertising; online advertising on a computer network; presentation of technical equipment in particular of 
machines, apparatus and equipment made for laboratories, scientific apparatus and instruments including photographic 
and optical apparatus; product demonstrations and product display services; preparing audiovisual presentations for use 
in advertising; preparation and presentation of audiovisual displays for advertising purposes.

Cl.41;Publication of documents in the field of training and science; training; education and instruction services; 
computer education training; provision and organisation of training courses; dissemination of educational material; 
operating of training institution; educational services provided by institutes of higher education; higher education 
services in the nature of courses at the university level; publication of printed matter; publication of instructional 
literature, publication of educational teaching materials and dissemination of educational material; electronic text 
publishing services; providing online electronic publications, not downloadable; publishing services including electronic 
publishing services; tuition; all above-mentioned services not related to dental or endodontical services

Cl.42;Services in the field of science and technology as well as research and development services; providing 
temporary use of laboratory apparatus and instruments and services of a virtual laboratory; providing temporary use of 
laboratory apparatus and instruments and services of an online laboratory; chemical, analytical and scientific laboratory 
services; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of control systems in particular control 
systems for machines and apparatus; design and development of computers and computer programs in particular 
software for controlling and/or regulating of laboratory apparatus and instruments and compilation, recordal and 
evaluation of data produced by this apparatus (limited to the field of laboratory, medical and analysis apparatus and of 
mechanics, however, in particular not with respect to geographical IT systems); development of calibration software 
(limited to the field of laboratory, medical and analysis apparatus and of mechanics, however, in particular not with 
respect to geographical IT systems); developing and providing programs for simulating experiments or series of 
experiments in a virtual laboratory (limited to the field of laboratory, medical and analysis apparatus and of mechanics, 
however, in particular not with respect to geographical IT systems); technical and scientific consultancy; all above-
mentioned services not related to dental or endodontical services
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Priority claimed from 28/12/2015; Application No. : 18724401 ;China 

3467135    28/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1323255]
PILATUS FLUGZEUGWERKE AG

Ennetbuergerstrasse 101 CH-6370 Stans Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SAIKRISHNA & ASSOCIATES

B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (other than for land vehicles); machine couplings and 
transmission components (other than for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for 
eggs; automatic distribution machines; aircraft engines; starters for motors and engines; dynamos; silencers for motors 
and engines; aeronautical engines; piston segments; belt conveyors; fuel conversion apparatus for internal combustion 
engines; fittings for engine boilers; gearboxes other than for land vehicles; all the aforesaid goods are of Swiss origin.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signaling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound recording disks; compact disks, DVDs and other digital recording 
media; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment, 
computers; software; fire extinguishers; data processing apparatus; software [recorded programs]; recorded computer 
operating system programs; downloadable computer software applications; monitors [computer programs]; mechanical 
signboards; electronic display panels; navigational instruments; sound recording apparatus; projection apparatus; 
electric measuring apparatus; optical apparatus and instruments; electric cables; remote control apparatus; heat 
regulating apparatus; fire extinguishing apparatus; protective suits for aviators; acoustic [sound] alarms; sunglasses; 
electric batteries; exposed films; all the aforesaid goods are of Swiss origin.

Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; vehicles for locomotion by land, air, water and rail; 
dining cars [carriages]; electric vehicles; trolleys; aircraft tires; air vehicles; amphibious airplanes; aeronautical 
apparatus, machines and devices; airplanes; aircraft; seaplanes; ejector seats for aircraft; all the aforesaid goods are of 
Swiss origin.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; 
whips, harness and saddlery; unworked or semi-worked leather; bags; furniture coverings of leather; leather straps; 
umbrellas; collars for animals; gut for making sausages; all the aforesaid goods are of Swiss origin.

Cl.25;Headgear; hats; gloves (clothing); scarves; belts (clothing); sleep masks; shower caps; all the aforesaid goods 
are of Swiss origin

Cl.28;Games, toys; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for Christmas trees; games; toys; card decks; balls for 
games; body-building apparatus; targets; skis; swimming pools [play articles]; gloves [accessories for games]; ice 
skates; bells for Christmas trees; fishing tackle; twirling batons; all the aforesaid goods are of Swiss origin.

Cl.35;Advertising; commercial business management; commercial administration; office functions; sales promotion for 
others; personnel recruitment; commercial or industrial company management assistance; professional business 
consultancy; relocation services for businesses; computerized file management; accounting; sponsorship search; retail 
services or wholesale services for medicines.

Cl.37;Construction; repair; installation services; rental of cleaning machines; installation, maintenance and repair of 
computers; vehicle cleaning; airplane maintenance and repair; rustproofing; retreading of tires; furniture maintenance; 
leather care, cleaning and repair; disinfection; fire alarm installation and repair; interference suppression in electrical 
apparatus.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel organization; air transport; piloting; aircraft rental; rental of 
aircraft engines; rental of navigation systems; packaging of goods; storage; messaging [mail or goods]; booking of seats 
for travel.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; tuition; practical training [demonstration]; 
coaching [training]; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; organization and conducting of 
congresses; provision of non-downloadable online electronic publications; layout services, other than for advertising 
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purposes; rental of equipment for games.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design relating thereto; industrial analysis and 
research services; design and development of computers and software; technical research; engineering; mechanical 
research; chemical analysis; testing of materials; industrial design; dress designing; software development [design]; 
computer system design; programming for computers.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2015; Application No. : 2015/08871 ;Sweden 

3471522    22/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1324217]
HTC SWEDEN AB

Box 69 SE-614 22 Söderköping Sweden

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
D.P. AHUJA & CO

14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Abrading machines; precision grinding machines; grinders [machines]; grinding tools for grinding machines; 
machines and apparatus for polishing [electric]; industrial cleaning machines [polishers]; industrial floor cleaning 
[polishing] machines; polishing discs for use with electric floor polishers; polishing discs [parts of machines]; robotic 
cleaning [polishing] machines for floors; floor maintenance machines [electric] for polishing; machines and apparatus for 
polishing [electric]; robots [machines]; mechanical tools; machine tools; tungsten carbide machine tools; rotary tools 
[machines]; tools for machine tools; tools for machine tools; tools [parts of machines]; machines and apparatus for 
cleaning, electric; orbital sanders [machines]; rotary grinding machines; power operated sharpeners; heavy duty grinding 
machines; pavement cutting power grinders; grinders [hand-held power driven]; flap discs for power-operated grinders; 
abrasive disks for power-operated sanders; abrading tools for use with machines; abrasive tools being parts of machines;
grinding tools [parts of machines]; grinding tools [machines or parts of machines]; suction machines for industrial 
purposes; suction machines for scavenging purposes; vacuum cleaners; suction nozzles for vacuum cleaners; dust 
separators; traps for dust [part of machines]; brushes for vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaners; vacuum cleaners for 
industrial purposes; vacuum cleaners for the cleaning of surfaces; wet and dry vacuum cleaners; wet vacuum cleaners; 
dust filters and bags for vacuum cleaners; industrial vacuum machines for cleaning; industrial cleaning machines 
[vacuum cleaners]; industrial floor cleaning machines [vacuum cleaners]; commercial and industrial vacuum cleaners; 
vacuum cleaner bags; vacuum cleaner hoses; electric vacuum cleaners.

Cl.8;Hand-operated sanders; abrasive stones [hand-operated tools]; hand-operated sharpening tools and instruments; 
abrading instruments [hand instruments].
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Priority claimed from 15/11/2013; Application No. : 1591059 ;Australia 

3472093    21/11/2016
[International Registration No. : 1198375]
BIGMAP PTY LTD

43 Cubitt St CREMORNE VIC 3121 Australia

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
PUTHRAN ASSOCIATES

B-3, KESAVAN ORCHID 5/7, NORTH MADA STREET SRI NAGAR COLONY, SAIDAPET, CHENNAI - 600015

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Apparel (clothing, footwear, headgear); athletic clothing; belts (clothing); clothing; gloves (clothing); clothes.

Cl.35;Online advertising on a computer network; online promotion on a computer network; presentation of goods on 
communication media, for retail purposes; retail clothing shop services; retail services; retailing of goods (by any 
means); discount services (retail, wholesale, or sales promotion services).
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3476006    30/04/2016
[International Registration No. : 1323927]
GUANGZHOU VIPSHOP INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY CO., LTD.

Building 1-5, No. 20 Huahai Avenue, Liwan District, Guangzhou Guangdong China

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SIM & SAN ADVOCATES

176 ASHOKA ENCLAVE PART-III FARIDABAD HARYANA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
THE MARK TO BE USED AS WHOLE AND AS PER LABLE PROVIDED IN THE BIRTH NOTIFICATION.

Cl.9;Computer software applications, downloadable; smart cards [integrated circuit cards]; downloadable image files; 
laptop computers; computer operating programs, recorded; computer programmes [programs], recorded; data 
processing apparatus; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software, recorded; electronic 
publications, downloadable.

Cl.35;Advertising; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; import-export agencies; sales 
promotion for others; personnel management consultancy; relocation services for businesses; file management 
(computerized -); accounting; sponsorship search; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods 
and services.

Cl.38;Radio broadcasting; message sending; telephone services; communications by telephone; electronic mail; 
information about telecommunication; electronic bulletin board services [telecommunications services]; providing 
telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; providing access to databases; voice mail services.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2015; Application No. : 687532 ;Switzerland 

3478289    20/06/2016
[International Registration No. : 1324533]
SOFTWAREONE AG

Mühlebachstrasse 3 CH-6370 Stans Switzerland

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
B. KARTHIK ADVOCATE

22, 3rd CROSS STREET, SRINIVASAPURAM, KORATTUR, CHENNAI - 600076

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Commercial business management; compilation of information in computer data banks; provision of commercial 
information via global computer networks; input and processing of information, especially the composition and 
systemization of information into computer databases; updating and maintaining data in computer databases; business 
inquiries; advice for conducting commercial transactions; consultancy services relating to the procurement of goods and 
services, in particular in the field of software licenses; consultancy and advisory services in the field of business strategy,
in particular in the field of strategic management of software licensing; procurement of goods for businesses, in 
particular in the field of software licenses.

Cl.38;Telecommunications; providing access to databases via a global computer network for the inspection of data and 
information; providing access to databases via a global computer network for the download of data and information; 
providing access to interactive databases via a global computer network; transmission of data and information via a 
global computer network; providing multi-user access to a platform on a global computer network; providing access to 
platforms on the Internet and the mobile web; providing access to portals on the Internet and mobile web; providing 
online-access to data; providing access to an electronic network for online information research; providing access to 
online computer databases.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable computer software; cloud computing; providing a web-based platform for an automatic supply-chain 
integration, software licensing and contract management, and software procurement; providing non-downloadable web 
applications for automatic supply-chain integration for software licensing, contract management, and software 
procurement; computer services, namely providing on-line, non-downloadable software featuring for automatic supply-
chain integration, software licensing and contract management, and software procurement; providing computer-
applications, especially Web hosting computer sites (web sites); management, development and maintenance of 
applications as well as software and websites regarding automatic supply-chain integration, software licensing and 
contract management and software procurement; updating and maintenance of the referred software and applications.

Cl.45;Consultancy relating to the management of intellectual property and copyrights, especially regarding software 
licenses; consultancy relating to the management of intellectual property; consultancy relating to the licensing and 
management of computer software, copyrights, and intellectual property; providing information related to software 
licenses via an online-platform; licensing of computer programs (legal services); management and licensing of industrial 
property rights and copyright (legal services).
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Priority claimed from 12/01/2018; Application No. : 1367862 ;Benelux 

3888504    14/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1411991]
MARVESA OILS & FATS B.V.

Parklaan 1 NL-3016 BA Rotterdam Netherlands

Address for service in India/Agents address:
H. K. ACHARYA & COMPANY.

HK Avenue, 19. Swastik Society, Navrangpura, Ahmedabad 380009, Gujarat, INDIA

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Vegetable edible oils and fats for medical purposes; nutritional supplements consisting of vegetable extracts for 
medicinal and dietetic foodstuffs for animals, animal feed and protein-enriched feed; feeding stimulants for animals.

Cl.29;Edible oils and fats for use in cooking foodstuffs for animals; fatty substances for the manufacture of edible fats.

Cl.31;Feedstuffs for animals; animal feed; mixed feed; protein-enriched feed for animal consumption; plant residues 
[raw materials] for use in animal feedstuffs, animal feed, mixed animal feed and protein-enriched animal feed, included in 
this class.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 013 589 ;Germany 

3908465    13/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1416400]
thyssenkrupp AG

thyssenkrupp Allee 1 45143 Essen Germany

PSL a.s.

Robotnicka ul. SK-017 01 Povazská Bystrica Slovakia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Balls, rollers, and rings made from metal (semi-wrought/machined); rolling elements, non-electric wires, profile 
wires made from metal; seamless rolled rings made from metal (semi-wrought/machined).

Cl.7;Annular machinery components made from metal; rolling bearings, large diameter rolling bearings, swivel 
bearings, large-scale swivel bearings, slewing rings, swivel joints; ball bearing, slewing rings made from metal, namely 
ball bearings for machinery, ball bearings for motors, slide bearings, profile bearings, thrust ball bearings, magnetically 
guided separable bearings, self-aligning roller bearings, double four-point contact bearings, four-point contact bearings, 
double-row ball bearing slewing rings; roller slewing rings made from metal, namely roller bearings, combined ball roller 
bearings, rolling bearings; rolling bearings made from metal designed as radial bearings, namely deep groove ball 
bearings, angular contact ball bearings, four-point contact bearings, cross roller bearings, single-row and multi-row 
tapered roller bearings, spherical roller bearings, single-row and multi-row cylindrical roller bearings, radial roller 
bearings, toroidal roller bearings, needle bearings, tapered roller bearings; rolling bearings made from metal designed as 
axial bearings, namely thrust bearings, axial thrust bearings and pivot bearings, axial cylindrical roller bearings, axial 
tapered roller bearings, axial ball bearings, single and double direction axial bearings, axial-radial roller bearings; wire-
race bearings made from metal, namely wire-rod bearings, single-row and multi-row wire-race ball bearings and wire-race 
angular contact roller bearings; components and parts for the aforementioned bearings made from metal, namely rollers, 
cones, ball rings, bushes for interlinking roller bearings [machine parts], bearing bridges for roller bearings; ball bearing 
rings, ball bearing inserts, annular parts of bearings; annular parts and bearings as parts of machinery; sliding bearings 
for machinery; cages for rolling bearings and large-diameter rolling bearings, rolling bearing housings, separators for 
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rolling bearings and slewing rings, sprockets, steering rings; all aforementioned goods as parts of machinery; 
transmissions, transmission couplings and transmission housings made from metal for machinery, ball screws made 
from metal for machinery.

Cl.12;Couplings [connections] for land vehicles, joint shafts, transmissions, joint transmissions, transmission 
couplings and transmission housings for land vehicles, articulated vehicles, rail vehicles, aircraft, spacecraft, and water 
vessels; torque converters for land vehicles, rail vehicles, aircraft, spacecraft, and water vessels.

Cl.37;Installation, maintenance, and repair services in connection with annular machine components made from metal, 
rolling bearings, large-diameter rolling bearings, swivel bearings, large-scale swivel bearings, slewing rings, swivel joints, 
ball bearing slewing rings made from metal, namely ball bearings for machinery, ball bearings for motors, slide bearings, 
profile bearings, thrust ball bearings, magnetically guided separable bearings, self-aligning roller bearings, double four-
point contact bearings, four-point contact bearings, double-row ball bearing slewing rings, roller slewing rings made from 
metal, namely roller bearings, combined ball roller bearings, rolling bearings, rolling bearings made from metal designed 
as radial bearings, namely deep groove ball bearings, angular contact ball bearings, four-point contact bearings, cross 
roller bearings, single-row and multi-row tapered roller bearings, spherical roller bearings, single-row and multi-row 
cylindrical roller bearings, radial roller bearings, toroidal roller bearings, needle bearings, tapered roller bearings, rolling 
bearings made from metal designed as axial bearings, namely thrust bearings, axial thrust bearings and pivot bearings, 
axial cylindrical roller bearings, axial tapered roller bearings, axial ball bearings, single and double direction axial 
bearings, axial-radial roller bearings, wire-race bearings made from metal, namely wire-rod bearings, single-row and multi-
row wire-race ball bearings and wire-race angular-contact roller bearings, components and parts for the aforementioned 
bearings made from metal, namely rollers, cones, ball rings, bushes for interlinking roller bearings [machine parts], 
bearing bridges for roller bearings, ball bearing rings, ball bearing inserts, annular parts of bearings, annular parts and 
bearings as parts of machinery, sliding bearings for machinery, cages for rolling bearings and large-diameter rolling 
bearings, rolling bearing housings, separators for rolling bearings and slewing rings, sprockets, steering rings, all 
aforementioned goods as parts of machinery, transmissions, transmission couplings and transmission housings made 
from metal for machinery, ball screws made from metal for machinery.

Cl.42;Research and development of new products (for third parties).
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Priority claimed from 21/03/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 102 851 ;Germany 

3915231    28/08/2017
[International Registration No. : 1417005]
BAYERISCHE MOTOREN WERKE AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

Petuelring 130 80809 München Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
L.S.DAVAR & CO.

Globsyn Crystals, Tower 1, 2nd Floor, Block EP, Plot No. 11 & 12, Salt Lake Sector V, Kolkata – 700 091

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles and conveyances; land vehicles and conveyances; bicycles; air and space vehicles; water vehicles; 
wheels, tyres and continuous tracks; anti-theft, security and safety devices and equipment for vehicles; parts and 
accessories for air and space vehicles; parts and accessories for water vehicles; parts and accessories for vehicles 
excluding Car seat cover, Car stereos, Solar films & fancy Lights; powertrains, including engines and motors, for land 
vehicles.

Cl.37;Repair, maintenance, overhaul, reconditioning and servicing, all for vehicles and motors as well as their parts and 
components; automobile cleaning; services for land vehicles and their parts; construction; assembly [installation] of 
parts for vehicles; assembly [installation] of accessories for vehicles; vehicle breakdown repair services; tuning of 
engines; vehicle tuning; vehicle service, repair, maintenance and refuelling.
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Priority claimed from 15/03/2018; Application No. : 017875478 ;European Union 

3917369    08/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416695]
EUROPCAR INTERNATIONAL

Bâtiment OP, 2 rue René Caudron F-78960 Voisins le Bretonneux France

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
SUJATA CHAUDHRI IP ATTORNEYS

2106 Express Trade Towers 2, First Floor, B-36, Sector 132, Expressway, NOIDA 201301, Uttar Pradesh, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air or water; vehicles for locomotion by air, land or water; vehicles for
travel by land, air, rail or water; motor vehicles for use in the transporting of people; automobiles for carrying goods; 
motor cars; cars for transporting people; cars for transporting goods; sports cars; touring cars; motor homes; mobile 
homes (caravans); motor caravans; vehicles in the nature of vans; motor vans; camper vans; camping cars; trucks being 
motor land vehicles; trucks for transporting; commercial trucks; industrial trucks; bicycles; motorcycles; lorries; 
coaches; buses.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; organisation, operation and 
supervision of loyalty and incentive schemes; advertising services provided via the Internet; production of television and 
radio advertisements; accountancy; auctioneering; trade fairs; opinion polling; data processing; provision of business 
information; marketing services; promotion services; database management services; business information services 
provided online from a computer database or the Internet; composing advertisements for use as web pages; market 
surveys; analysis of advertising response and market research; business services in the field of the rental of vehicles; 
transport business fleet management services; cost analysis and statistics relating to vehicles; business enquiries; 
business investigations; demonstration of computer products; computerised file management; collection and 
organization of data in a master file in the field of automobile advertising and vehicle rental; customer loyalty services and
customer club services, for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes; organisation of exhibitions for 
advertising purposes relating to the automobile and vehicle rental fields; retail services connected with the sale of 
vehicles and apparatus for travel by land, air, rail or water; information and advice relating to all these services.

Cl.36;Insurance; financial affairs; monetary affairs; credit services relating to motor vehicles; financial services relating 
to motor vehicles; financial services for the purchase of vehicles; provision of finance for the purchase of vehicles; 
financial services for the leasing of vehicles; insurance services relating to vehicles; financial services relating to the 
insurance of motor vehicles; lease purchase financing of vehicles; lease-financing consultancy; vehicle costs and vehicle 
investment consultancy; information and advice relating to all these services.

Cl.39;Transport; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; transportation of persons or merchandise (by 
air, land or water); arranging for the transportation of persons or merchandise (by air, land or water); rental of vehicles for 
locomotion by air, land or water; rental of cars, bicycles, motorcycles, scooters, camping cars, trucks, lorries, vans, 
coaches, buses, caravans; vehicle leasing services; arranging for the rental of vehicles for locomotion by air, land or 
water; rental of vehicle equipment and accessories; vehicle and transport reservation services; chauffeur services; rental 
of chauffeur driven vehicles; car sharing; van sharing; bicycle sharing; car pooling; scooter pooling, transport fleet 
management services; haulage services; courier services (messages or merchandise); vehicle towing services; hiring of 
transportation vehicles; information and advice relating to all these services.
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Priority claimed from 23/11/2017; Application No. : 716448 ;Switzerland 

3917386    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417393]
HFC Prestige International Holding Switzerland Sàrl

Chemin Louis-Hubert 1-3 CH-1213 Petit-Lancy Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Hair care preparations, hair styling preparations, hair coloring preparations.

Cl.7;Machines for creating individual hair coloring; electric emulsifiers and electric beaters for creating individual hair 
coloring; electric tools for preparing individual hair coloring.

Cl.44;Hairdressing salon services; services provided by consultants in the field of esthetics.
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Priority claimed from 25/01/2018; Application No. : 017736695 ;European Union 

3918300    02/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1416538]
ORGANISATION EUROPÉENE DES BREVETS EUROPÄISCHE PATENTORGANISATION EUROPEAN PATENTS 
ORGANISATION INTERNATIONALE ORG.

Bob-van-Benthem-Platz 1 80469 München Germany

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
LALL & SETHI

D-17, South Extension Part - 2, New Delhi - 110049

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.38;Providing of access to databases and enabling of access to databases in the field of intellectual property.

Cl.42;Generation (development) of data and data sets relating to property rights in the field of intellectual property.
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Priority claimed from 22/11/2017; Application No. : 87694531 ;United States of America 

3929071    10/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1419898]
CFA INSTITUTE

915 East High Street Charlottesville VA 22902 United States of America

Address for service in India/Attorney address:
K & S PARTNERS

515-B, Platinum Tower, 5th Floor, Sohna Road, Sector 47, Gurgaon - 122002, National Capital Region, India

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Printed publications, namely, newsletters, brochures, books, digest books, and monographs in the fields of 
investment management and financial analysis and in support of the interests of investment professionals and financial 
analysts.

Cl.35;Association services, namely, the promotion of professional standards and practices and providing career 
information in the fields of investment management and financial analysis; promoting the interests of investment 
professionals and financial analysts (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations).

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, arranging, conducting, and providing courses of instruction, examinations, 
workshops, seminars and conferences in the fields of investment management and financial analysis and distributing 
course materials in connection therewith.
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Priority claimed from 29/08/2017; Application No. : 302017000096844 ;Italy 

3935626    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1417637]
CERAMICHE ATLAS CONCORDE SPA

Via Canaletto, 141 - Spezzano I-41042 Fiorano Modenese (MO) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); ceramic tiles and ceramic slabs for flooring, wall coverings, stairs and ceilings; 
ceramic tiles for bathrooms and kitchens countertops.

Cl.20;Work surfaces; ceramic work surfaces for kitchens, bathrooms, bars, restaurants, and offices; ceramic panels 
being parts of furniture; table tops; countertops for bathroom furniture; benches; chairs; lawn furniture.
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Priority claimed from 11/09/2017; Application No. : 4387593 ;France 

3937938    09/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421103]
ROBERT WAN HOLDING

Archipel des Gambiers, Atoll de Marutea Sud, F-98755 GAMBIER, POLYNESIE FRANCAISE France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Jewelry; jewelry; timepieces.

Cl.35;Retail services, in stores or on a commercial web site for jewelry articles, jewelry and timepieces; Presentation of 
jewelry articles, jewelry and timepieces, on all communication media for retail purposes; sales promotion for others; 
franchising services; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of others; advertising; 
organization of exhibitions and fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; bill-posting; dissemination of 
advertisements and advertising material (tracts, prospectuses, printed matter, samples); advertising mail; updating of 
advertising material; shop window dressing; demonstration of goods; dissemination (distribution) of advertising samples;
modeling services for advertising or sales promotion purposes; news clipping services; commercial business 
management; commercial administration; commercial information and advice for consumers (consumer advice shop); 
price comparison services; telemarketing services; administrative management of promotional offers; organization of 
promotional and advertising operations with a view to customer loyalty; administrative management of hotels; import-
export agencies.
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Priority claimed from 21/03/2018; Application No. : 87843846 ;United States of America 

3940217    06/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1421260]
Marquis, Inc.

11953 Prairie Industrial Parkway Hennepin IL 61327 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Ethanol.

Cl.4;Biodiesel fuel; ethanol fuels; corn oil for use as fuel feedstock.

Cl.31;Distillers dried grains with solubles (DDGS); wet distillers grains with solubles (WDGS).

Cl.39;Barge transport; helicopter transport; trucking services, namely, hauling of processed and unprocessed grains, 
ethanol, and corn oil.
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3949606    23/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1422957]
"Office-impex" Limited liability company

ul. 45-oi Strelkovoy Divizii, 261a RU-394026 Voronezh Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.2;Annatto [dyestuff]; auramine; Canada balsam; white lead; paper for dyeing Easter eggs; dyes; binding preparations 
for paints; glazes [paints, lacquers]; litharge; primers; gamboge for painting; gum-lac; titanium dioxide [pigment]; 
repositionable paint patches; indigo [colorant]; gum resins; colophony; caramel [food colorant]; carbonyl [wood 
preservative]; cochineal carmine; toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers; edible ink cartridges, filled, for 
printers; copal; alizarine dyes; aniline dyes; ink for leather; colorants for liqueurs; colorants for beverages; shoe dyes; 
colorants for beer; colorants for butter; ink for skin-dressing; dyewood; malt colorants; food dyes; colorants; toner [ink] 
for photocopiers; watercolor paints for use in art; aluminium paints; asbestos paints; bactericidal paints; wood stains; 
ceramic paints; marking ink for animals; distempers; oil paints for use in art; fireproof paints; printing ink; engraving ink; 
enamels for painting; paints; creosote for wood preservation; turmeric [colorant]; black japan; bitumen varnish; bronzing 
lacquers; copal varnish; lacquers; anti-corrosive bands; anti-rust oils; oils for the preservation of wood; mastic [natural 
resin]; lime wash; cobalt oxide [colorant]; zinc oxide [pigment]; silver paste; printers' pastes [ink]; pigments; coatings 
[paints]; coatings for roofing felt [paints]; wood coatings [paints]; undercoating for vehicle chassis; anti-fouling paints; 
varnishes; aluminium powder for painting; bronze powder for painting; silvering powders; anti-corrosive preparations; 
protective preparations for metals; wood mordants; mordants for leather; mordants; thinners for paints; thinners for 
lacquers; whitewash; soot [colorant]; carbon black [pigment]; lamp black [pigment]; sandarac; thickeners for paints; 
sienna earth; siccatives [drying agents] for paints; anti-rust greases; natural resins, raw; malt caramel [food colorant]; 
badigeon; anti-tarnishing preparations for metals; anti-rust preparations; wood preservatives; sumac for varnishes; 
minium; turpentine [thinner for paints]; fixatives [varnishes]; fixatives for watercolors; yellowwood [colorant]; edible inks; 
saffron [colorant]; dyewood extracts; enamels [varnishes]; silver emulsions [pigments]; metals in powder form for use in 
painting, decorating, printing and art; metal foil for use in painting, decorating, printing and art.

Cl.3;Abrasives; amber [perfume]; descaling preparations for household purposes; antistatic preparations for household 
purposes; aromatics [essential oils]; air fragrancing preparations; cake flavorings [essential oils]; flavorings for 
beverages [essential oils]; food flavorings [essential oils]; breath freshening sprays; canned pressurized air for cleaning 
and dusting purposes; balms, other than for medical purposes; lip glosses; polishing stones; abrasive paper; emery 
paper; polishing paper; petroleum jelly for cosmetic purposes; shoe polish; cobblers' wax; cotton wool for cosmetic 
purposes; sachets for perfuming linen; drying agents for dishwashing machines; adhesives for cosmetic purposes; 
scented water; Javelle water; lavender water; toilet water; wax for parquet floors; floor wax; non-slipping wax for floors; 
depilatory wax; mustache wax; tailors' wax; creams for leather; polish for furniture and flooring; shoemakers' wax; 
polishing wax; massage gels, other than for medical purposes; heliotropine; dental bleaching gels; geraniol; make-up; 
deodorants for pets; depilatory preparations; scented wood; perfumes; non-slipping liquids for floors; windshield 
cleaning liquids; greases for cosmetic purposes; volcanic ash for cleaning; perfumery; decorative transfers for cosmetic 
purposes; ionone [perfumery]; shaving stones [astringents]; smoothing stones; eyebrow pencils; cosmetic pencils; 
silicon carbide [abrasive]; carbides of metal [abrasives]; alum stones [astringents]; tripoli stone for polishing; adhesives 
for affixing false eyelashes; adhesives for affixing false hair; quillaia bark for washing; corundum [abrasive]; beard dyes; 
colorants for toilet purposes; cosmetic dyes; laundry starch; laundry glaze; shoe cream; polishing creams; cosmetic 
creams; skin whitening creams; polishing rouge; incense; hair spray; nail polish; hair lotions; lotions for cosmetic 
purposes; after-shave lotions; beauty masks; oils for perfumes and scents; oils for cosmetic purposes; oils for toilet 
purposes; essential oils; essential oils of cedarwood; essential oils of lemon; essential oils of citron; oils for cleaning 
purposes; bergamot oil; gaultheria oil; jasmine oil; lavender oil; almond oil; rose oil; oil of turpentine for degreasing; 
whiting; cleaning chalk; almond milk for cosmetic purposes; cleansing milk for toilet purposes; musk [perfumery]; 
deodorant soap; shaving soap; soap for brightening textile; cakes of toilet soap; antiperspirant soap; soap for foot 
perspiration; soap; almond soap; mint for perfumery; cosmetic kits; emery; nail art stickers; false nails; eau de Cologne; 
bases for flower perfumes; joss sticks; pastes for razor strops; dentifrices; pumice stone; lipstick cases; hydrogen 
peroxide for cosmetic purposes; breath freshening strips; teeth whitening strips; abrasive cloth; glass cloth [abrasive 
cloth]; lipsticks; pomades for cosmetic purposes; shaving preparations; cosmetic preparations for baths; bath 
preparations, not for medical purposes; hair straightening preparations; hair waving preparations; laundry soaking 
preparations; grinding preparations; smoothing preparations [starching]; color-removing preparations; leather bleaching 
preparations; polishing preparations; denture polishes; mouthwashes, not for medical purposes; cosmetic preparations 
for slimming purposes; starch glaze for laundry purposes; furbishing preparations; eye-washes, not for medical 
purposes; fabric softeners for laundry use; laundry bleach; dry-cleaning preparations; paint stripping preparations; 
lacquer-removing preparations; make-up removing preparations; floor wax removers [scouring preparations]; varnish-
removing preparations; rust removing preparations; nail care preparations; cleaning preparations; preparations for 
cleaning dentures; wallpaper cleaning preparations; preparations for unblocking drain pipes; collagen preparations for 
cosmetic purposes; laundry preparations; aloe vera preparations for cosmetic purposes; sunscreen preparations; color-
brightening chemicals for household purposes [laundry]; shining preparations [polish]; make-up powder; diamantine 
[abrasive]; stain removers; nail varnish removers; vaginal washes for personal sanitary or deodorant purposes; scouring 
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solutions; false eyelashes; tissues impregnated with cosmetic lotions; tissues impregnated with make-up removing 
preparations; safrol; laundry blueing; turpentine for degreasing; potpourris [fragrances]; bleaching soda; bath salts, not 
for medical purposes; bleaching salts; fumigation preparations [perfumes]; preservatives for leather [polishes]; ammonia 
[volatile alkali] [detergent]; astringents for cosmetic purposes; eyebrow cosmetics; make-up preparations; sun-tanning 
preparations [cosmetics]; hair dyes; neutralizers for permanent waving; preparations to make the leaves of plants shiny; 
cosmetic preparations for eyelashes; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetics; cosmetics for animals; mascara; 
cleansers for intimate personal hygiene purposes, non medicated; detergents, other than for use in manufacturing 
operations and for medical purposes; degreasers, other than for use in manufacturing processes; bleaching preparations 
[decolorants] for cosmetic purposes; antiperspirants [toiletries]; toiletry preparations; phytocosmetic preparations; 
talcum powder, for toilet use; cotton sticks for cosmetic purposes; terpenes [essential oils]; emery cloth; cloths 
impregnated with a detergent for cleaning; henna [cosmetic dye]; shampoos for animals [non-medicated grooming 
preparations]; shampoos for pets [non-medicated grooming preparations]; dry shampoos; shampoos; sandpaper; soda 
lye; herbal extracts for cosmetic purposes; extracts of flowers [perfumes]; ethereal essences; badian essence; mint 
essence [essential oil]; deodorants for human beings or for animals; hair shampoos and conditioners; feminine hygiene 
cleansing towelettes; body deodorants [perfumery]; washing soda, for cleaning; cleaning preparations for leather; shoe 
polish and creams.

Cl.6;Aluminium; fittings of metal for compressed air lines; fittings of metal for building; white metal; beacons of metal, 
non-luminous; vats of metal; beams of metal; joists of metal; bottles [metal containers] for compressed gas or liquid air; 
balustrades of metal; tin cans; swimming pools [structures] of metal; beryllium [glucinium]; arbours [structures] of metal; 
window pulleys; blooms [metallurgy]; ingots of common metal; anchors; bolts of metal; eye bolts; casks of metal; 
mooring buoys of metal; barrels of metal; identification bracelets of metal; bronze; bells; bells for animals; letters and 
numerals of common metal, except type; silos of metal; busts of common metal; vanadium; bird baths [structures] of 
metal; valves of metal, other than parts of machines; screws of metal; aviaries [structures] of metal; tungsten; hoppers of 
metal, non-mechanical; gates of metal; sleeves [metal hardware]; ferrules of metal for handles; signboards of metal; 
diving boards of metal; loading gauge rods of metal for railway wagons; nuts of metal; galena [ore]; hafnium [celtium]; 
nails; crampons [climbing irons]; tacks [nails]; horseshoe nails; shoe pegs of metal; germanium; vice claws of metal; 
doors of metal; folding doors of metal; chimney pots of metal; memorial plates of metal; chimney shafts of metal; wall 
plugs of metal; troughs of metal for mixing mortar; packaging containers of metal; containers of metal for storing acids; 
jalousies of metal; outdoor blinds of metal; iron strip; roof gutters of metal; street gutters of metal; tinplate; iron slabs; 
door bolts of metal; window fasteners of metal; bolts, flat; clips of metal for sealing bags; binding screws of metal for 
cables; crampons of metal [cramps]; wheel clamps [boots]; rivets of metal; padlocks; box fasteners of metal; locks of 
metal for bags; locks of metal for vehicles; locks of metal, other than electric; spring locks; closures of metal for 
containers; bungs of metal; latches of metal; tension links; couplings of metal for chains; road signs, non-luminous and 
non-mechanical, of metal; registration plates of metal; signs, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; fences of 
metal; buckles of common metal [hardware]; bronzes [works of art]; works of art of common metal; hardware of metal, 
small; indium; cabanas of metal; telephone booths of metal; cadmium; paint spraying booths of metal; telpher cables; 
ropes of metal; jerrycans of metal; traps for wild animals; greenhouse frames of metal; framework of metal for building; 
cornices of metal; skating rinks [structures] of metal; cermets; water-pipe valves of metal; drain traps [valves] of metal; 
metal cages for wild animals; keys of metal; mooring bollards of metal; cobalt, raw; chill-molds [foundry]; elbows of metal 
for pipes; bed casters of metal; furniture casters of metal; manifolds of metal for pipelines; casings of metal for oilwells; 
pillars of metal for building; chimney cowls of metal; bottle caps of metal; sealing caps of metal; tent pegs of metal; pegs 
of metal; copper rings; ferrules of metal; split rings of common metal for keys; rings of metal; door fittings of metal; 
fittings of metal for windows; brackets of metal for building; buildings of metal; buildings, transportable, of metal; steel 
buildings; containers of metal [storage, transport]; guard rails of metal for railways; baskets of metal; door frames of 
metal; tool boxes of metal, empty; stringers [parts of staircases] of metal; faucets of metal for casks; tubbing of metal; 
brackets of metal for furniture; roofing of metal; roofing of metal, incorporating photovoltaic cells; turntables [railways]; 
screw tops of metal for bottles; manhole covers of metal; hooks [metal hardware]; pitons of metal; pot hooks of metal; 
hooks of metal for roofing slates; sash fasteners of metal for windows; hooks of metal for clothes rails; bag hangers of 
metal; clothes hooks of metal; chicken-houses of metal; chests of metal; wrapping or binding bands of metal; scaffolding 
of metal; staircases of metal; ladders of metal; limonite; steel sheets; cast steel; magnesium; manganese; reinforcing 
materials, of metal, for concrete; reinforcing materials of metal for machine belts; reinforcing materials of metal for pipes; 
reinforcing materials of metal for building; railway material of metal; materials of metal for funicular railway permanent 
ways; building materials of metal; refractory construction materials of metal; masts of metal; steel masts; sheets and 
plates of metal; pyrophoric metals; metals in powder form; moldings of metal for building; moldings of metal for cornices; 
molybdenum; metal knockers; pipe muffs of metal; shoe dowels of metal; porches [structures] of metal; monuments of 
bronze for tombs; tombs of metal; flashing of metal for building; roof flashing of metal; fish plates [rails]; anvils; anvils 
[portable]; beak-irons; rope thimbles of metal; ferrules of metal for walking sticks; handcuffs; jets of metal; duckboards of 
metal; belt stretchers of metal; stretchers for metal bands [tension links]; wire stretchers [tension links]; stretchers for 
iron bands [tension links]; nickel silver; nickel; niobium; grease nipples; binding thread of metal for agricultural 
purposes; thread of metal for tying-up purposes; braces of metal for handling loads; wall claddings of metal for building; 
enclosures of metal for tombs; laths of metal; barrel hoops of metal; wall linings of metal for building; palings of metal; 
crash barriers of metal for roads; tree protectors of metal; trellis of metal; door stops of metal; stops of metal; window 
stops of metal; windows of metal; ironwork for doors; ironwork for windows; tin; shuttering of metal for concrete; filings 
of metal; poles of metal for power lines; props of metal; branching pipes of metal; monuments of metal; monuments of 
metal for tombs; wainscotting of metal; signalling panels, non-luminous and non-mechanical, of metal; building panels of 
metal; partitions of metal; lintels of metal; casement windows of metal; strap-hinges of metal; shims; rocket launching 
platforms of metal; transport pallets of metal; platforms, prefabricated, of metal; floor tiles of metal; tiles of metal for 
building; anchor plates; grave slabs of metal; tile floorings of metal; lead seals; loading pallets of metal; handling pallets 
of metal; trays of metal; stakes of metal for plants or trees; firedogs [andirons]; armor-plating of metal; paving blocks of 
metal; roof coverings of metal; cladding of metal for building; linings of metal for building; fireplace mantles of metal; 
steel strip; door panels of metal; floors of metal; sills of metal; bathtub grab bars of metal; ceilings of metal; brazing 
alloys; gold solder; silver solder; door closers, non-electric; door openers, non-electric; collars of metal for fastening 
pipes; floating docks of metal, for mooring boats; aluminium wire; iron wire; wire of common metal; wire of common 
metal alloys, except fuse wire; barbed wire; copper wire, not insulated; soldering wire of metal; steel wire; springs [metal 
hardware]; rods of metal for welding; rods of metal for brazing and welding; rods of metal for brazing; peeled metal bars; 
drawn and polished metal bars; bright steel bars; dispensers for dog waste bags, fixed, of metal; window frames of metal; 
frames of metal for building; containers of metal for liquid fuel; containers of metal for compressed gas or liquid air; tanks 
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of metal; floating containers of metal; rails of metal; furnace fireguards of metal; grilles of metal; runners of metal for 
sliding doors; iron ores; ores of metal; chrome ores; door handles of metal; knobs of metal; sheet piles of metal; pigsties 
of metal; safes [metal or non-metal]; safes, electronic; insect screens of metal; burial vaults of metal; foot scrapers; 
junctions of metal for pipes; nozzles of metal; anti-friction metal; silver-plated tin alloys; alloys of common metal; sheaf 
binders of metal; bindings of metal; shutters of metal; steel alloys; tinfoil; statues of common metal; figurines [statuettes] 
of common metal; cask stands of metal; tombstone stelae of metal; bars for metal railings; stables of metal; 
advertisement columns of metal; posts of metal; telegraph posts of metal; railway points; steps [ladders] of metal; slings 
of metal for handling loads; stair treads [steps] of metal; machine belt fasteners of metal; tombstone plaques of metal; 
identity plates of metal; tantalum [metal]; greenhouses of metal, transportable; titanium; wire cloth; tombac; mobile 
boarding stairs of metal for passengers; wire rope; pipework of metal; penstock pipes of metal; water-pipes of metal; 
gutter pipes of metal; ducts of metal for ventilating and air-conditioning installations; drain pipes of metal; chimneys of 
metal; pipes of metal; ducts of metal, for central heating installations; steel pipes; angle irons of metal; tinplate packings; 
door fasteners of metal; bicycle parking installations of metal; wind-driven bird-repelling devices made of metal; towel 
dispensers, fixed, of metal; tungsten iron; molybdenum iron; silicon iron; titanium iron; chrome iron; flagpoles 
[structures] of metal; flanges of metal [collars]; weather- or wind-vanes of metal; aluminium foil; metals in foil or powder 
form for 3D printers; foils of metal for wrapping and packaging; ice moulds of metal; foundry molds of metal; fittings of 
metal for coffins; fittings of metal for beds; fittings of metal for furniture; clips of metal for cables and pipes; chromium; 
cattle chains; chains of metal; safety chains of metal; zinc; zirconium; cotter pins of metal; pantiles of metal; roofing tiles 
of metal; washers of metal; balls of steel; hinges of metal; poles of metal; safety cashboxes; pulleys of metal, other than 
for machines; railroad ties of metal; window casement bolts; spurs; pins [hardware]; roller blinds of steel; latch bars of 
metal; badges of metal for vehicles; labels of metal; lock bolts; cashboxes [metal or non-metal]; tool chests of metal, 
empty; boxes of common metal; letter boxes of metal; reels of metal, non-mechanical, for flexible hoses; prefabricated 
houses [kits] of metal; iron, unwrought or semi-wrought; door bells of metal, non-electric; brass, unwrought or semi-
wrought; copper, unwrought or semi-wrought; common metals, unwrought or semi-wrought; house numbers of metal, 
non-luminous; wall tiles of metal; paving slabs of metal; slabs of metal for building; winding spools of metal, non-
mechanical, for flexible hoses; hot-rolled steel bars; straps of metal for handling loads; lead, unwrought or semi-wrought; 
cable joints of metal, non-electric; bottle closures of metal; steel, unwrought or semi-wrought; step stools of metal; cables
of metal, non-electric; turnstiles of metal; window openers, non-electric; cast iron, unwrought or semi-wrought.

Cl.8;Glaziers' diamonds [parts of hand tools]; apparatus for tattooing; razors, electric or non-electric; sharpening steels;
scythe stones; gimlets [hand tools]; borers; augers [hand tools]; carpenters' augers; hand drills, hand-operated; 
pickhammers; levers; table forks; weeding forks [hand tools]; agricultural forks [hand tools]; lawn clippers [hand 
instruments]; harpoons; harpoons for fishing; nail pullers, hand-operated; rakes [hand tools]; sand trap rakes; cutter bars 
[hand tools]; whetstone holders; priming irons [hand tools]; sculptors' chisels; lifting jacks, hand-operated; truncheons; 
clamps for carpenters or coopers; spades [hand tools]; rabbeting planes; chisels; engraving needles; tattoo needles; 
cutlery; edge tools [hand tools]; garden tools, hand-operated; abrading instruments [hand instruments]; numbering 
punches; goffering irons; implements for decanting liquids [hand tools]; depilation appliances, electric and non-electric; 
sharpening instruments; blade sharpening instruments; livestock marking tools; oyster openers; polishing irons [glazing 
tools]; ear-piercing apparatus; tube cutting instruments; wire strippers [hand tools]; riveters [hand tools]; expanders 
[hand tools]; cutting tools [hand tools]; ski edge sharpening tools, hand-operated; hand tools, hand-operated; stamping-
out tools [hand tools]; picks [hand tools]; sharpening stones; punch rings [knuckle dusters]; trowels; centre punches 
[hand tools]; daggers; pickaxes; mallets [hand instruments]; pliers; punch pliers [hand tools]; blades [weapons]; annular 
screw plates; wrenches [hand tools]; tap wrenches; ladles [hand tools]; foundry ladles [hand tools]; breast drills; lasts 
[shoemakers' hand tools]; scythe rings; instruments for punching tickets; diggers [hand tools]; rams [hand tools]; 
scythes; hainault scythes; fire irons; emery grinding wheels; grindstones [hand tools]; sledgehammers; thistle extractors 
[hand tools]; nail nippers; tree pruners; nail drawers [hand tools]; ice picks; blades [hand tools]; razor blades; blades for 
planes; plane irons; jig-saws; spoons; table knives, forks and spoons for babies; table knives, forks and spoons of 
plastic; crow bars; trowels [gardening]; shovels [hand tools]; palette knives; machetes; beard clippers; hair clippers for 
personal use, electric and non-electric; hair clippers for animals [hand instruments]; taps [hand tools]; fireplace bellows 
[hand tools]; swords; hammers [hand tools]; stone hammers; masons' hammers; riveting hammers [hand tools]; 
mattocks; ditchers [hand tools]; mincing knives [hand tools]; manicure sets; manicure sets, electric; pedicure sets; 
needle files; bits [hand tools]; files [tools]; emery files; air pumps, hand-operated; hand pumps; shaving cases; scaling 
knives; hobby knives [scalpels]; molding irons; ceramic knives; farriers' knives; budding knives; hunting knives; 
penknives; grafting tools [hand tools]; braiders [hand tools]; bill-hooks; paring knives; knives; cleavers; wick trimmers 
[scissors]; shears; cattle shearers; border shears; pruning shears; shearers [hand instruments]; scissors; sword 
scabbards; vegetable slicers; agricultural implements, hand-operated; side arms, other than firearms; stropping 
instruments; screwdrivers, non-electric; sabres; reamer sockets; drill holders [hand tools]; perforating tools [hand tools]; 
pestles for pounding [hand tools]; emery boards; nail files; nail files, electric; saws [hand tools]; bow saws; tweezers; 
hair-removing tweezers; guns [hand tools]; guns, hand-operated, for the extrusion of mastics; dies [hand tools]; fruit 
pickers [hand tools]; saw blades [parts of hand tools]; shear blades; tool belts [holders]; table cutlery [knives, forks and 
spoons]; crimping irons; hand implements for hair curling; vegetable choppers; money scoops; instruments and tools for 
skinning animals; hackles [hand tools]; pin punches; nail punches; fish tapes [hand tools]; punches [hand tools]; 
insecticide sprayers [hand tools]; syringes for spraying insecticides; reamers; frames for handsaws; saw holders; rasps 
[hand tools]; cutters; paring irons [hand tools]; graving tools [hand tools]; milling cutters [hand tools]; razor strops; 
leather strops; planes; scythe handles; knife handles; handles for hand-operated hand tools; marline spikes; bits [parts of 
hand tools]; hollowing bits [parts of hand tools]; secateurs; silver plate [knives, forks and spoons]; pruning knives; 
sickles; drawing knives; scrapers [hand tools]; scrapers for skis; mortise chisels; caulking irons; gouges [hand tools]; 
mortars for pounding [hand tools]; mitre boxes [hand tools]; branding irons; hatchets; adzes [tools]; vices; bench vices 
[hand implements]; hoop cutters [hand tools]; axes; holing axes; fulling tools [hand tools]; earth rammers [hand tools]; 
tube cutters [hand tools]; squares [hand tools]; extension pieces for braces for screw taps; embossers [hand tools]; 
apparatus for destroying plant parasites, hand-operated; metal wire stretchers [hand tools]; metal band stretchers [hand 
tools]; flat irons; irons [non-electric hand tools]; razor cases; ratchets [hand tools]; scraping tools [hand tools]; awls; 
choppers [knives]; spatulas [hand tools]; spatulas for use by artists; bayonets; curling tongs; cuticle tweezers; eyelash 
curlers; nail clippers, electric or non-electric; cheese slicers, non-electric; egg slicers, non-electric; pizza cutters, non-
electric; can openers, non-electric; non-electric caulking guns; caulking guns, hand-operated; fingernail polishers, 
electric or non-electric.

Cl.11;Lamp shades; steam accumulators; heat accumulators; defrosters for vehicles; disinfectant apparatus for 
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medical purposes; distillation apparatus; desiccating apparatus; hydromassage bath apparatus; disinfectant apparatus; 
air deodorizing apparatus; tanning apparatus [sun beds]; ionization apparatus for the treatment of air or water; coffee 
roasters; beverage cooling apparatus; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; fruit roasters; water purifying apparatus 
and machines; refrigerating apparatus and machines; drying apparatus and installations; freezers; drying apparatus; 
structural plates for ovens; coolers for furnaces; expansion tanks for central heating installations; flushing tanks; refining 
towers for distillation; bidets; boilers, other than parts of machines; bath tubs; spa baths [vessels]; bath tubs for sitz 
baths; waffle irons, electric; fans [air-conditioning]; fans [parts of air-conditioning installations]; electric fans for personal 
use; roasting spits; refrigerating display cabinets; heated display cabinets; water heaters; water heaters [apparatus]; 
water flushing installations; air reheaters; extractor hoods for kitchens; gas condensers, other than parts of machines; 
acetylene generators; hydrants; burners; acetylene burners; petrol burners; gas burners; burners for lamps; germicidal 
burners; incandescent burners; oxyhydrogen burners; laboratory burners; oil burners; alcohol burners; hot water bottles; 
footwarmers, electric or non-electric; bed warmers; pocket warmers; warming pans; grills [cooking appliances]; 
lampshade holders; stills; showers; refrigerating containers; gas lighters; lighters; friction lighters for igniting gas; 
chimney blowers; coils [parts of distilling, heating or cooling installations]; furnace ash boxes; evaporators; shower 
enclosures; Turkish bath cabinets, portable; heating apparatus; cool boxes, electric; refrigerating chambers; fireplaces, 
domestic; chimney flues; air valves for steam heating installations; level controlling valves in tanks; thermostatic valves 
[parts of heating installations]; electrically heated carpets; light bulbs; light bulbs, electric; solar thermal collectors 
[heating]; distillation columns; furnace grates; ventilation hoods; ventilation hoods for laboratories; lamp globes; air-
conditioning apparatus; air conditioners for vehicles; gas boilers; laundry room boilers; heating boilers; coffee machines, 
electric; taps; mixer faucets for water pipes; forges, portable; lava rocks for use in barbecue grills; electric lights for 
Christmas trees; acetylene flares; safety lamps; gas lamps; curling lamps; germicidal lamps for purifying air; light bulbs 
for directional signals for vehicles; arc lamps; laboratory lamps; oil lamps; ultraviolet ray lamps, not for medical 
purposes; miners' lamps; electric lamps; chandeliers; barbecues; watering machines for agricultural purposes; 
multicookers; footmuffs, electrically heated; heaters for baths; heaters for heating irons; immersion heaters; brackets for 
gas burners; anti-splash tap nozzles; heat pumps; filaments for electric lamps; magnesium filaments for lighting; heating 
filaments, electric; luminous house numbers; socks, electrically heated; heating apparatus for defrosting vehicle 
windows; hot air bath fittings; bath fittings; loading apparatus for furnaces; kiln furniture [supports]; sauna bath 
installations; refrigerating appliances and installations; blankets, electric, not for medical purposes; fabric steamers; lamp
reflectors; vehicle reflectors; hearths; steam boilers, other than parts of machines; pasteurisers; lamp mantles; sockets 
for electric lights; coffee percolators, electric; stoves [heating apparatus]; bakers' ovens; hot air ovens; kitchen ranges 
[ovens]; microwave ovens [cooking apparatus]; microwave ovens for industrial purposes; incinerators; kilns; solar 
furnaces; dental ovens; furnaces, other than for laboratory use; urinals [sanitary fixtures]; feeding apparatus for heating 
boilers; heating plates; cookers; hot plates; wine cellars, electric; heaters, electric, for feeding bottles; aquarium heaters; 
aquarium lights; heating cushions, electric, not for medical purposes; clean chambers [sanitary installations]; tortilla 
presses, electric; water intake apparatus; deodorizing apparatus, not for personal use; apparatus for dehydrating food 
waste; fumigation apparatus, not for medical purposes; gas scrubbing apparatus; oil-scrubbing apparatus; glue-heating 
appliances; forage drying apparatus; water filtering apparatus; air purifying apparatus and machines; ice machines and 
apparatus; cooling appliances and installations; cooking apparatus and installations; lighting apparatus and installations; 
sanitary apparatus and installations; cooking rings; lighting apparatus for vehicles; light-emitting diodes [LED] lighting 
apparatus; heating apparatus for solid, liquid or gaseous fuels; heating apparatus, electric; hot air apparatus; steam facial 
apparatus [saunas]; safety accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; regulating and safety accessories for gas 
apparatus; regulating accessories for water or gas apparatus and pipes; regulating and safety accessories for water 
apparatus; regulating and safety accessories for gas pipes; anti-glare devices for vehicles [lamp fittings]; roasting jacks; 
plate warmers; electric appliances for making yogurt; rotisseries; radiator caps; searchlights; diving lights; washers for 
water faucets; heat guns; radiators [heating]; central heating radiators; radiators, electric; sinks; disinfectant dispensers 
for toilets; drip irrigation emitters [irrigation fittings]; light diffusers; nuclear reactors; heat regenerators; pressure water 
tanks; roasters; lamps; street lamps; ceiling lights; toilet seats; lighting installations for air vehicles; pressure cookers, 
electric; gas scrubbers [parts of gas installations]; lamp glasses; sterilizers; water sterilizers; air sterilizers; air dryers; 
laundry dryers, electric; hair dryers; malt roasters; tobacco roasters; heat exchangers, other than parts of machines; 
bread toasters; discharge tubes, electric, for lighting; lamp chimneys; luminous tubes for lighting; pipes [parts of sanitary 
installations]; flues for heating boilers; boiler pipes [tubes] for heating installations; toilets [water-closets]; toilets, 
portable; humidifiers for central heating radiators; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; toilet bowls; water 
conduits installations; air-conditioning installations; desalination plants; installations for processing nuclear fuel and 
nuclear moderating material; watering installations, automatic; cooling installations for water; cooling installations for 
liquids; milk cooling installations; cooling installations for tobacco; water purification installations; purification 
installations for sewage; steam generating installations; water distribution installations; air filtering installations; 
swimming pool chlorinating apparatus; ventilation [air-conditioning] installations and apparatus; ventilation [air-
conditioning] installations for vehicles; water softening apparatus and installations; cooling installations and machines; 
heating installations; heaters for vehicles; hot water heating installations; polymerisation installations; water supply 
installations; flare stacks for use in the oil industry; ash conveyor installations, automatic; whirlpool-jet apparatus; air 
cooling apparatus; aquarium filtration apparatus; cooking utensils, electric; flaming torches; headlights for automobiles; 
vehicle headlights; filters for air conditioning; filters for drinking water; lights for automobiles; bicycle lights; motorcycle 
lights; lights for vehicles; electric torches; lanterns for lighting; Chinese lanterns; fountains; ornamental fountains; 
chocolate fountains, electric; deep fryers, electric; fittings, shaped, for ovens; oven fittings made of fireclay; bread-
making machines; refrigerators; chromatography apparatus for industrial purposes; kettles, electric; dampers [heating]; 
book sterilization apparatus; refrigerating cabinets; carbon for arc lamps; heating elements; fairy lights for festive 
decoration; saucepans, electric; faucets for pipes and pipelines; bread baking machines; vegetable steamers, electric; 
rice steamers, electric; bath installations.

Cl.13;Acetyl-nitrocellulose; ammunition; ammunition for firearms; explosives; ammonium nitrate explosives; 
pyrophoric substances; primings [fuses]; fuses for explosives, for use in mines; cartridge cases; noise-suppressors for 
guns; hand grenades; detonators; dynamite; lead shot for hunting; sighting mirrors for guns and rifles; breeches of 
firearms; detonating caps, other than toys; rifles; hammers for guns and rifles; gun carriages [artillery]; automatic firearm 
ammunition belts; gunstocks; mortars [firearms]; mines [explosives]; Bengal lights; firing platforms; artillery guns 
[cannons]; motorized weapons; firearms; hunting firearms; side arms [firearms]; tear-gas weapons; cartridge pouches; 
cartridges; explosive cartridges; firecrackers; guncotton; pistols [arms]; air pistols [weapons]; flare pistols; explosive 
powders; gunpowder; powder horns; shoulder straps for weapons; sights, other than telescopic sights, for artillery; 
sights, other than telescopic sights, for firearms; machine guns; cannons; rocket launchers; signal rocket flares; 
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revolvers; belts adapted for ammunition; guns [weapons]; harpoon guns [weapons]; detonating plugs; fog signals, 
explosive; trigger guards for guns and rifles; projectiles [weapons]; shells [projectiles]; ballistic missiles; rockets 
[projectiles]; sprays for personal defense purposes; pyrotechnic products; gun barrels; tanks [weapons]; torpedoes; 
cartridge loading apparatus; apparatus for filling cartridge belts; fireworks; fuses for explosives; trunnions for heavy 
weapons; gun cases; detonating fuses for explosives; cleaning brushes for firearms.

Cl.14;Agates; diamonds; amulets [jewelry]; anchors [clock- and watchmaking]; barrels [clock- and watchmaking]; 
bracelets [jewelry]; bracelets made of embroidered textile [jewellery]; watch bands; charms for key rings; jewellery 
charms; brooches [jewelry]; alarm clocks; pins [jewelry]; ornamental pins; tie pins; beads for making jewelry; pearls made
of ambroid [pressed amber]; busts of precious metal; jewelry rolls; jewelry findings; pearls [jewelry]; copper tokens; tie 
clips; cufflinks; clasps for jewelry; gold, unwrought or beaten; works of art of precious metal; jewelry; ivory jewelry; 
jewelry of yellow amber; iridium; cabochons; precious stones; semi-precious stones; spun silver [silver wire]; necklaces 
[jewelry]; split rings of precious metal for keys; rings [jewelry]; boxes of precious metal; presentation boxes for jewelry; 
watch cases [parts of watches]; clock cases; pendulums [clock- and watchmaking]; medals; lockets [jewelry]; movements 
for clocks and watches; clockworks; misbaha [prayer beads]; coins; gold thread [jewelry]; threads of precious metal 
[jewelry]; silver thread [jewelry]; olivine [gems]; osmium; palladium; platinum [metal]; chronometric instruments; watch 
springs; rhodium; ruthenium; stopwatches; silver, unwrought or beaten; earrings; ingots of precious metals; alloys of 
precious metal; statues of precious metal; figurines [statuettes] of precious metal; watch glasses; paste jewelry [costume 
jewelry]; watch hands; clock hands; ornaments of jet; shoe jewelry; hat jewelry; presentation boxes for watches; 
chronographs [watches]; chronometers; chronoscopes; chains [jewelry]; watch chains; dials [clock- and watchmaking]; 
atomic clocks; watches; sundials; clocks and watches, electric; control clocks [master clocks]; clocks; wristwatches; 
rosaries; jewelry boxes; spinel [precious stones]; jet, unwrought or semi-wrought; key rings [split rings with trinket or 
decorative fob]; badges of precious metal; cloisonné jewelry; precious metals, unwrought or semi-wrought.

Cl.16;Fountain pens; aquarelles; albums; almanacs; document laminators for office use; mimeograph apparatus and 
machines; atlases; banknotes; banners of paper; table linen of paper; tickets; forms, printed; announcement cards 
[stationery]; note books; pads [stationery]; drawing pads; loose-leaf binders; wristbands for the retention of writing 
instruments; pamphlets; booklets; paper sheets [stationery]; waxed paper; paper for recording machines; paper for 
radiograms; electrocardiograph paper; wood pulp paper; carbon paper; copying paper [stationery]; parchment paper; 
writing paper; rice paper; luminous paper; toilet paper; wrapping paper; filter paper; paper; blotters; newsletters; rollers 
for typewriters; house painters' rollers; composing sticks; modelling wax, not for dental purposes; signboards of paper or 
cardboard; sewing patterns; bunting of paper; newspapers; electrotypes; hectographs; modelling clay; polymer 
modelling clay; terrestrial globes; drawing sets; engravings; slate pencils; pencil leads; document holders [stationery]; 
pencil holders; chalk holders; holders for cheque books; holders for stamps [seals]; page holders; diagrams; table 
runners of paper; engraving plates; writing slates; blackboards; galley racks [printing]; drawing boards; advertisement 
boards of paper or cardboard; duplicators; punches [office requisites]; cream containers of paper; magazines 
[periodicals]; money clips; tags for index cards; pen clips; bookmarkers; etching needles; tracing needles for drawing 
purposes; periodicals; printed publications; paper shredders for office use; graphic representations; credit card 
imprinters, non-electric; graining combs; drawing instruments; calendars; tracing paper; tracing cloth; tracing patterns; 
gums [adhesives] for stationery or household purposes; lithographic stones; ink stones [ink reservoirs]; pencils; pencil 
lead holders; charcoal pencils; pictures; transfers [decalcomanias]; paintings [pictures], framed or unframed; wood pulp 
board [stationery]; cardboard; hat boxes of cardboard; files [office requisites]; cards; index cards [stationery]; 
geographical maps; paper tapes and cards for the recordal of computer programmes; trading cards, other than for games;
perforated cards for Jacquard looms; catalogues; spools for inking ribbons; covers of paper for flower pots; 
paintbrushes; painters' brushes; writing brushes; typewriter keys; glue for stationery or household purposes; isinglass 
for stationery or household purposes; gluten [glue] for stationery or household purposes; starch paste [adhesive] for 
stationery or household purposes; printing blocks; books; manifolds [stationery]; comic books; drawing pins; cigar 
bands; envelopes [stationery]; boxes of paper or cardboard; cases for stamps [seals]; paint boxes [articles for use in 
school]; correcting fluids [office requisites]; printed coupons; stencils [stationery]; French curves; paper tapes; 
typewriter ribbons; gummed tape [stationery]; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; correcting tapes 
[office requisites]; inking ribbons; inking ribbons for computer printers; adhesive tapes for stationery or household 
purposes; self-adhesive tapes for stationery or household purposes; square rulers for drawing; drawing rulers; flyers; 
absorbent sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff packaging; humidity control sheets of paper or plastic for foodstuff 
packaging; viscose sheets for wrapping; sheets of reclaimed cellulose for wrapping; plastic bubble packs for wrapping or 
packaging; steel letters; type [numerals and letters]; lithographs; paint trays; architects' models; postage stamps; plastics
for modelling; graphic prints; modelling materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; sealing compounds for 
stationery purposes; adhesives [glues] for stationery or household purposes; stuffing of paper or cardboard; bookbinding
material; packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials of paper or cardboard; packaging material made of starches; filtering 
materials [paper]; addressing machines; pencil sharpening machines, electric or non-electric; bookbinding apparatus and 
machines [office equipment]; typewriters, electric or non-electric; paper creasers [office requisites]; franking machines 
for office use; chalk for lithography; writing chalk; tailors' chalk; marking chalk; spray chalk; bags [envelopes, pouches] 
of paper or plastics, for packaging; garbage bags of paper or of plastics; plastic bags for pet waste disposal; painters' 
easels; hand-rests for painters; printing sets, portable [office requisites]; bibs of paper; stickers [stationery]; finger-stalls 
[office requisites]; writing cases [stationery]; cords for bookbinding; printed sheet music; numbering apparatus; bottle 
envelopes of paper or cardboard; sealing wafers; covers [stationery]; passport holders; plastic cling film, extensible, for 
palletization; embroidery designs [patterns]; handwriting specimens for copying; oleographs; musical greeting cards; 
greeting cards; postcards; etchings; conical paper bags; bags for microwave cooking; palettes for painters; ink sticks; 
pantographs [drawing instruments]; folders for papers; papier mâché; pastels [crayons]; modelling paste; pen cases; pen 
wipers; office perforators; pens [office requisites]; nibs of gold; nibs; steel pens; drawing pens; song books; seals 
[stamps]; sealing stamps; clipboards; address plates for addressing machines; handkerchiefs of paper; plastic film for 
wrapping; letter trays; trays for sorting and counting money; coasters of paper; bookends; stamp stands; mats for beer 
glasses; stands for pens and pencils; photograph stands; obliterating stamps; inking pads; stamp pads; binding strips 
[bookbinding]; towels of paper; inking sheets for document reproducing machines; inking sheets for duplicators; 
bookbinding cloth; gummed cloth for stationery purposes; printers' blankets, not of textile; portraits; paperweights; 
writing cases [sets]; inkstands; office requisites, except furniture; writing materials; writing instruments; drawing 
materials; school supplies [stationery]; adhesive tape dispensers [office requisites]; hand labelling appliances; printed 
matter; lithographic works of art; prospectuses; printed timetables; ledgers [books]; printers' reglets; indexes; rubber 
erasers; elastic bands for offices; T-squares for drawing; graphic reproductions; penholders; marking pens [stationery]; 
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tissues of paper for removing make-up; face towels of paper; place mats of paper; tablemats of paper; tablecloths of 
paper; paper clasps; document files [stationery]; scrapers [erasers] for offices; paper clips; staples for offices; erasing 
products; biological samples for use in microscopy [teaching materials]; histological sections for teaching purposes; 
steatite [tailor's chalk]; writing board erasers; composing frames [printing]; sealing wax; arithmetical tables; placards of 
paper or cardboard; writing or drawing books; fabrics for bookbinding; stationery; pencil sharpeners, electric or non-
electric; transparencies [stationery]; stencil plates; cardboard tubes; Indian inks; moisteners [office requisites]; 
moisteners for gummed surfaces [office requisites]; squares for drawing; chart pointers, non-electronic; bottle wrappers 
of paper or cardboard; envelope sealing machines for offices; sealing machines for offices; vignetting apparatus; 
apparatus for mounting photographs; stapling presses [office requisites]; manuals [handbooks]; figurines [statuettes] of 
papier mâché; paper coffee filters; flags of paper; silver paper; molds for modelling clays [artists' materials]; photo-
engravings; photographs [printed]; stencil cases; canvas for painting; chromolithographs [chromos]; compasses for 
drawing; numbers [type]; artists' watercolor saucers; correcting ink [heliography]; ink; inkwells; blueprints; stencils; 
erasing shields; balls for ball-point pens; cabinets for stationery [office requisites]; printing type; address stamps; stamps
[seals]; shields [paper seals]; prints [engravings]; labels of paper or cardboard; posters; decorative paper bows for 
wrapping; paper bows, other than haberdashery or hair decorations; drawer liners of paper, perfumed or not; papers for 
painting and calligraphy; paper knives [letter openers]; desk mats.

Cl.18;Mountaineering sticks; slings for carrying infants; luggage tags; pocket wallets; saddlecloths for horses; reins; 
reins for guiding children; sling bags for carrying infants; harness fittings; parts of rubber for stirrups; chamois leather, 
other than for cleaning purposes; umbrellas; parasols; saddlery; frames for umbrellas or parasols; handbag frames; card 
cases [notecases]; cases of leather or leatherboard; valves of leather; whips; imitation leather; leather, unworked or semi-
worked; leatherboard; casings, of leather, for springs; umbrella rings; hat boxes of leather; boxes of leather or 
leatherboard; purses; chain mesh purses; fastenings for saddles; butts [parts of hides]; saddle trees; bags [envelopes, 
pouches] of leather, for packaging; moleskin [imitation of leather]; travelling sets [leatherware]; knee-pads for horses; 
muzzles; halters; vanity cases, not fitted; leather thread; furniture coverings of leather; clothing for pets; covers for 
animals; trimmings of leather for furniture; collars for animals; music cases; goldbeaters' skin; cat o' nine tails; leather 
leashes; pads for horse saddles; horseshoes; girths of leather; horse blankets; garment bags for travel; shoulder belts 
[straps] of leather; briefcases; traces [harness]; fur; randsels [Japanese school satchels]; haversacks; leather straps; 
straps for soldiers' equipment; harness straps; straps for skates; straps of leather [saddlery]; chin straps, of leather; 
stirrup leathers; umbrella handles; walking stick handles; suitcase handles; grips for holding shopping bags; rucksacks; 
travelling bags; riding saddles; net bags for shopping; umbrella or parasol ribs; stirrups; bags for climbers; tool bags, 
empty; handbags; beach bags; saddlebags; bags for sports; bags for campers; shopping bags; wheeled shopping bags; 
school satchels; bags; pouch baby carriers; travelling trunks; nose bags [feed bags]; bridoons; umbrella sticks; walking 
stick seats; tefillin [phylacteries]; bits for animals [harness]; bridles [harness]; harness for animals; key cases; horse 
collars; suitcases; suitcases with wheels; valises; attaché cases; covers for horse saddles; umbrella covers; kid; curried 
skins; animal skins; cattle skins; leather laces; blinkers [harness]; labels of leather; game bags [hunting accessories]; 
credit card wallets of leather; credit card holders of leather; credit card cases [wallets]; boxes of vulcanized fiber; walking 
sticks.

Cl.21;Pressure cookers, non-electric; indoor aquaria; wine aerators; buckets; cookie jars; candle jars [holders]; china 
ornaments; dishes; paper plates; vegetable dishes; saucers; mugs; candy boxes; bottles; demijohns; vases; epergnes; 
fruit cups; bird baths; baby baths, portable; plungers for clearing blocked drains; waffle irons, non-electric; coolers [ice 
pails]; mop wringer buckets; buckets made of woven fabrics; whisks, non-electric, for household purposes; cooking 
skewers of metal; towel rails and rings; hair for brushes; horsehair for brush-making; birdcages; funnels; carpet beaters 
[hand instruments]; signboards of porcelain or glass; candle extinguishers; heads for electric toothbrushes; flower pots; 
chamber pots; glue-pots; cruets; decanters; large-toothed combs for the hair; combs for animals; tea cosies; abrasive 
sponges for scrubbing the skin; make-up sponges; sponges for household purposes; toilet sponges; sponge holders; 
toothpick holders; soap holders; table napkin holders; holders for flowers and plants [flower arranging]; shaving brush 
stands; toilet paper holders; soap dispensers; toilet paper dispensers; plug-in diffusers for mosquito repellents; ironing 
boards; cutting boards for the kitchen; bread boards; washing boards; crushers for kitchen use, non-electric; strainers for
household purposes; smoke absorbers for household purposes; containers for household or kitchen use; kitchen 
containers; glass jars [carboys]; heat-insulated containers; heat-insulated containers for beverages; thermally insulated 
containers for food; glass flasks [containers]; closures for pot lids; chamois leather for cleaning; toothpicks; ceramics for 
household purposes; majolica; brush goods; kitchen grinders, non-electric; cleaning instruments, hand-operated; 
cabarets [trays]; stew-pans; covers, not of paper, for flower pots; shaving brushes; make-up brushes; basting brushes; 
baking mats; ladles for serving wine; polishing leather; hot pots, not electrically heated; glass bulbs [receptacles]; boot 
trees [stretchers]; shoe trees [stretchers]; napkin rings; poultry rings; rings for birds; coin banks; piggy banks; bread 
baskets for household purposes; baskets for household purposes; waste paper baskets; feeding troughs; mangers for 
animals; lunch boxes; tea caddies; washtubs; earthenware saucepans; mess-tins; cauldrons; coffee percolators, non-
electric; coffeepots, non-electric; coffee grinders, hand-operated; fused silica [semi-worked product], other than for 
building; beer mugs; tankards; rat traps; pot lids; aquarium hoods; butter-dish covers; dish covers; cheese-dish covers; 
buttonhooks; reusable ice cubes; pitchers; perfume burners; watering cans; fly traps; insect traps; ice cream scoops; 
mixing spoons [kitchen utensils]; basting spoons [cooking utensils]; pie servers; cosmetic spatulas; spatulas for kitchen 
use; litter boxes for pets; butter dishes; material for brush-making; polishing materials for making shiny, except 
preparations, paper and stone; tablemats, not of paper or textile; noodle machines, hand-operated; lint removers, electric 
or non-electric; polishing apparatus and machines, for household purposes, non-electric; pepper mills, hand-operated; 
mills for household purposes, hand-operated; feather-dusters; brooms; isothermic bags; confectioners' decorating bags 
[pastry bags]; bowls [basins]; mosaics of glass, not for building; saucepan scourers of metal; soap boxes; mouse traps; 
cooking pot sets; nozzles for watering cans; pouring spouts; nozzles for watering hose; fitted picnic baskets, including 
dishes; toilet cases; floss for dental purposes; fiberglass thread, other than for textile use; cookie [biscuit] cutters; pastry 
cutters; sprinklers; syringes for watering flowers and plants; cotton waste for cleaning; wool waste for cleaning; cleaning 
tow; cold packs for chilling food and beverages; chopsticks; cocktail stirrers; food steamers, non-electric; pepper pots; 
oven mitts; gloves for household purposes; car washing mitts; polishing gloves; gardening gloves; pestles for kitchen 
use; plates to prevent milk boiling over; dripping pans; trays for household purposes; trays of paper, for household 
purposes; lazy susans; heaters for feeding bottles, non-electric; candelabra [candlesticks]; trivets [table utensils]; 
coasters, not of paper or textile; grill supports; menu card holders; knife rests for the table; flat-iron stands; egg cups; 
abrasive pads for kitchen purposes; scouring pads; drinking troughs; serving ladles; powdered glass for decoration; 
pottery; pots; cooking pots; painted glassware; tableware, other than knives, forks and spoons; porcelain ware; 
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earthenware; crystal [glassware]; cosmetic utensils; toilet utensils; trouser presses; tortilla presses, non-electric [kitchen 
utensils]; deodorizing apparatus for personal use; cruet sets for oil and vinegar; make-up removing appliances; spice 
sets; apparatus for wax-polishing, non-electric; bottle openers, electric and non-electric; glove stretchers; boot jacks; 
crumb trays; tie presses; clothes-pegs; glass stoppers; powder compacts; perfume vaporizers; powder puffs; dusting 
apparatus, non-electric; foam toe separators for use in pedicures; electric combs; combs; grills [cooking utensils]; sifters 
[household utensils]; drinking horns; shoe horns; candle rings; broom handles; salad bowls; place mats, not of paper or 
textile; sugar bowls; beaters, non-electric; egg separators, non-electric, for household purposes; services [dishes]; coffee 
services [tableware]; liqueur sets; tea services [tableware]; sieves [household utensils]; cinder sifters [household 
utensils]; tea strainers; pipettes [wine-tasters]; siphon bottles for carbonated water; rolling pins, domestic; frying pans; 
steel wool for cleaning; currycombs; blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; scoops for household purposes; 
fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; drinking straws; salt cellars; drinking vessels; vessels of metal for 
making ices and iced drinks; refrigerating bottles; cups of paper or plastic; glasses [receptacles]; drinking glasses; glass 
for vehicle windows [semi-finished product]; plate glass [raw material]; opal glass; glass, unworked or semi-worked, 
except building glass; opaline glass; glass incorporating fine electrical conductors; enamelled glass, not for building; 
glass wool, other than for insulation; vitreous silica fibers, other than for textile use; fiberglass, other than for insulation 
or textile use; mortars for kitchen use; portable cool boxes, non-electric; soup bowls; drying racks for laundry; basins 
[receptacles]; table plates; disposable table plates; graters for kitchen use; insulating flasks; indoor terrariums [plant 
cultivation]; indoor terrariums [vivariums]; cloth for washing floors; polishing cloths; cloths for cleaning; dusting cloths 
[rags]; furniture dusters; urns; aerosol dispensers, not for medical purposes; wax-polishing appliances, non-electric, for 
shoes; water apparatus for cleaning teeth and gums; electric devices for attracting and killing insects; watering devices; 
utensils for household purposes; kitchen utensils; cooking utensils, non-electric; coffee filters, non-electric; flasks; hip 
flasks; drinking bottles for sports; molds [kitchen utensils]; cake moulds; ice cube molds; cookery moulds; deep fryers, 
non-electric; comb cases; bread bins; fly swatters; teapots; kettles, non-electric; cups; garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; 
ironing board covers, shaped; tea infusers; glass bowls; mops; mop wringers; cocktail shakers; corkscrews, electric and 
non-electric; animal bristles [brushware]; pig bristles for brush-making; dishwashing brushes; ski wax brushes; brushes 
for cleaning tanks and containers; lamp-glass brushes; horse brushes; scrubbing brushes; toothbrushes; toothbrushes, 
electric; carpet sweepers; brushes for footwear; tar-brushes, long handled; toilet brushes; electric brushes, except parts 
of machines; brushes; eyebrow brushes; nail brushes; eyelash brushes; nutcrackers; ice tongs; salad tongs; sugar 
tongs; decanter tags; nest eggs, artificial; boxes for dispensing paper towels; dustbins; window-boxes; boxes of glass; 
busts of crystal, china, ceramic, terra cotta, earthenware, glass or porcelain; clothing stretchers; works of art of porcelain, 
ceramic, earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; cages for household pets; bulb basters; statues of porcelain, ceramic, 
earthenware, terra-cotta or glass; figurines [statuettes] of porcelain, terra-cotta or glass.

Cl.22;String; twine made of paper; packing string; tarpaulins; wadding for padding and stuffing upholstery; wadding for 
filtering; whipcord; packing rope; ropes; seaweed for stuffing; carbon fibers for textile use; esparto grass; coconut fiber; 
plastic fibers for textile use; ramie fiber; textile fibers; horsehair; hammocks; jute; wax ends; outdoor blinds of textile; 
ropes, not of metal; kapok; cocoons; raw linen [flax]; strips for tying-up vines; ladder tapes for Venetian blinds; wrapping 
or binding bands, not of metal; rope ladders; linters; liber; padding materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; 
packing [cushioning, stuffing] materials, not of rubber, plastics, paper or cardboard; bags [envelopes, pouches] of textile, 
for packaging; sacks for the transport and storage of materials in bulk; body bags; mail bags; purse seines; twine for 
nets; binding thread, not of metal, for agricultural purposes; thread, not of metal, for wrapping or binding; braces, not of 
metal, for handling loads; sawdust; straw wrappers for bottles; tow; cotton tow; silk flock; tents; sails; sails for ski 
sailing; canvas for sails; hemp; feathers for stuffing upholstery; feathers for bedding; animal hair; fibrous gaskets for 
ships; down [feathers]; eiderdown; raffia; straps, not of metal, for handling loads; hemp bands; fleece wool; net pens for 
fish farming; snares [nets]; nets for camouflage; fishing nets; nets; animal feeding nets; sisal; straw for stuffing 
upholstery; sheaf-binding yarns; vitreous silica fibers for textile use; glass fibres for textile use; slings, not of metal, for 
handling loads; wood shavings; raw fibrous textile; awnings of synthetic materials; awnings of textile; network; grasses 
for upholstering; car towing ropes; cables, not of metal; cotton waste [flock] for padding and stuffing; schappe [raw silk 
waste]; wool flock; raw cotton; vehicle covers, not fitted; covers for camouflage; raw silk; carded wool; camel hair; flock 
[stuffing]; upholstery wool [stuffing]; wood wool; combed wool; raw or treated wool; shorn wool; cords for hanging 
pictures; sash cords; pig bristles; bindings, not of metal; laundry bags.

Cl.23;Thread of metal for embroidery; embroidery thread and yarn; jute thread and yarn; coir thread and yarn; rayon 
thread and yarn; threads of plastic materials for textile use; fiberglass thread for textile use; linen thread and yarn; hemp 
thread and yarn; rubber thread for textile use; cotton thread and yarn; sewing thread and yarn; silk thread and yarn; 
woollen thread and yarn; darning thread and yarn; elastic thread and yarn for textile use; thread; spun thread and yarn; 
spun cotton; spun silk; spun wool; chenille yarn.

Cl.24;Frieze [cloth]; banners of textile or plastic; velvet; household linen; diapered linen; bath linen, except clothing; 
bed linen; table linen, not of paper; buckram; fustian; sleeping bag liners; felt; bunting of textile or plastic; gauze [cloth]; 
damask; jersey [fabric]; drugget; shower curtains of textile or plastic; curtains of textile or plastic; net curtains; zephyr 
[cloth]; canvas for tapestry or embroidery; bolting cloth; baby buntings; crepe [fabric]; crepon; furniture coverings of 
textile; fabrics for textile use; filtering materials of textile; wall hangings of textile; non-woven textile fabrics; plastic 
material [substitute for fabrics]; textile material; tablemats of textile; sleeping bags; sleeping bags for babies; moleskin 
[fabric]; pillowcases; mattress covers; bed blankets; blankets for household pets; brocades; handkerchiefs of textile; 
travelling rugs [lap robes]; coasters of textile; linings [textile]; hat linings, of textile, in the piece; curtain holders of textile 
material; bed covers; bed covers of paper; furniture coverings of plastic; towels of textile; hemp cloth; gummed cloth, 
other than for stationery purposes; printers' blankets of textile; cloth; door curtains; sheets [textile]; eiderdowns [down 
coverlets]; bath mitts; shrouds; glass cloths [towels]; cloths for removing make-up; face towels of textile; place mats of 
textile; table napkins of textile; mosquito nets; calico; oilcloth for use as tablecloths; tablecloths, not of paper; billiard 
cloth; taffeta [cloth]; ticks [mattress covers]; tick [linen]; lingerie fabric; fabric, impervious to gases, for aeronautical 
balloons; jute fabric; fabric for footwear; ramie fabric; esparto fabric; rayon fabric; fiberglass fabrics for textile use; 
adhesive fabric for application by heat; linen cloth; upholstery fabrics; hemp fabric; lining fabric for footwear; traced cloth 
for embroidery; chenille fabric; printed calico cloth; knitted fabric; cotton fabrics; silk fabrics for printing patterns; 
woollen cloth; elastic woven material; fabric; fabric of imitation animal skins; haircloth [sackcloth]; cheese cloth; tulle; 
flags of textile or plastic; flannel [fabric]; trellis [cloth]; covers for cushions; fitted toilet lid covers of fabric; covers [loose] 
for furniture; pillow shams; cheviots [cloth]; silk [cloth]; labels of textile; table runners, not of paper; fabric table toppers; 
marabouts [cloth].
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Cl.25;Wimples; bandanas [neckerchiefs]; underwear; sweat-absorbent underwear; berets; overalls; boas [necklets]; 
teddies [underclothing]; boxer shorts; ankle boots; ski boots; boots for sports; breeches for wear; trousers; football 
boots; brassieres; valenki [felted boots]; collars [clothing]; detachable collars; shirt yokes; veils [clothing]; gabardines 
[clothing]; galoshes; neckties; ascots; leggings [leg warmers]; gaiters; boot uppers; corselets; jerseys [clothing]; vests; 
sports jerseys; hosiery; heels; hoods [clothing]; hat frames [skeletons]; pockets for clothing; neck scarfs [mufflers]; 
kimonos; visors [headwear]; cap peaks; tights; slips [underclothing]; combinations [clothing]; wet suits for water-skiing; 
bodices [lingerie]; corsets [underclothing]; suits; bathing suits; masquerade costumes; beach clothes; leotards; jackets 
[clothing]; stuff jackets [clothing]; fishing vests; leggings [trousers]; liveries; camisoles; sports singlets; cuffs; short-
sleeve shirts; mantillas; coats; sleep masks; furs [clothing]; mittens; miters [hats]; muffs [clothing]; footmuffs, not 
electrically heated; heelpieces for footwear; bibs, not of paper; fur stoles; hairdressing capes; ear muffs [clothing]; socks; 
sweat-absorbent socks; beach shoes; sports shoes; footwear; paper clothing; outerclothing; ready-made clothing; 
motorists' clothing; cyclists' clothing; clothing for gymnastics; clothing of imitations of leather; clothing of leather; 
waterproof clothing; uniforms; clothing; fittings of metal for footwear; maniples; overcoats; panties; parkas; pelerines; 
gloves [clothing]; ski gloves; pajamas; bathing trunks; shirt fronts; scarfs; pocket squares; dresses; headbands 
[clothing]; garters; sock suspenders; stocking suspenders; ready-made linings [parts of clothing]; dress shields; soles 
for footwear; braces for clothing [suspenders]; half-boots; lace boots; sweaters; ponchos; girdles; belts [clothing]; money
belts [clothing]; layettes [clothing]; non-slipping devices for footwear; heelpieces for stockings; welts for footwear; 
chasubles; shirts; wooden shoes; sandals; bath sandals; boots; jumper dresses; saris; sarongs; footwear uppers; inner 
soles; albs; bath slippers; togas; knitwear [clothing]; underpants; gymnastic shoes; slippers; shoes; skull caps; turbans; 
headgear for wear; aprons [clothing]; judo uniforms; karate uniforms; tee-shirts; dressing gowns; bath robes; top hats; 
tips for footwear; stockings; sweat-absorbent stockings; shawls; caps [headwear]; paper hats [clothing]; shower caps; 
bathing caps; sashes for wear; studs for football boots; hats; babies' pants [underwear]; trouser straps; pelisses; esparto 
shoes or sandals; skirts; petticoats; skorts.

Cl.26;Appliqués [haberdashery]; fringes; mica spangles; shoe eyelets; false beards; charms, other than for jewellery, 
key rings or key chains; brooches [clothing accessories]; entomological pins; pins, other than jewelry; beads, other than 
for making jewelry; wreaths of artificial flowers; false hair; human hair; lace for edgings; artificial garlands; darning lasts; 
expanding bands for holding sleeves; frills [lacework]; trouser clips for cyclists; bobby pins; hair barrettes; heat adhesive 
patches for repairing textile articles; blouse fasteners; shoe fasteners; fastenings for clothing; fastenings for suspenders; 
belt clasps; hook and pile fastening tapes; zippers; zippers for bags; badges for wear, not of precious metal; competitors' 
numbers; embroidery needles; needles for wool combing machines; binding needles; saddlers' needles; shoemakers' 
needles; sewing needles; darning needles; needles; boxes for needles; lace trimmings; embroidery; haberdashery 
[dressmakers' articles], except thread; decorative articles for the hair; heat adhesive patches for decoration of textile 
articles [haberdashery]; edgings for clothing; braids; gold embroidery; silver embroidery; bobbins for retaining 
embroidery floss or wool [not parts of machines]; tassels [haberdashery]; snap fasteners; sewing boxes; tresses of hair; 
false hems; hooks [haberdashery]; crochet needles; rug hooks; hooks for corsets; shoe hooks; haberdashery ribbons; 
prize ribbons; elastic ribbons; letters for marking linen; numerals for marking linen; numerals or letters for marking linen; 
sewing kits; toupees; sewing thimbles; needle-threaders; skirt flounces; bows for the hair; spangles for clothing; hair 
curling papers; wigs; feathers [clothing accessories]; birds' feathers [clothing accessories]; ostrich feathers [clothing 
accessories]; eyelets for clothing; picot [lace]; whalebones for corsets; hair bands; brassards; tapes for curtain headings; 
shoulder pads for clothing; pin cushions; needle cushions; top-knots [pompoms]; buckles [clothing accessories]; shoe 
buckles; buttons; ornamental novelty badges [buttons]; rosettes [haberdashery]; frills for clothing; hair nets; chenille 
[passementerie]; knitting needles; cords for trimming; shoe trimmings; trimmings for clothing; hat trimmings; false 
moustaches; festoons [embroidery]; artificial fruit; needle cases; artificial flowers; shuttles for making fishing nets; hair 
coloring caps; bodkins; hair extensions; shoe laces; cords for clothing; woollen laces; hair pins; hair curling pins; collar 
supports; hair curlers, electric and non-electric, other than hand implements; outdoor artificial foliage.

Cl.28;Arcade video game machines; video game machines; gaming machines for gambling; amusement machines, 
automatic and coin-operated; toy vehicles; swimming pools [play articles]; trampolines; novelty toys for parties; scratch 
cards for playing lottery games; starting blocks for sports; bodyboards; skating boots with skates attached; dolls' feeding 
bottles; tricycles for infants [toys]; stationary exercise bicycles; creels [fishing traps]; shuttlecocks; spinning tops [toys]; 
dumb-bells; gyroscopes and flight stabilizers for model aircraft; jigsaw puzzles; clay pigeons [targets]; punching bags; 
bite sensors [fishing tackle]; hang gliders; joysticks for video games; flying discs [toys]; discuses for sports; dolls' 
houses; dominoes; swimming kick boards; paddleboards; surfboards; spring boards [sports articles]; skateboards; 
sailboards; chessboards; checkerboards; drones [toys]; darts; Christmas trees of synthetic material; cups for dice; 
swimming jackets; ascenders [mountaineering equipment]; kites; needles for pumps for inflating balls for games; toys for 
pets; stuffed toys; plush toys; toys; parlor games; board games; ring games; games; building games; kaleidoscopes; 
bladders of balls for games; rosin used by athletes; edges of skis; bingo cards; playing cards; fairground ride apparatus; 
reels for fishing; rocking horses; swings; skittles; skittles [games]; billiard cues; golf clubs; hockey sticks; baby gyms; 
seal skins [coverings for skis]; bells for Christmas trees; dolls' rooms; controllers for toys; confetti; ice skates; roller 
skates; in-line roller skates; dice; paintball guns [sports apparatus]; ski bindings; dolls' beds; roulette wheels; fish hooks; 
building blocks [toys]; dolls; flippers for swimming; fishing lines; gut for fishing; bows for archery; skis; waterskis; surf 
skis; mah-jong; toy models; hunting game calls; puppets; masks [playthings]; carnival masks; theatrical masks; fencing 
masks; matryoshka dolls; masts for sailboards; ball pitching machines; teddy bears; chalk for billiard cues; targets; 
electronic targets; scale model kits [toys]; scale model vehicles; kite reels; balls for games; artificial fishing bait; billiard 
table cushions; knee guards [sports articles]; billiard cue tips; elbow guards [sports articles]; backgammon games; 
pumps specially adapted for use with balls for games; dolls' clothes; fencing weapons; twirling batons; paragliders; 
pachinkos; baseball gloves; boxing gloves; golf gloves; gloves for games; batting gloves [accessories for games]; 
fencing gauntlets; pinatas; toy pistols; toy air pistols; percussion caps [toys]; caps for pistols [toys]; protective films 
adapted for screens for portable games; rattles [playthings]; horseshoe games; candle holders for Christmas trees; 
Christmas tree stands; sole coverings for skis; water wings; floats for fishing; portable games with liquid crystal displays; 
swimming belts; decoys for hunting or fishing; scent lures for hunting or fishing; archery implements; soap bubbles 
[toys]; divot repair tools [golf accessories]; billiard markers; protective paddings [parts of sports suits]; rackets; 
surfboard leashes; harness for sailboards; weight lifting belts [sports articles]; toy robots; sling shots [sports articles]; 
rollers for stationary exercise bicycles; harpoon guns [sports articles]; plush toys with attached comfort blanket; scooters
[toys]; sleds [sports articles]; bob-sleighs; butterfly nets; landing nets for anglers; nets for sports; tennis nets; bite 
indicators [fishing tackle]; slot machines [gaming machines]; appliances for gymnastics; quoits; bar-bells; climbers' 
harness; fishing tackle; artificial snow for Christmas trees; snowshoes; snowboards; remote-controlled toy vehicles; clay 
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pigeon traps; billiard tables; coin-operated billiard tables; tables for table tennis; strings for rackets; gut for rackets; 
cricket bags; golf bags, with or without wheels; golf bag carts; slides [playthings]; body-building apparatus; machines for 
physical exercises; men's athletic supporters [sports articles]; rods for fishing; ornaments for Christmas trees, except 
illumination articles and confectionery; tennis ball throwing apparatus; conjuring apparatus; apparatus for games; 
bowling apparatus and machinery; toy figures; counters [discs] for games; chips for gambling; foosball tables; bags 
especially designed for skis and surfboards; marbles for games; billiard balls; playing balls; play balloons; paintballs 
[ammunition for paintball guns] [sports apparatus]; snow globes; chess games; checkers [games]; poles for pole 
vaulting; paper party hats; shin guards [sports articles]; camouflage screens [sports articles]; chest expanders 
[exercisers]; toy mobiles; novelty toys for playing jokes; controllers for game consoles; Christmas crackers; party 
poppers [party novelties].

Cl.30;Vanilla flavorings for culinary purposes; flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; flavorings, other than 
essential oils, for beverages; coffee flavorings; food flavorings, other than essential oils; star aniseed; baozi [stuffed 
buns]; cereal bars; high-protein cereal bars; pancakes; noodle-based prepared meals; freeze-dried dishes with the main 
ingredient being pasta; freeze-dried dishes with the main ingredient being rice; buns; bread rolls; edible rice paper; edible 
paper; burritos; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; vareniki [stuffed dumplings]; waffles; vermicelli [noodles]; natural 
sweeteners; sausage binding materials; binding agents for ice cream; sea water for cooking; seaweed [condiment]; malt 
biscuits; cloves [spice]; mirror icing [mirror glaze]; cake frosting [icing]; glucose for culinary purposes; mustard; gluten 
additives for culinary purposes; yeast; thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs; leaven; rice-based snack food; cereal-
based snack food; artificial coffee; vegetal preparations for use as coffee substitutes; dressings for salad; fruit jellies 
[confectionery]; candy decorations for cakes; confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; cakes; pastries; peanut 
confectionery; almond confectionery; pasta; ginger [spice]; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; cocoa; cream of tartar for 
culinary purposes; capers; caramels [candy]; curry [spice]; ketchup [sauce]; gimbap [Korean rice dish]; quiches; gluten 
prepared as foodstuff; flour-based dumplings; sweetmeats [candy]; liquorice [confectionery]; peppermint sweets; dulce 
de leche; cinnamon [spice]; coffee; unroasted coffee; starch for food; crackers; custard; hominy grits; semolina; oatmeal; 
crushed barley; groats for human food; ice cubes; corn, milled; corn, roasted; meat pies; turmeric; couscous [semolina]; 
noodles; ice for refreshment; ice, natural or artificial; edible ices; candy; rice cakes; mayonnaise; macaroons [pastry]; 
macaroni; maltose; hominy; piccalilli; marinades; marzipan; honey; soya bean paste [condiment]; royal jelly; ice cream; 
bean meal; tapioca flour; potato flour; corn flour; nut flours; flour; wheat flour; soya flour; barley meal; dessert mousses 
[confectionery]; chocolate mousses; muesli; mint for confectionery; cocoa beverages with milk; coffee beverages with 
milk; coffee-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; chamomile-based beverages; tea-based beverages; chocolate 
beverages with milk; chocolate-based beverages; infusions, not medicinal; crushed oats; husked oats; okonomiyaki 
[Japanese savory pancakes]; onigiri [rice balls]; nutmegs; chocolate-coated nuts; stick liquorice [confectionery]; pastilles 
[confectionery]; molasses for food; pâtés en croûte; pelmeni [dumplings stuffed with meat]; pepper; allspice; peppers 
[seasonings]; pesto [sauce]; cookies; petit-beurre biscuits; bibimbap [rice mixed with vegetables and beef]; pies; pizzas; 
meat gravies; fondants [confectionery]; popcorn; powders for making ice cream; baking powder; mustard meal; pralines; 
condiments; meat tenderizers for household purposes; cereal preparations; oat-based food; propolis; gingerbread; 
spices; petits fours [cakes]; puddings; cake powder; fruit coulis [sauces]; ravioli; ramen [Japanese noodle-based dish]; 
chewing gum; relish [condiment]; rice; instant rice; wheat germ for human consumption; spring rolls; sago; palm sugar; 
sugar; sesame seeds [seasonings]; linseed for culinary purposes [seasoning]; processed seeds for use as a seasoning; 
aniseed; agave syrup [natural sweetener]; golden syrup; confectionery; batter mixes for okonomiyaki [Japanese savory 
pancakes]; baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes]; malt for human consumption; salt for preserving 
foodstuffs; cooking salt; celery salt; sherbets [ices]; ham glaze; soya sauce; tomato sauce; sauces [condiments]; pasta 
sauce; spaghetti; seasonings; chocolate-based spreads; chocolate spreads containing nuts; preparations for stiffening 
whipped cream; rusks; breadcrumbs; sushi; sandwiches; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca; tarts; dough; pastry dough; almond 
paste; rice pulp for culinary purposes; cake dough; garden herbs, preserved [seasonings]; chocolate decorations for 
cakes; vinegar; beer vinegar; ferments for pastes; halvah; bread; unleavened bread; chips [cereal products]; corn flakes; 
oat flakes; hot dog sandwiches; jiaozi [stuffed dumplings]; chicory [coffee substitute]; tea; iced tea; chutneys 
[condiments]; minced garlic [condiment]; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chow-chow [condiment]; saffron [seasoning]; 
chocolate; malt extract for food; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; husked barley; 
tortillas; flowers or leaves for use as tea substitutes.

Cl.32;Aperitifs, non-alcoholic; lithia water; seltzer water; soda water; waters [beverages]; aerated water; mineral water 
[beverages]; table waters; kvass [non-alcoholic beverage]; cocktails, non-alcoholic; beer-based cocktails; lemonades; 
non-alcoholic beverages; isotonic beverages; non-alcoholic honey-based beverages; rice-based beverages, other than 
milk substitutes; soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; aloe vera drinks, non-alcoholic; whey beverages; 
protein-enriched sports beverages; soft drinks; non-alcoholic beverages flavored with coffee; non-alcoholic beverages 
flavored with tea; non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; fruit nectars, non-alcoholic; orgeat; ginger beer; malt beer; powders 
for effervescing beverages; sarsaparilla [non-alcoholic beverage]; syrups for lemonade; syrups for beverages; smoothies;
tomato juice [beverage]; cider, non-alcoholic; vegetable juices [beverages]; fruit juices; preparations for making aerated 
water; preparations for making liqueurs; preparations for making beverages; must; grape must, unfermented; beer wort; 
malt wort; pastilles for effervescing beverages; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; extracts of hops for making beer; essences 
for making beverages; black beers [roasted malt beers]; porter [beer]; low-alcohol beer; pale ale; wheat beer; de-
alcoholized beer; flavored beers; sherbets [beverages].
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3953631    15/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1423734]
Heinrich Wolking

Salbeiweg 1 49377 Vechta Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Common metals and their alloys; metal building materials; transportable buildings of metal; materials of metal for 
railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; ironmongery, small items of metal hardware; pipes and 
tubes of metal; safes; goods of common metal not included in other classes; ores.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools; motors and engines (except for land vehicles); machine coupling and transmission 
components (except for land vehicles); agricultural implements other than hand-operated; incubators for eggs; automatic 
vending machines.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; fire-extinguishing apparatus.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes.

Cl.19;Building materials (non-metallic); non-metallic rigid pipes for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; non-metallic 
transportable buildings; monuments, not of metal.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for christmas 
trees.
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Priority claimed from 15/02/2018; Application No. : 4428965 ;France 

3956968    07/08/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424039]
NEXTALIM

2 Avenue Galilée, Teleport 1, FUTUROSCOPE CHASSENEUIL F-86961 CEDEX France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.31;Foodstuffs for animals; animal fattening products; meal for animals; food for animals; bird food; live animals; 
bred stock; fertilized eggs for hatching; live insects; live insects and insect larvae as a bio-composter; live insects and 
insect larvae; raw materials for animal consumption; insect larvae and insects for use as foodstuffs for animals and as 
raw material for animal consumption; insects and insect larvae processed as raw material for animal consumption, 
including powdered proteins and lipids.

Cl.40;Recycling of waste and trash; waste treatment [transformation]; sorting of waste and recyclable material 
[transformation]; recycling of waste.

Cl.44;Animal breeding; veterinary services; insect rearing.
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3958294    03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424891]
TCC Global N.V.

World Trade Centre, Zuidplein 84 NL-1077 XV Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, cardboard; printed matter; book binding material; photographs; stationery; adhesives for stationery or 
household purposes; artists' materials; paint brushes; typewriters; packaging materials; printers' type; printing blocks; 
printed publications; paint boxes for children.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; animal skins, hides; trunks and travelling bags; handbags, rucksacks, 
briefcases, bags, trunks, change purses, coin purses, credit card cases, knapsacks, luggage, overnight bags, suitcases, 
valises, pocketbooks (handbags), purses, travel cases, wallets, tote bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; parts 
and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.21;Household utensils; dustbins; dusting apparatus, non-electric; hot pots, not electrically heated; deodorising 
apparatus for personal use; brushes, electric (except parts of machines); comb (electric); bottle openers, electric and non-
electric; non-electric deep fryers; fruit presses, non-electric, for household purposes; griddles (cooking utensils); gridiron 
supports; garlic presses [kitchen utensils]; blenders, non-electric, for household purposes; kitchen grinders, non-electric; 
mills for domestic purposes, hand-operated; noodle machines, hand-operated; hand-operated cleaning implements; 
beaters, non-electric; stirring spoons (for kitchen use); cocktail stirrers; scrapers (kitchen implements); scoops 
(tableware); sieves (household utensils); sifters (household utensils); waffle irons, non-electric; boxes for sweetmeats; 
butter dishes; bread baskets, domestic; brushes (except paint brushes); china ornaments; buckets; cruets; flasks; 
bottles; figurines, statuettes of porcelain, earthenware or glass; glass bowls; painted glassware; vegetable dishes; spice 
sets; glasses (receptacles); household or kitchen utensils and containers (not of precious metal or coated therewith); 
napkin holders; insulating flasks; crystal [glassware]; cheese-dish covers; cookie jars; ceramics for household purposes; 
pitchers; decanters; baskets for domestic use; cake moulds; works of art, of porcelain, terra-cotta or glass; kitchenware, 
cooking pot sets; moulds for kitchen use; combs and sponges; knife rests for the table; mixers, manual (cocktail 
shakers); fruit cups; fitted picnic baskets, including dishes; pepper pots; slabs, namely, chopping boards for kitchen use; 
porcelain and earthenware, all the aforesaid goods included in this class; lunch boxes; menu card holders; dishware; 
salad bowls; salt shakers; soap dispensers; basins [bowls]; pan-mats, soup bowls; lazy susans; tea caddies; services 
[dishes]; meal trays; table utensils; pots; toilet paper dispensers and napkin holders; saucers; vases; candle holders; 
wall-mounted soap dishes; sugar bowls; bakeware; knife blocks; knife rests.

Cl.24;Textiles and textile goods; bed and table covers; travellers' rugs; textiles for making articles of clothing; duvets; 
covers for pillows, cushions or duvets.

Cl.28;Toys, games and playthings; plush toys; playing cards; gymnastic and sporting articles; decorations for 
Christmas trees; children's toy bicycles; parts and fittings therefor.
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Priority claimed from 14/02/2018; Application No. : 714095 ;Switzerland 

3958303    13/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424843]
International Council of Ophthalmology

c/o David Jenny, VISCHER Anwälte und Notare, Schützengasse 1, CH-8001 Zürich Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Public relations relating to ophthalmology.

Cl.41;Education, teaching and training, arranging and conducting of conferences, conventions, training workshops, 
seminars, lectures, classes and exhibitions for educational purposes in the field of ophthalmology.

Cl.44;Ophthalmology services; on-line provision of information relating to ophthalmology.

Cl.45;Lobbying services, not for commercial purposes, relating to ophthalmology.
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3958307    20/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424477]
SAMSUNG ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

129, Samsung-ro, Yeongtong-gu Suwon-si, Gyeonggi-do Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;LED displays; LED monitors; software for digital image processing, including post production, and mastering for 
cinema LED monitors; projection screens for movie films; software for cinema LED monitors.

Cl.41;Showing of films and alternative multimedia content using LED displays at theaters, other public performance 
theaters, halls and auditoriums; showing of prerecorded entertainment.
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Priority claimed from 07/02/2018; Application No. : 017787466 ;European Union 

3958331    24/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424869]
SATA GmbH & Co. KG

Domertalstr. 20 70806 Kornwestheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Nozzles of metal.

Cl.7;Spraying machines; automatic dispensing machines; air brushes for applying colour; air brushes for applying 
paint; air spray guns; battery operated spraying machines; compressed air sprayers; guns for compressed air spraying 
machines; guns for compressed liquid spraying machines; implements [machines] for spraying; painting machines 
incorporating spray guns; robotic guns for compressed air spraying machines; robotic guns for compressed liquid 
spraying machines; spray guns for paint; spray nozzles being parts of machines; spray paint machines; sprays 
[machines], other than for medical use; sprays [parts of machines], other than for medical use; supports for spray guns 
for paint; spray guns; spray guns [machines]; paint spray guns; paint spraying guns; guns (spray -) for paint; spray guns 
for painting; guns for paint spraying; spray guns [machines] for paint; automatic robotic spray guns for paint; paint cups 
for spray guns; nozzle sets for spray guns; paint containers and paint container closures for spray guns; nozzles for paint 
spray guns; paint spraying equipment; parts and accessories for the aforementioned goods; paint (spray guns for -).
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Priority claimed from 31/08/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 108 778 ;Germany 

3958334    26/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424467]
Heliatek GmbH

Treidlerstr. 3 01139 Dresden Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Solar cells for power generation; solar cells [electric]; solar modules for power generation; solar panels; 
photovoltaic modules; photovoltaic devices for the conversion of solar radiation into electrical energy; photovoltaic solar 
modules; electronic devices and components of semiconductor electronics, namely semiconductor electronics, in 
particular organic semiconductor electronics; electronic devices and components with integrated solar cells or solar 
modules; electronic devices and components incorporating transparent or integrated opaque solar cells or solar 
modules; organic electronic devices and components for power generation purposes; organic optoelectronic 
components; organic solar cells; organic solar modules; organic solar panels consisting of organic solar cells or organic 
solar modules; organic photovoltaic devices; organic photovoltaic modules; flexible organic solar cells; flexible organic 
solar modules; flexible organic solar panels consisting of flexible organic solar cells or flexible organic solar modules; 
flexible organic photovoltaic devices; flexible organic photovoltaic modules; transparent organic solar cells; transparent 
organic solar modules; transparent organic solar panels consisting of transparent organic solar cells or transparent 
organic solar modules; transparent organic photovoltaic devices; transparent organic photovoltaic modules; opaque 
organic solar cells; opaque organic solar modules; opaque organic solar panels consisting of opaque organic solar cells 
or opaque organic solar modules; opaque organic photovoltaic devices; opaque organic photovoltaic modules; electronic 
devices and components with integrated organic solar cells or solar modules for power generation purposes; electronic 
devices and components incorporating transparent or integrated opaque solar cells or solar modules for power 
generation purposes; flexible organic solar cells, solar modules, solar panels or photovoltaic modules for integration in 
building materials, in facades, in facade elements, in roof systems, in roofs, in membranes for roofs, in flying 
constructions, in tarpaulins, in components of vehicles or in windows; flexible organic solar cells, solar modules, solar 
panels or photovoltaic modules for use, that is also for retrofittable application, on building materials, on facades, on 
facade elements, on roof systems, on roofs, on roofs, on flying buildings, on components of vehicles, on windows or on 
window frame.

Cl.17;Films with integrated solar cells or solar modules for windows or facades elements; films with integrated organic 
solar cells or solar modules for use in manufacture of facade elements, facade elements, facades, roof systems, roof 
system, roofing, membranes for roofs, flying constructions, tarpaulins, vehicle components or windows; flexible films 
incorporating organic solar cells, solar panels, solar panels or photovoltaic modules for integration into building 
materials, facades, facade elements, roof systems, roofing, membranes for roofs, flying constructions, tarpaulins, vehicle 
components or windows; flexible films with integrated organic solar cells, solar modules, solar panels or photovoltaic 
modules for use, also for retrofittable application, on building materials, on facades, on facade elements, on roof systems, 
on membranes, on roofs, on roofs, on flying buildings, on components of vehicles, on windows or on window frames; 
flexible films (of plastic, semi-finished) with integrated organic solar cells or solar modules; flexible membranes (made of 
plastic as semi-finished products) with integrated solar cells or solar modules for roofs or flying constructions or 
tarpaulins; insulating facade elements (made of plastic as semi-finished products) with integrated solar cells or solar 
modules.

Cl.19;Non-metallic flexible films incorporating organic solar cells or solar modules; flexible membranes, not of metal, 
with integrated solar cells or solar modules for roofs, flying constructions or tarpaulins; facade elements (not of metal) 
with integrated solar cells or solar modules.
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Priority claimed from 10/08/2017; Application No. : M 2017 17660 ;Ukraine 

3958337    10/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424475]
Tovarystvo z obmezhenoiu vidpovidalnistiu "INFORMEISHN SEKIURYTI HRUP"

vul. Shovkovychna, 16-B, kv. 54 Kyiv 01024 Ukraine

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Financial analysis; stock brokerage services; stocks and bonds brokerage; real estate brokerage; securities 
brokerage; brokerage; issuance of tokens of value; investment of funds; fiduciary; electronic funds transfer; providing 
financial information via a web site; deposits of valuables; capital investment; real estate management; clearing, financial; 
stock exchange quotations; loans [financing]; exchanging money; mutual funds; surety services; financial information; 
financial management; financial consultancy; financial sponsorship; financing services.

Cl.38;Providing access to databases; providing user access to global computer networks; providing internet 
chatrooms; providing online forums; providing telecommunications connections to a global computer network; providing 
telecommunication channels for teleshopping services; communications by fibre optic networks; communications by 
computer terminals; communications by cellular phones; information about telecommunication; paging services [radio, 
telephone or other means of electronic communication]; video-on-demand transmission; transmission of greeting cards 
online; transmission of electronic mail; computer aided transmission of messages and images; transmission of digital 
files; message sending; videoconferencing services; voice mail services; electronic bulletin board services 
[telecommunications services]; telecommunications routing and junction services; news agency services; 
teleconferencing services; streaming of data; rental of message sending apparatus; rental of modems; rental of 
telecommunication equipment; rental of access time to global computer networks; radio communications; radio 
broadcasting; satellite transmission; wireless broadcasting.

Cl.42;Computer system analysis; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; recovery of 
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computer data; off-site data backup; duplication of computer programs; electronic data storage; electronic monitoring of 
personally identifying information to detect identity theft via the internet; electronic monitoring of personally identifying 
information to detect identity theft via the internet; electronic monitoring of credit card activity to detect fraud via the 
internet; providing information on computer technology and programming via a web site; providing search engines for the
internet; installation of computer software; computer programming; conversion of data or documents from physical to 
electronic media; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; computer technology 
consultancy; telecommunications technology consultancy; internet security consultancy; data security consultancy; 
information technology [IT] consultancy; computer software consultancy; computer security consultancy; consultancy in 
the design and development of computer hardware; web site design consultancy; monitoring of computer systems for 
detecting unauthorized access or data breach; monitoring of computer systems to detect breakdowns; monitoring of 
computer systems by remote access; maintenance of computer software; updating of computer software; digitization of 
documents [scanning]; data encryption services; computer virus protection services; software as a service [SaaS]; 
computer software design; rental of web servers; computer rental; rental of computer software; industrial design; 
unlocking of mobile phones; hosting computer sites [web sites]; computer system design; technical writing; creating and 
maintaining web sites for others; creating and designing website-based indexes of information for others [information 
technology services]; cloud computing; server hosting.
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Priority claimed from 12/02/2018; Application No. : 017803032 ;European Union 

3958339    25/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424381]
Hettich Marketing- und Vertriebs GmbH & Co. KG

Vahrenkampstr. 12-16 32278 Kirchlengern Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Fittings of metal for furniture; furniture joints of metal; pull-out guides of metal; including all the aforesaid goods 
with integrated soft-closing function.

Cl.7;Electric furniture fittings; electric furniture hinges; electric drawer runners; including all the aforesaid goods with 
integrated soft-closing function.

Cl.20;Furniture fittings, not of metal; furniture joints (non-metallic -); pull-out guides, not of metal; including all the 
aforesaid goods with integrated soft-closing function.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 87683686 ;United States of America 

3958342    28/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424403]
KINSANE ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

245 EAST 24TH STREET 17J NEW YORK NY 10010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; visual recordings and audiovisual recordings 
featuring music and animation; game software; motion picture films and films for television featuring children's 
entertainment.

Cl.38;Broadcasting programs via a global computer network; television broadcasting; broadcasting of animated 
television programs; wireless broadcasting.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services in the nature of television cartoon series; animation production services; entertainment services 
in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of animated motion pictures, 
television shows, multimedia entertainment content; production of DVDs, videotapes and television programs featuring 
cartoons; provision of information relating to animated television, motion picture film, audio and radio production; 
entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile 
communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; entertainment services, namely, providing
virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; educational and 
entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive children's stories.

Cl.42;Animation design for others; designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use
with computers, video game program systems and computer networks; providing online non-downloadable game 
software; production of video and computer game software.
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3958345    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425501]
FUJITSU COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

1-1, Kamikodanaka 4-chome, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa 211-8588 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; automation software automatically operating other computer software or machines, apparatus 
and devices.

Cl.42;Software as a service [SaaS]; automation software as a service [SaaS]; provision of automation software 
automatically operating other computer software or machines, apparatus and devices.
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Priority claimed from 19/10/2017; Application No. : 87652163 ;United States of America 

3958346    17/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424472]
Colgate-Palmolive Company

300 Park Avenue New York, NY 10022 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Toothpaste, mouthwash, cosmetic teeth whiteners.

Cl.21;Toothbrushes, interdental cleaners, dental floss.
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3958362    28/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424935]
Fujian Aonong Biological Technology Group Inc.

Intersection of Jinshi Road and Jinpu Road, Jinzhu Area, Jinfeng Economic Development Zone, Xiangcheng District, Zhangzhou City 
350000 Fujian Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Eggs; milk beverages (milk predominating); meat; fruit, preserved; fish, not live; meat, tinned (canned (Am.)); 
vegetables, preserved; edible fats; nuts, prepared; dried edible fungus.

Cl.35;Demonstration of goods; publicity; commercial administration of the licensing of the goods and services of 
others; business management assistance; import-export agencies; presentation of goods on communication media, for 
retail purposes; procurement services for others (purchasing goods and services for other businesses); retail or 
wholesale services for pharmaceutical, veterinary and sanitary preparations and medical supplies; sales promotion (for 
others); marketing.
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Priority claimed from 19/01/2018; Application No. : 017711301 ;European Union 

3958367    16/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424682]
ISPMA e.V.

c/o Dr. Christof Ebert, Vector Consulting Services GmbH, Ingersheimer Straße 24 70499 Stuttgart Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Instructional and teaching materials; teaching materials [except apparatus]; printed teaching materials; printed 
training materials.

Cl.35;Advertising, marketing and promotional services; advertising; design of advertising materials; publication of 
publicity materials; human resources management and recruitment services; public relations services.

Cl.41;Education and instruction; organisation of conferences, exhibitions and competitions; arranging, conducting and 
organisation of congresses; publication of educational teaching materials; computer training; computer training services; 
training services in the field of computer software development; training in the design of software systems.

Cl.42;Information technology [IT] consultancy services; science and technology services; testing, authentication and 
quality control; design services; software development, programming and implementation; consultancy and advice in the 
design and development of computer hardware and software.
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Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No. : 1365663 ;Benelux 

3958373    20/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424652]
Neste Oyj

Keilaranta 21 FI-02150 Espoo Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software for monitoring quality and safety of industrial processes; computer 
software for process management purposes, namely for process control and optimization, process performance 
monitoring and analysis, process simulation, process optimization, product quality control, product tracking, process 
safety, in the field of process industries, oil refining, gas, petrochemicals, biorefining, chemicals, utilities, biopharma, 
food and mining industries; computer game software; application software; software for playing video, computer and on-
line games; software incorporating computer games; computer software for providing access to computer games through 
online social networking websites; educational software; educational game software; computer game programs; 
electronic game programs; interactive video game programs; data processing equipment; documentation and user 
manuals related to computer software in electronic form.

Cl.35;Business management; business consultancy and advisory services; management advice; management 
consulting; management assistance; business administration; business analysis, research and information services; 
collection and systematization of business data; procurement services for others; advisory and consultancy services 
relating to the procurement of goods for others; industrial management consultation; industrial management consultation 
including cost analyses; providing assistance in the management of industrial enterprises; procurement services; 
business project management services.

Cl.36;Financial affairs; cost evaluations; project cost estimations; financial appraisals; real estate affairs; advisory 
services relating to industrial plant valuations.

Cl.37;Building construction; construction of industrial plants; industrial plant construction consultancy; repair and 
maintenance of industrial plants; installation of industrial plants; building construction supervision; industrial plant 
construction supervision; installation of pipelines; installation of pipelines to industrial plants; construction management 
services; construction project management services; on site building project management services; consulting services 
in the field of mining services or mining extraction; consultation in the field of extraction of natural resources.

Cl.40;Treatment of materials, namely, processing of oil and oil refining, processing of gas, processing of chemicals and 
petrochemicals, processing of biopharmaceuticals and biobased materials; treatment of materials, namely, processing of 
plastics produced from biobased materials or renewable raw materials; custom manufacture of biobased materials, 
chemicals and substances, biochemicals, biofuels and additives; custom manufacture of biobased plastics and plastics 
produced from renewable materials; decontamination of waste, incineration of waste; consulting services relating to 
refining of oil, gas, petrochemicals, biochemicals, biofuels, biorefining and processing of chemicals and 
biopharmaceutical materials; treatment of materials, namely pretreating, drying, depitching, fractionation, distillation and 
refining of wood, oil and renewable energy products and biochemicals, fractionation of tall oil or wood based oil; tall oil 
fractionation; polymerization; steam cracking; production of purified terephthalic acid (PTA); human blood plasma 
fractionation; biomass fractionation by gasification, cracking and fermentation; distillation, evaporation, precipitation and 
crystallization of renewable feedstock; processing and refining of oil, chemicals, petrochemicals and renewable fuels, 
ether and components thereof; technical consultation relating to processing of chemicals and fuel; consultation in the 
field of fermentation, crystallization, evaporation, filtration, centrifugation, deodorization, pastillation and bleaching; 
consultation in the field of stripping finishes; consulting in the field of renewable energy products.

Cl.41;Education; educational and training services, namely providing online computer and electronic games in the field 
of education and training; providing of training; providing online computer and electronic games for operator training in 
the field of process industry; providing of training in operating, troubleshooting and maintaining a plant; training relating 
to safety and environmental issues; technical training relating to industrial risks.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services and research and design relating thereto; scientific and technological 
services and development of industrial processes in the field of fuels and chemicals; technical project planning, research 
and engineering services in the field of oil refining, gas, petrochemicals, polymers, biorefining, chemicals, biochemicals, 
biofuels and additives, utilities, biopharma, food and mining industries; technical project planning, research and 
engineering services in the field of process industries; consultancy services relating to engineering; technological 
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planning services for food industry companies and animal feed manufacturers; development of industrial processes in 
the field of fuels and chemicals; consulting relating to energy and resource efficiency, energy and resource saving, and 
energy and resource consumption; technical consultation and engineering services in the field of process quality control 
in oil refining, gas, petrochemicals, polymers, biorefining, chemicals, biochemicals, biofuels and additives, utilities and 
biopharma, food and mining industries; technical consultation for process control and optimization methods; consultancy
relating to quality control; process control technology consulting services; troubleshooting in process technology; 
development and design of industrial processes; development of technologies and industrial processes in the field of oil 
refining, gas, petrochemicals, polymers, biorefining, chemicals, biochemicals, biofuels and additives, utilities and 
biopharma, food and mining industries; development and design of bio-based and green chemical processes; 
development of new technologies to produce biofuels and additives from renewable feedstock; development and design 
of processes to produce edible oils, natural sweeteners (such as xylose and xylitol, sucrose, glucose, fructose and sugar 
syrups), beverages active food ingredients (such as esters and sterols), and industrial enzymes for feed applications and 
other products in demand; industrial process development, aseptic design and consultation in the field of stripping 
finishes design and engineering services relating to the fractionation, drying, depitching, distillation, hydrocracking and 
refining of wood, oil and renewable energy products; design and development of computer hardware and software; 
industrial analysis and research services; research and design in the field of fuel; chemical research, chemical analysis 
and chemical laboratory services; research in the field of biochemistry; technical project studies; environmental surveys, 
research and testing; environmental impact studies; engineering; engineering analysis and quality-control services; 
environmental engineering services; automation engineering, instrumentation engineering and electrical engineering; 
safety engineering services; bioengineering; chemical engineering; engineering services related to the processing and 
manufacturing of iso- octane, iso-octene and mixtures thereof; engineering services related to the processing and 
manufacturing of tert-alkyl-ethyl- ether and heavier ethers; plant engineering; engineering services for food and feed 
industries; engineering design services, design of mathematical models; expert reporting services relating to technology, 
preparation of technological reports; provision of engineering reports; engineering project management services; 
computer services, namely, software development and integration services, computer programming, design, development 
and deployment of software in the nature of computer games, video games, online games, game related applications and 
development tools for others; computer services, namely, development of software for an on-line community for users to 
participate in competitions, showcase their skills, get feedback from their peers, form virtual communities, and engage in 
social networking; hosting of websites for computer games and social networks; hosting a website featuring non-
downloadable software tools for use in accessing, playing and tracking performance of computer games and gamers; 
application service provider services; computer programming services, namely, content creation for virtual worlds and 
three dimensional platforms.

Cl.45;Security services for the protection of property and individuals; security consultancy of industrial plants; safety 
evaluations; safety evaluations of industrial plants; consultancy services relating to safety; technology licensing; 
technology licensing related to industrial processes in the field of oil refining, gas, petrochemicals, polymers, biorefining, 
chemicals, biochemicals, biofuels and additives, utilities and biopharma, food and mining industries.
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Priority claimed from 28/11/2017; Application No. : UK00003273593 ;United Kingdom 

3958375    28/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424383]
CDEnviro Limited

Ballyreagh Industrial Estate, Sandholes Road Cookstown County Tyrone BT80 9DG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Industrial plant, installations and equipment for mining, sorting, separation, washing, sand production, ore 
processing, filtration, anaerobic waste reduction, food waste recycling, waste treatment, waste recycling, sludge 
screening, tanker waste, screening of sludge, removal of rag and grit, grit recovery, rag removal, sand filtration, sand 
washing; parts, fittings and accessories for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Maintenance and installation services for industrial plant, installations and equipment.

Cl.42;Technology services and research services in the field of engineering, design and development of industrial 
plant; industrial analysis and research services; engineering; engineering design, consultancy and support in the fields of 
washing and dewatering plant, water treatment and recycling, air classification and ore processing; scientific and 
industrial analysis and research for engineering and construction projects; materials testing; project management of 
materials and equipment; quality control; design relating thereto.
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2018; Application No. : 87750376 ;United States of America 

3958382    01/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424419]
Waters Technologies Corporation

1209 Orange Street Wilmington DE 19801 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Reagents for laboratory use, namely, reagents for scientific and research use; sample preparation kits for scientific 
and clinical laboratory use, comprising biological standards, namely, primarily comprising chemical reagents other than 
for medical or veterinary purposes; chemical reagents other than for medical or veterinary purposes for sample 
preparation for chromatography and mass spectrometry.

Cl.9;Analytical equipment and instruments, namely, liquid chromatography or mass spectrometry apparatus for 
laboratory use, for performing biological and chemical separations, purification, screening and identification for medical 
laboratory, clinical laboratory, and scientific laboratory use and parts therefor; chromatography apparatus for medical 
laboratory, clinical laboratory, and scientific laboratory use and parts therefor; laboratory devices used for liquid 
chromatography apparatus, namely, autosamplers, and sample managers comprised of laboratory robots with integrated 
computer hardware and computer software, used for preparation and injection of samples; liquid chromatography 
systems comprising pumps, detectors, injectors, gradient controllers, and mixing chambers for medical laboratory, 
clinical laboratory, and scientific laboratory use; chromatography columns for laboratory use; mass spectrometry 
apparatus and instruments for medical laboratory, clinical laboratory, and scientific laboratory use and parts therefor; 
operating software for liquid chromatography or mass spectrometry instruments; disposable cartridges for performing 
research sample analysis.
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Priority claimed from 04/09/2017; Application No. : 302017000098564 ;Italy 

3958580    20/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424391]
MECCANOTECNICA UMBRA - S.P.A.

via Giovanni Agnelli, 7 CAMPELLO SUL CLITUNNO (Perugia) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Springs [metal hardware]; screws of metal; couplings and joints of metal for pipes; metal junctions for pipes; 
junctions of metal for pipes; cable junction sleeves of metal; rotating junctions of metal for pipes; metal rings; ring-
shaped fittings of metal; metal expansion joints for piping and ducting; cable joints of metal, non-electric; clips of metal 
for pipes; metal pipe connectors; metal pipe fittings; metal pipe muffs; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; 
washers of metal; metal pulleys, springs and valves [not including machine elements]; springretracted hose reels of 
metal; metal pipes and tubes.

Cl.7;Joints [parts of engines]; sealing joints [parts of machines]; couplings, other than for land vehicles; pump 
impellers; impellers, being parts of machines; springs [parts of machines]; mechanical seals [parts of machines]; clamp 
connectors for piping [parts of machines]; heat insulated metal piping elements [parts of machines]; mechanical seals 
[machine parts]; shaft seals [parts of machines, engines and motors]; mechanical seals for pumps; mechanical seals for 
compressors [machines]; automotive parts, namely, engine seals; gaskets of metal for vehicle engines; gaskets, not of 
metal, for vehicle engines; mechanical seals [parts of motors and engines]; fittings for engine boilers; universal joints 
[cardan joints]; connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; high pressure washers.

Cl.17;Waterproof packings; sealing or insulating gaskets; weatherstripping for use in automobiles; gaskets for 
automotive use; gaskets for industrial use; circular gaskets; gaskets in the form of rings; water-tight rings; non-metallic 
sealing rings; rings of metal for use as pipe connection seals; rings of rubber; O-rings; seals [non-metallic] for joints; 
seals [nonmetallic] for automotive application; sealant compounds for joints; gasket sealer compound for automotive 
use; seals; stuffing boxes for pipes; pipe jackets, not of metal; sealing rings; lip seals; labyrinth seals; gland seals; 
mechanical gland packings; washers of rubber or vulcanized fiber [fibre]; gaskets; stuffing rings; joint packings for pipes; 
pipe joint compounds; pipe joint sealants; seals for pipe connections; connecting hose for vehicle radiators; seals of 
metal for pipes; pipe gaskets; junctions for pipes, not of metal; pipe joints, not of metal; pipe muffs, not of metal; 
polymeric fibres not for textile use; polymeric membranes for waterproofing building foundations; elastomeric polymers; 
semi-processed polymeric resins; semi-processed thermoplastic polymer resins for use in manufacture; elastomeric 
polymers in the form of sheets for use in manufacture; elastomeric polymers in the form of blocks for use in manufacture; 
polymer films for use in manufacture; partly processed polymeric resins for pump linings and gaskets; waterproofing 
coverings made of plastic materials; compounds made of plastic materials; thermoplastic resins reinforced with natural 
fibres [semifinished products]; insulating materials; insulating refractory materials; insulating waterproofing membranes; 
plastic substances, semi-processed; plastic film, not for wrapping; adhesive tapes other than stationery and not for 
medical or household purposes; acrylic resins [semi-finished products]; synthetic resins [semi-finished products]; 
compositions to prevent the radiation of heat; cylinder jointings; joint packings.
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3958581    25/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424707]
COSMO CONNECTED

6 rue Duret F-75116 PARIS France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Photographic apparatus and instruments; cinematographic cameras; signaling apparatus and instruments; 
checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; image recording apparatus; image transmission apparatus; image 
reproduction apparatus; digital recording media; data processing equipment; software (recorded programs); computer 
peripheral devices; detectors; protection devices for personal use against accidents; integrated circuit cards [smart 
cards]; electric batteries; communication apparatus for headsets; helmet cameras; motorcyclist helmets; motorcycle 
helmets; helmets for protection against injury; helmets for protection against accidents; protective helmets for cyclists; 
protective helmets for motorcyclists; protective helmets for children; protective helmets for sports; protective helmets for 
the prevention of accidents or injuries; safety helmets; ski helmets; helmets for snowboarding; equipment and 
accessories (electric and mechanical) for data processing; protection (helmets for-); helmet-mounted camera supports.

Cl.11;Lighting apparatus; lighting apparatus for vehicles; motorcycle lights; motorcycle lamps; lamps for helmets; 
headlights for motorcycles; headlights for motorbikes.

Cl.12;Horns for motorcycles; audio warning devices for motorbikes; handle bar control levers [motorcycle parts]; 
headlight holders [motorcycle parts].
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3958589    12/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424844]
Shenzhen YHLO Biotech Co., Ltd.

No.5 Building, Lishan Industrial Area, Xinghai Road, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, Guangdong China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Diagnostic preparations for medical purposes; biological preparations for medical purposes; enzyme preparations 
for medical purposes; chemical preparations for medical purposes; chemical preparations for veterinary purposes; 
pregnancy (chemical preparations for the diagnosis of -); biochemicial drug; cultures of microorganisms for medical and 
veterinary use; vaccines; antibiotics.

Cl.9;Measuring instruments; measuring apparatus; measuring apparatus; physical chemical testing, element analysis 
instrument; optical apparatus and instruments; diagnostic apparatus, not for medical purposes; testing apparatus not for 
medical purposes; chemistry apparatus and instruments; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer 
software [recorded].

Cl.10;Apparatus for use in medical analysis; medical apparatus and instruments; diagnostic apparatus for medical 
purposes; testing apparatus for medical purposes; veterinary apparatus and instruments; blood testing apparatus; 
isotope apparatus and instruments for diagnosis and treatment; cases fitted for medical instruments; electrodes for 
medical use; lasers for medical purposes.

Cl.42;Technical research; technical project studies; mechanical research; research and development of new products 
for others; technology consultancy; quality control; clinical trials; packaging design; computer software design.
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Priority claimed from 07/09/2017; Application No. : 87600062 ;United States of America 

3958602    07/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424639]
Trialspark, Inc.

45 W 27th St., Floor 4 New York NY 10001 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for recruiting patients for medical and scientific research and clinical trials and studies, namely, software 
for screening, selecting, and managing candidates for medical and scientific research and for clinical trials and studies; 
software for management of medical and scientific research and clinical trials and studies; software for the design and 
administration of clinical, medical, and biological research studies.

Cl.35;Recruitment of patients for medical and scientific research and clinical trials and studies; recruitment 
advertisement services, namely, posting of clinical trial notices for the purpose of recruiting patients for participation in 
clinical trials; business consultation services for clinical trials and research studies of others, namely, assisting in 
recruiting patients for participation in clinical trials for the testing of drugs; advertising, promotion, and marketing 
services in the nature of using social and digital media technology to find patients for medical providers and to connect 
patients to clinical studies; business consulting and management in the field of clinical trials, namely, management and 
compilation of computerized databases in the field of clinical trials for business purposes; business consulting and 
management in the field of clinical trials, namely, clinical data and regulatory submission management on behalf of 
medical, biopharmaceutical and biotechnology companies to assist them with clinical research, clinical trials and 
applications for drug approval.

Cl.42;Providing medical and scientific research information in the field of pharmaceuticals and clinical trials; providing 
temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software for management of medical and scientific research and clinical trials 
and studies; providing temporary use of a web-based software application for tracking medical patients, patient records, 
patient biometrics, patient surgeries and outcomes of medical procedures for patients; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring software to recruit patients for medical and scientific research and clinical trials and studies, namely, 
software for screening, selecting, and managing candidates for medical and scientific research and for clinical trials and 
studies; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for enabling users to view, manage and report on 
patient-reported data in pharmaceutical industry clinical trials; providing a website featuring information in the field of 
clinical research (term considered too vague by the International Bureau - rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 14/03/2018; Application No. : 1913256 ;Australia 

3958603    25/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424637]
Camilla IP Pty Ltd

Unit 3, 13 Bowden St ALEXANDRIA NSW 2015 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Bags and baggage, including handbags, beach bags, tote bags, bath bags, make-up bags, travel bags, carry 
bags, garment bags, dust bags, pouches (bags), satchels, clutches, briefcases, folio cases, attache cases, backpacks, 
suitcases; trunks; purses; wallets; key cases; luggage tags; credit card cases; technology cases, bags, sleeves and 
covers for tablets, computers and other electronic devices, all of these goods made of leather and other materials not 
included in other classes; umbrellas, including wet-weather umbrellas, parasols, beach umbrellas, garden umbrellas; dog 
collars; dog coats.

Cl.24;Textiles, including textile fabrics for making into clothing, apparel fabrics, upholstery fabrics, fabric for footwear, 
table napkins of textile, linens; bed linen, including, sheets, pillow covers, quilt covers, bedspreads, bed covers, bed 
valances and ruffles; quilts; comforters; bed blankets; cot blankets, cot sheets; swaddle cloths and wraps; sleeping bags; 
throws, travellers rugs; mattress covers, namely, mattress protectors; bath linen, including bath towels, face towels, hand 
towels; beach towels; table linen, namely, table cloths, napkins and serviettes, tea towels; furniture covers [loose] not of 
paper; cushion covers; bean bag covers; curtains; labels, including labels of cloth; cloth banners; cloth bunting; 
handkerchiefs; coverings for walls (wall hangings, of textile); textile piece goods for clothing; textiles in the form of 
window furnishings.

Cl.25;Clothing for women, men, children and babies, including dresses, kaftans, pants, skirts, jeans, shorts, playsuits, 
jumpsuits, one-piece playsuits, rompers, jackets, coats, vests, capes, ponchos, shirts, tops, beachwear, resortwear, 
loungewear, swimwear, swim coverups, swim briefs, board shorts, rash tops, rash suits, one-piece swimsuits, swim 
separates; exercise wear; knitwear (clothing); underwear including lingerie, body suits, bras, briefs, camisoles, chemises, 
hosiery; sleep wear; robes including swim robes, bath robes, house robes; footwear, including shoes, boots, sandals, 
sneakers, slip-on shoes, flip-flops and slippers, espadrilles, clogs and lace-up shoes, casual shoes, evening shoes, 
pumps, platform shoes, flat shoes, stilettoes; headgear, including hats, beanies, head scarves, headbands, hair 
accessories namely headbands being clothing; clothing accessories, namely scarves, eye masks, shawls, wraps, 
sarongs, ties, belts made of fabric.

Cl.35;Retailing, wholesaling and online retailing services.
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Priority claimed from 25/08/2017; Application No. : 541858 ;Czech Republic 

3958615    24/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424428]
spaceti s.r.o.

Jungmannova 36/31 CZ-110 00 Praha 1, Nové Mesto Czech Republic

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer application software for use in implementing the Internet of Things [IoT], computer hardware modules for
use in electronic devices using the Internet of Things [IoT], communication software, application software, interfaces for 
computers, programs for computers, computer software, computer software, recorded, computer programmes for use in 
telecommunications, mobile software, software for mobile device management, computer software for mobile phones, 
computer software for the compilation of positioning data, computer software for the collection of positioning data, 
computer software for the processing of positioning data, computer software for the dissemination of positioning data, 
computer software for the transmission of positioning data, computer hardware for the transmission of positioning data, 
computer hardware for the compilation of positioning data, computer hardware for the collection of positioning data, 
computer hardware for the processing of positioning data, computer hardware for the dissemination of positioning data, 
position fixing apparatus, target location apparatus [electric], integrated circuit cards [smart cards], electronic navigating 
apparatus, electronic navigation systems, Loran navigation machines, portable navigation devices, navigational 
instruments.

Cl.37;Installation of hardware for computer systems, installation of computer hardware, installation of hardware for 
computer systems, installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware, installation and repair of computer 
hardware, electric appliance installation and repair, installation of communication equipment, installation of cellular 
communications systems, installation of communications network instruments, installing of electronic communications 
networks, installation of wireless telecommunications equipment and wireless local area networks, installation, repair and 
maintenance of computers and computer peripherals, installation of hardware for computer systems employing solid-
state electronic circuitry, computer hardware and telecommunication apparatus installation, maintenance and repair.

Cl.39;Navigation services, providing customized driving directions, navigational advisory services, route planning 
[navigation services], rental of navigational systems.

Cl.41;Provision of instruction relating to computer programming, training courses relating to computer software, 
training courses relating to computer hardware, training relating to computer hardware, computer training, conducting 
workshops [training], organisation of training, staff training services, training in electrical engineering, provision of online 
training, providing of training, teaching and tuition, vocational education and training services, computer training 
services, training in the operation of computerised systems, instruction in the maintenance of computers, arranging and 
conducting of workshops [training], training in the field of communication technologies, training in the design of software 
systems, electronic data processing training, training relating to data processing techniques, training of personnel in 
skills relating to office systems, education and training in the field of electronic data processing, staff training services 
relating to modern office technology, consultancy services relating to the education and training of management and of 
personnel.

Cl.42;Computer software design, updating of computer software, software as a service [SaaS], installation and 
maintenance of computer programs, consultation services relating to computer hardware and software, computer 
hardware development, advisory and information services relating to the design and development of computer hardware, 
advisory and consultancy services relating to the design and development of computer hardware, consultancy in the 
design and development of computer hardware, research and development services relating to computer hardware, 
providing information about the design and development of computer hardware and software, research relating to the 
development of computer hardware.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software.
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Priority claimed from 19/07/2018; Application No. : 1942467 ;Australia 

3958619    26/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424454]
StayWell Holdings Pty Limited

L10, 80 Clarence St SYDNEY NSW 2000 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising, marketing, promotion and publicity services for hotels and serviced apartments; providing office 
functions; provision of office facilities for office equipment and machinery; administration of the business affairs of retail 
stores, advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the aforesaid; all the aforesaid services also 
provided on-line from a computer database or via the global communications network; retail store services featuring 
cosmetics and beauty products, precious metals and stones, jewellery, watches, timepieces and clocks, paper, printed 
matter, stationery, bags, glassware, porcelain, earthenware, textiles and textile goods, clothing, footwear, headgear, toys, 
games, playthings, sporting articles and equipment, food and foodstuffs, drinks both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, flowers 
and flower arrangements and smokers articles; online electronic retail store services featuring cosmetics and beauty 
products, precious metals and stones, jewellery, watches, timepieces and clocks, paper, printed matter, stationery, bags, 
glassware, porcelain, earthenware, textiles and textile goods, clothing, footwear, headgear, toys, games, playthings, 
sporting articles and equipment, food and foodstuffs, drinks both alcoholic and non-alcoholic, flowers and flower 
arrangements and smokers articles; promotional services for hotels, restaurants, bars, resorts; business management of 
hotels and serviced apartments.

Cl.43;Providing temporary accommodation; services for providing food and drink; hotel services; resort hotel services; 
hotel accommodation services; hotel catering services; hotel reservation services; hotel restaurant services; provision of 
hotel venues for business exhibitions, business fairs, conferences, congresses, lectures and meetings; providing 
facilities for conducting conferences, conventions, exhibitions, fairs and holidays; rental of meeting rooms; providing 
food and drink as part of hospitality services; providing information in the field of temporary accommodations for holiday 
travellers; restaurants; cafes; catering services; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to all the 
aforesaid; all the aforesaid services also provided on-line from a computer database or via the global communications 
network.
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3958623    26/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424725]
SHANGHAI UNITED IMAGING HEALTHCARE CO., LTD.

No. 2258 Chengbei Rd., Jiading District Shanghai China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.10;X-ray equipment for medical purposes; X-rays (apparatus and installations for the production of -), for medical 
purposes; radiotherapy apparatus; ultrasound instrument and parts thereof for medical purposes; isotope facilities used 
for medical diagnose/treatment; radiology screens for medical purposes; magnetic resonance imaging apparatus for 
medical purposes; medical apparatus and instruments for use in positron emission tomography imaging; medical 
equipment, namely, computed tomography apparatus; particle accelerator and linear accelerator for medical radiotherapy.

Cl.44;Medical clinic services; hospital services; medical assistance; telemedicine services; therapy services; medical 
equipment rental; rental of sanitation facilities.
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3960656    06/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424950]
ATALAY MADENI ESYA SANAYI VE TICARET ANONIM SIRKETI

Velimese Organize Sanayi Bölgesi Mahallesi, 252. Sokak, No:5/1 Ergene Tekirdag Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Electric appliances for kitchen and industrial use, namely cookers, ovens, grills, cooking stoves, deep fryers, 
electric refrigerators, refrigerating display cabinets, water coolers.

Cl.21;Services [dishes]; pots and pans; serving ladles; graters for kitchen use; strainers for household purposes; 
serving trays; serving tongs; ice buckets; pitchers, not of precious metal; drinking glasses.
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Priority claimed from 02/01/2018; Application No. : 4020180000345 ;Republic of Korea 

3960661    02/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424929]
BOMTECH ELECTRONICS CO., LTD.

322, Gonghang-daero, Gangseo-gu Seoul Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Apparatus for tattooing; tattoo needles; electric apparatus for tattooing; electric and non-electric apparatus for 
tattooing.

Cl.10;Static electric therapy apparatus; high-frequency skin care equipment for medical purpose; high-frequency 
stimulators for medical purposes; high frequency electromagnetic therapy apparatus, high frequency therapy apparatus; 
drug syringes; drug infusion pump; medical skin stimulators for drug absorption; liquid medicine syringes; medical 
apparatus for facilitating the inhalation of liquid medicine; medical apparatus for introducing pharmaceutical preparations 
into the human body; tubes and connectors for administering medicines; medical apparatus for facilitating the inhalation 
of pharmaceutical preparations; injection device for pharmaceuticals; medical apparatus and instruments for acne 
treatment (other than for dental purposes); apparatus for acne treatment; medical apparatus and instruments other than 
for dental purposes; static electric therapy apparatus for medical use; high frequency apparatus for medical use; medical 
tattoo removal apparatus; syringes for medical purposes and for injections; needles for medical purposes; medical 
suction tubes, tubes for medical purposes; pumps for medical purposes; acne treatment devices for medical purposes; 
disposable hypodermic syringes for medical use; syringes for injection of medical substances; low-frequency skin care 
apparatus for medical purposes; low frequency skin esthetic apparatus for medical purposes; low frequency therapy 
apparatus for medical purposes; electrodes for medical use; electric massaging apparatus for medical purposes; electric 
syringes for medical purposes; syringes for medical purposes; medical injection syringe; injection needles for medical 
use; medical puncture needle; cartridges for medical purposes; medical indicators; medical skin care apparatus; medical 
filler apparatus; medical filler syringes; disposable syringes; low-frequency medical equipment; low frequency electric 
therapy apparatus; low frequency physical therapy devices; low-frequency therapy equipment and apparatus; electric 
acupuncture instruments; medical skin esthetic apparatus with electrical stimulation; galvanic therapeutic appliances; 
acupuncture needles; hypodermic needles; implantable subcutaneous drug delivery devices; hypodermic syringes; 
inhalers; skin stimulators for medical use; skin stimulation apparatus for therapeutic purposes; skin regeneration therapy 
apparatus; medical apparatus for skin wrinkle removal; dermatoplastic instruments.
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Priority claimed from 02/02/2018; Application No. : 87781531 ;United States of America 

3960662    26/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424319]
Epic Games, Inc.

620 Crossroads Boulevard Cary NC 27518 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.14;Necklaces.

Cl.16;Computer game instruction manuals and hint books; printed material, namely, novels and series of fiction books 
and short stories featuring scenes and characters based on video games; comic books; calendars and posters.

Cl.28;Toy action figures.

Cl.42;Developing customized web pages featuring user-defined computer game information; providing customized on-
line web pages and data feeds, featuring user-defined information, which includes blog posts, new media content, other 
on-line content, and on-line web links to other websites, and which excludes social networking services.
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Priority claimed from 09/11/2017; Application No. : 017450181 ;European Union 

3960664    27/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424320]
Canatu Oy

Konalankuja 5 FI-00390 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry and science; chemical substances, chemical materials and chemical preparations; 
chemicals for use in the electrical industry; chemical preparations having conductive properties; electrically conductive 
plastics as raw materials.

Cl.9;Scientific, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, and checking (supervision) apparatus and instruments; 
apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; 
apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; data processing equipment, computers; 
remote control apparatus; recorded and downloadable computer software; optical devices, enhancers and correctors and 
parts and fittings for the same; optical mirrors; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and 
controllers and parts and fittings for the same; control boards and panels; sensors and detectors; display devices, 
television receivers and film and video devices; electrical and electronic components: touch sensitive electronic screens; 
touch screens and panels; display screens and panels; wearable computers; wearable telecommunication equipment; 
monitors; touchscreen monitors; display screens; displays for vehicles; touchscreen sensors; projected capacitive touch 
sensors.

Cl.11;Heating apparatus and parts and fittings for the same; heating elements; lighting apparatus and installations and 
parts and fittings for the same; luminaires; lighting panels.
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Priority claimed from 24/07/2017; Application No. : 4378618 ;France 

3960666    24/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424735]
FINANCIERE BATTEUR

Avenue du Général de Gaulle F-14200 HEROUVILLE SAINT CLAIR France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Advertising; dissemination of advertising material including leaflets, flyers, printed matter, samples, small gifts 
for advertising (goodies); dissemination of advertisements; publication of advertising texts; publications of articles 
written by professionals, advertising letters; direct mail advertising; interactive advertising offers, namely, online 
advertising on a computer network or an Internet network; rental of advertising space on the Internet; rental of advertising 
time on all communication media; commercial business management; public relations; data input and processing 
services; computer file management; opinion polling; market studies; compilation of statistics; sales promotion for 
others; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; advertising sponsorship of sporting, musical 
and cultural events; news clipping services, magazines, online sale of products related to the world of children, 
cosmetics, health, beauty; loyalty programs, newspaper subscription services; arranging subscriptions to 
telecommunication services for others.

Cl.44;Advice and information relating to health, hygiene and beauty services, medical and paramedical services.
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Priority claimed from 04/01/2018; Application No. : 87742980 ;United States of America 

3960667    30/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424335]
Fabuwood Marketing LLC

99 Caven Point Road Jersey City NJ 07305 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.20;Buffets; cabinets being furniture for kitchens, bathrooms, homes and offices; cupboards; doors for furniture; 
drawer pulls of glass, porcelain or earthenware; drawers and dividers therefor; furniture; kitchen cabinets; non-metal 
pulls; shelves; stone pulls for cabinets, drawers and furniture.

Cl.35;Wholesale distributorships featuring cabinets and furniture made of wood.

Cl.40;Custom manufacture of cabinets and furniture made of wood.

Cl.42;Designing cabinets and furniture made of wood.
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Priority claimed from 06/01/2017; Application No. : 016231177 ;European Union 

3960668    06/07/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424357]
Bopp & Reuther Sicherheits- und Regelarmaturen GmbH

Carl-Reuther-Straße 1 68305 Mannheim-Waldhof Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Valves of metal; common metals and their alloys; ironmongery and small items of metal hardware; manually 
operated metal valves; check valves of metal, other than part of machines; metal valves for controlling the flow of gases 
in pipelines; metal valves for controlling the flow of fluids in pipelines; nozzles of metal; rods of metal; tension levers of 
metal; fasteners of common metal; nuts of metal; bolts of metal; screws of metal; connectors of metal for pipes; 
connectors of metal for tubes; metal studs (other than for football boots, clothing or vehicle tyres); parts and fittings for 
all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.7;Valves; valves being parts of machines; valves being parts of machine tools; hydraulic valves; pneumatic valves; 
valve closure mechanisms; valves to control flow, pressure, temperature and liquid level; pressure regulators; pressure 
controllers [parts of machines]; pressure reducers; nozzles, namely nozzles as parts of desuperheaters, attemporators 
and for use in desuperheating applications and steam conditioning; turbines; sound absorbers, namely silencers; pumps; 
gears other than for land vehicles; gear boxes other than for land vehicles; gears for machines change gear units for 
machines; transmission gears for machines; gearbox casings for machines; gearbox casings other than for land vehicles; 
connecting rods for machines, motors and engines; hydraulic process control units; actuators; actuators for valves; 
positioners for use with valves and actuators; positioners as parts of machines; pneumatic industrial process controllers; 
ignition apparatus for machines and engines; propulsion mechanisms other than for land vehicles; ignition apparatus for 
internal combustion engines; machine tools; machine coupling and transmission components; control and regulatory 
apparatus namely, valves for use in pressurised systems, safety valves, shut off valves, control valves, pressure 
regulating apparatus being parts of machines; electronic positioners as parts of machines; digital positioners as parts of 
machines; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods; pressure regulators, namely pressure control valves, pressure 
safety valves.

Cl.9;Electric control valves; linear actuators (electric); frequency converters; electric control valves; positioner sensors 
for use with machine tools and machines; limit switches; electric apparatus for remote ignition; control apparatus and 
instruments; regulating control apparatus and computer instruments; data processing equipment and computers; 
computer software; flow control and regulating apparatus and instruments namely, valves for use in pressurised systems,
safety valves, shut off valves, control valves; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.11;Valves, plumbing fittings; water pressure reducers (regulating accessories); pressure controllers and regulators 
namely, control valves, regulatory fittings for fluid, liquid and gas systems including water, steam, petroleum and 
petrochemicals, pressure controllers for fluid, liquid and gas systems including water, steam, petroleum and 
petrochemicals, regulator valves for level controlling in fluid, liquid and gas including water, steam, petroleum and 
petrochemical pipes and water tanks, pressure relief apparatus for use with coke drums, fluid, liquid and gas systems 
including water, steam, petroleum and petrochemicals applications, fluid, gas or steam pressure reducers [safety 
accessories], safety valves for fluid, liquid and gas systems including water, steam, petroleum and petrochemicals 
systems; industrial ventilation apparatus; cooling apparatus; regulators (valves) for level controlling in tanks; valves for 
use in cryogenic apparatus and equipment; flare stacks for use in the oil industry; burner control apparatus; flow control 
and regulating apparatus and instruments namely, valves for regulating fluid, liquid or gas flow including water, steam, 
petroleum and petrochemicals, steam valves for regulating a supply of steam, safety valves for fluid, liquid or gas 
apparatus including apparatus for use in water, steam, petroleum and petrochemical applications, installations for 
controlling the flow of gases, fluids, liquids or steam; parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Installation, repair and maintenance services, all such services relating to valves, common metals and their 
alloys, ironmongery and small items of metal hardware, manually operated valves made of metal, check valves made of 
metal, metal valves for controlling the flow of gases in pipelines, metal valves for controlling the flow of fluids or liquids in 
pipelines, nozzles made of metal, rods made of metal, tension levers made of metal, fasteners made of metal, nuts made 
of metal; installation, repair and maintenance services, all such services relating to bolts made of metal, screws made of 
metal, connectors made of metal, studs made of metal, valves being parts of machines, valves being parts of machine 
tools, hydraulic valves, pneumatic valves, valve closure mechanisms, valves to control flow, pressure, temperature and 
liquid level, valve wells, pressure regulators, valve wells, pressure controllers, pressure reducers, nozzles, turbines, 
silencers, sound absorbers; installation, repair and maintenance services, all such services relating to pumps, gears 
other than for land vehicles, gear boxes other than for land vehicles, gears for machines, gear units for machines, 
transmission gears for machines, gearbox casings for machines, gearbox casings other than for land vehicles, 
connecting rods for machines, motors and engines, hydraulic process control units, actuators, positioners, positioners as
parts of machines, pneumatic industrial process controllers; installation, repair and maintenance services, all such 
services relating to ignition apparatus for machines, propulsion mechanisms other than for land vehicles, ignition 
apparatus for internal combustion engines, machine tools, machine coupling and transmission components (except for 
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land vehicles), control and regulatory apparatus for fittings, electronic linear actuators, frequency converters, electric 
control valves, positioner sensors for use with machine tools and machines; installation, repair and maintenance 
services, all such services relating to limit switches, pressure switches, pressure regulators, electronic positioners as 
parts of machines, digital positioners as parts of machines, electric apparatus for remote ignition, control apparatus and 
instruments, regulating control apparatus and computer instruments, data processing equipment and computers, flow 
control and regulating apparatus and instruments, motion control and instruments; installation, repair and maintenance 
services, all such services relating to plumbing fittings and electrostatic precipitators, water pressure reducers, pressure 
controllers and regulators, industrial ventilation apparatus and instruments, cooling apparatus and instruments, 
regulators for level controlling in tanks, valves for use in cryogenic apparatus and equipment; installation, repair and 
maintenance services, all such services relating to flare stack systems for use in the oil industry burner control apparatus 
and instruments, flow control and regulating apparatus and instruments and parts and fittings for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.42;Industrial design; research services; scientific and technological services; engineering services; engineering 
testing; quality control services; quality control testing; technical testing services; testing of apparatus; testing of 
machinery; testing of valves; information, advice and consultancy services in relation to all of the aforesaid services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1871 ,   15/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 08/02/2018; Application No. : 716661 ;Switzerland 

3960671    28/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424306]
MCH Group AG Rechtsdienst

Messeplatz 10, Postfach CH-4005 Basel Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Arranging and conducting trade fairs and exhibitions; advisory, information and consultancy relating to the 
foregoing.

Cl.41;Arranging and conducting congresses and conferences for cultural, sporting and educational purposes; 
entertainment services; advisory, information and consultancy services relating to the foregoing.
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Priority claimed from 30/01/2018; Application No. : 017754391 ;European Union 

3960672    18/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424343]
mittemitte GmbH

Brunnenstrasse 196 10119 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Machines for the production of mineral water; beverage preparation machines [electromechanical]; dispensing 
machines; drinking water dispensing machines; kitchen machines [electric]; electric food processors; kitchen machines 
[electric] for food preparation [other than cooking].

Cl.11;Beverage cooking, heating, cooling and treatment equipment; water treatment equipment; water supply 
equipment; drinking water supply installations; water purifying units, in particular for producing potable water; drinking 
water supply apparatus; water purifying apparatus; air purifying apparatus; cartridge filtration units [water treatment 
equipment]; cartridge enrichment units [water treatment equipment]; water purifying and enrichment apparatus; water 
distillation and enrichment apparatus; water filtration jugs; water enrichment jugs; water filtration cartridges; water 
enrichment cartridges, in particular comprising minerals.

Cl.32;Preparations for making beverages; preparations for making flavored water, not in the nature of essential oils; 
preparations for making mineralized water; mineral enriched drinking water [beverages]; vitamin enriched drinking water 
[beverages]; vitamin enriched sparkling water [beverages]; flavoured mineral water; mineral water [beverages]; 
preparations sold in cartridges for making beverages.
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3960674    26/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424327]
Vandurit GmbH Hartmetall- und Präzisionswerkzeuge

An der Schusterinsel 20 51379 Leverkusen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Cutting inserts and indexable inserts made of carbide alloys (also sintered) for metal chip removal being power-
operated tools.

Cl.8;Cutting inserts and indexable inserts made of carbide alloys (also sintered) for metal chip removal being hand-
operated tools.
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3960676    21/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424747]
JOINT STOCK COMPANY «RUSSIAN RAILWAYS»

NOVAYA BASMANNAYA STR., 2, RU-107174 MOSCOW Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Construction; rental of construction equipment; vehicle maintenance; repair information; electric appliance 
installation and repair.

Cl.39;Railway transport; transportation information.

Cl.42;Construction drafting; conducting technical project studies; engineering; computer programming; computer 
software design; updating of computer software; surveying; consultancy in the field of energy-saving.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 302017000147480 ;Italy 

3960677    07/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424278]
ARTMENU FACTORY SRL

Via Fosdondo, 133 I-42015 CORREGGIO (RE) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.8;Cutlery of precious metal; cutlery; spoons; forks; knives; plastic cutlery; food preparation tools; manually operated 
kitchen tools.

Cl.16;Printed menus; menu card holders in paper and cardboard; printed wine list; tablecloths of paper; napkins of 
paper.

Cl.21;Menu card holders; menu card holders in leather, imitation leather, plastic, PVC, wood, fabric; wine list in leather, 
imitation leather, plastic, PVC, wood, fabric; napkin rings.

Cl.24;Tablecloths; tablecloths of plastic; tablecloths of textile materials; napkins; napkins in textile materials.
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3961074    19/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424580]
Letterland International Ltd

8-10 South Street Epsom, Surrey KT18 7PF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; recording discs; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; compact discs, DVDs and 
other digital recording media for educational purposes; computer software; recorded computer software; educational 
computer software; children's educational software; interactive educational computer software; computer game software; 
computer programs [downloadable software]; computer software applications; computer application software; computer 
application software in the field of education, training and entertainment; software and applications for mobile devices; 
interactive computer application software; downloadable software applications; educational computer applications; 
educational mobile applications; downloadable software applications for education; downloadable software applications 
relating to music, video, virtual reality software and 3D images; downloadable electronic games; virtual reality software; 
augmented reality software; audio-visual teaching apparatus; downloadable image files; downloadable music files; 
downloadable digital music; downloadable electronic publications; downloadable electronic books; electronic book 
readers; downloadable electronic documents; downloadable electronic periodicals; downloadable electronic educational 
multimedia files; digital book readers; audio books; talking books; screens; touch screens; interactive graphics screens; 
video display screens; visual display screens; audio display screens; downloadable educational course materials; 
animated cartoons; downloadable electronic course materials for teaching English; audio and video recordings; audio 
and video recordings featuring educational content.

Cl.16;Paper and cardboard; printed matter; printed publications; educational publications; bookbinding material; 
photographs; stationery; printed materials; instructional and teaching materials; albums; atlases; books; educational 
books; activity books; booklets; books for children; picture books; comic books; activity books; song books; 
bookmarkers; calendars; cards; catalogues; drawing materials; greeting cards; magazines [periodicals]; manuals 
[handbooks]; newsletters; newspapers; periodicals; posters; stationery; teaching materials [except apparatus]; writing 
materials; writing pads; writing books; writing stationery; gift vouchers; printed matter for instructional purposes; 
educational publications.

Cl.41;Education; providing of training; entertainment; cultural activities; educational and teaching services; online 
education services; educational services provided to schools and individuals; training services relating to education and 
phonics; remote training and coaching; training and coaching provided remotely in real time by way of delivery; mixed 
media group training; online group training; group training; tutoring; academies [education]; coaching [training]; 
correspondence courses; educational services provided by schools; education information; entertainment information; 
lending library services; mobile library services; lending of books and other publications; publication services; electronic 
publication services; publication of books; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; on-line publication of electronic 
books and journals; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; practical training [demonstration]; 
scriptwriting, other than for advertising purposes; vocational guidance [education or training advice]; writing of texts; 
rental of printed publications; organisation of teaching activities; computer assisted teaching services; online interactive 
games; online interactive educational games; educational research; educational examination; arranging and conducting 
of educational events; instruction of language teaching; language education via online; foreign language academies; 
organising and arranging webinars; organising and arranging webinars in the field of education; providing on-line non-
downloadable images, audio content, video content, music, digital sound recordings; providing on-line non-downloadable 
virtual reality game services; providing on-line non-downloadable virtual reality game services; mixed media group 
training; online group training; group training; assessment services; information, advisory and consultancy services 
relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software; installation of computer software; maintenance of 
computer software; updating of computer software; computer programming; conversion of data or documents from 
physical to electronic media; electronic data storage; platform as a service [PaaS]; providing search engines for the 
internet; software as a service [SaaS]; providing online, non-downloadable software; providing online, non-downloadable 
software in the field of education, training and entertainment; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting
computer software applications of others; rental of application software; hosting computer sites [web sites]; hosting of 
interactive applications; hosting computer software applications for others; cloud computing; cloud seeding; providing 
virtual computer systems through cloud computing; technical research; handwriting analysis; information, advisory and 
consultancy services relating to the aforesaid services.
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Trade Marks Journal No: 1871 ,   15/10/2018           Class 99 
 

Priority claimed from 26/10/2017; Application No. : 87661326 ;United States of America 

3961075    23/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424585]
WeWork Companies Inc.

115 West 18th Street New York NY 10011 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Encoded identity devices and apparatus; downloadable computer software.

Cl.35;Verifying and monitoring the credentials of members of a co-working community for business purposes.

Cl.42;Scientific research and development; computer software platform-as-a-service; validation of digital identity cards;
authentication, issuance, and validation of digital identity cards, namely, customizing spatial and hardware configurations 
to match user identity; biographic identity authentication services, namely, providing user identification services for the 
purposes of verifying membership, establishing physical location and recognizing pre- established spatial and 
environmental preferences through biometric hardware and software technology; computer security services in the 
nature of providing authentication, issuance, and validation of personal identities; computer security services, namely, 
controlling access privileges of users; authentication software for controlling access to and communications with 
computers and computer networks and computer software for identity security.
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3961077    02/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424955]
KEECH MANAGEMENT PTY. LTD.

16 Moncrieff Dr EAST RYDE NSW 2113 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Baseball shirts; casual shirts; denim shirts; dress shirts; football shirts; formal shirts; open-necked shirts; polo 
shirts; printed t-shirts; rugby shirts; shirts; short-sleeve shirts; sports shirts; t-shirts; tee-shirts; woven shirts; hats; 
bathing jackets; bed jackets; canoeing jackets; casual jackets; denim jackets; dinner jackets; fishing jackets; fur jackets; 
house jackets; jackets (clothing); jackets for casual wear; jackets for men; jackets for women; quilted jackets; riding 
jackets; shirt jackets; ski jackets; sports jackets; stuff jackets (clothing); unlined jackets; wax jackets; weatherproof 
jackets; wind jackets; windproof jackets; apparel (clothing, footwear, headgear).

Cl.42;Clothing and fashion designing; design of fashion accessories; fashion design.
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Priority claimed from 16/04/2018; Application No. : 017888552 ;European Union 

3961078    27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424354]
TCC Global N.V.

World Trade Centre, Zuidplein 84 NL-1077 XV Amsterdam Netherlands

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; software applications; software for use in advertising; computer programmes (downloadable 
software); computer e-commerce software; computer software for use in connection with affinity programmes and loyalty 
programmes; computer software for use in connection with sales and promotional incentive schemes; magnets; sound, 
image and data transmission, recording and reproducing apparatus; projectors; computers; computer software; computer
games programmes; computer game cartridges; computer game discs; video games software; video game cartridges; 
games cartridges for use with electronic games apparatus; sound and video recordings; DVDs, CDs, records, discs, 
tapes, cassettes, cartridges, cards and other carriers, all bearing or for use in bearing sound recordings, video 
recordings, data, images, games, graphics, text, programs or information; magnetic data carriers; downloadable 
electronic publications provided on-line from databases or the Internet; interactive compact discs and CD-ROMs; cases 
and holders for CDs, records, discs, tapes, cassettes and cartridges; radios; mobile telephones; mobile telephone 
fascias; stands for telephones; walkie-talkies; calculators; refrigerator magnets; lenses, clips (fittings), parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods; data recordings including audio, video, still and moving images and text; 
downloadable electronic publications; mouse mats; electronic instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
protective knee pads, protective elbow pads; egg timers.

Cl.35;Advertising; organisation, operation and supervision of sales and promotional incentive schemes; promotional 
services; business consultancy; operation and administration of consumer affinity programmes and loyalty programmes; 
organisation of rewards schemes relating to the redemption of allocated promotional schemes for the benefit of 
customers and members of the award scheme; business information; management of computer databases; compilation 
of information onto computer databases; organisation of exhibitions or trade fairs for commercial advertising purposes; 
presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; retail services in relation to jewellery, clothing, 
footwear, headgear; retail services in relation to cutlery, furniture, lighting, heaters; retail services in relation to umbrellas, 
luggage, bags; retail services in relation to furnishings, tableware, cookware, glassware; retail services in relation to toys, 
games, confectionery, toiletries, printed matter, sporting articles, musical instruments; retail services in relation to 
computer hardware, computer software, computer game programs; retail services in relation to horticulture equipment, 
cleaning preparations, dietary preparations, stationery supplies, educational supplies; retail services in relation to 
furniture, audio-visual equipment, hand tools, clocks, electric shavers, photo frames.

Cl.42;Consultancy, advice, assistance, analysis, design, evaluation and programming services relating to computer 
software, firmware, hardware and information technology; creation and hosting of platforms on the internet; hosting 
online web facilities for others for sharing online content; providing online non-downloadable software for use in property 
transactions; design of computer software; design, creation and programming of web pages for others; hosting, creating 
and maintaining websites for others; scientific consultancy; engineering consultancy; computer consultancy; design 
consultancy; architectural consultancy; technological consultancy; quality assurance consultancy; website design 
consultancy; data security consultancy; shop fitting design consultancy services; engineering consultancy relating to 
manufacture; consultancy services relating to design; consultancy services relating to product engineering; consultancy 
in the fields of computers; consultancy relating to the design of packaging; consultancy in the field of office and 
workplace automation; consultancy relating to the creation and design of websites for e-commerce; consultancy services 
relating to software used in the field of e-commerce; consultancy, development, advice, assistance, analysis, design, 
evaluation and programming services relating to computer software, firmware, hardware and information technology; 
computer rental; rental of consumer domestic electric and electronic goods, namely, rental of computers, computer 
hardware, computer software, computer apparatus and equipment; rental of computers in a cafe environment; 
consultancy and advice relating to the design, selection and implementation of computer software, firmware, hardware, 
information technology and of data processing systems; rental of computer software, firmware and hardware; provision 
of information relating to technological matters and information technology; scientific and technological services and 
research and design relating thereto, industrial analysis and research services.
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Priority claimed from 22/05/2018; Application No. : 87932369 ;United States of America 

3961079    31/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424364]
Rentberry, Inc.

201 Spear Street, Suite 1100 San Francisco CA 94123 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Operating on-line marketplaces featuring a rental price negotiation platform offering landlords ability to conduct 
rental auctions for the properties and tenants customize offers during the rental applications process; operating on-line 
marketplaces featuring a platform connecting tenants and landlords and where both parties can post ratings and provide 
feedback one another and tenants can provide ratings and feedback on properties and apartments; providing an 
interactive real estate website which promotes housing and apartment properties through offering prospective tenants 
video walk throughs, property descriptions, text, price, location, maps and other information that would be influential to a 
prospective tenant in making a rental decision; real estate marketing services.

Cl.36;Providing information in the field of real estate; providing real estate listings via the internet; providing real estate 
listings and real estate information via the internet; real estate listing services for housing rentals and apartment rentals; 
real estate service, namely, rental property management; real estate syndication; rent collection; rent payment services; 
securities deposit services.

Cl.42;Platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing real estate listings syndication 
and enabling the exchange of information between other real estate portals and platforms; platform as a service (PAAS) 
featuring computer software platforms for providing tenant screening that includes credit, eviction and criminal reports, 
as well as ratings of users and properties on the platform; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software 
platforms for providing rent collection and payments for rental services in different currencies, including 
cryptocurrencies; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for connecting tenants and 
landlords through a search engine, transparent rental application process and a price negotiation platform; platform as a 
service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for enabling automated rental tasks, including property search and 
open house scheduling, submission of rental applications, custom offers, maintenance requests, credit, eviction and 
criminal reports, as well as e-signing rental agreements, tenant screening, and online rental payment; platform as a 
service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for allowing users to add, promote and syndicate real estate 
properties, as well as store, upload, download and access signed rental agreements and documents; platform as a 
service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for providing security deposit services for rental properties that 
includes matching co-signers, tenants and landlords; platform as a service (PAAS) featuring computer software platforms 
for use in property management; providing non-downloadable software for use in providing real estate listings 
syndication and enabling the exchange of information between other real estate portals and platforms via a website; 
providing non-downloadable software for use in providing tenant screening that includes credit, eviction and criminal 
reports, as well as ratings of users and properties on the platform via a website; providing non-downloadable software for 
use in providing rent collection and payments for rental services in different currencies, including cryptocurrencies via a 
website; providing non-downloadable software for use in connecting tenants and landlords through a search engine, 
transparent rental application process and a price negotiation platform via a website; providing non-downloadable 
software for use in enabling automated rental tasks, including property search and open house scheduling, submission of
rental applications, custom offers, maintenance requests, credit, eviction and criminal reports, as well as e-signing rental 
agreements, tenant screening, and online rental payments via a website; providing non-downloadable software for use in 
allowing users to add, promote and syndicate real estate properties, as well as store, upload, download and access 
signed rental agreements and documents via a website; providing non-downloadable software for use in providing 
security deposit services for rental properties that includes matching co-signers, tenants and landlords via a website; 
providing non-downloadable software for use in property management via a website; software as a service (SAAS) 
services featuring software for providing real estate listings syndication and enabling the exchange of information 
between other real estate portals and platforms; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing 
tenant screening that includes credit, eviction and criminal reports, as well as ratings of users and properties on the 
platform; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing rent collection and payments for rental 
services in different currencies, including cryptocurrencies; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for 
connecting tenants and landlords through a search engine, transparent rental application process and a price negotiation 
platform; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for enabling automated rental tasks, including property
search and open house scheduling, submission of rental applications, custom offers, maintenance requests, credit, 
eviction and criminal reports, as well as e-signing rental agreements, tenant screening, and online rental payments; 
software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for allowing users to add, promote and syndicate real estate 
properties, as well as store, upload, download and access signed rental agreements and documents; software as a 
service (SAAS) services featuring software for providing security deposit services for rental properties that includes 
matching co-signers, tenants and landlords; software as a service (SAAS) services featuring software for use in property 
management.
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3961082    21/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424758]
JOINT STOCK COMPANY «RUSSIAN RAILWAYS»

NOVAYA BASMANNAYA STR., 2, RU-107174 MOSCOW Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.37;Construction; rental of construction equipment; vehicle maintenance; repair information; electric appliance 
installation and repair.

Cl.39;Railway transport; transportation information.

Cl.42;Construction drafting; conducting technical project studies; engineering; computer programming; computer 
software design; updating of computer software; surveying; consultancy in the field of energy-saving.
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Priority claimed from 21/06/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 106 186 ;Germany 

3961084    20/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424287]
LucaNet AG

Alexanderplatz 1 10178 Berlin Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software and software libraries for use in the development, performance and the operation of other software on 
mobile devices, computers, in computer networks and in worldwide telecommunication networks; compiler programs; 
computer programs for implementing of a computer programming language; development tools for computer software; 
computer software libraries; software for the access to a cloud-computing network and the use thereof; software for the 
development of websites; computer software for the provision of web based access to applications and services via a 
web-operating system or a portal interface; computer software for database management; computer software for could-
computing-networks and applications; all above mentioned software not for RFID tags.

Cl.42;Consultancy and development services with regard to software programming; providing technical information for 
the draft, the development and the programming, the selection and the implementation of computers, computer software 
and computer networks; providing on-line non-downloadable software for the development of software and websites; 
providing on-line non-downloadable software for the operation and maintenance of computer networks and computer 
servers; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable software; services of an application hosting provider; 
software as a service [SaaS]; hosting a platform for the development of software, especially in the form of Software as a 
Service [SaaS]; Platform as a Service [PaaS]; Infrastructure as a Service [IaaS]; cloud computing; providing temporary 
use of on-line non-downloadable online operation software for the access to cloud-computing-networks and the use 
thereof.
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Priority claimed from 19/02/2018; Application No. : 302018000006569 ;Italy 

3961085    02/03/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424737]
PIRELLI & C. S.P.A.

Viale Piero e Alberto, 25 I-20126 MILANO (MI) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Paper, cardboard and goods made in these materials not included in other classes; printed matter; stationery; 
articles of paper or cardboard, namely, boxes, bags, envelopes and pouches for packaging; wrapping paper; writing 
instruments; pouches for writing instruments; cases for writing instruments; inks and ink refills for writing instruments; 
desk sets; writing books; calendars, note books, indexes, covers [stationery], files [office requisites], announcement 
cards [stationery]; writing paper, envelopes, index cards [stationery]; business cards; writing pads; writing instrument 
holders; paperweights; diaries, cover for diaries, replacement papers for diaries; inkwells; check book holders, passport 
holders; document holders and cases; albums; bookends; money clips; writing cases (sets).

Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather, goods made in these materials and not included in other classes, handbags, 
travelling bags, rucksacks, garment bags for travel, traveling sets (leatherware), bags for sports, wheeled bags, wallets, 
purses, name cards cases, briefcases, attache cases, key cases of leather or imitation leather; travelling trunks; vanity 
cases (not fitted); evening purses (handbags); leather straps; boxes of leather or leather board, trunks and suitcases; 
credit card holders.
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Priority claimed from 03/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-962 ;Leichtenstein 

3961096    03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424461]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Software for video, image, audio, and music recognition and identification; databases containing downloadable 
recorded music files; downloadable audio, video and multimedia content; application development software; computer 
game software featuring music quizzes; user interfaces for on-board motor vehicle computers and electronic devices, 
namely electronic control panels, monitors, touchscreens, remote controls, docking stations, connectors, switches, and 
voice activated controls; computer software enabling viewer of radio, television or streaming programs, films, or 
audio/visual entertainment or information content to access, online or via mobile phone or computer, interactive audio 
and visual entertainment or information content, offers or competitions or retail service providers; software for accessing 
information relating to music and audio and visual content; software enabling discovery, interaction with, and sharing of 
audio, video, printed, multimedia or augmented reality content.

Cl.38;Messaging services; broadcasting and transmission of voice data, images, music audio, video, multimedia, 
television and radio by means of telecommunications networks, computer networks, the internet, satellite, radio, wireless 
communications networks, television and cable; providing access to matching content, websites and portals for the 
transfer of music, audio, video, and multimedia by means of telecommunications networks, computer networks, the 
internet, satellite, radio, wireless communications networks, television and cable; providing access to websites, 
databases, electronic bulletin boards, on-line forums, directories, music and video and audio programs.

Cl.41;Arranging, organizing, conducting and presenting concerts, live performances, entertainment special events, arts 
and cultural events, festivals, and sporting events; production, distribution, and presentation of radio programs, music, 
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television programs, motion pictures and sound recordings; providing entertainment and musical entertainment services 
via a website; providing information, schedules, reviews and personalized recommendations of entertainment, motion 
pictures, concerts, live performances, competitions, fairs, festivals, exhibitions, expositions and sporting events; 
publication and presentation of reviews, surveys, and ratings, and providing the posting and sharing of reviews, survey 
and ratings relating to entertainment, concerts, live performances, competitions, fairs, festivals, and exhibitions via 
interactive websites and computer applications; providing online interactive information in the field of music, 
entertainment and films.
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3961100    11/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424589]
Collins Point Pty Ltd

35-39 Clifton St PRAHRAN VIC 3181 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Vitamin drinks; mineral drinks (medicated).

Cl.29;Dairy products, milk and milk products; drinks consisting of dairy products; coconut milk for cooking; flavoured 
milk; goat's milk; oat milk; milk of almonds for culinary purposes; milk proteins; milk protein products; protein milk; rice 
milk (milk substitute); soya bean milk; soya milk; whole milk; soya bean protein; vegetable proteins for human 
consumption; wheat proteins for human consumption; whey protein; fromage frais; dairy desserts; preserved, dried and 
cooked fruits and vegetables; fruit and/or vegetable juice and juice concentrates for culinary purposes; fruit and/or 
vegetable pulps and/or purees for culinary purposes; yoghurts; yoghurt products; yoghurt drinks; products consisting 
wholly of or principally of yoghurt; yoghurts incorporating fruits, fruit purees, nuts, cereals, cereal products or cereal 
preparations as a condiment, flavouring or ingredient thereof; meat, fish, poultry and game and products made 
predominantly therefrom; fruit based snack foods, prepared snacks made from cooked, dried or fresh fruit or vegetables; 
prepared snacks made from nuts; nut based snack bars; seed based snack bars; meat, dried, or dehydrated or pre-
cooked vegetables, or eggs; edible seeds; prepared seeds; coconut milk (beverages); milk of almonds (beverages); 
peanut milk (non-alcoholic beverages); oat milk (beverages).

Cl.30;Cereals; preparations made from cereals; biscuits; flavourings, other than essential oils; frozen yoghurts; frozen 
yoghurt confections; honey and treacle; flavourings other than non-essential oils; cheese cake; sauces; condiments; 
coffee; tea and tea based drinks; bread; pasta; pastries; sandwiches; rice; dessert mousses; snack bars made from, 
consisting of or containing chocolate, grains, nuts and dried fruit or a mixture of grains, nuts and dried fruit 
(confectionery); high protein cereal bars; cereal based snack foods; snacks manufactured from cereals or muesli; sesame 
snacks as confectionery; crispbread snacks; flour, maize, potato based snacks; cocoa or coffee beverages with milk; fruit 
tea; fruit sauces.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic drinks; fruit drinks; fresh, frozen and/or aerated fruit juices and fruit juice concentrates; fruit 
extracts (beverages); mineral water; fruit nectares; fruit syrup for beverages; unfermented fruit juice; aerated beverages; 
syrups and other preparations for making beverages; beers; water, soft drinks including cola; water infused with fruit; 
soya-based beverages, other than milk substitutes; beverages constituting of a blend of fruit and/or vegetable juices 
and/or fruit and fruit juice concentrates; vegetable drinks; vegetable extracts (beverages); drinks enhanced with vitamins, 
minerals, nutrients, proteins, amino acids and/or herbs being aloe vera drinks (non-alcoholic); energy drinks (not for 
medical purposes); isotonic drinks (not for medical purposes); non-medicated mineral drinks, sports drinks (non-
medicated), protein enriched beverages including, sports beverages; drinks containing herbal preparations and 
nutritional fortified beverages.
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Priority claimed from 23/01/2018; Application No. : 2018/07003 ;Turkey 

3961154    15/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425473]
ELIZA TEKSTIL INSAAT SANAYI VE TICARET LIMITED SIRKETI

Organize Sanayi Bölgesi, 3. Cadde, Inegöl Bursa Turkey

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals used in manufacture of textiles and leather; chemicals used in industry, science, photography, 
agriculture, horticulture and forestry.

Cl.40;Textile treating, wool treating, treatment of fabric, namely, warping (looms), mothproofing of fabric, edging of 
fabric, cutting of fabric, bleaching of fabric, dyeing of fabric, permanent press treatment of fabric, fireproofing of fabric, 
waterproofing of fabric, pre-shrinking of fabric, crease resistant treatment of fabric, wool treatment and finishing; 
tailoring, embroidery; treatment of liquids, chemicals, gas and air for industrial use.
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Priority claimed from 02/03/2018; Application No. : 2018-025424 ;Japan 

3961155    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424456]
KABUSHIKI KAISHA TOSHIBA, also trading as Toshiba Corporation

1-1, Shibaura 1-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 105-8001 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Telecommunication machines and apparatus; television receivers [TV sets]; accessories for television receivers 
[TV sets]; optical disc players; optical disc recorders; accessories for optical disc players; accessories for optical disc 
recorders; digital video players; digital video recorders; DVD players; DVD recorders; accessories for DVD players; 
accessories for DVD recorders; visual display units; accessories for visual display units; video screens; display monitors;
display screens; electronic notice boards; digital signs; accessories for digital signs; digital signage monitors; digital 
signage display panels; audio devices that connects to television sets, optical disc players, optical disc recorders, DVD 
players, DVD recorders, or hard disk drive recorders for the primary purpose of amplifying audio signals; amplifiers; hard 
disk drives; hard disk drive recorders; accessories for hard disk drive recorders; computer hardware; computer software; 
computer programs, recorded; computer programs [downloadable software]; computer network hubs; computer 
hardware and software for use in connecting, managing, controlling, monitoring and enabling communication among IoT 
(Internet of Things) devices over a network; computer hardware and software for use in controlling home automation; 
home automation remote control devices for use with the IoT (Internet of Things) devices for home security systems; 
computer hardware and software for providing personal assistant; electrical adapters; AC adaptors; battery chargers; 
batteries and cells; accumulators, electric; parts and accessories for telecommunication machines and apparatus; aerials;
antennas; cabinets for telecommunication apparatus; loudspeakers; stands and racks for telecommunication machines 
and apparatus; hangers of metal for television receivers [TV sets]; headphones; earphones; microphones; remote 
controls; remote controls for televisions; remote controls for optical disc players; remote controls for optical disc 
recorders; remote controls for DVD players; remote controls for DVD recorders; remote controls for hard disk drive 
recorders; 3D spectacles; 3D transmitters; computer network adapters.

Cl.35;Compilation and systemization of information into computer databases.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of telecommunication machines and apparatus; repair of television sets; repair of optical 
disc players; repair of optical disc recorders; repair of DVD players; repair of DVD recorders; repair of hard disk drive 
recorders; repair or maintenance of electronic machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of visual display units; 
repair or maintenance of digital signs; repair of computer hardware; repair of loudspeakers.

Cl.38;Providing information about television broadcasting and television programmes.

Cl.42;Providing search engines for the Internet; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of 
computer software; providing computer programs on data networks; providing temporary use of on-line non-
downloadable software; cloud computing.
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3961158    03/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425253]
Watchguard Technologies, Inc.

505 Fifth Avenue South, Suite 500 Seattle, WA 98104 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for network security and authentication in the fields of security monitoring, access control, 
information flow control, and facilitating computer connections for local area, wide area and global computer networks; 
computer software for use in the field of network management, security and authentication; computer software for use 
with multi-factor authentication; downloadable computer software, namely, software used for enforcing, restricting and 
controlling access privileges of users of computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources based on assigned 
credentials.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of non-downloadable cloud-based software used for authentication in the fields of 
security monitoring, access control, information flow control, and facilitating computer connections for local area, wide 
area and global computer networks; technical support, namely, monitoring technological functions of computer network 
systems; computer security services, namely, enforcing, restricting and controlling access privileges of users of 
computing resources for cloud, mobile or network resources based on assigned credentials; computer security services 
in the nature of providing authentication, issuance, and validation of security credentials of computer network users.
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Priority claimed from 07/02/2018; Application No. : 2018/03200 ;South Africa 

3961161    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425266]
Cimpress Schweiz GmbH

Technoparkstrasse 5 CH-8406 Winterthur Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Bags; trunks and suitcases; umbrellas and parasols; traveling bags; purses; handbags; backpacks; briefcases 
(leather goods); wallets; key cases; containers for business cards in the form of card cases; address tags for luggage; 
luggage; gym bags; messenger bags; empty toiletry cases; textile shopping bags; drawstring bags; business card cases.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; shirts, hats, caps, sweatshirts, jackets, aprons (clothing), pullovers, gloves 
(clothing).

Cl.40;Treatment of materials; personalized printing services, personalized screen printing services, personalized 
engraving and embroidery services on third-party products; custom printing, engraving and embroidery of company 
names and corporate logos on third-party products; printing; printing of images on paper or products, namely, by 
engraving, screen printing and embroidery.

Cl.42;Temporary online provision of non-downloadable software for the design of custom printed products; temporary 
online provision of non-downloadable software for the graphic design and the electronic control of printed products and 
merchandise; computer platform-as-a-service (PaaS) comprising computer software platforms for developing printed 
products, including printing, working and making a first test and custom decoration services in the form of printing, 
embroidery and engraving of printed products made of paper, clothing, bags and other advertising products; provision of 
computer platform as a service (PaaS) - software including software for the creation of a network of distributors, order 
achievers, system designers and content providers, in connection with printing services and custom decorations in the 
form of printing, embroidery and engraving of printed products made of paper, clothing, bags and other advertising 
products.
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3961172    05/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424765]
ZHEJIANG FELIU BOET CO., LTD.

389 , First Seashore Road, Hangzhou Bay New Zone, Ningbo City 315336 Zhejiang Province China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.11;Heating apparatus; hand held showers; toilets [water-closets]; bath tubs; shower cubicles [enclosures (Am.)]; 
clean chambers [sanitary installations]; sauna bath installations; steam generating installations; faucets for pipes (Am.); 
taps [faucets]; floor drains; wash-hand basins [parts of sanitary installations]; showers; urinals [sanitary fixtures]; 
flushing apparatus; heaters for baths; water heaters [apparatus]; water distribution installations; water-pipes for sanitary 
installations; hand drying apparatus for washrooms; sinks; bath installations; bath fittings; bathtub; shower enclosures; 
heating apparatus, electric; water supply installations; toilet bowls; toilet seats; wash-hand bowls [parts of sanitary 
installations]; level controlling valves in tanks; sanitary apparatus and installations.

Cl.37;Rebuilding machines that have been worn or partially destroyed; electric appliance installation and repair; 
freezing equipment installation and repair; kitchen equipment installation; machinery installation, maintenance and repair;
bathroom equipment installation and repair; lighting equipment installation and repair; sanitary equipment installation 
and repair; furniture restoration; heating equipment installation and repair.
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Priority claimed from 17/02/2017; Application No. : 1826691 ;Australia 

3961185    01/03/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424554]
Maritimo Properties Pty Ltd

PO BOX 452 Oxenford QLD 4210 Australia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Watercraft in this class; boats, boat parts and boat fittings for boats including but not limited to powerboats, 
yachts, cutters, sports cruisers, sports top boats, cabin cruisers, ski boats, catamarans and jetboats; boat accessories, 
namely, boat launching gear, hatch covers being structural parts of boats, yachts and their parts and fittings, parts and 
fittings for water vehicles, propellers for boats, seat covers for use in boats, seat cushions for the seats of boats, boat 
rudders, body parts for boats including boat hulls, hoods, canopies, propellers, hooks, shells and bodies, boat tillers, 
boat cleats, and booms for boats; interior fittings (trim) for boats; aftermarket accessories for boats.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services in relation to the sale of new boats, second hand boats, boat parts, boat fittings, 
boating accessories, aftermarket parts and accessories for boats, boating equipment, boating supplies, marine 
equipment, marine accessories, marine supplies, maritime equipment, maritime accessories and maritime supplies; 
consultancy, information and advisory services relating to the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Sporting and recreational activities, including without limitation, power boat racing.
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Priority claimed from 26/12/2017; Application No. : 2017755472 ;Russian Federation 

3961186    13/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425062]
Joint Stock Company "Krasnyj Octyabr"

ul. Malaya Krasnoselskaya, d.7, str. 24 RU-107140 Moscow Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.30;Aromatic preparations for food; flavorings, other than essential oils, for cakes; flavorings, other than essential 
oils, for beverages; coffee flavorings; star aniseed; high-protein cereal bars; sponge cakes; pancakes; noodle-based 
prepared meals; buns; bread rolls; vanillin [vanilla substitute]; waffles; vermicelli [noodles]; natural sweeteners; sausage 
binding materials; binding agents for ice cream; sea water for cooking; seaweed [condiment]; malt biscuits; cloves 
[spice]; cake frosting [icing]; mustard; gluten additives for culinary purposes; yeast; thickening agents for cooking 
foodstuffs; leaven; rice-based snack food; cereal-based snack food; artificial coffee; vegetal preparations for use as 
coffee substitutes; dressings for salad; fruit jellies (confectionery); confectionery for decorating Christmas trees; cakes; 
pastries; peanut confectionery; pasta; ginger (spice); frozen yogurt [confectionery ices]; cocoa; capers; caramels [candy];
curry [spice]; ketchup [sauce]; quiches; gluten prepared as foodstuff; sweetmeats [candy]; liquorice [confectionery]; 
peppermint sweets; cinnamon [spice]; coffee; unroasted coffee; starch for food; crackers; custard; groats for human 
food; corn, milled; corn, roasted; meat pies; turmeric for food; couscous (semolina); noodles; ice for refreshment; candy; 
ice, natural or artificial; edible ices; rice cakes; mayonnaise; macaroons [pastry]; macaroni; maltose; hominy; marinades; 
marzipan; honey; royal jelly; ice cream; flour; dessert mousses (confectionery); chocolate mousses; muesli; mint for 
confectionery; cocoa beverages with milk; coffee beverages with milk; coffee-based beverages; tea-based beverages; 
chocolate beverages with milk; chocolate-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; infusions, not medicinal; crushed 
oats; husked oats; nutmegs; stick liquorice (confectionery); soya bean paste [condiment]; pastilles (confectionery); 
molasses for food; pepper; allspice; peppers [seasonings]; pesto [sauce]; cookies; petit-beurre biscuits; pies; pizzas; 
meat gravies; fondants [confectionery]; popcorn; powders for making ice cream; baking powder; mustard meal; pralines; 
condiments; meat tenderizers for household purposes; cereal preparations; oat-based food; propolis; gingerbread; 
spices; petits fours (cakes); puddings; cake powder; fruit coulis [sauces]; ravioli; chewing gum; relish [condiment]; rice; 
wheat germ for human consumption; spring rolls; sago; sugar; aniseed; linseed for culinary purposes [seasoning]; 
golden syrup; confectionery; chocolate paste; baking soda [bicarbonate of soda for cooking purposes]; malt for human 
consumption; salt for preserving foodstuffs; cooking salt; celery salt; sherbets [ices]; ham glaze; soya sauce; tomato 
sauce; sauces [condiments]; spaghetti; seasonings; rusks; breadcrumbs; sushi; sandwiches; tabbouleh; tacos; tapioca; 
tarts; almond paste; tortillas; garden herbs, preserved (seasonings); vinegar; beer vinegar; ferments for pastes; halvah; 
bread; unleavened bread; chips [cereal products]; corn flakes; oat flakes; chicory [coffee substitute]; tea; iced tea; 
chutneys [condiments]; cheeseburgers [sandwiches]; chow-chow [condiment]; saffron (seasoning); chocolate; malt 
extract for food; essences for foodstuffs, except etheric essences and essential oils; husked barley.

Cl.35;Demonstration of goods; marketing; organization of trade fairs for commercial or advertising purposes; shop 
window dressing; design of advertising materials; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; 
updating and maintenance of data in computer databases; commercial intermediation services; providing business 
information via a web site; provision of an on-line marketplace for buyers and sellers of goods and services; presentation 
of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; rental of sales stands; distribution of samples; sales promotion 
for others; retail or wholesale trading services; advertising; on-line advertising on a computer network; procurement 
services for others [purchasing goods and services for other businesses].

Cl.43;Services for providing food and drink; cafés, cafeteria and restaurant services; food and drink catering.
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3961187    18/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424545]
Universal Circuit Board Equipment Shenzhen Co. Ltd.

Building A/B/C, No.8 Longteng 1st Road, Longteng Industry Zone, Longcheng Street, Longgang District, Shenzhen 518000 Guangdong 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Processor machine used for printing circuit boards (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 
13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); electromechanical machines for chemical industry; laser equipment; electronics 
industry equipment (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); electrostatic industrial equipment (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) 
of the Common Regulations); valves [parts of machines].

Cl.9;Data processing apparatus; computer operating programs, recorded; optical apparatus and instruments; touch 
screens; printed circuit boards; electric installations for the remote control of industrial operations.

Cl.37;Project progress check (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 13 (2) (b) of the Common 
Regulations); electric appliance installation and repair; interference suppression in electrical apparatus; machinery 
installation, maintenance and repair; installation, maintenance and repair of computer hardware; rebuilding machines that 
have been worn or partially destroyed; spraying services (terms considered too vague by the International Bureau – Rule 
13 (2) (b) of the Common Regulations); rustproofing; pump repair; repair information; furnace installation and repair; 
mining extraction; upholstery repair; heating equipment installation and repair; electric appliance installation and repair; 
motor vehicle maintenance and repair; installation and maintenance of entertainment or sports apparatus.
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3961207    22/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424592]
SHENZHEN TAT FOOK SCBD INVESTMENT CO., LTD.

207C, Building A3 Zhaoshangju Technology Park, NO.3009, Guanguang Road, Guangming Street, Guangming District Shenzhen 
China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers; computer software applications, downloadable; computer peripheral devices; data processing 
apparatus; computer memory devices; computer software, recorded, electronic pens [visual display units]; video game 
cartridges; electronic publications, downloadable; computer programs [downloadable software] computer game 
programs, interactive touch screen terminals; software applications for mobile phones, downloadable; downloadable 
video game program, interactive multimedia computer game program; virtual reality game software; time recording 
apparatus; electronic scoreboards; network communication equipment; transmitters of electronic signals; monitoring 
apparatus, electric; audio books and audio book players; computer apparatus for educational use; electronic chips; 
remote control apparatus; theft prevention installations, electric; chargers for electric batteries; batteries, electric.

Cl.28;Games; apparatus for games; building blocks, large size; toys; building blocks [toys]; educational toys; toy 
models; controllers for toys; chess pieces; balls for games; body-training apparatus; machines for physical exercises; 
vaulting device; sport girdle; bite sensors [fishing tackle].

Cl.41;Educational services; nursery schools; organization of competitions [education or entertainment]; arranging and 
conducting of conferences; lending library services; publication of books; production of video tapes; production of 
shows; game services provided on-line from a computer network; entertainment services; providing sports facilities; toy 
rental; games equipment rental; providing game facilities for children; providing facilities for electronic games.
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Priority claimed from 30/11/2017; Application No. : 87703200 ;United States of America 

3961208    10/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425526]
Dadmin Trading Limited

Church View Chambers, 38 Market Square Toddington, Bedfordshire LU5 6BS United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.25;Footwear; hats; jackets; scarves; shirts; sleepwear; sweatshirts; hooded sweatshirts.

Cl.35;On-line retail store services featuring apparel, mugs, gifts and novelty items, coasters, tools, key chains, dog 
tags, pens, greeting cards, footwear, promotional gifts and protective gear.
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Priority claimed from 16/11/2017; Application No. : 87687125 ;United States of America 

3961212    27/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425520]
Recro Pharma, Inc.

490 Lapp Road Malvern PA 19355 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.39;Contract packaging and logistics solutions for pharmaceuticals.

Cl.40;Contract manufacturing services in the field of pharmaceuticals and pharmaceutical delivery systems to the order 
and specification of others.

Cl.42;Development of pharmaceutical preparations and medicine.
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3961214    16/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424463]
Hedson Technologies AB

Hammarvägen 4 SE-232 37 Arlöv Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Apparatus for cleaning articles by brushing, agitation or rinsing; apparatus for cleaning spray guns, vehicle wheels 
and other vehicle components; mechanically operated blasting apparatus; apparatus for blasting vehicle components; 
cleaning machines for lacquering tools; dust-exhausting installations; dust extractors; lifts for people; work platforms; 
lifting platforms, in particular for motor vehicles; lifts; lift installations; platform lifts; vehicle lifts; goods lifts; passenger 
lifts; mechanical lifts; boat lifts; car lifts; service lifts; hydraulic lifts, lifting platforms; lifting tables; lifting apparatus; 
lifting machines; lifting ramps; lift operating apparatus; hydraulic lift tables; lifting installations [other than ski lifts]; lifts 
for use in lifting vehicles; hydraulic lifting ramps, machines for lifting; mechanical and hydraulic lifts; mobile vehicle lifts; 
apparatus and machines for lifting vehicles; pneumatic lifting apparatus and machines.

Cl.9;Lift control panels; vehicle wheel alignment machines; wheel alignment measuring apparatus; wheel balancing 
apparatus; tire balancing machines for land vehicles; computer programs for controlling, regulating and monitoring 
apparatus and machines for cleaning spray guns, wheel washers, lifts, dust extraction systems and apparatus, vehicle 
wheel alignment machines, wheel alignment measuring apparatus, wheel balancing apparatus, tire balancing machines 
for land vehicles, ventilation systems and apparatus, ultra-violet apparatus, electrical infra-red radiation apparatus and 
infra-red radiation apparatus; parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.10;Lifting devices for invalids.

Cl.11;Infra-red radiation apparatus for heating, cooling, drying and curing; infra-red radiation apparatus for drying of 
paper; infra-red radiation apparatus for curing of paint, lacquer and varnish; portable heating and drying apparatus; ultra-
violet apparatus for heating, cooling, drying and curing; apparatus for heating and drying by means of air; paint drying 
equipment; paint curing equipment; industrial paint drying and paint curing equipment; apparatus for heating and drying, 
parts and fittings for all the aforementioned goods.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale services of apparatus and machines for cleaning spray guns, wheel washers, lifts, dust 
extraction systems and apparatus, vehicle wheel alignment machines, wheel alignment measuring apparatus, wheel 
balancing apparatus, tire balancing machines for land vehicles ventilation systems and apparatus, ultra-violet apparatus, 
electrical infra-red radiation apparatus and infra-red radiation apparatus.

Cl.37;Rental, service, installation, repair and maintenance of apparatus and machines for cleaning spray guns, wheel 
washers, lifts, dust extraction systems and apparatus, vehicle wheel alignment machines, wheel alignment measuring 
apparatus, wheel balancing apparatus, tire balancing machines for land vehicles, ventilation systems and apparatus, 
ultra-violet apparatus, electrical infra-red radiation apparatus and infra-red radiation apparatus.

Cl.42;Computer programming for controlling, regulating and monitoring apparatus and machines for cleaning spray 
guns, wheel washers, lifts, dust extraction systems and apparatus, vehicle wheel alignment machines, wheel alignment 
measuring apparatus, wheel balancing apparatus, tire balancing machines for land vehicles, ventilation systems and 
apparatus, ultra -violet apparatus, electrical infra-red radiation apparatus and infra-red radiation apparatus.
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3961216    18/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424494]
Nano Global Corp.

1705 Guadalupe St., FL 4 Austin TX 78701 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.36;Cryptocurrency exchange services; cryptocurrency-assets exchange services; virtual currency trading services; 
digital currency trading services.

Cl.42;Providing use of online software featuring technology that enables organizing, managing, and accessing a 
distributed ledger of shared data, especially scientific, health, medical, research, molecular, and biological data; providing 
use of online software featuring technology that enables monetizing or incentivizing the sharing of data, especially 
scientific, health, medical, research, molecular, and biological data.
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3961218    29/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425518]
FUJITSU COMPUTER TECHNOLOGIES LIMITED

1-1, Kamikodanaka 4-chome, Nakahara-ku, Kawasaki-shi Kanagawa 211-8588 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; automation software automatically operating other computer software or machines, apparatus 
and devices.

Cl.42;Software as a service [SaaS]; automation software as a service [SaaS]; provision of automation software 
automatically operating other computer software or machines, apparatus and devices.
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Priority claimed from 11/01/2018; Application No. : VA 2018 00079 ;Denmark 

3961225    23/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424484]
Novozymes A/S

Krogshøjvej 36 DK-2880 Bagsværd Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Bacteria or bacterial fragments for use in food manufacture; bacteria or bacterial fragments for use in manufacture 
of food products such as powdered beverages, dairy products, non-dairy substitutes.

Cl.5;Dietary products and nutritional supplements for human consumption; dietary food supplements; cultures of 
microorganisms in the form of bacteria or bacterial fragments for use in dietary supplements contained in capsules and 
tablets for medical purposes.
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3961239    28/12/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424604]
CONG TY TNHH PHAT TRIEN PHAN MEM VNG (VNG SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT COMPANY LIMITED)

182, Le Dai Hanh, Ward 15, District 11 Ho Chi Minh City Viet Nam

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Animated cartoons; computer operating systems; computer programs; computer software; computer-gaming 
software; operating programs of computer systems.

Cl.38;Computer aided transmission of information, messages and images; communication by computer terminals and 
computer clients; information about telecommunications; paging services via wireless, telephone or other means of 
electronic communications; transmission of electronic mails; transmission of messages and images by computer.

Cl.41;Provision of entertainment services and online gaming services; entertainment information; film production, 
other than advertising films; production of shows; television entertainment; publication of books.

Cl.42;Computer services, namely, providing temporary use of non-downloadable software to create online personal 
information services; provision of Internet search engines; computer graphic design services for note boards, location 
note boards and other available sources; provision of electronic search engines for others; provision of customized 
online web pages featuring user-defined information, including search engines and online website links to other websites;
mapping services provided via a certain website with website links to geographic information, mapping images and route 
services.
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Priority claimed from 15/09/2014; Application No. : BA2014C000692 ;Italy 

3961263    20/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1240686]
MOFRA SHOES S.R.L.

Via Callano, 96 I-76121 BARLETTA (BT) Italy

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitation leather bags; travelling bags; trunks; vanity cases, not fitted; purses; wallets, not of 
precious metal; key cases; umbrellas.

Cl.25;Clothing, namely, t-shirts; shirts; sweaters; trousers; skirts; jeans; jackets; bathing suits; hats; footwear; 
sneakers; sports shoes.
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Priority claimed from 20/12/2017; Application No. : 87729036 ;United States of America 

3961265    07/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425076]
BTC Media, LLC

Suite 1820 150 3rd Ave. S. Nashville TN 37201 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Magazines in the field of securities, options, bonds, financial instruments, blockchain technology, digital 
currencies, financial technology, and emerging technologies.

Cl.41;Educational services, namely, conducting conferences in the fields of securities, options, bonds, financial 
instruments, blockchain technology, digital currencies, financial technology, and emerging technologies and distribution 
of training materials in connection therewith; organizing, arranging, and conducting code camps; providing continuing 
legal education courses; providing resources, namely, non-downloadable publications in the nature of aggregated web 
content and original web content in the field of securities, options, bonds, financial instruments, blockchain technology, 
digital currencies, financial technology, and emerging technologies via a website.
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3961268    19/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425218]
Manchester United Football Club Limited

Sir Matt Busby Way Old Trafford, MANCHESTER M16 0RA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment; fire-extinguishing apparatus; apparatus for receiving, recording and 
downloading sounds and images; digital communications apparatus and instruments; televisions; radios; electrical and 
electronic apparatus for use in the reception of satellite, terrestrial or cable broadcasts; signal decoders; apparatus for 
processing digital video signals; audio and video recording and playing apparatus; tape recorders; cassette players; 
record players; juke boxes; CD players; CD-ROM players; DVD players; DVD recorders; digital audio players; MP3 players 
and MP3 readers; audio and/or video file recorders and/or players; headphones; earphones; magnetic tapes for recording 
and reproducing sound or vision; audio recordings; video recordings; audio and video recordings; recorded programmes 
for television and for radio; motion picture films; animated cartoons; photographic transparencies and photographic and 
cinematographic films prepared for exhibition purposes; compact discs, DVDs and other digital recording media; CD-
ROMs; cassettes; video cassettes; gramophone and phonographic records; downloadable and streamable audio and 
video recordings; downloadable and streamable ring tones, music, sound recordings, MP3s, graphics, games and video 
images; screen savers; downloadable electronic publications; publications in electronic format; electronic books and 
electronic book readers; remote control apparatus; cameras and video cameras; covers and cases for cameras and video 
cameras; covers and cases for photographic apparatus and instruments; video projectors, video screens; exposed 
camera film; digital photo frames; anti-dazzle shades, glasses and visors; binoculars; eye glasses, spectacles and 
sunglasses and cases, chains, cords and frames therefor; containers for contact lenses; optical goods; holograms; 
compasses and barometers; bells; computers; portable computers; covers and cases for portable computers; laptop 
computers, tablet computers and personal digital assistants and parts and accessories therefor; covers and cases for 
laptop computers, tablet computers and personal digital assistants; computer hardware and parts and fittings therefor; 
computer peripherals; mouse mats and wrist pads; computer mice; keyboard and screen covers; customised computer 
disks and CD-ROMs; computer software; computer programs; downloadable computer software; application software; 
application software for mobile communication devices; computer games programs; video games software; games for 
video game machines; pre-recorded games on CD, software and any other recording media; electronic storage media; 
memory cards; customised storage boxes for electronic storage media, CDs, DVDs and disks; communications and 
telecommunications apparatus and equipment; telephones and telephone apparatus; mobile phones and smart phones 
and transmitters, receivers, covers, cases, straps, fascia, holders, chargers, speakers, headsets, hands-free-kits, 
software, sounds, graphics, data input devices and media storage therefor; telephone answering apparatus; smart cards; 
telephone cards; encrypted smart cards; encoded smart cards; encrypted telephone cards; encoded telephone cards; 
encrypted cards; encoded cards; magnetic identity cards; time recording apparatus; decorative magnets; batteries; 
battery chargers; magnifying glasses; measures and measuring instruments; mechanical signs; illuminated signs; neon 
signs; sockets; plugs and switches; ticket dispensers; vehicle breakdown warning apparatus; articles of protective 
clothing, footwear and headgear; protective helmets; sports helmets; mouth protectors including gum shields; parts and 
fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys; jewellery; precious stones; horological and chronometric instruments; watches 
and clocks; watch straps; watch boxes; costume jewellery; imitation jewellery; semi-precious stones; rings; ear rings; 
bracelets; brooches; necklaces; key rings and key chains and charms therefor; key fobs; key holders [trinkets or fobs]; 
pins and pendants; jewellery charms; lapel pins; tie pins; tie clips; cuff links; jewellery cases; badges, key rings and key 
chains, cases, boxes, works of art, busts, statues and trophies, all being made wholly or principally of precious metal and 
their alloys or coated therewith; coins; copper tokens; silver ornaments in the nature of jewellery; medals and medallions; 
parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather; trunks and travelling bags; umbrellas, parasols and walking sticks; whips, 
harness and saddlery; articles of luggage; travel cases; suitcases; garment bags for travel; bags; school bags and 
satchels; back packs; rucksacks; beach bags; sports bags; athletic bags; gym bags; boot bags; duffel bags; holdalls; 
shopping bags; toilet bags; wash bags for carrying toiletries; valises; attaché cases; brief cases; wallets; purses; key 
cases; pouches; credit card cases and holders; umbrella covers; walking canes; shooting sticks; bands and straps of 
leather; leather shoe and boot linings; collars and covers for animals; clothing for animals; leather trimmings; leather 
laces, leads and leashes; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods.
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Priority claimed from 31/08/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 021 666 ;Germany 

3961273    23/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424588]
JD Marketing GmbH

Horster Str. 21 45897 Gelsenkirchen Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.18;Leather and imitations of leather, fur and hides, and goods made of these materials, namely handbags, bags for 
sports, waterproof bags, bags for wearing across the stomach, bags for wearing around the waist, athletics bags, wheeled
shopping bags, travelling bags, pocket wallets, purses, money bags for attaching to belts, cases, shopping bags, 
business card bags, card cases (notecases), boxes, baby carriers, garment bags for travel, vanity cases, not fitted, 
travelling sets, backpacks, key cases, school satchels, beach bags, toilet bags, shoe bags, gym bags, pouches, luggage 
tags of leather, bags (envelopes, pouches) of leather, for packaging, leather straps, leather threads, girths of leather, 
leather boxes, leather laces; bags for umbrellas; luggage, bags, wallets and other carriers; trunks and travelling bags; 
umbrellas and parasols; walking sticks; whips, harnesses, saddlery and animal coats; parts and accessories for all the 
aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.25;Clothing, footwear, headgear; cap peaks; fittings of metal for footwear; heelpieces for footwear; inner soles; soles
for footwear; studs for football boots.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles not included in other classes; decorations for Christmas 
trees; playing cards; electronic games; paper party hats; plastic party hats; streamers [party novelties]; parts and 
accessories for all the aforesaid goods, included in this class.

Cl.41;Education; training; entertainment; sporting and cultural activities; sport camp services; amusement park 
services; organization of sports competitions; organization and arranging of seminars and congresses; providing golf 
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facilities; providing sports facilities; publication of books; publication of texts, other than publicity texts; rental of sports 
equipment, except vehicles; game services provided on-line from a computer network; booking tickets for cultural and 
sporting activities; publication of printed matter, including in electronic form (not downloadable), including on the 
Internet; ticket agency services for sporting, cultural or entertainment events, also provided via the Internet, by means of 
teleshopping programmes and online or catalogue mail order services.
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2018; Application No. : 594349 ;Portugal 
3961276    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425284]
ONSALESIT, S.A.

ZONA FRANCA INDUSTRIAL, PLATAFORMA 28, PAVILHÃO K P-9200-047 MODELO 6 - CANIÇAL Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Albumin dietary supplements; wheat germ dietary supplements; mineral food supplements; protein supplements 
for animals; alginate dietary supplements; casein dietary supplements; enzyme dietary supplements; royal jelly dietary 
supplements; glucose dietary supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; yeast dietary supplements; linseed dietary 
supplements; linseed oil dietary supplements; pollen dietary supplements; propolis dietary supplements; protein dietary 
supplements; nutritional supplements.

Cl.25;Clothing; sports clothing; footwear; sports shoes; hooded jacket.

Cl.28;Electronic games; hand-held electronic games; hand-held units for playing electronic games; apparatus for 
electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; video game apparatus; machines for 
physical exercises.

Cl.29;Low-fat potato crisps; milk shakes; almond milk-based beverages; peanut milk-based beverages; coconut milk-
based beverages; milk beverages, milk predominating; white of eggs; coconut, desiccated; compotes; fruit jellies; yolk of 
eggs; non-alcoholic eggnog; coconut fat; edible fats; yoghurt; kefir (milk beverage); kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; 
koumiss [milk beverage]; vegetables, dried; milk; albumin milk; condensed milk; almond milk; almond milk for culinary 
purposes; peanut milk; peanut milk for culinary purposes; rice milk; rice milk for culinary purposes; oat milk; coconut 
milk; coconut milk for culinary purposes; soya milk [milk substitute]; powdered milk; butter; peanut butter; cocoa butter 
for food; coconut butter; coconut oil for food; powdered eggs; raisins; dried fruit; fruit-based snack food; whey; milk 
substitutes; soups; frozen prepared meals consisting principally of fish; frozen prepared meals consisting principally of 
meat; edible seeds; seeds, prepared.

Cl.30;Husked oats; oatmeal; cereal bars; high-protein cereal bars; tea-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; 
coffee-based beverages; chamomile-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; cocoa beverages with milk; coffee 
beverages with milk; cocoa; coffee; unroasted coffee; spaghetti; flour of oats; chocolate mousses; dessert mousses 
(confectionery); muesli; pancakes; bread; flat bread; cereal-based snack food; food mixtures consisting of cereal flakes 
and dried fruits.

Cl.31;Almonds (fruits); oats; hazelnuts, fresh; coconut shell; chestnuts, fresh; edible seeds [unprocessed]; nuts being 
fresh; edible nuts, unprocessed; raw nut kernels.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; smoothies; isotonic beverages; protein-enriched sports beverages; non-
alcoholic beverages.
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Priority claimed from 26/09/2017; Application No. : 201712467 ;Norway 

3961283    26/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424338]
Norsafe AS

Postboks 115 N-4852 Færvik Norway

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.12;Lifeboats, man-over-board boats, davits and hooks for launch of such and mechanisms for release of same, and 
parts, components and fittings of and for all the aforesaid goods; boats and seagoing vessels, including workboats, fast 
rescue boats and boats for defense and security purposes, davits and hooks for launch of same and mechanisms for 
release of same, and parts, components and fittings of and for all the aforesaid goods.

Cl.37;Construction, building, installation, maintenance, servicing and repair of and for boats, lifeboats and other 
seagoing vessels, and of installations and mechanisms for release and launch of same, including davits; advisory and 
information relating to the aforesaid services as well as lifeboats and other seagoing vessels.
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Priority claimed from 27/02/2018; Application No. : UK00003292937 ;United Kingdom 

3961287    24/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425235]
Glencoe Software Inc.

800 5th Avenue 101-259 Seattle WA 98104-3102 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software; computer software downloadable from the Internet; software tools; data access tools; data 
management tools; downloadable electronic publications; all the aforesaid being for use in connection with the 
accessing, visualisation, analysis, management, publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and 
biomedical data and images, all being for use in the field of healthcare, life science and biomedical science.

Cl.35;Business services; data processing services; all the aforesaid services relating to the accessing, visualisation, 
analysis, management, publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and biomedical data and images, all 
being for use in the field of healthcare, life science and biomedical science; information, advisory and consultancy 
services in connection with the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Design and development of computer software, software tools, data access tools and data management tools; 
computer programming; installation, maintenance and repair of computer software; design of computer websites and 
maintenance thereof; software as a service [SAAS]; all the aforesaid services relating to the accessing, visualisation, 
analysis, management, publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and biomedical data and images, all 
being for use in the field of healthcare, life science and biomedical science; information, advisory and consultancy 
services in connection with the aforesaid services.

Cl.45;Licensing of computer software for use in connection with the accessing, visualisation, analysis, management, 
publication, sharing, storage and manipulation of biological and biomedical data and images, all being for use in the field 
of healthcare, life science and biomedical science; information, advisory and consultancy services in connection with the 
aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 24/10/2017; Application No. : 87657280 ;United States of America 

3961314    23/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424550]
GLYCOM A/S

Kogle Alle 4 DK-2970 Hørsholm Denmark

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemical and biologic preparations and chemical additives for use in industry and for manufacturing use in the 
food industry; chemical and biologic preparations and chemical additives for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, 
nutraceuticals, dietary supplements, infant formula, foodstuffs and animal foods; human milk oligosaccharide (HMO) 
preparations for use in industry and as raw material in the manufacture of other goods and other than for medical use; 
human milk oligosaccharide (HMO) additives for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals, infant 
formula, foodstuffs and animal foods; human milk oligosaccharide compounds, chemical and biological derivatives of 
human milk oligosaccharide compounds and chemical and biological precursors of human milk oligosaccharide 
compounds used as raw materials in the food industry; human milk oligosaccharide compounds, chemical and biological 
derivatives of human milk oligosaccharide compounds and chemical and biological precursors of human milk 
oligosaccharide compounds for scientific use other than for medical or veterinary use; human milk oligosaccharide 
compounds, chemical and biological derivatives of human milk oligosaccharide compounds and chemical and biological 
precursors of human milk oligosaccharide compounds for industrial use; human milk oligosaccharide compounds, 
chemical and biological derivatives of human milk oligosaccharide compounds and chemical and biological precursors of 
human milk oligosaccharide compounds for use in the manufacture of pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals, infant formula, 
foodstuffs and animal foods; chemicals for use as an additive in the manufacture of dietary supplements and infant 
formula.

Cl.5;Dietary and nutritional supplements; vitamins and dietary food supplements for animals; food for babies; vitamins 
and vitamin preparations; dietetic food and substances, namely, human milk oligosaccharide adapted for medical or 
veterinary use, in food for babies, and in infant formula; dietary supplements for humans and animals; medicated food 
additives in the nature of dietary supplements containing human milk oligosaccharide for humans and for animals; 
medicated preparations for use as additives for food for human or animal consumption, namely, human milk 
oligosaccharide for medical or veterinary purposes and vitamin preparations for use as a supplement for dietary 
supplements and infant formula; food supplements for dietetic use; dietary supplements for medical use; medicated 
supplements for foodstuffs for humans, including for infants, and for animals; mineral food supplements; colostrum 
dietary supplements; dietary supplemental drinks and nutritionally fortified beverages for medical purposes; dietary 
supplements for infants; human milk oligosaccharide dietary supplements; human milk oligosaccharide compounds for 
medical purposes; human milk oligosaccharide additives being dietary and nutritional supplements for use as 
supplements in connection with pharmaceuticals, nutraceuticals and infant formula; human milk oligosaccharide 
additives for use as a dietary or nutritional supplement; human milk oligosaccharide compounds and chemical and 
biological derivatives of human milk oligosaccharide compounds for medical use.

Cl.29;Meat, fish, poultry and game; meat extracts; preserved, frozen, dried and cooked fruits and vegetables; jellies, 
jams, compotes; eggs; milk and milk products; prepared foods consisting primarily of meat, fish, poultry, game, fruits, 
vegetables, eggs, milk or milk products and containing human milk oligosaccharide preparations; edible oils and fats.
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3961317    01/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424363]
SAKURA KOGYO CO., LTD.

18 Handa-cho, Higashi-ku, Hamamatsu-shi Shizuoka 431-3124 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metalworking machines and tools; non-electric prime movers, not for land vehicles, other than water mills and wind 
mills; parts of non-electric prime movers, other than water mills and wind mills; machine elements, not for land vehicles.

Cl.12;Non-electric prime movers for land vehicles, not including their parts; mechanical elements for land vehicles, 
included in this class; vessels and their parts and fittings; railway rolling stock and their parts and fittings; automobiles 
and their parts and fittings; two-wheeled motor vehicles, bicycles and their parts and fittings.

Cl.25;Clothing; footwear [other than special footwear for sports]; clothes for sports; special footwear for sports.

Cl.40;Metal treating; ceramic processing; incombustible glass wool treating; production of catalytic converter for 
exhaust gas purification by consignment; rental of metal treating machines and tools.
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Priority claimed from 09/02/2018; Application No. : 017793514 ;European Union 

3961325    22/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425365]
ARCOS HERMANOS, S.A.

Poligono Industrial Campollano, C/B Num. 7 E-02006 ALBACETE Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Electric knives; machines for cleaning knives; machines for polishing knives; machines for sharpening knives.

Cl.8;Knife sharpeners [manual tools]; bags for knives; knives; penknives; covers for knives; blades for knives; knife 
handles; wheels for sharpening knives and penknives.

Cl.21;Knife-rests.

Cl.35;Wholesale services, retail sale services in stores and by means of global computer networks for electric knives, 
machines for cleaning knives, machines for polishing knives, machines for sharpening knives, manual knife sharpeners, 
bags for knives, knives, penknives, covers for knives, blades for knives, knife handles, wheels for sharpening knives and 
penknives, knife holders; sales promotion for others; procurement services for others [purchasing goods and services for
other businesses]; import and export agency services; presentation of products via any type of communication for retail 
sale; commercial management of the licensing of goods and services for third parties; marketing; administrative 
processing of purchase orders; sponsorship search.
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Priority claimed from 09/01/2018; Application No. : 017667635 ;European Union 

3961328    06/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424238]
Luteiden Torjunta Helle Oy

Lapinlahdenkatu 16 FI-00180 Helsinki Finland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Information technology and audiovisual equipment; computers and computer hardware; computer components 
and parts; computer software; interactive computer software; portable computers; software and applications for mobile 
devices; downloadable software; application software; application software for wireless devices; application software for 
cloud computing services; computer application software for use in implementing the internet of things [IoT]; computer 
gaming software; measuring, detecting and monitoring instruments, indicators and controllers; screening devices, other 
than for medical use; remote screening devices, other than for medical use; electronic monitoring apparatus, other than 
for medical use; monitoring instruments; media content; safety, security, protection and signalling devices; alarms; alarm 
sensors; control stations (remote, electric or electronic -); alarms and warning equipment.

Cl.21;Devices for pest and vermin control; traps for vermin; insect traps; traps (electric -) for insects; electric apparatus 
for killing insects; traps (non-electric -) for insects; devices for attracting and killing insects.

Cl.37;Pest control; extermination, disinfection and pest control; pest control services relating to buildings; pest control 
services, other than for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; pest monitoring; building inspection in the course to identify
the pest situation; consultancy services relating to pest control (monitoring, inspection and killing of pests), other than 
for agriculture, horticulture and forestry; building inspection related to extermination and control of bed bugs.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services; computer communication and internet access; sending of emergency messages 
[by electronic means]; message sending via computer networks; message sending via a website; transmission of 
information by electronic means; provision of on-line communications services; provision of communication facilities for 
the interchange of data by electronic means; provision of electronic data links; providing access to a global computer 
network for the transfer and dissemination of information; streaming of data; electronic data interchange services; data 
broadcasting services; data transmission services between networked computer systems; data transmission; 
communication of data by means of telecommunications; data communication by electronic means; communication by 
hertzian wave; remote transmission of data by means of telecommunications; data transmission for others; transmission 
of information for domestic purposes; transmission of information for business purposes; telematic sending of 
information; radio communication; electronic transmission of information (services for the -); interactive broadcasting 
and communications services; communication services for the transmission of information; communication services for 
the electronic transmission of data; transmission and reception [transmission] of database information via the 
telecommunication network.

Cl.42;Computer programming and software design; creation, maintenance and adaptation of software; design, 
development and programming of computer software; hosting services and software as a service and rental of software; 
monitoring of computer systems by remote access.
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Priority claimed from 17/11/2017; Application No. : 3691711 ;Spain 

3962238    31/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425021]
Almirall, S.A.

Ronda General Mitre, 151 E-08022 Barcelona Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.3;Non-medicinal soaps; perfumery products, essential oils, non-medicinal cosmetics, non-medicinal hair lotions; 
non-medicinal dentifrices; non-medical skin care and hygiene preparations; cosmetic preparations for skin care; cosmetic
preparations for filling the elastic tissue of the skin.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical products; preparations for medical and veterinary use; hygiene and sanitary products for medical 
use; dietetic food and substances for medical or veterinary use; food for babies; food supplements for humans or 
animals; plasters, material for dressings; teeth filling and dental impression materials; disinfectants; pharmaceutical and 
sanitary products for dermatological use for the prevention and treatment of skin diseases and disorders; medicinal 
preparations for filling the elastic tissue of the skin; injectable pharmaceutical and sanitary preparations for medical use 
for beauty and cosmetic treatments; pharmaceutical and sanitary preparations for medical use for beauty and cosmetic 
treatments dispensed in pre-loaded apparatus and instruments; pre-filled syringes for medical use for beauty and 
cosmetic treatments; nutritional supplements, nutritional dietetic supplements for medical use; vitamin supplements.

Cl.10;Surgical, medical, dental and veterinary apparatus and instruments; massage apparatus; child care apparatus, 
devices and articles; apparatus, devices and articles for sexual activities; medical apparatus and instruments for 
cosmetic and beauty treatments such as surgical and non-surgical apparatus and instruments; material for medical 
injections; syringes for medical use; medical syringes for use in cosmetic and beauty treatments.
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Priority claimed from 02/06/2017; Application No. : 30 2017 014 602 ;Germany 

3962239    08/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424971]
Ovibell Pflanzen, Deko und Freizeit GmbH & Co. KG

Steineshoffweg 2 45479 Mülheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Construction materials and elements of metal; letter boxes of metal; metal hardware; containers of metal for the 
storage and transportation of goods and packaging containers of metal.

Cl.8;Hand tools and hand operated implements for household and garden; cutlery, flatware.

Cl.16;Paintbrushes,.

Cl.18;Trunks and travelling bags, vanity cases; umbrellas, parasols; walking sticks; saddlery; goods of leather and 
imitations of leather, namely whips, animal coats, purses, handbags, briefcases, rucksacks, baby carriers, horse blankets, 
pocket wallets, wallets, document suitcases, document cases, key cases, pet leads, rawhide chews for dogs.

Cl.19;Duckboards, not of metal.

Cl.20;Furniture; mirrors; furniture frames, picture frames, mirror frames, embroidery frames; furniture fittings, not of 
metal; mattresses, not for medical use; decorative mobiles, dream catchers [decoration], decorative wooden boxes, wind 
chimes [decoration], decorative plastic boxes, decorative bead curtains, decorative window finials, gift package 
decorations made of plastic, decorations of plastic for cakes, decorations of plastic for foodstuffs; letter boxes, not of 
metal and not of masonry; furniture fittings, not of metal; animal housing and beds; containers and closures, not of metal; 
ladders and moveable steps, not of metal; display cabinets, display counters, display stands, display tables, display 
cases, display boards, display racks, jewellery organizer display, flower stands, hat stands, coat stands, plant stands, 
book stands, costume stands, umbrella stands, saddle stands, valet stands, stands for calculating machines, engine 
stands, saddle stands, valet stands, stands for calculating machines, engine stands, not of metal, cask stands, not of 
metal; goods, not of metal, namely door, gate and window fittings, fasteners, connection units, flaps, grab handles, rails, 
joints, hooks, fixings, protectors, support equipment, stiffening materials, rings, poles, stair fittings, staves, stakes, 
masts, suction pads, tags, tension reels, tent components, tissue holders, trays, coat hangers.

Cl.21;Small, non-electric utensils for household or garden; household and garden containers; small, non-electric 
utensils for the household, namely brushes, brooms, cooking pot sets, cleaning instruments, cleaning articles, cosmetic 
and toilet utensils and bathroom articles, boot jacks, shoehorns, clothes drying racks, clothing stretchers, shoe shine 
articles, shoe stretchers, bird baths, cages, feeding articles, drinking articles, goldfish bowls, grooming articles, nesting 
articles, swing tags, waste disposal articles, pest control articles, combs, sponges; small, non-electric utensils for the 
garden, namely watering devices, plant holders, plant syringes, window-boxes, flower bowls, flower vases, gardening 
gloves, watering cans, nozzles for watering cans, plastic lids for plant pots, plant baskets, flower pots, nozzles for 
hosepipes, spray nozzles for garden hoses, sprayers attached to garden hoses, spray lances for garden hoses, sprayer 
wands for garden hoses; glassware, porcelain and earthenware; kitchen ware and table ware, hand-operated peppermills; 
pepper pots; salt shakers; candelabras; towel racks; all the aforesaid goods not of precious metal or coated therewith.

Cl.28;Games and playthings; gymnastic and sporting articles and appliances (as far as included in this class) and parts 
thereof; playthings for animals; items and utensils for training in animal dressage and animal sports, especially items for 
chewing, items for throwing, balls for animals; all the aforesaid goods as far as included in this class.

Cl.31;Agricultural, horticultural and forestry products as well as grains (as far as included in this class); natural plants 
and flowers; foodstuffs for animals; animal beverages (not alcoholic); all the aforesaid goods not for veterinary purposes 
and as far as included in this class.

Cl.35;Advertising and advertising consultancy, in particular layout design of advertising materials; marketing; 
marketing consultancy; wholesale and retail services for tools, goods of metal, DIY- goods, building requisites, garden 
articles, hobby supplies, craft supplies, electric goods, electronic goods, fireworks, printed matter, goods of paper, 
stationery, office requisites, toys, sports articles, furnishing goods, decorative goods, flowers, plants.
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Cl.39;Organization and execution of packaging, transport, and storage of goods.
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3962241    22/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425048]
Limited liability company "FITTIN"

9 Janyary St., 68B RU-394006 Voronezh Russian Federation

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Promotion of goods and services to third parties, specifically providing a computer program or online service for 
determination of the size of customers' shoes and clothes.

Cl.42;Industrial design; computer programming; computer software design; updating of computer software; 
consultancy in the design and development of computer hardware; dress designing; graphic arts design; research and 
development of new products for others; styling [industrial design]; recovery of computer data; maintenance of computer 
software; computer system analysis; computer system design; copying of computer programs; conversion of data or 
documents from physical to electronic media; creating and maintaining web sites for others; installation of computer 
software; conversion of computer programs and data, other than physical conversion; computer software consultancy; 
providing search engines for the internet; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; software as a service 
[SaaS]; information technology [IT] consultancy; electronic data storage; providing information on computer technology 
and programming via a web site; cloud computing; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; 
computer technology consultancy.

Cl.45;Sizing, shoes selection (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) (b) of the 
Common Regulations); sizing, clothes selection (terms too vague in the opinion of the International Bureau - Rule 13 (2) 
(b) of the Common Regulations).
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Priority claimed from 08/02/2018; Application No. : 017795311 ;European Union 

3962246    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425109]
Epiroc Drilling Tools Aktiebolag

Box 521 SE-737 25 FAGERSTA Sweden

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Steel rods; threaded metal rods; metal rods including building and connecting rods; transportable buildings of 
metal; materials of metal for railway tracks; non-electric cables and wires of common metal; small items of metal 
hardware; pipes and tubes of metal; compressed air, gas and fluid containers of metal; hose couplings; hose clips; 
casings of metal; spraying booths; pressure containers for liquids; paint storage tanks of metal; pressure fluid pipes of 
metal; dowels; ladders of metal; metal fasteners and anchors; guide pins, valves, springs, pillars, clamps and sleeves of 
metal; rock bolts; expansion bolts and bushings and bearing plates for use therewith; adaptors for pipes of metal; steel 
forgings; pre-fabricated houses [kits] of metal.

Cl.7;Machines and machine tools, namely pneumatically, hydraulically, internal combustion engines and electrically 
driven machines and machine tools, namely raiseboring machines, drills, augers, drill hammers, drilling bits and drill 
tubes (part of machines), drilling machines, drill derricks, pile drivers, demolition machines, air tools, screw and nut 
drivers, crushers and pulverizers, breakers, hammers, flatters, hammers and axes for machines, grinding machines, 
impact tools, hot-air pistols, spray guns, blow guns, pulverizing guns, sand spraying devices, polishers and sanders, 
sandblasting containers as well as sand collecting apparatus; mining bits; core drilling bits; power drill bits; bits for 
mining machines; core bits (machine tools); rotary tool bits (machines); rock bits for drilling machines; tool bits for use in 
power operated hand tools; rock drills; wrenches (machines); drifting equipment for rock drilling, air hoist blocks and 
trolleys for hoist blocks; wood and metal drifts being parts of drilling machines; adjustable drilling arms, mounting arms 
and drilling parts, all being parts of machines; pipe cutters [machines]; milling cutters (machine tool); nibblers; 
conveyors; governors (machines); crossheads (components for machines); pipes being parts of machines; drill rigs, 
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including raiseboring rigs, exploration drilling rigs, face drill rigs, oil & gas drill rigs, production drill rigs, rotary blast hole 
drill rigs, surface and underground drill rigs and well drilling rigs; grinding machines and tools; grinding wheels (tools for 
machines); shank bits and shank drills (part of machines); drilling rods; core drilling machines and machine tools; 
casings for drilling equipment; pumps, including hydraulic, electric and pneumatic pumps; dewatering pumps; handheld 
drilling machine tools and accessories, including pusher legs, integral and conical drill rods and drill bits; cutters 
(machines); claw bits and hole openers for drilling machines; reamers being machines or part of machines; housings for 
machines; adaptors for tool bits (part of machines); bushings (part of machines); spray pumps and mobile sprayers; rock 
bolting and cable bolting rigs; post hole borers and post pullers; power impact hammers; stands, made wholly or 
principally of metal, for use with machine tools; drilling pipes being parts of drilling machines; drill rods being parts of 
drilling machines; steel balls for use as ball bearings; top hammer drill tubes [part of machines]; drill pipes of metal, being
parts of drilling machines; grinding rods and grinding balls for machines; shank adapters parts of machines.
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Priority claimed from 14/05/2018; Application No. : 017899894 ;European Union 

3962247    15/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424227]
Jaguar Land Rover Limited

Abbey Road, Whitley Coventry Warwickshire CV3 4LF United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer hardware; on-board computers for vehicles; computers for autonomous-driving; on board electronic 
systems for providing driving and parking assistance; on board electronic systems for automatic braking; on board 
electronic systems to assisting in maintaining or changing lanes when driving; cruise control systems for vehicles; 
vehicle speed control apparatus; computer software; interactive multimedia software; voice-activated software; voice 
recognition software; voice processing software; computer software for searching, locating, compiling, indexing, 
correlating, storing, obtaining and organizing data; Internet or database browser software; automotive computer software 
and hardware; computer software for use in relation to vehicles; telemetry devices for motor vehicle and engine 
applications; electric control panels; electric control apparatus, instruments and displays; sensors; integrated electronic 
safety systems for vehicles; safety and driving assistant systems; lasers for use in relation to vehicles; LIDAR apparatus 
for vehicles; radar apparatus for vehicles; cameras for vehicles; onboard cameras; action cameras; parking sensors and 
rear-view cameras for vehicles; automotive measuring instruments; electronic apparatus for collecting measurements 
and receiving data; computer software, mobile applications and wireless transmission and receiving equipment for use in 
connection with autonomous and hands-free driving, automobile safety features and warning or alarm functions, accident 
prevention and traffic alerts; driving control unit for vehicles; computerized driver assistance systems for motor vehicles; 
charging stations for charging electric vehicles; apparatus and cables for use in charging electric vehicles; batteries for 
vehicles; electric power connectors to charge electric vehicles; electric accumulators, voltage regulators, aerials, electric 
batteries and mountings; anti-theft warning devices; alarm sensors; gauges; electronic or computer instrument panels 
and clusters; odometers; speedometers; tachometers; temperature sensors; voltmeters; ammeters; testing apparatus; 
proximity meters; electric circuit breakers; commutators; electric condensers; electric connections; electric cables; 
electric fuses; electric fuse boxes; electric control apparatus and instruments for motor vehicles and engines; electrical 
sensors; fire extinguishing apparatus; printed electrical circuits; electric relays; electric switches; electric wiring 
harnesses; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound and images; remote controls for motors; 
remote control apparatus for starting vehicles; remote control apparatus for controlling vehicles; voice-activated 
controllers for multimedia devices; remote controllers and voice-activated controllers for home audiovisual entertainment 
devices, for home appliances, heating systems, ventilation systems, window dressing, doors or locks; remote controllers 
and voice-activated controllers for video games, projection systems, virtual reality systems; emergency warning lights; 
electronic emergency notification system; computer interface apparatus forming an integral part of a vehicle; display 
panels for vehicles; electronic driver display systems for vehicles; audio, audiovisual or telecommunications equipment; 
radio apparatus; in-car audiovisual entertainment systems; sound reproducing equipment; televisions; radios; CD 
players; loud speakers; wireless speakers; headphones; Personal Digital Assistants; tablet computers; multimedia 
devices; MP3 or MP4 players; mobile hard drives; Universal Serial Bus drives; cases and holders for mobile phones, 
smartphones, computers, personal digital assistants, laptops, notebook computers; chargers for mobile phones, 
smartphones, laptop and tablet computers; telephones; mobile telephones; mobile phone and tablet computer headsets 
and accessories; straps for telephone handsets; telecommunications apparatus; hubs for telecommunication systems; 
screensavers for phones and tablets; car telephone installations; recording media; highway emergency warning 
equipment; thermometers; compasses; calculators; electronic instructional and teaching apparatus and instruments; 
electrical and scientific apparatus for use in the repair and servicing of vehicles; magnets; tape measures; eyewear, 
glasses, sunglasses, driving glasses, skiing goggles; cases for eyeglasses, sunglasses or skiing goggles; drivers 
helmets; racing driver protective clothing; apparatus, gloves and clothing, all for use in protection against accident or 
injury; high visibility accessories for wear on the body [safety devices]; global positioning system (GPS); navigational 
systems, comprising electronic transmitters, receivers, circuitry, microprocessors, cellular telephone and computer 
software all for use in navigation and all integrated into a motor vehicle; downloadable electronic maps; wireless 
transmission and receiving equipment; wireless controllers to remotely monitor and control the function and status of 
other electrical, electronic, signalling systems and mechanical devices for use in connection with vehicles and engines 
for vehicles; communications apparatus to transmit and receive communications via vehicles; computer hardware and 
software for tracking driver behaviour; sensors, computers and wireless transceivers to provide connectivity within the 
vehicle, between vehicles, with cell phones, and with data centers; computer hardware and software apparatus to provide 
tactile, audible and visual interfaces to interact with occupants of the vehicle; wireless transmission and receiving 
equipment for use in connection with remote computers for use in automobiles for tracking, monitoring and diagnosing 
maintenance for vehicles and for providing information to drivers; computer application software for use by drivers and 
passengers of vehicles for accessing, viewing, and interacting with and downloading information and entertainment 
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content; downloadable software and on-board computer software that provides users with remote and in-vehicle access 
to motor vehicle functions and functions relating to driver safety, convenience, communication, entertainment, and 
navigation; diagnostic apparatus consisting of sensors for use in testing vehicle function and in diagnosing vehicle 
electrical and mechanical problems; software and software applications to allow users to track and locate stolen vehicles, 
charge electronics, and store and synchronize collected personalized user and vehicle information; electronic interface 
modules for wired and wireless interface of mobile phones and electronic media players with an automotive electrical 
system; computer systems for automated vehicle control; downloadable mobile applications; downloadable electronic 
publications; electronic publications; electronic periodic publications; application software for use in or in relation to 
vehicles; computer games, computer games software; databases, data sets, data files and software relating to 3D 
printing; databases, data sets, data files and software relating to design and manufacture of vehicles and parts and 
accessories therefor; databases, data sets, data files and software relating to design and manufacture of replica or model 
vehicles and parts and accessories therefor; computer-aided design (CAD) software and data files; downloadable image 
files; electronic databases containing image files; databases, data sets, data files and software relating to car sharing 
schemes; databases, data sets, data files and software relating to vehicle driver behaviour; simulators for simulating the 
operation of land vehicles; virtual models of vehicles or vehicle interiors; virtual reality software and hardware; 
augmented reality software and hardware; parts and fittings for any of the aforesaid goods.

Cl.12;Vehicles; motor vehicles; apparatus for locomotion by land, air and/or water; motor land vehicles; land vehicles; 
off-road vehicles; ATVs; driverless motor vehicles; autonomous motor vehicles; racing cars; reconditioned classic 
vehicles; vehicles sold in kit form; commercial vehicles; motor vehicles not powered by combustion; electric vehicles; 
hybrid vehicles; military vehicles; vehicles for use by emergency services, search and rescue services; powertrains for 
land vehicles; engines for land vehicles; motors for land vehicles; engines for motorcycles; motors for motorcycles; 
engines for bicycles; motors for bicycles; engines for racing cars; batteries to supply electric power to motors for electric 
vehicles; electric power connectors to charge electric vehicles; vehicles equipped to cook and sell food; trailers; arm 
rests for vehicle seats; luggage bags specially adapted for fitting in the boot of vehicles; car interior organizer bags, nets 
and trays specially adapted for fitting in vehicles; head-rests for vehicle seats; vehicle head rest covers; wing mirror 
protective and vanity covers; license plate frames; car seat covers; covers for vehicle steering wheels; fitted covers for 
vehicles; wheels for vehicles; alloy wheels; wheel trims; wheel rims; spare wheels; hub caps for wheels; hub centre caps; 
wheel covers; wheel sprockets; spoilers for vehicles; covers for vehicles; seats for vehicles; safety seats for vehicles; 
safety belts for vehicles; safety harnesses for vehicles; safety signals [audible] for vehicles; anti-theft, security and safety 
devices and equipment for vehicles; radiator grilles for vehicles; trim panels for vehicle bodies; doors for vehicles; 
vehicle windows; vehicle windshields; window glass for vehicle and windshields; roof windows for vehicles; skylight 
windows for vehicles; vehicle bumpers; vehicle centre consoles sold as parts of vehicles and which incorporate 
electronic interfaces; bicycles; tricycles; parts, fittings and accessories for bicycles; hoverboards; scooters; 
quadricycles; motorised unicycles; children's bicycles; balance bikes; go-karts; strollers and prams, and their parts and 
accessories; baby, infant and child seats for vehicles; sun blinds, roof racks, luggage carriers and nets, cycle carriers, 
sail board carriers, ski carriers, and snow chains, all for vehicles; aircraft; space vehicles; drones; unmanned aerial 
vehicles; personal air vehicles; parachutes; hovercraft; underwater vehicles; jet vehicles for water sports; remote control 
vehicles, not toys; parts and fittings for all of the aforesaid goods, but not including tyres or inner tubes for tyres.

Cl.37;Building services; construction services; maintenance, repair, servicing, reconditioning, restoration, inspection 
[prior to repair or servicing], care, cleaning, painting and polishing of vehicles, drones, unmanned aerial vehicles, civil 
engineering construction machines, automotive manufacturing machinery, agricultural machines, internal combustion 
engines or of parts and fittings for all these goods; applying external finishes or coatings to vehicles; diagnostic or 
inspection services, all for vehicles or for parts and fittings therefor, or for internal combustion engines; assembly of 
accessories for vehicles (installation services); vehicle breakdown assistance [repair]; providing emergency roadside 
repair assistance service; tuning of engines and motor vehicles; providing maintenance and vehicle repair assistance and 
information to drivers regarding their vehicles; maintenance, upgrading and diagnostic repair services for in-car 
electronics systems or in-car entertainment systems; charging station services for electric vehicles; vehicle battery 
charging; automobile customization services; custom modification of vehicles; custom tuning of vehicles; custom 
restoration of vehicles; automobile upgrade services; information, consultancy and advice relating to any of the aforesaid 
services and for the repair and replacement of parts for motor land vehicles.
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3962248    13/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424782]
M. Mariotti Jean-Pierre

3333 Quartier de Mousteirol F-83570 Entrecasteaux France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.29;Oils for food.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); wines; wines protected by an appellation of origin; wines protected by a 
geographical indication.
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3962257    24/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424251]
VIMS

10 Avenue de Fontréal - EUROCENTRE F-31620 Villeneuve-lès-Bouloc France

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission and reproduction of sound or images; imaging apparatus for scientific use; 
video recording apparatus; video cameras; video screens; computers; data processing apparatus; software; data 
processing software; computer software intended for recording endoscopic operations; computer hardware and software 
for the analysis and management of endoscopic images.

Cl.10;Videoscopy systems and related medical devices; endoscopic cameras; endoscopic equipment and apparatus; 
endoscopes; corsets for medical use; surgical instruments and equipment; surgical sutures; suture anchor; surgical 
screws; surgical pins; orthopedic implants; orthopedic fixation devices; ligament and tendon fixation system; trocars; 
insufflators; irrigation pumps and related devices; Surgical implants made of artificial materials; all the aforesaid products
for medical use.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 87683670 ;United States of America 

3962260    28/11/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424644]
KINSANE ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

245 EAST 24TH STREET 17J NEW YORK NY 10010 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Video disks and video tapes with recorded animated cartoons; visual recordings and audiovisual recordings 
featuring music and animation; game software; motion picture films and films for television featuring children's 
entertainment.

Cl.38;Broadcasting programs via a global computer network; television broadcasting; broadcasting of animated 
television programs; wireless broadcasting.

Cl.41;Entertainment services in the nature of ongoing television programs in the field of children's entertainment; 
entertainment services in the nature of television cartoon series; animation production services; entertainment services 
in the nature of development, creation, production, distribution, and post-production of animated motion pictures, 
television shows, multimedia entertainment content; production of DVDs, videotapes and television programs featuring 
cartoons; provision of information relating to animated television, motion picture film, audio and radio production; 
entertainment services, namely, non-downloadable ringtones, pre-recorded music, and graphics presented to mobile 
communications devices via a global computer network and wireless networks; entertainment services, namely, providing
virtual environments in which users can interact for recreational, leisure or entertainment purposes; educational and 
entertainment services, namely, providing on-line interactive children's stories.

Cl.42;Animation design for others; designing and developing computer game software and video game software for use
with computers, video game program systems and computer networks; providing online non-downloadable game 
software; production of video and computer game software.
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3962262    12/10/2017
[International Registration No. : 1424509]
KRZYSZTOF ADAMCZYK

ul. Generala St. Skalskiego 5 lokal 15 PL-03-982 WARSZAWA Poland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.17;Metal foils for insulation, plastic film not for packaging, insulating tapes and insulating paper adhesive tapes for 
use in construction, adhesive tapes not for household, medical or office use, sealing strips for windows and doors, 
insulating tapes, bags of rubber for packaging.

Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials, construction materials of glass, bitumen products for the construction industry, 
non-metallic components, non-metal girders, non-metal scaffolding, non-metallic walls, non-metallic ceiling, non-metallic 
building panels, plaster, lime, finish plasters made of colored artificial resin, non-metallic components of roofs, non-
metallic floor and wall covering tiles, non-metallic coatings for the construction industry, non-metallic strip, felt for the 
building industry, binding materials for the production of briquettes, prefabricated panels partition, adhesive mortar for 
use in building, adhesive mortar for jointing, masking, stiffening and reinforcement of joining non-metallic panels for the 
construction industry, non-metal expansion joints for floors and walls, plaster boards and plaster-gypsum boards, 
reinforcing materials, not of metal, for building, plastic tape, PVC film for use as a building material, fiberglass tape, 
cellulose tape, acrylic facing plaster, a gypsum mortar, the mortar and lime plaster in mortar, plaster for use in building, 
weight reinforced gypsum, fire retardant plasters, plasterboard, non-metallic strip for connecting building boards, joining 
building panels, gypsum panels, drywall, ceiling tiles, tape for grouting ceramic tiles, gypsum and plasterboard, strip and 
foil made of composite material and cotton used in construction, tape and plastic films and composite materials used in 
construction, tape made of composite material, plastic covered with textile materials, clipping textile or cotton for use in 
construction, non-metallic protective tape for construction, non-metallic tape painting, decorative non-metallic tape for 
use in construction, protective tapes of paper and plastic used in construction; road marking sheets and strips of 
synthetic material.

Cl.35;Retail and wholesale service, including online for the following goods: articles and tools for the construction 
industry, chemicals designed for construction, chemicals for aeration and maintenance of concrete, preservatives bricks 
and ceramics except paints and varnishes, preservative formulations used in construction, chemicals for cleaning 
chimneys, cleaning chemicals, synthetic resins in raw state, industrial adhesives, adhesives for construction, mass 
adhesives and assembly for construction industry, solvents for varnishes, plasticizers, fire-resistant materials, adhesives 
for concrete bricks and ceramics, silicones, binder, putties, glues, adhesives for industrial purposes, synthetic resins in 
raw state, paints, varnishes, lacquers, pigments, stains, thinners for paints and varnishes, binders for paints, preparation 
for wood preservation, anti-corrosive preparations, plastic substances, semi-processed, damp-proof and liquid tight 
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insulating materials and insulating coating for buildings and structures of concrete and reinforced concrete, materials for 
insulation and insulating coating used for application to industrial statues, substances and coatings to protect concrete 
surfaces, building tiles for horizontal and vertical application for use in construction in the field of grocery industry, 
natural resins in crude, metal building materials, prefab elements of metal structures for assembly building boards of non-
metal, gypsum board, plasterboard panels, gypsum non-woven, ceiling tiles, corners, metal profiles to finish construction,
mechanical metal fasteners, screws, studs, fittings, hangers for mounting and installation of gypsum boards, 
plasterboards, gypsum non-woven, non-metal building materials, non-metallic components, metal wall, reinforcement of 
non-metal for building industry, non-metallic building panels, plaster, lime, non-metallic pipes and pipe elements, non-
metallic finish of roofs, non-metallic components of roofs, non-metallic building elements finishing, non-metallic floor and 
wall coverings, terracotta, linings of metal for building industry, non-metallic coats and coatings for the construction 
industry, non-metallic strip, prefabricated panels partition, adhesives based on plaster, finishing putties, materials for 
grouting, reinforcing tape, a reinforcing webs of paper intended for embedding in weight filler, gypsum plaster and mortar,
plaster and gypsum lime mortar, mortars, gypsum plaster for acoustic and thermal insulation, fire retardant plasters, 
prefabricated non-metallic, cement board, plasterboard, plasterboard, gypsum-woven, gypsum fiber-reinforced, ceiling 
tiles, non-metallic strip for connecting building boards, joining building panels, gypsum panels, panels drywall, ceiling 
tiles, tapes, glues and adhesive for industry and construction, paints, varnishes, lacquers, anti-corrosion measures, 
means for securing the timber, paper, cardboard, paper tapes used in construction, protective films used in construction, 
cardboard for construction, plastic bags, metal strip for the construction industry, acoustic tape, aluminum strips, anti-
slip tape, protective tapes, adhesive tapes, masking tapes, tape weather stripping, painting instruments, painting tools for 
construction, buckets, manual tools for building, tools for gardening, abrasive articles for industrial construction, 
abrasive tools for construction industry, tiling tools, tools for wallpapering, cutting tools used in building, measuring 
tools used in construction, utensils and cleaning tools used in construction, seals, lines, ropes, nets, drills, utensils and 
tools upholstery, strip and foil made of composite material and cotton used in construction, tape made of composite 
material, plastic covered with textile materials, clipping textile or cotton for use in construction, protective tapes of paper 
and plastic used in construction, non-metallic tape painting, decorative non-metallic tape in construction, non-metallic 
warning tape, protective paper tapes, non-metallic wrapping tapes, plastic bags.
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Priority claimed from 10/01/2018; Application No. : 594350 ;Portugal 
3962282    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425312]
ONSALESIT, S.A.

ZONA FRANCA INDUSTRIAL, PLATAFORMA 28, PAVILHÃO K P-9200-047 MODELO 6 - CANIÇAL Portugal

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.5;Albumin dietary supplements; wheat germ dietary supplements; mineral food supplements; protein supplements 
for animals; alginate dietary supplements; casein dietary supplements; enzyme dietary supplements; royal jelly dietary 
supplements; glucose dietary supplements; lecithin dietary supplements; yeast dietary supplements; linseed dietary 
supplements; linseed oil dietary supplements; pollen dietary supplements; propolis dietary supplements; protein dietary 
supplements; nutritional supplements.

Cl.25;Clothing; sports clothing; footwear; sports shoes; hooded jacket.

Cl.28;Electronic games; hand-held electronic games; hand-held units for playing electronic games; apparatus for 
electronic games adapted for use with an external display screen or monitor; video game apparatus; machines for 
physical exercises.

Cl.29;Low-fat potato crisps; milk shakes; almond milk-based beverages; peanut milk-based beverages; coconut milk-
based beverages; milk beverages, milk predominating; white of eggs; coconut, desiccated; compotes; fruit jellies; yolk of 
eggs; non-alcoholic eggnog; coconut fat; edible fats; yoghurt; kefir (milk beverage); kimchi [fermented vegetable dish]; 
koumiss [milk beverage]; vegetables, dried; milk; albumin milk; condensed milk; almond milk; almond milk for culinary 
purposes; peanut milk; peanut milk for culinary purposes; rice milk; rice milk for culinary purposes; oat milk; coconut 
milk; coconut milk for culinary purposes; soya milk [milk substitute]; powdered milk; butter; peanut butter; cocoa butter 
for food; coconut butter; coconut oil for food; powdered eggs; raisins; dried fruit; fruit-based snack food; whey; milk 
substitutes; soups; frozen prepared meals consisting principally of fish; frozen prepared meals consisting principally of 
meat; edible seeds; seeds, prepared.

Cl.30;Husked oats; oatmeal; cereal bars; high-protein cereal bars; tea-based beverages; cocoa-based beverages; 
coffee-based beverages; chamomile-based beverages; chocolate-based beverages; cocoa beverages with milk; coffee 
beverages with milk; cocoa; coffee; unroasted coffee; spaghetti; flour of oats; chocolate mousses; dessert mousses 
(confectionery); muesli; pancakes; bread; flat bread; cereal-based snack food; food mixtures consisting of cereal flakes 
and dried fruits.

Cl.31;Almonds (fruits); oats; hazelnuts, fresh; coconut shell; chestnuts, fresh; edible seeds [unprocessed]; nuts being 
fresh; edible nuts, unprocessed; raw nut kernels.

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages; smoothies; isotonic beverages; protein-enriched sports beverages; non-
alcoholic beverages.
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Priority claimed from 10/11/2017; Application No. : M 3690373 ;Spain 

3962286    10/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425322]
SOCIEDAD ANONIMA TRABAJOS Y OBRAS (SATO)

Paseo de la Castellana, 259-D, Torre Espacio, Planta 8 E-28046 Madrid Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.19;Non-metallic building materials; rigid pipes, not of metal, for building; asphalt, pitch and bitumen; transportable 
buildings, not of metal; monuments, not of metal; blocks of concrete; blocks made of concrete for coastal protection; 
concrete building materials; concrete building elements; concrete retaining walls.

Cl.37;Construction of civil engineering structures by laying concrete; services for the construction of buildings and 
infrastructures, consultancy services in the field of construction, supervision (management) of construction works, 
information in the field of construction, rental of construction machinery and equipment; rental of tools, machines and 
equipment for construction and demolition: repair and maintenance of buildings and structures, information on repairs, 
cleaning services (interior and exterior surface) for buildings; installation services during the construction of buildings 
and structures.

Cl.42;Technological consultancy and engineering services, as well as research, design, planning and supervision of 
structures, infrastructures and buildings in the civil, railway, aeronautical and naval engineering fields; technical project 
study, research relating to environmental protection, quality control; planning and consultancy relating to architecture; 
development of construction projects, geological analyses and testing, design of engineering construction systems, 
analysis of the structural behavior of building materials, research on the construction of buildings or urban planning, 
development of computer programs designed for use in construction and engineering; measurement of environmental 
conditions in civil engineering structures, conducting of engineering surveys.
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Priority claimed from 12/01/2018; Application No. : 4020180005196 ;Republic of Korea 

3962297    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424178]
YANG, HONG SUN

B-508, 110, Uisadang-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul 07322 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software that permits games to be played; recorded messenger program; intelligence application 
program for downloadable wireless terminal; downloadable smart phone application [software]; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programs [downloadable software]; databases software applications; computer 
application software for digital or electronic tablets; recorded game software for mobile phones; software for smart TV 
[application]; smart phone application [software]; application software for smart phone; computer software for application 
and database integration; operating system programs; computer application software for mobile phones; computer 
application software [downloadable]; computer software.

Cl.36;Financial trading; processing of financial transactions; consultancy services relating to finance; financial 
assistance; brokerage services relating to financial instruments; financing services; financial wealth management 
services; provision of information in the field of financing; financial brokerage; financial investment management; 
financial investment brokerage; electronic financial trading services; brokerage services relating to electronic money 
[bitcoin] exchange; provision of pricing information about electronic money [bitcoin]; trusteeship of electronic money 
[bitcoin]; administration of electronic money [bitcoin] deposit taking; electronic money transactions; electronic money 
managements; issuance of electronic money.
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Priority claimed from 12/01/2018; Application No. : 40201800005201 ;Republic of Korea 

3962311    10/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424211]
YANG, HONG SUN

B-508, 110, Uisadang-daero, Yeongdeungpo-gu Seoul 07322 Republic of Korea

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software that permits games to be played; recorded messenger program; intelligence application 
program for downloadable wireless terminal; downloadable smart phone application [software]; computer software 
applications, downloadable; computer programs [downloadable software]; databases software applications; computer 
application software for digital or electronic tablets; recorded game software for mobile phones; software for smart TV 
[application]; smart phone application [software]; application software for smart phone; computer software for application 
and database integration; operating system programs; computer application software for mobile phones; computer 
application software [downloadable]; computer software.

Cl.36;Financial trading; processing of financial transactions; consultancy services relating to finance; financial 
assistance; brokerage services relating to financial instruments; financing services; financial wealth management 
services; provision of information in the field of financing; financial brokerage; financial investment management; 
financial investment brokerage; electronic financial trading services; brokerage services relating to electronic money 
[bitcoin] exchange; provision of pricing information about electronic money [bitcoin]; trusteeship of electronic money 
[bitcoin]; administration of electronic money [bitcoin] deposit taking; electronic money transactions; electronic money 
managements; issuance of electronic money.
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3962313    12/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425141]
CPM United Kingdom Limited

85 Strand, 5th Floor London WC2R 0DW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Marketing services; experiential marketing; marketing by way of sales demonstrations; field marketing; 
telemarketing; direct marketing; digital and electronic marketing services; market and marketing research, analysis and 
evaluation; marketing strategy development; market and consumer surveys; market research and analysis; development 
of new markets namely, marketing services relating to developing a market for new products; development of new market 
sectors for the purpose of introducing a new product to the market; new business development; qualitative market 
research; provision of market and marketing information; marketing and business reporting; marketing methodology 
services; market testing; market positioning; business and marketing services imparting or communicating brand 
experience; brand communications; development, design and delivery of effective customer contact strategies relating to 
establishing, managing and maintaining contact between a business or industry and their customers; customer 
relationship management; marketing services by means of chat rooms on the Internet; consumer research and analysis; 
provision of sales advice and consulting services; stock auditing; sales auditing and analysis; merchandising services; 
provision and secondment of marketing, sales, merchandising and auditing personnel; sales demonstrations; provision 
of marketing support, being the production, provision and distribution of promotional and marketing materials and the 
direction, supervision and management of marketing personnel; provision of sales support, being assistance in sales 
closure, sales administration, and the direction, supervision and management of sales personnel; provision of retail and 
merchandising support, being assistance in presenting and/or positioning client's products and the production, 
provision, distribution and presentation and/or positioning of point of sale material; compilation and analysis of sales and 
marketing data; promotional services; promotional consulting and support services; consultancy relating to business and 
sales promotions; applied sales consultancy; retail consultancy services; advertising and publicity services; 
dissemination of advertising matter; online media services namely, online marketing, online market research and online 
advertising and/or promotion services, online sales assistance and consultancy and providing consultancy services in 
the field of planning, buying and selling of online media; business research, analysis and information services; business 
appraisals and business enquiries; business management assistance and consultation; business introduction and 
referral marketing services; demonstration of products; distribution of product samples; brand consultancy services; 
research and analysis of brand positions relative to market; brand evaluation services; brand testing; brand strategy 
services; brand auditing; brand performance analysis; brand portfolio analysis; organisation of exhibitions for marketing, 
commercial or advertising purposes; promoting the sale of goods or services of others through the distribution of printed 
materials and advertising; business services relating to the provision of business sponsorship; promoting goods and 
services by arranging for sponsor affiliation; marketing and promoting sponsor affiliation; sponsorship marketing and 
promotion; marketing and/or introduction of sponsorship opportunities to prospective sponsors; management 
administration of firms in respect of sales of goods or of services; organisation, arranging and management of events for 
marketing purposes; organisation and management of hospitality events for marketing purposes; organisation and 
management of hospitality for marketing purposes; production, organisation and management of corporate events, 
marketing events and experiential marketing events; business research relating to brands; corporate identity services; 
development and design of consumer, sales and promotional methods; development and provision of consumer research 
and business research methods and materials; development and provision of marketing techniques/methods, marketing 
strategies, marketing tools and marketing materials; development of online marketing media; online media consultancy, 
namely consultancy, development, organisation and management services relating to the fields of online 
marketing/advertising/sales media, websites, home pages, networking media and social media and the acquisition of 
domain names/URLs; digital management for marketing purposes and marketing-related services and purposes; 
compilation and systemisation of media, marketing and business information into databases; management of marketing, 
sales and retail databases; production and management of corporate, marketing, advertising and experiential marketing 
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events; development and design of marketing techniques/methods, marketing strategies, marketing tools and marketing 
materials; advertising material design; design of advertising materials; brand research services as part of business 
research; development and design of consumer sales and promotional materials; development and design of consumer 
research and business research materials; design of corporate, marketing and advertising materials; consultancy, 
advisory and information services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.39;Transportation services in relation to events; storage services; consultancy, advisory and information services 
relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Training and instruction services; retail and sales training and instruction; training and instruction services in 
relation to all aspects of marketing; events management services for cultural or entertainment purposes; organisation, 
arranging and management of hospitality events for cultural or entertainment purposes; production and management of 
exhibitions, shows, films and video and TV programmes; organisation and management of hospitality for entertainment 
purposes; production, organisation and management of events for entertainment, training, instructional and educational 
purposes; organisation, arranging and management of exhibitions, competitions, conferences and congresses; 
consultancy, advisory and information services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.42;Brand design services; corporate identity design services; design of websites and social media for marketing 
purposes; development of websites and social media for marketing purposes; online media consultancy namely, 
consultancy services relating to website and webpage design/development; graphic design services; package design; 
design of web pages, websites and social media for marketing purposes; interior design services; exhibition and display 
design services; design using digital techniques, technologies and methods; digital production, encryption, de-
encryption and storage of data, images, code, software and other digital content for marketing purposes and marketing-
related services and purposes; video design services; signage design; digital storage services; electronic storage of 
digital data for marketing purposes and marketing related services and purposes; consultancy, advisory and information 
services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 09/10/2017; Application No. : 4394974 ;France 

3962314    01/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425428]
International Business Machines Corporation

New Orchard Road Armonk NY 10504 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computers and software for risk management and data protection; computers and software for security strategy 
and management; computer hardware and software for security operations and response; computers and software for 
cognitive security; computers and software for cloud security; computers and software for mainframe security; 
computers and software for endpoint protection; computers and software for network protection; computers and software 
for mobile security; computer hardware and software for advanced fraud protection; computer hardware and software for 
identity and access management; computers and software for the protection of software; computers and software for 
security consultancy and data encryption services; computers; computer hardware and software for cognitive computing; 
computer hardware, namely, magnetic tape units (IT), magnetic tapes, printed circuits, integrated circuits, computer 
keyboards, compact discs (audio-video), optical disks, couplers (IT), floppy disks, magnetic data media; computer 
hardware, namely, video screens, scanners, printers for use with computers, interfaces (IT), readers (IT), software 
(recorded programs), microprocessors, modems, monitors (hardware), computers, computer memories, peripheral 
computer devices, recorded computer programs and software; adapters for computers; computer components; data 
processing equipment; computer equipment for information management and for data management; semi-conductors; 
electronic data media that can be processed by machine; magnetic disks; hard disk drives; tape recorders; calculating 
machines; cash registers; facsimile machines; video game software; video recorders; videotapes; electric cells and 
electric batteries; computer chips; boards for integrated circuits; computer accessories, namely, computer 
communication servers; carrying cases for computers; interface cards for computers; computer cables and computer 
cable parts; fax modem cards for computers; computer accessories, namely, screen filters, computer mouse pads, 
electric converters, namely, digital-to-analog, analog-to-digital and step-by-step voltage switches, pagers, computer 
control joysticks, computer mice; electronic digital and downloadable publications, namely, books, magazines and 
manuals containing information relating to computer technology; integrated circuit cards and smart cards, integrated 
circuit adapters and smart card adapters; readers for integrated circuit cards and smart cards; microcomputers; electric 
power supply apparatus; projectors (projection apparatus); remote controllers for computers; inverters, surge protectors 
and uninterruptible power supply devices; point-of-sale terminals; computer operating system software; software for 
accessing a global computer network; computer database management software; document management software; 
software for locating, recovering and receiving text, electronic documents, graphic illustrations and audiovisual 
information on company-scale internal computer networks and on local, wide-area and global computer networks; 
software for developing and software for designing websites and user manuals, in electronic format, sold as a set; 
documentation and instruction manuals recorded on electronic data media that can be operated by machine and relating 
to computers or computer programs.

Cl.38;Telecommunication services for risk management and data protection; telecommunication services for security 
strategy and management; computing and software for security operations and response; telecommunication services for 
cognitive security; telecommunication services for cloud security; telecommunication services for mainframe security; 
telecommunication services for endpoint protection; telecommunication services for network protection; 
telecommunication services for mobile security; telecommunication services for advanced fraud protection; 
telecommunication services for identity and access management; telecommunication services for the protection of 
software; telecommunication services for security consultancy and data encryption services; telecommunication 
services; electronic message delivery services; communication by computer terminals; electronic mail services; news 
and information agencies; telecommunication and electronic messaging services via computer networks; computer-aided 
transmission of data; telecommunication services enabling commercial interaction over a global computer network; 
electronic messaging via computer networks; computer-aided transmission of data; telecommunication services enabling 
commercial interaction over a global computer network.

Cl.42;Computer programming and computer services for risk management and data protection; computer programming
and computer services for security strategy and management; computer programming and computer services for security 
operations and response; computer programming and computer services for cognitive security; computer programming 
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and computer services for cloud security; computer programming and computer services for mainframe security; 
computer programming and computer services for endpoint protection; computer programming and computer services 
for network protection; computer programming and computer services for mobile security; computer programming and 
computer services for advanced fraud protection; computer programming and computer services for identity and access 
management; computer programming and computer services for the protection of software; computer programming and 
computer services for security consultancy and data encryption services; programming for computers; computer 
services for cognitive computing; computer services for information management; data management information 
services; cloud computing; software design, updating and maintenance; computer software and hardware design for third 
parties, and support services concerning computers provided by computer specialists, computing services, namely the 
creation, design and maintenance of web sites for third parties; analysis of computer systems, integration of computer 
networks and databases, computer programming services for others, all relating to commercial interactions on global 
computer networks; technical support services, namely, repair of operating systems and computer programs by 
computer technicians; design of computer and software interconnection systems, namely: electronic interconnection of 
computers and software; testing of computer programs (software) and hardware (quality control and technical control); 
technical project studies in the field of computer hardware and software; computer consulting in connection with 
computer hardware, namely consulting in computer research and development; computer system analysis; computer 
advice and assistance concerning Internet use; rental of computers and software; scientific and industrial research, 
namely research and development of new products, biological research, bacteriological research, chemical research, 
cosmetic research, mechanical research, geological research, technical research, pharmaceutical research, scientific 
research for medical purposes.
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Priority claimed from 26/02/2018; Application No. : 017865394 ;European Union 

3962315    21/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424229]
INNOVACIONES TECNICAS APLICADAS A CERAMICAS AVANZADAS, S.A.

Partida Rambleta, s/n E-12191 La Pobla Tornesa (Castellón) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Ceramic and textile industrial chemicals; chemical additives for varnishes; solvents for varnishes; industrial 
chemicals for use in the manufacture of varnishes; chemicals for use in printing; ceramic frits; cementitious powder for 
coatings; chemical additives for surface coatings; chemical preparations for use in the manufacture of surface coatings; 
coatings for the renovation of floor coverings (other than paints or oils); coatings in the form of holographic film 
supports; liquid coatings (chemical); protective coatings for application in liquid form for use on concrete (other than 
paints or oils); protective coatings for waterproofing surfaces of buildings (other than paints or oils).

Cl.2;Paints, enamels and colors; dyes, colorants; pigments, inks; thinners and thickeners for coatings, lacquers and 
varnishes; pottery enamels; drying additives for printing inks; primers; enamels (varnishes); fixatives (varnishes); 
primers; coatings; coatings for use as primers; sealant primers; synthetic resin primers (paints); enamel coatings in the 
nature of paints; industrial coatings in the nature of paints; materials in the nature of coatings for building purposes 
(paints); powder coatings; protective coatings for application in liquid form for use on metals; protective surface coatings 
for wood; resinous coatings; inks contained in cartridges; printing ink; ink jet printer ink; inks for printing, marking and 
engraving, toner contained in cartridges; toner cartridges, filled, for printers and photocopiers.
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Priority claimed from 01/12/2017; Application No. : UK00003274992 ;United Kingdom 

3962329    23/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425135]
Wiztek Limited

5 New Street Square London EC4A 3TW United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for connecting consumers and small businesses with information technology support services; 
mobile applications for connecting consumers and small businesses with information technology support services; 
software applications for mobile devices; downloadable applications for mobile devices; downloadable applications for 
information technology support services; downloadable mobile applications for the management of data; downloadable 
mobile applications for the management of information; wireless local area networks; computer software for video 
telephone calls and instant messaging; internet messaging software; computer software, namely, instant messaging 
software, file sharing software, communications software for electronically exchanging data, audio, video, images and 
graphics via computer, mobile, wireless and telecommunications networks; computer software for processing images, 
graphics, audio, video and text; wide area networks; wide area network operating software; computer software for 
providing integrated communication with computerized global networks; computer software for the transmission of voice, 
data and images between fixed or remote stations and devices; computer software for administering, managing, 
monitoring, securing and optimizing computer networks; computer software for network management; podcasts in the 
field of information technology support; webcasts in the field of information technology support; educational software in 
relation to information technology; computer software to enable the searching of data; downloadable electronic 
publications software for processing electronic payments; telecommunications software; data communications software; 
network management software; cloud computing software; computer application software; computer software for mobile 
devices and computers; electronic telecommunications apparatus; data communications hardware; network access 
server hardware; computer hardware for providing secure remote access to computer and communications networks; 
interactive computer software enabling exchange of information; communication software and hardware for providing 
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access to the internet; telecommunications equipment; mobile telecommunications apparatus; software for design, 
development, testing and deployment of computer software and control software for building, implementing, deploying 
computer systems in businesses; computer software; data processing equipment.

Cl.35;Promotion of goods and services for others; marketing the goods and services for others; advertising for others; 
sales promotion for others; procurement of contracts for others; record keeping for others; placing advertisement for 
others; information and advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services.

Cl.38;Communication services for businesses and information technology specialists; telecommunications services for
businesses and information technology specialists; telecommunications services, namely electronic transmission of 
data, messages and information between and among computers, mobile and handheld devices and wired and wireless 
communication devices; telecommunication services, namely, enabling users to transmit messages, comments, 
multimedia content, videos, photos, audio content, animation, pictures, images, text, information, and other user-
generated content via a global computer network and other computer and communications networks; communications 
services; transmission, electronic message delivery services; on-line information services relating to 
telecommunications; data interchange services; transfer of data by telecommunication; transmission of digital files; 
broadcasting, transmission and delivery of multimedia content over electronic communications networks; video 
messaging services; video conferencing services; video telephone services; chatroom services; providing video chat 
services; electronic communication by means of chatrooms, chat lines and internet forums; providing online chat rooms 
and electronic bulletin boards; organizing, maintaining and promoting a forum for the exchange of information among 
businesses, and consumers through the use of a global computer network for connecting consumers and small 
businesses with information technology support professionals; providing access to third party websites on the Internet 
for connecting consumers and small businesses with information technology support professionals; providing 
telecommunications connections or links to the Internet or databases; providing user access to the Internet (service 
providers); provision and operation of electronic conferencing, discussion groups and chat rooms; providing access to 
telecommunications infrastructures and networks for other operators and third parties; computer aided transmission of 
messages and images; communication by computer; transmission and distribution of data or audio visual images via a 
global computer network or the Internet; provision of access to an electronic on-line network for information retrieval; 
streaming audio and video material on the internet; providing online facilities for real-time interaction with other computer 
users; providing professional consultancy, advisory services relating to telecommunications; provision of access to an 
electronic marketplace [portal] on computer networks; voice over internet protocol (VOIP), video conferencing, audio 
conferencing, file transfer.

Cl.42;Information technology [IT] consulting services; hosting of databases; hosting of web portals; hosting of 
computer sites; hosting of mobile applications; hosting online web facilities for others; computer software technical 
support services; design and development of mobile applications; providing information technology support booking 
services; technological services relating to information technology support services; research and design relating to 
information technology support services; design and development of computer hardware and software, relating to 
provision of information technology support services; design and development of operating software for cloud computing
networks; outsource service providers in the field of information technology; providing on-line support services for 
computer program users; computer software technical support services; support and maintenance services for computer 
software, computer hardware, mobile phone applications, computer applications; operational support services for 
computer networks, telecommunications networks and data transmission networks; technical design and planning of 
telecommunications networks relating to provision of information technology support services; technical testing relating 
to information technology services and databases; preparation of technical reports and studies; computer design and 
development; cloud computing services; preparation and provision of information in relation to computers and computer 
network facilities; technical advice and consultation services in the field of information technology and 
telecommunications; consultancy in the field of cloud computing networks and services; technical consultancy relating to
the application and use of computer software; application service provider (ASP) services, namely, hosting computer 
software applications; hosting of platforms on the Internet; hosting of e-commerce platforms on the Internet; hosting of 
multimedia and interactive applications; hosting on-line facilities for conducting interactive discussions; hosting on-line 
web facilities for others; hosting of computerized data, files, applications and information; hosting of servers; computer 
software application solutions; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing 
and using a cloud computing network; monitoring of computer systems by remote access; information technology 
project management; computer desktop sharing, sensing and providing user presence information; platform as a service 
(PAAS) featuring computer software platforms for use in group communication, namely postings, memoranda and instant 
messaging, file sharing, calendar synchronization, and automated integrations with external service providers; software 
as a service (SAAS) relating to information technology support; creating an online community for computer users to 
participate in discussions, obtain feedback, form virtual communities, and engage in social networking; information and 
advisory services relating to all the aforesaid services.
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Priority claimed from 06/09/2017; Application No. : 2017-117954 ;Japan 

3962341    26/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425149]
ARKRAY, Inc.

57, Nishi Aketa-cho, Higashi-kujo, Minami-ku, Kyoto-shi Kyoto 601-8045 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use; diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use in oral testing; 
diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use in salivary testing; reagent paper, other than for medical or veterinary 
purposes; diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use; diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use 
in salivary testing; diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use in oral testing.

Cl.5;Pharmaceutical preparations; medicated mouth care preparations; medicinal preparations for the mouth; 
pharmaceutical preparations for dental purposes; medicated mouth treatment preparations; medical diagnostic reagents 
for use in oral testing; medical diagnostic reagents for use in salivary testing; veterinary preparations; mouth and dental 
materials; materials for use in dentistry; plastic materials for mouth and dentistry; patchy materials for mouth and 
dentistry; resin materials for mouth and dentistry; metals and metal alloys for mouth and dentistry; veneers for mouth and
dentistry; synthetic resins for mouth and dental care; mouth and dental restoration compounds; mouth and dental etching
compounds; mouth and dental cements; mouth and dental impression materials; mouth and dental composite materials; 
fixing materials for mouth and dental purposes; materials for mouth and dental fillings.

Cl.9;Measuring or testing machines and instruments; laboratory apparatus and instruments; salivary testing apparatus 
and instruments for scientific or research use; oral testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or research use; 
computer software; electronic publications.

Cl.10;Medical apparatus and instruments, other than walking aids, and crutches; dental apparatus; dental instruments; 
oral testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes; salivary testing apparatus and instruments for medical 
purposes; veterinary apparatus and instruments.

Cl.35;Retail services or wholesale services for diagnostic reagents for mouth and dentistry for scientific or research 
use; retail services or wholesale services for diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use in oral testing; retail 
services or wholesale services for diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use in salivary testing; retail services or 
wholesale services for reagent paper for mouth and dentistry, other than for medical or veterinary purposes; retail 
services or wholesale services for diagnostic reagent paper for mouth and dentistry for scientific or research use; retail 
services or wholesale services for diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use in salivary testing; retail 
services or wholesale services for diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use in oral testing; retail services or 
wholesale services for pharmaceutical preparations for mouth and dentistry; retail services or wholesale services for 
medicated mouth care preparations; retail services or wholesale services for medicinal preparations for the mouth; retail 
services or wholesale services for pharmaceutical preparations for dental purposes; retail services or wholesale services 
for medicated mouth treatment preparations; retail services or wholesale services for medical diagnostic reagents for use 
in oral testing; retail services or wholesale services for medical diagnostic reagents for use in salivary testing; retail 
services or wholesale services for veterinary preparations for mouth and dentistry; retail services or wholesale services 
for mouth and dental materials; retail services or wholesale services for measuring or testing machines and instruments 
for mouth and dentistry; retail services or wholesale services for laboratory apparatus and instruments for mouth and 
dentistry; retail services or wholesale services for salivary testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or research 
use; retail services or wholesale services for oral testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or research use; retail 
services or wholesale services for computer software relating to mouth and dental treatment; retail services or wholesale 
services for electronic publications relating to mouth and dental treatment; retail services or wholesale services for 
medical apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry; retail services or wholesale services for dental apparatus; 
retail services or wholesale services for dental instruments; retail services or wholesale services for oral testing 
apparatus and instruments for medical purposes; retail services or wholesale services for salivary testing apparatus and 
instruments for medical purposes; retail services or wholesale services for veterinary apparatus and instruments for 
mouth and dentistry.

Cl.37;Repair or maintenance of measuring and testing machines and instruments; repair or maintenance of laboratory 
apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of medical machines and apparatus; repair or maintenance of dental 
apparatus and instruments; repair or maintenance of oral testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes; repair 
or maintenance of salivary testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes; repair or maintenance of veterinary 
apparatus and instruments.

Cl.41;Educational and training services relating to mouth and dentistry; educational and training services relating to 
mouth treatment; educational and training services relating to mouth care; educational and training services relating to 
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dental treatment; educational and training services relating to dental care; educational and training services relating to 
esthetic mouth; educational and training services relating to esthetic dentistry; arranging, conducting and organization of 
seminars in the field of mouth and dentistry; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars in the field of mouth 
treatment; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars in the field of mouth care; arranging, conducting and 
organization of seminars in the field of dental treatment; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars in the field 
of dental care; arranging, conducting and organization of seminars in the field of esthetic mouth; arranging, conducting 
and organization of seminars in the field of esthetic dentistry; providing electronic publications in the field of mouth and 
dentistry; providing electronic publications in the field of mouth treatment; providing electronic publications in the field of 
mouth care; providing electronic publications in the field of dental treatment; providing electronic publications in the field 
of dental care; providing electronic publications in the field of esthetic mouth; providing electronic publications in the 
field of esthetic dentistry; providing or editing of electronic publications.

Cl.42;Computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer software relating to mouth and 
dentistry; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance of computer software for patient data 
management in connection with mouth and dental treatment; computer software design, computer programming, or 
maintenance of computer software for data management in connection with diagnostic reagents for scientific or research 
use in oral testing, diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use in salivary testing, diagnostic reagent paper for 
mouth and dentistry for scientific or research use, diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use in salivary 
testing, diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use in oral testing, pharmaceutical preparations for mouth and 
dentistry, medicated mouth care preparations, medicinal preparations for the mouth, pharmaceutical preparations for 
dental purposes, medicated mouth treatment preparations, medical diagnostic reagents for use in oral testing, medical 
diagnostic reagents for use in salivary testing, veterinary preparations for mouth and dentistry, mouth and dental 
materials, measuring or testing machines and instruments for mouth and dentistry, laboratory apparatus and instruments 
for mouth and dentistry, salivary testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or research use, oral testing apparatus 
and instruments for scientific or research use, electronic publications relating to mouth and dental treatment, medical 
apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry, dental apparatus, dental instruments, oral testing apparatus and 
instruments for medical purposes, salivary testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes, and veterinary 
apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance 
of computer software for user information management in connection with diagnostic reagents for scientific or research 
use in oral testing, diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use in salivary testing, diagnostic reagent paper for 
mouth and dentistry for scientific or research use, diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use in salivary 
testing, diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use in oral testing, mouth care preparations for scientific or 
research use, diagnostic preparations for the mouth for scientific or research use, pharmaceutical preparations for mouth 
and dentistry, medicated mouth care preparations, medicinal preparations for the mouth, pharmaceutical preparations for 
dental purposes, medicated mouth treatment preparations, medical diagnostic reagents for use in oral testing, medical 
diagnostic reagents for use in salivary testing, veterinary preparations for mouth and dentistry, mouth and dental 
materials, measuring or testing machines and instruments for mouth and dentistry, laboratory apparatus and instruments 
for mouth and dentistry, salivary testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or research use, oral testing apparatus 
and instruments for scientific or research use, electronic publications relating to mouth and dental treatment, medical 
apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry, dental apparatus, dental instruments, oral testing apparatus and 
instruments for medical purposes, salivary testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes, and veterinary 
apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry; computer software design, computer programming, or maintenance 
of computer software for management of data obtained from measuring or testing machines and instruments for mouth 
and dentistry, laboratory apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry, salivary testing apparatus and instruments 
for scientific or research use, oral testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or research use, electronic publications
relating to mouth and dental treatment, medical apparatus and instruments, dental apparatus, dental instruments, oral 
testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes, salivary testing apparatus and instruments for medical 
purposes, and veterinary apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry; creating or maintaining web sites for others 
relating to mouth and dentistry; creating or maintaining web sites for others relating to mouth treatment; creating or 
maintaining web sites for others relating to mouth care; creating or maintaining web sites for others relating to dental 
treatment; creating or maintaining web sites for others relating to dental care; creating or maintaining web sites for others 
relating to esthetic mouth; creating or maintaining web sites for others relating to esthetic dentistry; providing computer 
programs relating to mouth and dentistry; providing computer programs for patient data management in connection with 
mouth and dental treatment; providing computer programs for data management in connection with diagnostic reagents 
for scientific or research use in oral testing, diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use in salivary testing, 
diagnostic reagent paper for mouth and dentistry for scientific or research use, diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or 
research use in salivary testing, diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use in oral testing, mouth care 
preparations for scientific or research use, diagnostic preparations for the mouth for scientific or research use, 
pharmaceutical preparations for mouth and dentistry, medicated mouth care preparations, medicinal preparations for the 
mouth, pharmaceutical preparations for dental purposes, medicated mouth treatment preparations, medical diagnostic 
reagents for use in oral testing, medical diagnostic reagents for use in salivary testing, veterinary preparations for mouth 
and dentistry, mouth and dental materials, measuring or testing machines and instruments for mouth and dentistry, 
laboratory apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry, salivary testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or 
research use, oral testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or research use, electronic publications relating to 
mouth and dental treatment, medical apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry, dental apparatus, dental 
instruments, oral testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes, salivary testing apparatus and instruments for 
medical purposes, and veterinary apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry; providing computer programs for 
user information management in connection with diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use in oral testing, 
diagnostic reagents for scientific or research use in salivary testing, diagnostic reagent paper for mouth and dentistry for 
scientific or research use, diagnostic reagent paper for scientific or research use in salivary testing, diagnostic reagent 
paper for scientific or research use in oral testing, mouth care preparations for scientific or research use, diagnostic 
preparations for the mouth for scientific or research use, pharmaceutical preparations for mouth and dentistry, medicated 
mouth care preparations, medicinal preparations for the mouth, pharmaceutical preparations for dental purposes, 
medicated mouth treatment preparations, medical diagnostic reagents for use in oral testing, medical diagnostic reagents 
for use in salivary testing, veterinary preparations for mouth and dentistry, mouth and dental materials, measuring or 
testing machines and instruments for mouth and dentistry, laboratory apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry, 
salivary testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or research use, oral testing apparatus and instruments for 
scientific or research use, electronic publications relating to mouth and dental treatment, medical apparatus and 
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instruments for mouth and dentistry, dental apparatus, dental instruments, oral testing apparatus and instruments for 
medical purposes, salivary testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes, and veterinary apparatus and 
instruments for mouth and dentistry; providing computer programs for management of data obtained from measuring or 
testing machines and instruments for mouth and dentistry, laboratory apparatus and instruments for mouth and dentistry, 
salivary testing apparatus and instruments for scientific or research use, oral testing apparatus and instruments for 
scientific or research use, electronic publications relating to mouth and dental treatment, medical apparatus and 
instruments, dental apparatus, dental instruments, oral testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes, salivary 
testing apparatus and instruments for medical purposes, and veterinary apparatus and instruments for mouth and 
dentistry; repair or maintenance of computer software.

Cl.44;Dentistry services; medical services; hygienic and beauty care for human beings; providing mouth and dental 
information via the Internet; providing mouth treatment information via the Internet; providing mouth care information via 
the Internet; providing dental treatment information via the Internet; providing dental care information via the Internet; 
providing esthetic mouth information via the Internet; providing esthetic dentistry information via the Internet.
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3962360    05/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425172]
InterDesign, Inc.

30725 Solon Industrial Parkway Solon OH 44139 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.6;Metal hooks for cabinets and drawers; hooks made of metal for use in a shower and secured by a suction cup; 
metal goods, namely, metal clothing hooks, adhesive mounted metal hooks, screw-mounted metal hooks, suction-
mounted metal hooks, metal hooks, metal hooks for hanging keys, metal bathroom baskets of common metals, magnetic 
metal hooks, metal baskets of common metals, metal baskets of common metals for holding mail; metal magnetic 
squeeze clip closures for bags, notes, photographs, memos; magnetic metal storage hooks; metal over the door hooks; 
metal magnetic squeeze clip closures; general purpose metal storage units.

Cl.9;Magnets; magnetic memo holders in the nature of a decorative magnet.

Cl.11;Electric bathroom nightlights; electric night lights; hair dryer holders specially adapted to temporarily receive hair
dryers when not in use.

Cl.14;Battery-operated clocks; boxes for storing and organizing jewelry.

Cl.16;Desktop organizers; desktop mail and key organizer; magnetic memo holders in the nature of organizer pockets 
for stationery use.

Cl.17;Adhesive bath tub appliques in the nature of rubber non-slip dots and treads for application to the floor of a bath 
tub to prevent slipping.

Cl.20;Shower curtain hooks made of metal; magazine holders and racks; magazine holders mountable over toilet tanks; 
shower curtain hooks; shower curtain hooks for use on shower tensioning rods; tie racks; belt racks; wine racks; plastic 
boutique and tissue boxes for holding and dispensing tissue paper; clothes hangers; fogless mirrors; non-metal house 
wares, namely, non-metal clothing hooks, non-metal adhesive mounted hooks, non-metal screw-mounted hooks, non-
metal over the door hooks; plastic boxes; non-metal pegs; storage racks; storage racks in the nature of metal dividers for 
organizing clothing; storage racks in the nature of shoe organizers; storage racks in the nature of organizers for 
handbags, personal accessories, jewelry; wood and ceramic racks for clothing and accessories, namely, clothes racks, 
hat racks, coat racks, scarf racks, household apron racks, belt racks, tie racks; wood racks in the nature of storage racks; 
trays for organizing furniture drawers, cabinets, and vanities; drawer organizer dividers; household mirrors; plastic 
housewares, namely, self-adhesive utility storage hooks, self-adhesive mug hooks, self-adhesive multi-hook household 
storage racks; non-metal screw-mounted utility storage hooks; non-metal screw-mounted utility clothing hooks; non-
metal boxes for storage of household items; non-metal boxes for storage of clothing and personal accessories; non-metal 
boxes for use in organizing; non-metal boxes for use in organizing clothing, personal accessories, jewelry, household 
items; wooden housewares, namely, multi-peg utility storage racks, multi-peg mug racks; metal racks for clothing and 
accessories, namely, clothes racks, hat racks, coat racks, scarf racks, household apron racks, belt racks, tie racks; towel 
stands; sink grids for kitchen sink use in the nature of metal or plastic grids for protecting the bottom of a sink from 
dishes and silverware; sink mats; corner shelves for sinks; sink protection mats; drain board mats in the nature of sink 
mats; plastic housewares, namely, self-adhesive multi-hook racks; non-metal screw-mounted utility hooks for household 
use, namely, storage and clothing; non-metal containers and boxes for storage, namely, wood and plastic storage boxes; 
non-metal containers and boxes for organizing household goods, namely, wood and plastic storage boxes; wooden 
housewares, namely, drawer organizers, boutique boxes, vanity trays and peg racks; non-metal magnetic squeeze clip 
closures; plastic container closures; non-metal pegs, storage racks, wood and ceramic racks for clothing, coats, hats, 
jackets, and scarves; racks of wood for household use, namely, storage racks; drawer organizer trays; furniture; storage 
units comprising drawers; shower tension rods; plastic shower curtain hooks; metal racks for dishes, metal racks for 
clothing hats, aprons, coats, jackets, scarves, brooms, mops, dustpans, and umbrellas; towel stands; metal over the door 
storage racks; magnetic non-metal storage hooks; household utensils, namely, sink saddles in the nature of sink mats for 
sink protection, mug storage racks for organizing cabinets, plastic arch clips in the nature of clips for sealing household 
containers, broom holders in the nature of closet storage organizing racks; plate racks; storage racks for drinking 
glasses.
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Cl.21;Soap dispensers, namely, pumps and dispensers for household use comprising a metal pump and bottle for 
dispensing soap and other liquids at or near sinks; dispensers with pumps for dispensing soap and other similar 
household or commercial liquids at or near sinks; over cabinet towel bars in the nature of towel bars which are securable 
to a cabinet or which hang over the top of a cabinet; plastic suction mounted towel bars; spoon rests; metal and non-
metal plastic suction mounted baskets, namely, hanging wire baskets for straddling a double sink and wire baskets 
securable to sinks for draining scrubbers; over the toilet tank toilet paper containers and holders for household use; toilet 
bowl brushes and holders; combination sponge caddy and soap dispenser with pump; plungers for clearing blocked 
drains; turntables in the nature of countertop valets having turnable tops for kitchen and household use and lazy susans; 
household accessories, namely, metal racks for drying dishes, squeegees, sponge trays, flatware holders in the nature of 
kitchen containers, metal toilet tissue holders, metal tissue holders in the nature of tissue boxes for holding and 
dispensing tissue paper, metal towel rings, household metal paper towel holders; housewares, namely, paper towel 
holders; napkin rings; household wooden paper towel holders; trivets; plastic baskets for household purposes; plastic 
bath racks; plastic dish drying racks; beverageware; bottles sold empty; plastic coasters; boxes for dispensing paper 
towels for household use; all-purpose portable household containers; soap containers; household containers for coffee 
packets, eggs, spices; containers for household or kitchen use; beverageware, namely, cups, plastic cups, drinking 
vessels; household utensils, namely, drain board mats for dish drying, scrubber and sponge holders, sink trays in the 
nature of trays for household purposes, mug storage trees, pails, soap cradles in the nature of holders for soap, sponge 
cradles in the nature of holders for sponge, scrub pad holders, dish drainers in the nature of dish drying racks, hanging 
baskets for straddling a double sink, and baskets securable to sinks for draining scrubbers; metal bottles sold empty; 
metal trivets; plastic housewares, namely, beverageware coasters; wooden housewares namely, paper towel holders; 
drain board mats, namely, mats specially adapted for dish drainers to catch water runoff; dish drainers; laundry hampers 
for domestic or household use; laundry baskets; baskets for household purposes; laundry accessory organizers for 
household use, namely, caddies specially adapted to hold laundry cleaning supplies; trays for domestic purposes; 
shower caddies in the nature of shower tension caddies; caddies for holding mouthwash for household use; napkin 
holders; fruit bowls; spice racks; scoops for household purposes; plastic toilet tissue holders; storage racks, namely, 
multi-peg utility racks for storage of mugs; baskets for household use made of common metals that hang over kitchen 
cabinets; wooden bath accessories, namely, cup holders, shower caddies; wooden dish drying racks; wooden 
wastebaskets.

Cl.22;Shoe bags for storage; canvas bags for storage of shoes; cloth bags for storage.

Cl.24;Cloth and vinyl shower curtains.

Cl.27;Bath rugs, bath mats.
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Priority claimed from 22/12/2017; Application No. : 2017-167749 ;Japan 

3962361    24/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424978]
SATO HOLDINGS KABUSHIKI KAISHA

7-1, Shimomeguro 1-chome, Meguro-ku Tokyo 153-0064 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for data and document capture, storage and indexing; computer software for networking 
application; downloadable computer software; downloadable computer software for designing, printing and creating bar-
code labels, labels and tags; computer programs [downloadable software].

Cl.42;Cloud computing; providing temporary use of on-line non-downloadable operating software for accessing and 
using a cloud computing network; programming of operating software for accessing and using a cloud computing 
network; on-line data storage; rental of memory space on servers connected to the network for archiving electronic data; 
design, programming and maintenance of computer software; consultancy relating to the design, programming and 
maintenance of computer software; hosting computer software applications for others.
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Priority claimed from 31/05/2018; Application No. : 2018-072361 ;Japan 

3962362    11/06/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424993]
Panasonic Corporation

1006, Oaza Kadoma, Kadoma-shi Osaka 571-8501 Japan

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Visual display units; video display screens; electronic display panels; projection screens; electronic displays; 
digital signage; apparatus for recording, transmission, processing and reproduction of sound, images or data; television 
apparatus; audio players; video players; audio recorders; video recorders; audio speakers; telecommunication machines 
and apparatus; telecommunications transmitters; radio receivers and transmitters; illumination regulators; lighting 
control apparatus; light dimmers; electrical and electronic control apparatus and instruments; computers; computer 
software; computer software for use in operation and control of visual display units; computer software for use in 
operation and control of lamps and lighting fixtures.

Cl.11;Lamps; electric lamps; lampshades; lighting fixtures; lighting fixtures for decoration; lighting apparatus; 
illumination installations.
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Priority claimed from 23/10/2017; Application No. : 017380445 ;European Union 

3962370    19/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424657]
Intuit Inc.

2535 Garcia Avenue Mountain View CA 94043 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Computer software for bookkeeping, financial and business transaction processing management, financial and 
business transaction management, tax preparation and tax planning, business process management, and financial 
planning; computer software for use in the field of personal and business finance for project costing management; 
computer software for use in the management of payroll; computer software for administering employee payroll; 
computer software for use in the management of benefit plans, insurance plans, retirement plans, unemployment 
insurance plans, and pre-paid health care plans; computer software for customizing and managing invoices, recording 
payments, and issuing receipts; computer software for use in organizing, servicing and tracking sales, collections and 
receivables data; computer software for tracking income, expenses, sales, and profitability by business location, 
department, type of business, or other user set field; computer software for customer relationship management; 
computer software to calculate and charge sales tax and to create reports to pay sales tax to appropriate tax agencies; 
computer software for credit card invoicing and credit card payment processing; computer software for managing online 
bank accounts; computer software for controlling access to financial information via electronic permission settings; 
computer software to create, customize, print, export, and e-mail purchase orders; computer software to track time 
worked by subcontractors; computer software to create and manage budgets; computer software to create price quote 
estimates and transfer price quote estimates to invoices; computer software to automate creation of invoices; computer 
software to create, customize, print, export, and e-mail financial reports, business reports, balance sheets, profit and loss 
statements, cash flow statements, and taxable sales reports; computer software to create, print, and track checks and 
purchase orders; computer software to track sales, expenses, and payments; computer software to analyze the financial 
status of businesses and industries; computer software to manage customer lists, e-mail and print sales forms, and track 
running balances; computer software to import contacts and financial data from other electronic services and software; 
computer software for synchronizing data among computers and mobile devices; computer software for database 
management, data aggregation, data reporting, and data transmission; computer software for online backup of electronic 
files; computer software and hardware for use in transaction processing, accounting, receipt printing, customer 
relationship management, inventory management and operations management, all in the field of point of sale transactions 
and retail management; cash drawers, namely, cash registers; computer printers; point of sale printers and terminals; 
credit card and debit card readers and scanners; bar code readers and scanners; credit card and secure electronic 
transaction processing terminals and computer hardware; computer software for use in business finance management, 
printing invoices, financial reporting, and tax calculation; computer software for use in small business enterprise 
resource planning, job costing, sales quotation and tracking, purchase order creation and management, profit and loss 
calculation, budgeting, and forecasting; computer software for accounting; computer software for use in the field of 
personal and business finance for accounting and tax management; computer software for creating invoices; computer 
software to track time worked by employees; computer software for inventory management; computer software for use in 
accounting, online banking, payment processing, bill payment, creating invoices, tracking accounts receivable and 
accounts payable, and tax management; computer software for use in payroll processing and payroll tax preparation and 
filing; computer software for use in inventory management, estimating, sales management, employee time tracking and 
customer relationship management.

Cl.35;Online business management services in the field business finance; online accounting and bookkeeping 
services; providing payroll preparation, payroll tax assessment, and payroll tax filing services; member benefits program, 
namely, customer loyalty services for commercial, promotional and/or advertising purposes that provides a variety of 
amenities to member accounting professionals, computer consultants, tax professionals, and business consultants; 
administration of loyalty programs for member accountants; membership club services, namely, providing on-line 
information to members in the fields of branding, business development, business marketing, and marketing advertising; 
marketing consultation; online marketing and promotional services; online advertising of the goods and services of 
others; providing search engine marketing information; providing product and computer software discounts, namely, 
administration of a program for enabling participants to receive free product samples and enabling participants to obtain 
discounts on products and discounts on computer software.

Cl.36;Online credit card transaction processing services; payroll tax debiting services; online bill payment services.

Cl.41;Business, accounting, and computer software training services; providing educational courses to accountants in 
the fields of accounting, business, and computer software; providing training of accountants, bookkeepers, and business 
managers for certification in the fields of accounting, business and computer software.

Cl.42;Providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for accounting, bookkeeping, online financial and 
business transaction processing management, financial and business transaction management, tax preparation and tax 
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planning, business process management, and financial planning; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 
software for use in the field of personal and business finance for accounting, project costing management and tax 
management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in the management of payroll; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for administering employee payroll; providing temporary 
use of online non-downloadable software for use in the management of benefit plans, insurance plans, retirement plans, 
unemployment insurance plans, and pre-paid health care plans; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 
software for creating, customizing, and managing invoices, recording payments, and issuing receipts; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in organizing, servicing and tracking sales, collections and 
receivables data; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for tracking income, expenses, sales, and
profitability by business location, department, type of business, or other user set field; providing temporary use of online 
non-downloadable software for customer relationship management; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable 
software to calculate and charge sales tax and to create reports to pay sales tax to appropriate tax agencies; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software for credit card invoicing and credit card payment processing; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for managing online bank accounts; providing temporary 
use of online non-downloadable software for controlling access to financial information via electronic permission 
settings; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to create, customize, print, export, and e-mail 
purchase orders; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to track time worked by employees and 
subcontractors; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to create and manage budgets; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software to create price quote estimates and transfer price quote estimates to 
invoices; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software to automate creation of invoices; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software to create, customize, print, export, and e-mail financial reports, 
business reports, balance sheets, profit and loss statements, cash flow statements, and taxable sales reports; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software to create, print, and track checks and purchase orders; providing 
temporary use of online non-downloadable software to track sales, expenses, and payments; providing temporary use of 
online non-downloadable software to analyze the financial status of businesses and industries; providing temporary use 
of online non-downloadable software to manage customer lists, e-mail and print sales forms, and track running balances; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for inventory management; providing temporary use of 
online non-downloadable software to import contacts and financial data from other electronic services and software; 
providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for synchronizing data among computers and mobile 
devices; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for database management, data aggregation, data 
reporting, and data transmission; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for online backup of 
electronic files; providing temporary use of online non-downloadable software for use in transaction processing, 
accounting, receipt printing, customer relationship management, inventory management and operations management, all 
in the field of point of sale transactions and retail management; technical support services, namely, troubleshooting of 
computer software problems, web sites, online services, web and online application problems, mobile application 
problems, and network problems; computer software technical support services; computer services, namely, 
synchronizing data among computers and mobile devices; computer consultation services; data hosting services; 
hosting software for use by others for use in managing, organizing and sharing data on computer server on a global 
computer network.
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3962376    24/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424408]
gke GmbH

Auf der Lind 10 65529 Waldems Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Biological agents for laboratories, except for medical and veterinary purposes; biological test substances (spores), 
applied to carrier material or in suspension, for the control of the effectiveness of automated sterilization processes; 
chemical test materials, applied to labels, for the control of the effectiveness of mechanical cleaning processes; chemical 
test substances, applied to labels, for the control of the effectiveness of automated sterilization processes; chemical test 
paper; indicator strips, also in the form of labels, made of paper.

Cl.9;Laboratory device, namely PCD (Process Challenge Device)-apparatus for the control of the effectiveness of 
sterilization processes on goods, which serve medical, pharmaceutical or microbiological purposes; laboratory device, 
namely PCD (Process Challenge Device)-apparatus for the control of the effectiveness of mechanical cleaning processes.

Cl.16;Registers, labels, envelopes made of paper for the registration of control results.

Cl.35;Outsourced management services for companies.

Cl.41;Instruction on matters of hygiene in medical, therapeutic and/or care facilities and for equipments, especially of 
the use of detection systems for the effectiveness of cleaning and sterilizing of critical goods; organization and conduct 
of seminars as well as participation in training and education events for staff members in the field of treatment of medical 
devices, namely cleaning and sterilization.

Cl.42;Composing of technical texts; research in the field of bacteriology; research in the field of chemistry; research 
and development services in terms of new products for third parties in the field of bacteriology and chemistry; research 
on and development of processes for the proof of the effectiveness of sterilization and/or cleaning of goods serving 
medical, pharmaceutical or microbiological purposes.
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3962378    18/09/2017
[International Registration No. : 1425169]
NEKTAR NATURA d.o.o.

Ekslerjeva Ulica 8 SI-1241 Kamnik Slovenia

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Systems for dispensing beverages, namely beverage and juice dispensers and dispensing equipment (machinery 
incorporating linkages and taps for drawing alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages); pressurised apparatus for 
dispensing non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, beer and wine; automatic vending machines.

Cl.9;Scientific, nautical, surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking 
(supervision), life-saving and teaching apparatus and instruments; apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, 
transforming, accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity; apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of 
sound or images; magnetic data carriers, recording discs; mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; cash registers, 
calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers; computer aided apparatus for dispensing non-
alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, beer and wine; control apparatus for dispensing beverages; refractometers; apparatus 
for personnel control; electronic certificates and electronic publications, downloadable through a network or the Internet.

Cl.11;Apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, water supply and 
sanitary purposes; heating apparatus for dispensing beverages; electric heating apparatus; pasteurisers; beverages 
cooling apparatus; cooling installations for liquids; refrigerating apparatus and machines.

Cl.29;Peanut milk (non-alcoholic beverage); milk of almonds (beverage); milk of almonds.

Cl.30;Tea; cocoa; sugar; spices; relish; golden syrup; ice; ginger; edible ices; cocoa; cocoa products; cocoa beverages 
with milk; ice for refreshment; natural or artificial ice; iced tea; sea water for cooking; chocolate-based beverages; cocoa 
beverages; tea based beverages; relish (condiment); malt extracts limited to malt extracts not meant for coffee and coffee 
beverages; infusions, not medicinal; thickening agents for cooking; frozen yogurt [confectionery ices].

Cl.32;Non-alcoholic aperitifs; cider (non-alcoholic); essences for making beverages; aerated water; preparations for 
making aerated water; ginger ale; extracts of hops for making beer; isotonic beverages; beer wort; non alcoholic cocktail 
mixes; liqueurs (preparations for making -); lemonades; lithia water; mineral water (beverages); mineral and aerated 
waters and other non-alcoholic drinks; mineral water (preparations for making -); non-alcoholic beverages containing 
fruit; must; grape must (unfermented); table waters; non-alcoholic drinks, except coffee; non-alcoholic fruit beverages; 
tomato juice beverages; non-alcoholic drinks made of honey; whey beverages; beers; malt beer; powders for effervescing 
beverages; preparations for making beverages; kvass; non-alcoholic fruit extracts; non-alcoholic fruit nectars; fruit 
juices; sarsaparilla (soft drink); seltzer water; syrups and other preparations for making beverages; syrups for lemonade; 
syrups for beverages; malt wort; sodas; sorbets [beverages]; pastilles for effervescing beverages; waters (beverages); 
vegetable juices [beverages]; non-alcoholic aperitifs; quality concentrated fruit juices with 20% to 100% fruit.

Cl.33;Alcoholic beverages (except beers); alcoholic essences; fortified wine; alcoholic fruit drinks; alcoholic extracts; 
aperitifs; arak (brandy made of rice or sugar cane plant produced in the east); curacao; kirsch; digestives (liqueurs and 
spirits); gin; bitters; perry; cider; anise (liqueur); anisette (liqueur); cocktails; liqueurs; mead; peppermint liqueurs; rice 
alcohol; rum; fruit extracts, alcoholic; sake; wines; brandy; piquette; whisky; vodka; distilled beverages.

Cl.35;Advertising; business management; business administration; office functions; wholesale and retail of non-
alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, juices, beer, coffee and foodstuffs; wholesale and retail sale, including web wholesale 
and retail web sale of systems for dispensing beverages (machinery, linkages and taps for drawing), computer aided 
apparatus for dispensing beverages, apparatus for personnel control; wholesale and retail sale, including web wholesale 
and retail web sale of beverages (non-alcoholic beverages, concentrates, syrups and other raw materials for beverage 
production); wholesale and retail of non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, juices, coffee, beers and foodstuffs; 
wholesale and retail sale, including web wholesale and retail web sale of non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, juices, 
coffee, beers and foodstuffs; retail sale of non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, juices, coffee, beers and foodstuffs 
provided by means of mail order catalogue; on-line wholesale and retail sale over a computer network (e-commerce) of 
non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, juices, coffee and foodstuffs; advertising and promotion of sales of goods and 
services ordered by electronic media (e-shops); shopping assistance and consultancy in the nature of providing 
commercial information and advice for consumers over e-shops; marketing and promotion systems for dispensing 
beverages (machines, linkages and countertop taps for dispensing alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages), simple 
dispensing installations for dispensing non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, beers and wine, scientific, nautical, 
surveying, photographic, cinematographic, optical, weighing, measuring, signalling, checking (supervision), life-saving 
and teaching apparatus and instruments, apparatus and instruments for conducting, switching, transforming, 
accumulating, regulating or controlling electricity, apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or 
images, magnetic data carriers, recording discs, automatic vending machines and mechanisms for coin-operated 
apparatus, cash registers, calculating machines, data processing equipment and computers, computerised dispensing 
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installations for dispensing fruit juices, beers and wine, installations for controlling the dispensing of beverages, 
refractometers, installations for the supervision of bar staff, electronic certificates / certificates downloadable via a 
computer network (Internet), apparatus for lighting, heating, steam generating, cooking, refrigerating, drying, ventilating, 
water supply and sanitary purposes, heated dispensing installations, electric heating installations, pasteurisers, 
apparatus for cooling beverages, freezing equipment for liquids, refrigerating apparatus and machines, coffee, tea, cocoa, 
sugar, spices, flavourings, artificial coffee, treacle, ice, ginger (spice), edible ices, cocoa, cocoa products, cocoa 
beverages with milk, coffee - unroasted, coffee flavourings, artificial coffee, coffee beverages with milk, ice for 
refreshment, ice – natural or artificial, iced tea, seawater for cooking, chocolate-based beverages, cocoa-based 
beverages, coffee-based beverages, tea-based beverages, relish, malt extract for food, infusions – not medicinal, 
thickening agents for cooking foodstuffs, frozen yoghurt (confectionery ices), aperitifs, non-alcoholic, cider, non-
alcoholic, essences for making beverages, aerated water, preparations for making aerated water, ginger ale, extracts of 
hops for making beer, isotonic beverages, beer wort, peanut milk (soft drink), cocktails, non-alcoholic, preparations for 
making liqueurs, lemonades, Lithia water, milk of almonds (beverages), mineral water (beverages), mineral water and 
soda water and other non-alcoholic beverages, preparations for making mineral water, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages,
must, grape must, unfermented, table waters, non-alcoholic beverages, non-alcoholic fruit juice beverages, tomato juice 
(beverage), non-alcoholic honey-based beverages, whey beverages, beers, malt beer, powders for effervescing 
beverages, preparations for making beverages, kvass (non-alcoholic beverages), fruits extracts, non-alcoholic, fruit 
nectars, non-alcoholic, fruit sauces, sarsaparilla (soft drink), seltzer water, syrups and other preparations for making 
beverages, orgeat, syrups for lemonade, syrups for beverages, malt wort, soda water, sherbets (beverages), pastilles for 
effervescing beverages, waters (beverages), vegetable juices (beverages), aperitifs, non-alcoholic, fruit juice beverages 
with 20 to 100% fruit content, alcoholic beverages (except beers), alcoholic essences, spirits (beverages), alcoholic fruit 
beverages, alcoholic extracts, aperitifs, arak, curacao, kirsch, digesters (liqueurs and spirits), gin, bitters, perry, cider, 
anise (liqueur), anisette (liqueur), cocktails, liqueurs, hydromel (mead), peppermint liqueurs, rice alcohol, rum, alcoholic 
fruits extracts, sake, wine, brandy, piquette, whisky, vodka, distilled beverages, advertising, business management, 
business administration, office functions, wholesale and retail sale of juices, beers, coffee and foodstuffs, sales systems 
serving alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages (machines, networks, and bar taps), computer devices for dispensing 
alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages, installations for the supervision of staff, dispensers for beverages (non-alcoholic 
beverages, fruit concentrates, syrups and other raw materials for the manufacturing of beverages), wholesale of juices, 
coffee, beers and foodstuffs to wholesalers and retailers, wholesale and retail sale of juices, coffee, beers and foodstuffs 
via traditional means, wholesale and retail sale of juices, coffee and foodstuffs, on-line wholesale and retail sale via a 
computer network (e-commerce) of the following: juices, coffee and foodstuffs, advertising and sales promotion of goods 
and services via electronic means (e-commerce), shopping assistance and consultancy in the nature of providing 
commercial information and advice for consumers over e-shops, advertising, business management, business 
administration, office functions relating to construction, repair, installation and services for the assembly, installation and 
service systems for the dispensing of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages (machines, networks, and bar taps), simple 
dispensing installations, computerised dispensing installations, installations for the supervision of staff, transport, 
transport brokerage, packaging and storing of goods, travel arrangement, delivery of goods, delivery of goods by mail 
order, storage information, transportation information, parcel delivery, packaging of goods, storage of goods, operating 
canal locks, storage, distribution of beverages, concentrates, syrups for making beverages, providing non-alcoholic 
beverages and delivery systems to hotels, restaurants, and catering companies, manufacturing of non-alcoholic and 
alcoholic beverages, manufacturing of fruit and vegetable juices, processed and preserved fruit and vegetables, cocoa 
production, chocolate and confectionery, production of spices, flavourings and other seasonings, production of 
homogenised food preparations and dietetic foods, production of spirits, production of mineral waters and non-alcoholic 
beverages, production and processing of non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages in HACCP systems (from production to 
end-user), issuing of certificates regarding construction, construction, repair, installation and services for the assembly, 
installation and service systems for the dispensing of alcoholic and non-alcoholic beverages (machines, networks, and 
bar taps), simple dispensing installations, computerized dispensing installations, installations for the supervision of staff, 
issuing of certificates regarding transport, transport brokerage, packaging and storing of goods, travel arrangement, 
delivery of goods, delivery of goods by mail order, storage information, transportation information, parcel delivery, 
packaging of goods, storage of goods, operating canal locks, storage, distribution of beverages, concentrates, syrups for 
making beverages, providing non-alcoholic beverages and delivery systems to hotels, restaurants, and catering 
companies; providing of information in relation to all the aforesaid services included in this class.

Cl.37;Building construction; repair; installation services; installation and service of systems for dispensing alcoholic 
and non-alcoholic beverages (machinery, linkage and taps), simple apparatus for dispensing beverages, computer aided 
apparatus for dispensing beverages, apparatus for personnel control.

Cl.39;Transport; transport brokerage; packaging and storage of goods; travel arrangement; delivery of goods; delivery 
of mail-order goods; storage information; transportation information; parcel delivery; packaging of goods; storage of 
goods; operating canal locks; storage; distribution in the nature of delivery of beverages, concentrates, syrup for making 
beverages; delivery of non-alcoholic beverages to hotels, restaurants and catering companies; delivery of alcoholic and 
non-alcoholic beverage dispensing systems.

Cl.40;Custom production of non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages; custom production of fruit and vegetable juices; 
processing and preserving fruit and vegetables; custom production of cocoa, chocolate and sugar products; custom 
production of various spices, flavourings and other additives; custom production of homogenised food and diet food; 
custom production of spirits; custom production of mineral water and non-alcoholic beverages; Hazard Analysis and 
Critical Control Points (HACCP) system custom production and processing of non-alcoholic and alcoholic beverages, 
with HACCP being a systematic preventive approach to food safety from biological, chemical and physical hazards in 
production processes that can cause the finished product to be unsafe, that designs measurements to reduce these risks 
to a safe level.
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3962379    21/02/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424422]
The Rhodes Trust

Rhodes House, South Parks Road Oxford OX1 3RG United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Business administration services; business management services; office function services; marketing services; 
public relation services; database management services; business research services; conducting, organising and 
arranging of exhibitions for commercial purposes; administration of educational programs in the nature of awarding 
grants and fellowships; administration of education and professional development programs; promoting public 
awareness in the fields of education, educational and professional exchange programs; lobbying services for commercial 
purposes for students, faculty and educational institutions; publicity services for sponsors of education-related 
scholarships, grants, fellowships and financial assistance; business advice; business advice on current thinking as to the 
most effective methods of teaching information; strategic planning and business advisory services provided to 
educational institutions and sponsors of education-related scholarships, grants, fellowships and financial assistance; 
conducting market research relating to international education, information and advisory services relating to all the 
aforesaid services; computerised business information services; provision any of the aforesaid services via a website; 
information provided online from a computer database or from the Internet relating to any of the aforesaid services; 
information, consultancy and advisory services relating to any and all of the aforesaid services.

Cl.36;Financial services; charitable fundraising services; credit card services; provision of loans; financing of projects; 
issuance of loyalty and credit cards; fundraising services; charitable collections; management of charitable funds; 
financial provision and management of educational scholarships, grants, fellowships and financial assistance; financial 
consulting services in the field of education-related scholarships, grants, fellowships and financial assistance; financial 
services in relation to the provision of education-related scholarships, grants, fellowships and financial assistance; 
research services in the field of financial assistance programs; assessment services, namely, assessing and evaluating 
the effectiveness of financial assistance programs; financial consulting and advisory services in the fields of education-
related scholarships, grants, fellowships and financial assistance; tax services; tax management consulting and 
preparation of tax documents for education-related scholarship, grant, fellowship and financial assistance sponsors and 
recipients; computerised financial information services; financial services, namely, finance management and financial 
consulting for educational scholarship, grant, fellowship and financial assistance sponsors and recipients; information 
provided online from a computer database or from the Internet relating to any of the aforesaid services; information, 
consultancy and advisory services relating to any and all of the aforesaid services.

Cl.41;Educational services; provision of training; provision of educational advisory services; provision of residential 
courses; organisation of education and/or entertainment events and activities; organisation of competitions, events, 
exhibitions, symposia, seminars and concerts; arranging and conducting of workshops; vocational training; provision of 
recreational facilities; entertainment services; provision of examination services; provision of educational instruction 
materials; providing on-line electronic publications (not downloadable); publication of texts, books, pamphlets, 
magazines and or electronic books and journals online; training and workshops in the fields of scholarship development, 
scholarship management, educational, international education opportunities and programs; arranging and conducting 
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workshops and training in the fields of education-related data collection and dissemination; training in the fields of 
scholarship management and the management of educational exchange and study abroad programs; conducting 
research in the field of education, educational and professional exchange programs, and study abroad programs; 
developing academic curriculums and programs, and criteria for admissions, for educators and educational institutions; 
consulting services in the fields of education, the development of academic curriculums and programs, and criteria for 
admissions, for educators and educational institutions; educational testing services; language training; research services 
in the field of education-related scholarships, grants and fellowships; assessment services, namely, assessing and 
evaluating the effectiveness of education-related scholarships, grants and fellowships; professional consultancy and 
research services all relating to education; professional consultancy services in the fields of education; computerised 
educational information services; information provided online from a computer database or from the Internet relating to 
any of the aforesaid services; information, consultancy and advisory services relating to any and all of the aforesaid 
services.

Cl.42;Research and development services; computerised scientific and technological information services; hosting of 
web-sites relating to any of the aforesaid services; hosting of web-sites; information provided online from a computer 
database or from the Internet relating to any of the aforesaid services; information, consultancy and advisory services 
relating to any and all of the aforesaid services.
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3962385    23/01/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424325]
Ashbury Labelling Limited

Lower Ground, 40 Holborn Viaduct London EC1N 2PB United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.35;Consultancy and advisory services in relation to reducing business times.

Cl.41;Translation services.

Cl.45;Consultancy services relating to legal affairs; consultancy services in relation to the legality of claims on 
packaging; reviewing standards and practices to assure compliance with laws and regulations.
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Priority claimed from 12/04/2018; Application No. : 017886768 ;European Union 

3962417    04/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425101]
Croda International Plc

Cowick Hall, Snaith Goole DN14 9AA United Kingdom

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.1;Chemicals for use in industry; chemicals for use in personal care compositions; chemicals for use in skin care 
products; chemicals for use in hair care products; chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of skin care and/or 
hair care products; high purity chemical ingredients for use in the manufacture of personal care products; plant extracts 
in the form of naturally derived oils (other than essential oils) for use as an ingredient (s) in the manufacturing of personal 
care products.

Cl.3;Naturally derived oils for use as ingredients in personal care products.
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Priority claimed from 31/01/2018; Application No. : 718398 ;Switzerland 

3962430    06/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425270]
Omega SA (Omega AG) (Omega Ltd.)

Jakob-Stämpfli-Strasse 96 CH-2502 Biel/Bienne Switzerland

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Smartwatches, smartwatches with payment functions; spectacles, sunglasses, magnifying glasses; cases for 
spectacles, sunglasses and magnifying glasses.

Cl.14;Precious metals and their alloys and goods made of these materials or coated therewith included in this class, 
namely figurines, trophies; jewelry, namely rings, earrings, cuff links, bracelets, charms, brooches, chains, necklaces, tie 
pins, tie clips, jewelry caskets (cases), cases; precious stones; semi-precious stones; timepieces and chronometric 
instruments namely chronometers, chronographs, clocks, watches, wristwatches, wall clocks, alarm clocks as well as 
parts and accessories for the aforesaid goods namely hands, anchors, pendulums, barrels, watch cases, watch straps, 
watch dials, clockworks, watch chains, movements for timepieces, watch springs, watch glasses, presentation cases for 
timepieces, cases for timepieces.
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Priority claimed from 05/02/2018; Application No. : 30 2018 101 342.2 ;Germany 

3962432    12/07/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425406]
UNGERER Technology GmbH

Kandelstrasse 20 75179 Pforzheim Germany

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.7;Metal working machines, in particular straightening machines for sheets, strips and profiles; flying shears (electric) 
for cutting strips; cut-to-length and slitting machines for sheets; stretching and bending straightening machines, levelling 
machines, rewinding machines and mechanically driven rewinding devices.

Cl.9;Electrical and electronic equipment, apparatus and instruments, control apparatus and measuring instruments; 
Programmed machine-readable data carriers and data processing devices for electronic controls and computer controls 
of machines and machinery, all aforementioned goods, in particular for metalworking machines, in particular 
straightening machines for metal sheets, strips and profiles, for flying shears (electrical) for cutting strips, for cut-to-
length and slitting machines for metal sheets, for stretching and bending straightening machines, for levelling machines 
as well as for rewinding machines and mechanically driven rewinding devices; all aforementioned goods as far as 
included in this class.
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Priority claimed from 04/05/2018; Application No. : 3717372 ;Spain 

3962451    10/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425323]
STARTUP BUILDING CORPORATION, S.L.

Rodríguez Arias, 6-5° E-48008 Bilbao (Bízkaia) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound 
recording and optical disks; compact disks (audio-video); mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; calculating 
machines, data processing equipment and computers; software; electronic publications (electronically downloadable); 
software applications downloadable for mobile devices; downloadable software applications; downloadable computer 
applications.

Cl.35;Advertising services; commercial business management services; commercial administration services; office 
functions; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; computer management of data; 
subscription to electronic newspapers.

Cl.41;Entertainment and educational services; organization of sporting and cultural activities; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; editing of texts (other than advertising texts); online electronic 
publications (not downloadable telematically); electronic publication of books and periodicals on line (not downloadable); 
publication of books; preparation of news programs for broadcast.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services in the field of information 
technology; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computers and computer programs 
(software); design and development of software in the field of applications for mobile telephones and computers.
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Priority claimed from 14/11/2017; Application No. : 87684114 ;United States of America 

3962453    14/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424332]
15Five, Inc.

3053 Fillmore Street, 279 San Francisco CA 94123 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Downloadable computer software for managing employee engagement and performance for use in human 
resources and business management.

Cl.42;Providing technology that allows users to enter, access, and synthesize information and generate reports for use 
in businesses and management, via an interactive website; providing temporary use of non-downloadable software that 
allows users to enter, access, and synthesize information and generate reports for use in businesses and management.
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Priority claimed from 04/05/2018; Application No. : 3717363 ;Spain 

3962456    10/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1425324]
STARTUP BUILDING CORPORATION, S.L.

Rodríguez Arias, 6-5° E-48008 Bilbao (Bízkaia) Spain

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.9;Apparatus for recording, transmission or reproduction of sound or images; magnetic recording media, sound 
recording and optical disks; compact disks (audio-video); mechanisms for coin-operated apparatus; calculating 
machines, data processing equipment and computers; software; electronic publications (electronically downloadable); 
software applications downloadable for mobile devices; downloadable software applications; downloadable computer 
applications.

Cl.35;Advertising services; commercial business management services; commercial administration services; office 
functions; organization of exhibitions for commercial or advertising purposes; computer management of data; 
subscription to electronic newspapers.

Cl.41;Entertainment and educational services; organization of sporting and cultural activities; organization of 
exhibitions for cultural and educational purposes; editing of texts (other than advertising texts); online electronic 
publications (not downloadable telematically); electronic publication of books and periodicals on line (not downloadable); 
publication of books; preparation of news programs for broadcast.

Cl.42;Scientific and technological services as well as research and design services in the field of information 
technology; industrial analysis and research services; design and development of computers and computer programs 
(software); design and development of software in the field of applications for mobile telephones and computers.
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Priority claimed from 03/11/2017; Application No. : 2017-964 ;Leichtenstein 

3962463    03/05/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424279]
APPLE INC.

One Apple Park Way Cupertino CA 95014 United States of America

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.42;Design and development of computer hardware and software for video and music recognition; electronic data 
storage; providing computer hardware or software information online; computer software services, namely technical 
support services for video and music recognition software; providing on-line non-downloadable software for sound, 
video, and music recognition; providing online non-downloadable software enabling discovery, interaction with, and 
sharing of audio, video, printed, multimedia, or augmented reality content.

Cl.45;Online social networking services.
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3962468    05/04/2018
[International Registration No. : 1424926]
Beijing TOJOY SHARE Investment Management Co., Ltd.

No. 7, Xiuju Yuan, Bei Yuan Jia Yuan, Chaoyang District 100012 Beijing China

Proposed to be Used
IR DIVISION
Cl.16;Toilet paper; paper; copying paper (stationery); signboards of paper or cardboard; note books; tags for index 
cards; periodicals; books; pictures; plastic film for wrapping food; bookbinding material; stationery; ink; stamp pads; 
steel pens; adhesive bands for stationery or household purposes; drawing instruments; drawing materials; typewriters, 
electric or non-electric; teaching materials (except apparatus); architects' models.

Cl.35;Advertising; presentation of goods on communication media, for retail purposes; professional business 
consultancy; personnel management consultancy; organizing technology exhibitions for commercial or advertising 
purposes; sales promotion for others; relocation services for businesses; word processing; accounting; sponsorship 
search; drug retail or wholesale services.

Cl.36;Capital investment; art appraisal; insurance information; real estate management; brokerage; surety services; 
charitable fund raising; fiduciary; lending against security; issuance of tokens of value.

Cl.41;Instruction services; organizing fashion show for entertainment; mobile library services; publishing of video 
tapes; ticket agency services (entertainment); games equipment rental; production of radio and television programmes; 
health club services (health and fitness training); animal training; modelling for artists.
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
are available on the official website 
 
529095 624228 646756 649208 665762
778876 794548 810139 887847 902818
929587 938922 972077 1129651 1189611
1209627 1489576 1547988 1668815 1709120
1980064 2038525 2119775 2349455 2351834
2375716 2407331 2471195 2520273 2557034
2671813 2672780 2672805 2676689 2676691
2676956 2677150 2677846 2679136 2679891
2679935 2680355 2680866 2680883 2680884
2680888 2681132 2681300 2681310 2681329
2681390 2683260 2683263 2683264 2683265
2683334 2684238 2684337 2685235 2685236
2685238 2685239 2685395 2685473 2685640
2685939 2686565 2686621 2686798 2687278
2687279 2688691 2689719 2690427 2690428
2690430 2690991 2690992 2690996 2690997
2690998 2690999 2691003 2691010 2691024
2691100 2691678 2691794 2692176 2692524
2692525 2693182 2693187 2693724 2693773
2693774 2693775 2695402 2695458 2696119
2696389 2697235 2697674 2698119 2698120
2698121 2698455 2698456 2698502 2699433
2700376 2700671 2700692 2701449 2701717
2702385 2702459 2704404 2704884 2706125
2706195 2706368 2706552 2708158 2709542
2709544 2711032 2712313 2712766 2714672
2714698 2716789 2717568 2717640 2717752
2718042 2718654 2718818 2718819 2719243
2719322 2720127 2721776 2721777 2722090
2722123 2722653 2724823 2725444 2725954
2726039 2726134 2726135 2726281 2726806
2727232 2727300 2727304 2727375 2727406
2727643 2727904 2727982 2727985 2728256
2728620 2728638 2728773 2729413 2729457
2729465 2729589 2729597 2729659 2729868
2729916 2729960 2730115 2730392 2730410
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Following Trade Mark applications have been Registered and registration certificates 
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2730413 2730598 2731083 2731086 2731489
2731491 2731492 2731581 2731610 2731807
2731929 2732121 2732614 2732841 2732845
2732870 2733367 2733524 2733537 2733611
2733990 2734005 2734009 2734173 2734174
2734312 2734526 2734626 2734628 2735234
2735239 2735327 2735587 2735762 2735769
2735937 2735939 2736196 2736299 2736518
2736597 2736601 2736602 2736732 2737154
2737324 2737326 2737329 2737334 2737337
2737338 2737342 2737496 2737524 2737525
2737526 2737594 2737743 2737803 2738101
2738155 2738280 2739013 2739049 2739055
2739056 2739057 2739302 2739324 2739401
2739418 2739487 2739488 2739580 2739581
2739582 2739586 2739587 2739588 2739708
2739923 2740062 2740063 2740284 2740285
2740290 2740385 2740457 2740458 2740459
2740461 2740468 2740621 2740788 2740940
2741016 2741151 2741154 2741384 2741570
2741592 2741642 2741650 2741660 2741661
2741686 2741689 2741702 2741968 2742133
2742376 2742382 2742677 2742686 2742998
2743027 2743111 2743363 2743677 2743817
2743825 2744053 2744054 2744150 2744206
2744208 2744260 2744264 2744319 2744410
2744413 2744414 2744476 2744495 2744530
2744654 2744704 2744708 2744714 2744900
2744901 2744911 2745124 2745126 2745150
2745332 2745430 2745498 2745537 2745538
2745539 2745540 2745625 2745692 2745792
2746027 2746028 2746030 2746031 2746035
2746040 2746066 2746080 2746154 2746173
2746174 2746421 2746542 2746545 2746722
2746748 2746772 2747396 2747405 2747408
2747410 2747414 2747431 2747432 2747458
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2747490 2747492 2747497 2747502 2747635
2747643 2747695 2747725 2747728 2747747
2748184 2748202 2748402 2748413 2748929
2748940 2748966 2749376 2749471 2749473
2749476 2749543 2749545 2749551 2750095
2750098 2750101 2750103 2750105 2750299
2750405 2750416 2750453 2750596 2750780
2750787 2750809 2751010 2751310 2751317
2751326 2751336 2751344 2751352 2751471
2751566 2751578 2751638 2751751 2751873
2752196 2752292 2752540 2752665 2752670
2752716 2752814 2752817 2752818 2752819
2753322 2753394 2753505 2753584 2753641
2753643 2753645 2753764 2753920 2753959
2753976 2753979 2754334 2754516 2754625
2754715 2754799 2755059 2755060 2755107
2755120 2755214 2755221 2755222 2755224
2755230 2755290 2755391 2755450 2756330
2756333 2756334 2756392 2756410 2756419
2756420 2756424 2756811 2756812 2756850
2756930 2756931 2756936 2756942 2756948
2757336 2757353 2757354 2757381 2757494
2757497 2757708 2757834 2757914 2757937
2757984 2757992 2758106 2758125 2758127
2758283 2758341 2758979 2759399 2759457
2759473 2759494 2759933 2759937 2759939
2759942 2759944 2760046 2760094 2760205
2760207 2760416 2760641 2761055 2761068
2761070 2761072 2761073 2761130 2761131
2761172 2761174 2761289 2761792 2761793
2761968 2762073 2762096 2762109 2762116
2762169 2762172 2762396 2762406 2762570
2762836 2763234 2763494 2763512 2763781
2763914 2764050 2764381 2764768 2764856
2764930 2765091 2765093 2765112 2765113
2765424 2765498 2765656 2765657 2765712
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2765758 2765837 2765839 2765991 2766517
2766518 2766543 2766614 2766621 2766628
2766629 2766632 2766641 2766694 2766707
2767129 2767404 2767406 2767408 2767409
2767477 2767496 2767547 2767560 2767619
2767621 2767645 2767980 2768060 2768341
2768344 2768497 2768540 2768606 2768612
2768677 2768735 2768925 2768956 2769026
2769027 2769028 2769033 2769174 2769178
2769181 2769429 2769615 2769622 2770137
2770855 2770869 2771194 2771426 2771496
2771563 2771622 2771632 2771638 2771639
2771698 2771699 2771700 2771722 2771825
2771826 2771909 2771912 2771913 2771987
2771991 2772161 2772233 2772314 2772315
2772318 2772319 2772321 2772328 2772336
2772337 2772338 2772432 2772488 2772901
2772910 2772912 2772913 2772915 2773180
2773417 2773810 2773811 2773813 2773815
2773816 2773818 2773819 2773826 2773827
2773828 2773829 2773831 2773834 2773837
2773838 2773839 2773840 2773861 2773863
2773864 2774164 2774304 2774305 2774311
2774503 2774565 2774673 2774674 2774675
2774677 2775071 2775077 2775165 2775404
2775405 2775406 2775597 2775599 2775601
2775608 2775610 2775691 2776000 2776316
2776317 2776400 2776499 2776673 2776676
2776755 2776950 2776952 2776954 2776955
2776973 2776974 2777066 2777068 2777069
2777070 2777077 2777208 2777465 2777506
2777509 2777510 2777566 2778991 2779011
2779015 2779039 2779325 2779404 2779586
2779588 2779604 2779901 2779906 2779917
2779923 2780219 2780961 2781091 2781100
2781661 2781669 2781952 2782062 2782312
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2782559 2782770 2782795 2783056 2783096
2783350 2783351 2783352 2783353 2783354
2783355 2783357 2783358 2783360 2783361
2783371 2783865 2784095 2784258 2784268
2784278 2784400 2784475 2784482 2784502
2784505 2784854 2784855 2784906 2785302
2785304 2785502 2785814 2786509 2787143
2787663 2788241 2788242 2788244 2788419
2788425 2788450 2788709 2788987 2789058
2789196 2789201 2789230 2790126 2790353
2790416 2790417 2790505 2790509 2790563
2790672 2791271 2791273 2791351 2791354
2791418 2791516 2791517 2791668 2791771
2792001 2792009 2792053 2792197 2792756
2792763 2793431 2793480 2793528 2793600
2793842 2793849 2794283 2794296 2795436
2796695 2800926 2800927 2802518 2808752
2809526 2809751 2809753 2816647 2819362
2825362 2829126 2829510 2829511 2829517
2829560 2829781 2833688 2836985 2838296
2838301 2842604 2843353 2843355 2848534
2850214 2851831 2852648 2856501 2861475
2861518 2861546 2861557 2861570 2861657
2861721 2861745 2861887 2861904 2861918
2861928 2861948 2861957 2861996 2862050
2862067 2862070 2862074 2862099 2862101
2862172 2862173 2862174 2862181 2862200
2862201 2862202 2862233 2862271 2862307
2862315 2862367 2862371 2862372 2862373
2862378 2862381 2862411 2862415 2862416
2862417 2862586 2862662 2862666 2862668
2862672 2862749 2862773 2862775 2862776
2862791 2862792 2862794 2862796 2862804
2862818 2862821 2862822 2862823 2862824
2862875 2862877 2862878 2862884 2863027
2863231 2863232 2863233 2863292 2863295
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2863297 2863298 2863306 2863323 2863324
2863329 2863365 2863373 2863474 2863476
2863477 2863478 2863484 2863741 2863801
2863826 2863827 2863828 2863829 2863879
2863880 2863881 2863883 2863927 2863944
2863954 2863955 2863962 2864005 2864006
2864016 2864055 2864075 2864117 2864188
2864252 2864253 2864260 2864407 2864496
2864499 2864511 2864517 2864536 2864537
2864538 2864539 2864540 2864717 2864719
2864743 2864750 2864752 2864753 2864755
2864772 2864858 2864859 2864860 2864903
2865020 2865033 2865038 2865066 2865101
2865315 2865320 2865325 2865327 2865330
2865331 2865332 2865333 2865334 2865339
2865373 2865434 2865441 2865453 2865455
2865456 2865461 2865465 2865470 2865544
2865546 2865547 2865548 2865550 2865591
2865603 2865604 2865612 2865613 2865616
2865634 2865727 2865938 2866092 2866096
2866145 2866146 2866148 2866154 2866155
2866170 2866171 2866201 2866206 2866210
2866231 2866261 2866300 2866310 2866392
2866393 2866395 2866448 2866482 2866501
2866507 2866508 2866583 2866601 2866609
2866613 2866665 2866674 2866684 2866685
2866946 2866949 2866951 2866954 2866956
2866969 2866977 2867003 2867013 2867015
2867033 2867045 2867046 2867049 2867058
2867059 2867060 2867063 2867090 2867092
2867095 2867196 2867250 2867253 2867255
2867256 2867271 2867273 2867275 2867277
2867278 2867355 2867356 2867601 2867607
2867735 2867814 2867946 2867969 2867971
2867990 2868014 2868015 2868056 2868082
2868085 2868148 2868149 2868314 2868319
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2868322 2868324 2868326 2868329 2868382
2868385 2868386 2868387 2868389 2868390
2868394 2868425 2868585 2868586 2868638
2868670 2868786 2868787 2868848 2868997
2868998 2869000 2869094 2869119 2869143
2869218 2869245 2869253 2869288 2869331
2869334 2869336 2869340 2869341 2869404
2869427 2869660 2869667 2869726 2869728
2869729 2869740 2869827 2869899 2869901
2869903 2870019 2870035 2870051 2870054
2870055 2870057 2870059 2870062 2870063
2870068 2870072 2870073 2870074 2870077
2870083 2870084 2870085 2870087 2870088
2870091 2870092 2870125 2870128 2870268
2870355 2870366 2870372 2870373 2870374
2870394 2870395 2870404 2870408 2870409
2870410 2870415 2870514 2870525 2870529
2870546 2870550 2870558 2870559 2870563
2870641 2870705 2870791 2870828 2870829
2870836 2870840 2870841 2870843 2870875
2870877 2870950 2871021 2871129 2871132
2871141 2871190 2871204 2871250 2871321
2871382 2871384 2871580 2871631 2871723
2871733 2871958 2872038 2872125 2872126
2872127 2872128 2873250 2878800 2886665
2886678 2889742 2909364 2911717 2912028
2915217 2923441 2923442 2925114 2925254
2925290 2929260 2930162 2930751 2931103
2931105 2931867 2933958 2934179 2935173
2935178 2935179 2935625 2936634 2936994
2936995 2937029 2937384 2937385 2937386
2937387 2937709 2937728 2937733 2937737
2937738 2937747 2937748 2937754 2937755
2937756 2937757 2938050 2938232 2938760
2938782 2939485 2939789 2940042 2940046
2940410 2940609 2940697 2940699 2940700
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2940703 2940738 2940823 2940847 2941093
2941203 2941204 2941337 2941449 2941478
2941866 2942064 2942204 2942206 2942209
2942224 2942683 2943383 2943405 2943408
2943409 2943506 2943630 2943632 2943635
2943955 2944313 2944617 2944747 2944805
2944854 2944857 2944945 2945415 2945416
2945677 2945678 2945681 2945744 2945746
2945754 2945775 2945777 2945778 2945780
2945785 2945788 2945789 2945790 2945801
2945803 2945804 2945839 2945840 2946137
2946392 2946398 2946407 2947253 2947254
2947702 2947711 2947718 2947760 2947822
2947841 2947842 2947969 2947972 2947975
2947980 2950024 2950332 2950333 2950335
2950863 2951170 2951172 2951482 2951600
2952055 2952061 2952063 2952076 2952529
2952534 2952536 2952537 2952538 2954502
2954508 2954509 2954512 2954515 2954517
2954523 2954524 2954525 2954531 2954538
2954540 2954541 2954668 2955035 2955292
2955561 2955643 2956143 2956209 2956212
2956221 2956223 2956224 2956587 2956597
2956852 2956878 2956998 2957391 2957505
2957550 2957556 2957557 2957559 2957561
2957612 2957857 2957864 2957868 2957876
2957880 2957939 2958255 2958270 2958296
2958297 2958298 2958300 2958304 2958410
2958414 2958416 2958419 2958421 2958425
2958541 2958545 2959312 2959741 2960092
2960124 2960162 2960224 2960705 2960773
2960778 2961555 2961556 2961557 2961564
2961565 2961589 2961829 2962062 2962378
2963553 2963804 2963805 2964530 2964944
2965029 2965737 2966112 2966133 2966141
2966676 2969151 2969645 2970053 2970056
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2970071 2970171 2970181 2970282 2970285
2970288 2971387 2971453 2972512 2972961
2972966 2972967 2974023 2974104 2974269
2974325 2974327 2974485 2977946 2979366
2979368 2979372 2979542 2980522 2980523
2982679 2984560 3024614 3064507 3068198
3090321 3090340 3124866 3137820 3154102
3176386 3187869 3245288 3263639 3272379
3275512 3275518 3275519 3275521 3278771
3279834 3279836 3279967 3282683 3284178
3284179 3284181 3284182 3284232 3284459
3288187 3288188 3288190 3288275 3289792
3290754 3292790 3293579 3294746 3294868
3295844 3296044 3297087 3303898 3305987
3306885 3308739 3311155 3311547 3311548
3311549 3311709 3312241 3314648 3315273
3315274 3315275 3315949 3316907 3319858
3322173 3323684 3323685 3323686 3324783
3325643 3326722 3327204 3327496 3327524
3327641 3327813 3328786 3329631 3332241
3334399 3334401 3335807 3335951 3335956
3338163 3338284 3338287 3338288 3338289
3338290 3338291 3338824 3340061 3340062
3341864 3343230 3344901 3345855 3347268
3347549 3349258 3350880 3352927 3356918
3356922 3356955 3357490 3357985 3358069
3358213 3360266 3360268 3361945 3363678
3365692 3365866 3366972 3367587 3367918
3372224 3373339 3373925 3376351 3377117
3378138 3378139 3378979 3381308 3381679
3383129 3383822 3384388 3385200 3386453
3386577 3387587 3388376 3389106 3393010
3396748 3397995 3397997 3398063 3398218
3399322 3400019 3400020 3400465 3403023
3407167 3407202 3408331 3409309 3418415
3423350 3426162 3426163 3426348 3426371
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3431958 3432198 3434856 3435199 3437241
3437923 3441853 3442294 3447606 3449477
3471290 3471292 3499143 3504807 3508839
3509742 3511360 3529170 3530061 3532056
3535929 3539063 3540772 3542048 3543950
3549272 3549481 3549589 3552084 3555964
3555965 3556711 3560189 3560191 3566318
3567167 3568690 3571828 3593217 3604943
3609145 3610212 3642474 3647888 3648605
3653390 3653391 3654341 3657373 3660676
3661262 3662486 3662488 3662631 3663211
3664152 3664186 3664193 3664243 3664878
3665007 3665958 3668611 3668614 3669194
3670421 3673378 3675321 3677113 3677115
3678380 3681099 3681100 3681101 3681102
3681103 3681438 3681918 3681920 3682138
3684266 3684832 3686314 3687483 3688465
3688469 3690177 3691197 3693650 3694085
3699713 3699719 3700547 3703074 3703116
3703119 3703987 3704418 3704891 3705498
3707110 3707111 3707541 3708798 3713971
3713985 3714408 3714911 3715630 3716249
3716901 3716902 3717566 3718171 3719034
3721533 3721850 3722393 3722434 3723408
3723842 3723877 3725448 3727428 3729495
3730639 3731426 3733209 3734593 3737532
3737534 3737642 3738795 3738798 3738804
3739573 3742570 3743015 3744742 3746313
3747300 3747780 3748139 3748853 3748854
3750552 3751759 3751866 3752311 3752569
3753078 3753502 3753504 3753505 3754198
3754447 3754477 3754478 3754479 3754557
3754602 3754610 3754642 3754643 3754644
3754668 3754670 3754694 3754920 3756672
3758037 3758121 3758453 3759703 3762634
3763198 3763781 3764132 3764448 3764450
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3764453 3766368 3766945 3766980 3767063
3767064 3767065 3768287 3768293 3769573
3769719 3770754 3771801 3772757 3772765
3772767 3774862 3775019 3775289 3775386
3775424 3775469 3775751 3775809 3776340
3776812 3776861 3778249 3778761 3778927
3778928 3779547 3779554 3779558 3779559
3779961 3779969 3779986 3780001 3780002
3780005 3780733 3781149 3781521 3781623
3782047 3782052 3782339 3782553 3782751
3782954 3783228 3783422 3783600 3783831
3784021 3785106 3785543 3785701 3786883
3787003 3787010 3788160 3788682 3789248
3789651 3790280 3790281 3790948 3791062
3791162 3791285 3791400 3791968 3792299
3792483 3792732 3792740 3793514 3793559
3793605 3793868 3793979 3794133 3794164
3794312 3794313 3794314 3794316 3794323
3794476 3794481 3794753 3794756 3794757
3794767 3794770 3794775 3794821 3794828
3795068 3795070 3795072 3795073 3795085
3795092 3795097 3795121 3795126 3795132
3795135 3795280 3795285 3795291 3795300
3795327 3795506 3795591 3795786 3795794
3795800 3795802 3795866 3796009 3796018
3796020 3796046 3796418 3796532 3796655
3796703 3796722 3796914 3796951 3797024
3797109 3797115 3797117 3797120 3797125
3797182 3797188 3797190 3797259 3797274
3797281 3797283 3797297 3797365 3797512
3797519 3797520 3797523 3797631 3797676
3797681 3797682 3797760 3797764 3797769
3797782 3797789 3797793 3797806 3797809
3797810 3797811 3797813 3797816 3797860
3797901 3797902 3797903 3797909 3797919
3797939 3797952 3798078 3798086 3798106
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3798139 3798140 3798141 3798142 3798143
3798144 3798146 3798167 3798176 3798253
3798254 3798255 3798269 3798271 3798274
3798283 3798290 3798296 3798297 3798298
3798299 3798311 3798318 3798333 3798344
3798347 3798348 3798352 3798358 3798359
3798365 3798369 3798371 3798372 3798373
3798374 3798377 3798378 3798383 3798384
3798387 3798408 3798417 3798423 3798576
3798578 3798597 3798653 3798656 3798708
3798711 3798715 3798721 3798730 3798735
3798775 3798808 3798810 3798825 3798835
3798836 3798840 3798841 3798853 3798854
3798856 3798857 3798868 3798869 3798870
3798874 3798875 3798876 3798880 3798882
3798884 3798888 3798890 3798891 3798892
3798893 3798896 3798897 3798900 3798914
3798919 3798921 3798922 3798927 3798930
3798931 3798943 3798944 3798945 3798947
3798948 3798964 3798965 3798966 3798967
3798968 3798970 3798975 3798976 3798979
3798999 3799003 3799004 3799005 3799007
3799009 3799010 3799012 3799014 3799020
3799021 3799023 3799031 3799032 3799033
3799061 3799065 3799066 3799068 3799071
3799098 3799102 3799117 3799120 3799122
3799127 3799131 3799133 3799137 3799155
3799161 3799162 3799174 3799176 3799183
3799184 3799188 3799197 3799203 3799214
3799225 3799227 3799237 3799243 3799244
3799269 3799271 3799272 3799273 3799275
3799278 3799279 3799291 3799292 3799293
3799294 3799296 3799298 3799299 3799300
3799301 3799302 3799303 3799304 3799306
3799308 3799309 3799310 3799311 3799313
3799316 3799318 3799320 3799321 3799323
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3799324 3799325 3799364 3799365 3799366
3799369 3799372 3799377 3799378 3799380
3799384 3799396 3799397 3799404 3799416
3799418 3799427 3799461 3799474 3799475
3799482 3799529 3799530 3799534 3799536
3799548 3799550 3799554 3799555 3799556
3799558 3799559 3799562 3799563 3799564
3799565 3799566 3799567 3799568 3799586
3799587 3799595 3799596 3799597 3799603
3799607 3799608 3799614 3799621 3799622
3799623 3799624 3799625 3799636 3799637
3799642 3799644 3799646 3799647 3799663
3799674 3799675 3799676 3799677 3799678
3799681 3799682 3799684 3799685 3799686
3799689 3799692 3799703 3799708 3799709
3799714 3799715 3799716 3799719 3799720
3799724 3799725 3799727 3799752 3799753
3799754 3799755 3799757 3799758 3799761
3799763 3799767 3799768 3799769 3799770
3799776 3799777 3799780 3799781 3799789
3799793 3799795 3799796 3799799 3799801
3799805 3799806 3799807 3799810 3799812
3799813 3799822 3799823 3799824 3799832
3799837 3799838 3799839 3799885 3799890
3799893 3799903 3799908 3799909 3799910
3799911 3799912 3799913 3799914 3799915
3799917 3799918 3799920 3799929 3799930
3799932 3799933 3799934 3799935 3799944
3799946 3799949 3799951 3799972 3799975
3799976 3799977 3799981 3799983 3799986
3799987 3799988 3800001 3800002 3800003
3800006 3800007 3800009 3800015 3800016
3800017 3800019 3800022 3800023 3800025
3800030 3800031 3800039 3800041 3800043
3800045 3800046 3800048 3800049 3800051
3800054 3800056 3800058 3800063 3800064
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3800065 3800066 3800067 3800073 3800075
3800077 3800082 3800084 3800087 3800102
3800118 3800125 3800126 3800127 3800128
3800129 3800130 3800131 3800132 3800133
3800134 3800135 3800136 3800137 3800165
3800177 3800179 3800182 3800192 3800201
3800202 3800204 3800207 3800210 3800212
3800214 3800216 3800229 3800232 3800235
3800236 3800241 3800248 3800254 3800255
3800260 3800270 3800271 3800272 3800277
3800278 3800279 3800291 3800292 3800298
3800304 3800323 3800325 3800332 3800340
3800343 3800352 3800359 3800360 3800361
3800363 3800365 3800366 3800367 3800368
3800369 3800390 3800391 3800392 3800393
3800395 3800400 3800403 3800406 3800407
3800432 3800434 3800435 3800439 3800440
3800441 3800442 3800443 3800444 3800445
3800446 3800448 3800452 3800454 3800459
3800463 3800464 3800465 3800470 3800475
3800476 3800477 3800479 3800481 3800482
3800485 3800486 3800487 3800488 3800491
3800492 3800493 3800509 3800510 3800515
3800524 3800526 3800528 3800529 3800537
3800538 3800539 3800543 3800545 3800549
3800550 3800551 3800556 3800559 3800564
3800568 3800569 3800575 3800576 3800578
3800579 3800580 3800581 3800582 3800583
3800584 3800586 3800588 3800589 3800590
3800593 3800606 3800613 3800614 3800615
3800616 3800618 3800619 3800626 3800627
3800636 3800643 3800644 3800646 3800647
3800650 3800651 3800652 3800668 3800670
3800673 3800674 3800675 3800676 3800678
3800681 3800682 3800683 3800687 3800688
3800689 3800691 3800698 3800700 3800701
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3800703 3800704 3800708 3800712 3800715
3800717 3800718 3800720 3800723 3800727
3800730 3800731 3800737 3800738 3800739
3800740 3800743 3800745 3800746 3800747
3800748 3800749 3800750 3800751 3800752
3800753 3800763 3800770 3800771 3800772
3800776 3800777 3800779 3800780 3800781
3800785 3800786 3800790 3800793 3800795
3800796 3800801 3800803 3800804 3800808
3800809 3800811 3800812 3800813 3800815
3800825 3800826 3800827 3800828 3800830
3800831 3800832 3800834 3800836 3800843
3800847 3800848 3800855 3800857 3800859
3800862 3800868 3800870 3800872 3800873
3800875 3800881 3800882 3800884 3800889
3800891 3800892 3800893 3800894 3800897
3800898 3800900 3800901 3800904 3800906
3800907 3800909 3800910 3800911 3800912
3800913 3800914 3800919 3800925 3800926
3800928 3800935 3800940 3800943 3800944
3800945 3800951 3800953 3800962 3800965
3800972 3800973 3800975 3800978 3800979
3800980 3800981 3800984 3800987 3800988
3800991 3800993 3800998 3801003 3801004
3801014 3801018 3801019 3801020 3801023
3801027 3801028 3801029 3801030 3801040
3801041 3801042 3801043 3801044 3801046
3801053 3801057 3801062 3801064 3801065
3801066 3801067 3801068 3801073 3801078
3801082 3801085 3801091 3801095 3801100
3801102 3801110 3801112 3801114 3801120
3801126 3801132 3801149 3801151 3801156
3801160 3801164 3801172 3801183 3801191
3801193 3801194 3801195 3801201 3801203
3801208 3801210 3801218 3801219 3801220
3801222 3801226 3801227 3801229 3801230
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3801231 3801232 3801233 3801234 3801235
3801236 3801237 3801238 3801239 3801241
3801243 3801244 3801249 3801250 3801251
3801253 3801255 3801265 3801269 3801284
3801288 3801292 3801295 3801304 3801308
3801310 3801311 3801319 3801320 3801321
3801322 3801323 3801324 3801325 3801326
3801327 3801328 3801329 3801330 3801331
3801334 3801335 3801336 3801337 3801338
3801341 3801342 3801348 3801352 3801354
3801358 3801361 3801362 3801363 3801385
3801387 3801390 3801393 3801411 3801413
3801414 3801422 3801424 3801427 3801439
3801454 3801455 3801456 3801458 3801461
3801471 3801474 3801482 3801494 3801495
3801496 3801498 3801513 3801517 3801522
3801532 3801533 3801535 3801536 3801555
3801557 3801558 3801570 3801576 3801581
3801598 3801599 3801600 3801602 3801613
3801614 3801615 3801616 3801617 3801618
3801619 3801621 3801629 3801642 3801644
3801646 3801647 3801653 3801655 3801657
3801658 3801667 3801670 3801673 3801675
3801678 3801681 3801682 3801684 3801685
3801686 3801687 3801689 3801692 3801700
3801701 3801705 3801708 3801712 3801713
3801718 3801719 3801720 3801721 3801723
3801724 3801725 3801726 3801727 3801728
3801730 3801731 3801734 3801735 3801736
3801737 3801738 3801751 3801753 3801757
3801758 3801760 3801761 3801766 3801767
3801769 3801770 3801776 3801779 3801782
3801784 3801791 3801793 3801794 3801795
3801797 3801798 3801812 3801814 3801815
3801816 3801817 3801818 3801820 3801821
3801822 3801824 3801826 3801827 3801831
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3801833 3801834 3801836 3801837 3801839
3801840 3801841 3801842 3801846 3801847
3801860 3801861 3801876 3801877 3801878
3801879 3801880 3801881 3801882 3801883
3801884 3801889 3801890 3801891 3801892
3801899 3801907 3801908 3801909 3801910
3801911 3801912 3801913 3801915 3801916
3801918 3801919 3801920 3801922 3801924
3801925 3801927 3801929 3801932 3801933
3801935 3801936 3801938 3801940 3801941
3801942 3801943 3801944 3801946 3801948
3801949 3801951 3801953 3801955 3801958
3801959 3801966 3801970 3801976 3801987
3801988 3801991 3801992 3802007 3802008
3802009 3802011 3802016 3802022 3802023
3802024 3802033 3802034 3802035 3802036
3802037 3802041 3802042 3802048 3802053
3802054 3802055 3802083 3802090 3802092
3802108 3802113 3802114 3802116 3802118
3802119 3802121 3802122 3802124 3802126
3802127 3802129 3802132 3802133 3802134
3802137 3802138 3802141 3802142 3802143
3802144 3802146 3802148 3802151 3802152
3802153 3802154 3802155 3802156 3802157
3802158 3802160 3802161 3802162 3802172
3802173 3802177 3802185 3802186 3802195
3802199 3802200 3802212 3802214 3802215
3802218 3802227 3802228 3802229 3802230
3802233 3802235 3802238 3802239 3802240
3802241 3802243 3802251 3802252 3802254
3802259 3802260 3802272 3802273 3802275
3802277 3802278 3802279 3802287 3802291
3802305 3802313 3802321 3802323 3802328
3802329 3802330 3802331 3802332 3802334
3802336 3802340 3802347 3802349 3802353
3802356 3802357 3802358 3802363 3802365
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3802369 3802372 3802374 3802375 3802376
3802377 3802381 3802382 3802385 3802388
3802389 3802390 3802395 3802399 3802416
3802417 3802427 3802429 3802434 3802435
3802436 3802445 3802451 3802452 3802453
3802454 3802457 3802458 3802461 3802467
3802470 3802472 3802477 3802479 3802484
3802486 3802492 3802496 3802497 3802502
3802504 3802519 3802522 3802526 3802529
3802539 3802541 3802546 3802551 3802557
3802566 3802571 3802572 3802579 3802583
3802586 3802594 3802595 3802597 3802598
3802600 3802605 3802610 3802611 3802617
3802620 3802622 3802623 3802625 3802626
3802630 3802636 3802641 3802656 3802657
3802664 3802665 3802669 3802671 3802684
3802685 3802687 3802688 3802689 3802691
3802692 3802694 3802696 3802697 3802698
3802699 3802702 3802703 3802715 3802720
3802721 3802722 3802723 3802726 3802727
3802728 3802730 3802734 3802735 3802738
3802742 3802743 3802763 3802767 3802770
3802771 3802775 3802778 3802779 3802783
3802793 3802794 3802796 3802808 3802818
3802819 3802830 3802831 3802833 3802834
3802836 3802838 3802840 3802843 3802844
3802845 3802846 3802847 3802848 3802849
3802850 3802851 3802858 3802862 3802865
3802867 3802872 3802873 3802875 3802880
3802881 3802883 3802888 3802890 3802891
3802893 3802895 3802897 3802899 3802902
3802903 3802908 3802911 3802912 3802916
3802918 3802920 3802921 3802923 3802925
3802931 3802932 3802938 3802941 3802942
3802953 3802955 3802957 3802961 3802963
3802965 3802966 3802967 3802968 3802970
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3802973 3802974 3802975 3802976 3802977
3802978 3802979 3802980 3802981 3802982
3802985 3802987 3802991 3802992 3802993
3802994 3802995 3802996 3802999 3803001
3803003 3803004 3803008 3803009 3803010
3803011 3803015 3803031 3803033 3803034
3803035 3803036 3803037 3803038 3803039
3803040 3803041 3803042 3803043 3803044
3803045 3803046 3803047 3803048 3803053
3803054 3803055 3803057 3803058 3803060
3803070 3803071 3803074 3803076 3803079
3803080 3803084 3803085 3803086 3803087
3803088 3803089 3803094 3803096 3803098
3803105 3803107 3803109 3803110 3803115
3803116 3803121 3803122 3803125 3803128
3803129 3803130 3803131 3803138 3803140
3803142 3803144 3803145 3803146 3803151
3803153 3803154 3803155 3803158 3803159
3803162 3803163 3803169 3803170 3803175
3803180 3803184 3803186 3803187 3803190
3803191 3803194 3803198 3803200 3803220
3803222 3803223 3803224 3803225 3803226
3803227 3803228 3803231 3803232 3803234
3803238 3803239 3803244 3803245 3803246
3803247 3803275 3803283 3803284 3803286
3803287 3803288 3803289 3803290 3803291
3803301 3803304 3803305 3803307 3803313
3803316 3803318 3803319 3803320 3803331
3803336 3803339 3803340 3803348 3803349
3803350 3803352 3803356 3803358 3803367
3803368 3803370 3803373 3803374 3803376
3803378 3803379 3803382 3803384 3803386
3803388 3803390 3803391 3803394 3803399
3803401 3803402 3803411 3803412 3803417
3803418 3803429 3803439 3803443 3803447
3803450 3803452 3803456 3803457 3803460
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3803463 3803465 3803467 3803468 3803469
3803470 3803471 3803472 3803475 3803479
3803487 3803505 3803513 3803523 3803524
3803527 3803529 3803530 3803531 3803532
3803534 3803536 3803539 3803545 3803546
3803547 3803549 3803552 3803553 3803554
3803556 3803557 3803562 3803564 3803572
3803578 3803581 3803582 3803583 3803585
3803586 3803587 3803588 3803589 3803592
3803598 3803599 3803604 3803606 3803608
3803610 3803611 3803615 3803616 3803617
3803618 3803631 3803638 3803642 3803644
3803654 3803658 3803659 3803662 3803670
3803671 3803672 3803673 3803677 3803679
3803681 3803682 3803683 3803685 3803691
3803692 3803693 3803694 3803696 3803698
3803699 3803701 3803730 3803735 3803740
3803745 3803746 3803747 3803748 3803751
3803752 3803754 3803755 3803757 3803758
3803759 3803760 3803764 3803765 3803766
3803776 3803779 3803780 3803783 3803784
3803785 3803793 3803796 3803799 3803801
3803803 3803807 3803812 3803817 3803819
3803823 3803824 3803827 3803837 3803840
3803845 3803849 3803851 3803856 3803857
3803859 3803864 3803880 3803883 3803884
3803885 3803900 3803901 3803902 3803916
3803917 3803918 3803919 3803920 3803921
3803922 3803923 3803926 3803928 3803929
3803930 3803931 3803932 3803933 3803934
3803935 3803936 3803937 3803938 3803939
3803940 3803941 3803942 3803943 3803944
3803945 3803946 3803947 3803948 3803949
3803950 3803952 3803953 3803954 3803955
3803956 3803957 3803958 3803959 3803960
3803961 3803967 3803972 3803977 3803987
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3803994 3803996 3804004 3804006 3804007
3804011 3804012 3804023 3804025 3804026
3804027 3804029 3804030 3804031 3804035
3804037 3804038 3804039 3804043 3804047
3804050 3804051 3804052 3804054 3804055
3804057 3804059 3804061 3804064 3804065
3804073 3804074 3804077 3804079 3804080
3804089 3804092 3804099 3804103 3804104
3804108 3804118 3804140 3804148 3804149
3804150 3804151 3804152 3804158 3804159
3804163 3804164 3804165 3804166 3804167
3804169 3804171 3804172 3804173 3804174
3804176 3804185 3804186 3804192 3804211
3804215 3804217 3804218 3804219 3804225
3804226 3804229 3804241 3804246 3804248
3804251 3804252 3804253 3804254 3804256
3804257 3804258 3804261 3804263 3804264
3804265 3804266 3804268 3804271 3804273
3804285 3804286 3804287 3804288 3804289
3804290 3804291 3804292 3804293 3804295
3804298 3804300 3804301 3804311 3804314
3804315 3804316 3804326 3804327 3804329
3804330 3804337 3804342 3804343 3804348
3804355 3804356 3804359 3804361 3804370
3804381 3804384 3804388 3804389 3804391
3804393 3804394 3804395 3804400 3804402
3804407 3804408 3804411 3804413 3804428
3804430 3804431 3804432 3804433 3804436
3804437 3804453 3804456 3804465 3804483
3804484 3804490 3804495 3804496 3804509
3804510 3804511 3804521 3804523 3804524
3804541 3804551 3804555 3804580 3804583
3804584 3804585 3804605 3804616 3804642
3804659 3804662 3804665 3804671 3804673
3804674 3804676 3804681 3804707 3804712
3804714 3804718 3804721 3804722 3804738
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3804741 3804742 3804753 3804757 3804759
3804761 3804762 3804765 3804772 3804796
3804802 3804807 3804808 3804809 3804811
3804812 3804815 3804817 3804820 3804821
3804822 3804825 3804830 3804831 3804835
3804836 3804838 3804840 3804842 3804845
3804849 3804862 3804863 3804867 3804873
3804880 3804881 3804896 3804900 3804901
3804906 3804908 3804912 3804917 3804918
3804920 3804921 3804941 3804942 3804945
3804947 3804949 3804951 3804952 3804954
3804957 3804958 3804960 3804961 3804964
3804966 3804968 3804970 3804976 3804979
3804980 3804989 3804991 3804997 3804998
3805003 3805008 3805011 3805019 3805025
3805026 3805035 3805038 3805043 3805056
3805064 3805069 3805070 3805072 3805077
3805107 3805114 3805133 3805134 3805140
3805142 3805145 3805146 3805152 3805153
3805154 3805156 3805157 3805164 3805165
3805166 3805168 3805174 3805175 3805184
3805187 3805188 3805190 3805191 3805192
3805198 3805199 3805206 3805240 3805243
3805244 3805268 3805279 3805281 3805283
3805291 3805297 3805298 3805299 3805300
3805301 3805302 3805306 3805311 3805312
3805313 3805314 3805315 3805326 3805330
3805331 3805335 3805339 3805340 3805341
3805342 3805343 3805349 3805356 3805357
3805358 3805362 3805366 3805369 3805372
3805376 3805379 3805395 3805396 3805397
3805400 3805419 3805425 3805426 3805429
3805430 3805431 3805432 3805434 3805435
3805436 3805437 3805439 3805440 3805441
3805443 3805444 3805446 3805448 3805449
3805451 3805452 3805454 3805455 3805456
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3805457 3805458 3805459 3805460 3805462
3805464 3805465 3805469 3805475 3805476
3805495 3805504 3805506 3805507 3805508
3805510 3805511 3805513 3805514 3805518
3805525 3805526 3805529 3805532 3805538
3805539 3805543 3805545 3805548 3805558
3805570 3805571 3805572 3805573 3805574
3805575 3805576 3805577 3805580 3805581
3805582 3805583 3805584 3805585 3805586
3805588 3805592 3805594 3805595 3805596
3805598 3805601 3805602 3805603 3805620
3805621 3805624 3805627 3805628 3805629
3805630 3805631 3805632 3805633 3805634
3805635 3805637 3805641 3805659 3805667
3805668 3805669 3805670 3805671 3805672
3805674 3805675 3805676 3805677 3805684
3805685 3805692 3805693 3805694 3805695
3805696 3805698 3805699 3805726 3805728
3805731 3805734 3805735 3805739 3805740
3805741 3805742 3805743 3805744 3805745
3805746 3805747 3805758 3805773 3805774
3805776 3805779 3805781 3805791 3805800
3805805 3805808 3805842 3805848 3805849
3805851 3805852 3805862 3805870 3805873
3805876 3805877 3805878 3805886 3805887
3805888 3805891 3805894 3805899 3805901
3805902 3805903 3805905 3805906 3805913
3805914 3805915 3805917 3805919 3806000
3806001 3806004 3806033 3806035 3806036
3806037 3806038 3806040 3806041 3806042
3806052 3806057 3806068 3806070 3806073
3806076 3806084 3806086 3806105 3806106
3806108 3806111 3806115 3806116 3806117
3806124 3806125 3806127 3806132 3806155
3806156 3806169 3806170 3806171 3806174
3806181 3806182 3806184 3806196 3806197
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3806199 3806200 3806201 3806202 3806203
3806204 3806208 3806209 3806213 3806232
3806233 3806234 3806237 3806238 3806239
3806240 3806242 3806243 3806292 3806293
3806308 3806309 3806310 3806312 3806319
3806320 3806323 3806346 3806347 3806377
3806471 3806589 3806591 3806602 3806603
3806635 3806636 3806687 3806688 3806699
3807134 3816534 3816535 3818118
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193275 24 13/11/2018
193387 30 19/11/2018
239411 5 13/12/2018
264636 9 26/05/2015
291223 5 01/10/2018
291355 33 09/10/2018
291683 20 27/10/2018
291755 5 31/10/2018
291835 5 03/11/2018
296207 5 14/05/2019
366881 3 30/09/2018
366882 3 30/09/2018
369450 5 09/12/2018
370300 11 30/12/2018
372641 7 24/02/2019
439500 6 27/06/2016
448610 12 23/01/2017
450357 24 28/02/2007
472890 30 01/06/2017
479623 5 09/10/2018
480640 5 06/11/2018
480641 5 06/11/2018
480642 5 06/11/2018
480643 5 06/11/2018
480645 5 06/11/2018
480840 5 11/11/2018
482075 5 03/12/2018
482077 5 03/12/2018
482078 5 03/12/2018
482079 5 03/12/2018
482081 5 03/12/2018
482084 5 03/12/2018
482876 5 18/12/2018
487811 5 23/03/2019
493350 7 13/10/2009
506833 16 13/03/2019
508540 14 12/04/2009
518050 8 06/10/2013
548324 5 04/04/2015
556879 25 21/08/2011
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623531 25 28/03/2014
636702 5 11/08/2014
640593 5 20/09/2018
643012 5 14/10/2018
645541 5 14/11/2018
651280 30 06/01/2005
657544 33 06/03/2019
662132 9 10/04/2015
672229 33 06/07/2015
771801 11 20/10/2017
772168 7 10/10/2017
774792 30 24/09/2007
805970 16 12/06/2018
805973 16 12/06/2018
821504 16 30/09/2018
821505 20 30/09/2018
821506 24 30/09/2018
821750 8 05/10/2018
821998 5 06/10/2018
823397 5 15/10/2018
823398 5 15/10/2018
823399 5 15/10/2018
823400 5 15/10/2018
823401 5 15/10/2018
823403 5 15/10/2018
823994 29 21/10/2018
825671 3 02/11/2018
825765 5 03/11/2018
826084 5 05/11/2018
826514 5 09/11/2018
828996 5 24/11/2018
830590 16 03/12/2018
838010 16 22/01/2019
853688 16 28/04/2019
853994 29 03/05/2019
867114 3 21/07/2019
876636 16 16/09/2019
1179741 5 28/02/2013
1205644 11 11/06/2013
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1299397 3 29/07/2014
1299398 3 29/07/2014
1299400 3 29/07/2014
1299402 3 29/07/2014
1299403 3 29/07/2014
1452666 16 03/05/2016
1579320 9 16/07/2017 15:45:00
1582886 20 23/07/2017 17:09:00
1586544 18 01/08/2017 16:22:00
1587864 99 07/08/2017
1589744 19 13/08/2017 14:05:14
1594285 11 23/08/2017 16:31:20
1594286 11 23/08/2017 16:31:20
1596716 5 31/08/2017 14:48:39
1596717 5 31/08/2017 14:48:39
1597858 35 06/09/2017 11:35:47
1598706 1 07/09/2017 10:35:25
1605193 9 24/09/2017 17:29:31
1609960 30 10/10/2017 14:23:17
1615491 42 26/10/2017 14:52:42
1625119 18 27/11/2017
1631169 3 14/12/2017
1631175 29 14/12/2017
1631913 37 18/12/2017
1637499 16 03/01/2018 12:42:09
1637500 16 03/01/2018 12:42:09
1637508 41 03/01/2018 12:42:09
1637510 41 03/01/2018 12:42:09
1646343 5 28/01/2018
1696561 41 09/06/2018
1699914 42 17/06/2018
1699915 42 17/06/2018
1699916 42 17/06/2018
1712802 30 22/07/2018
1712813 30 22/07/2018
1714754 5 28/07/2018
1725759 10 27/08/2018
1727748 16 02/09/2018
1727749 7 02/09/2018
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1727750 35 02/09/2018
1730504 24 11/09/2018
1730505 25 11/09/2018
1730506 25 11/09/2018
1731459 7 12/09/2018
1733749 35 18/09/2018
1733750 41 18/09/2018
1733777 37 18/09/2018
1733903 37 18/09/2018
1734133 19 18/09/2018
1734177 34 18/09/2018
1734643 35 19/09/2018
1734830 39 19/09/2018
1735309 4 22/09/2018
1735310 35 22/09/2018
1735311 37 22/09/2018
1735312 39 22/09/2018
1735331 26 22/09/2018
1736037 36 24/09/2018
1736038 37 24/09/2018
1736039 42 24/09/2018
1736040 41 24/09/2018
1736041 42 24/09/2018
1736225 9 24/09/2018
1736771 25 25/09/2018
1736772 25 25/09/2018
1738242 1 29/09/2018
1738243 5 29/09/2018
1738244 9 29/09/2018
1738245 31 29/09/2018
1738246 35 29/09/2018
1738247 37 29/09/2018
1738248 41 29/09/2018
1738249 42 29/09/2018
1738250 1 29/09/2018
1738251 5 29/09/2018
1738252 9 29/09/2018
1738253 31 29/09/2018
1738254 35 29/09/2018
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1738255 37 29/09/2018
1738256 41 29/09/2018
1738257 42 29/09/2018
1738258 1 29/09/2018
1738259 5 29/09/2018
1738260 9 29/09/2018
1738261 31 29/09/2018
1738262 35 29/09/2018
1738263 37 29/09/2018
1738264 41 29/09/2018
1738265 42 29/09/2018
1738413 21 29/09/2018
1738476 32 29/09/2018
1738713 37 30/09/2018
1739115 7 30/09/2018
1739279 18 30/09/2018
1739357 9 01/10/2018
1739471 5 01/10/2018
1739562 20 01/10/2018
1739683 16 03/10/2018
1739802 25 03/10/2018
1739819 11 03/10/2018
1739820 25 03/10/2018
1739821 24 03/10/2018
1739994 30 03/10/2018
1740009 5 03/10/2018
1740170 12 03/10/2018
1741004 14 07/10/2018
1741005 14 07/10/2018
1741359 5 08/10/2018
1741360 5 08/10/2018
1741457 16 08/10/2018
1741750 35 08/10/2018
1741751 41 08/10/2018
1742382 5 13/10/2018
1743892 9 15/10/2018
1744044 34 16/10/2018
1744053 31 16/10/2018
1745078 12 17/10/2018
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1745089 16 20/10/2018
1745095 5 20/10/2018
1747044 1 23/10/2018
1747334 17 23/10/2018
1747615 14 24/10/2018
1748188 23 27/10/2018
1748189 23 27/10/2018
1748203 23 27/10/2018
1750111 6 03/11/2018
1750112 7 03/11/2018
1750113 9 03/11/2018
1750114 11 03/11/2018
1750115 12 03/11/2018
1750116 24 03/11/2018
1750117 35 03/11/2018
1750118 37 03/11/2018
1750119 40 03/11/2018
1750120 41 03/11/2018
1750121 42 03/11/2018
1751283 5 06/11/2018
1751284 5 06/11/2018
1752251 42 10/11/2018
1752726 5 11/11/2018
1755100 42 18/11/2018
1756121 99 20/11/2018
1758112 19 26/11/2018
1761412 5 08/12/2018
1764343 9 16/12/2018
1773863 35 13/01/2019
1773864 40 13/01/2019
1774523 35 15/01/2019
1774524 33 15/01/2019
1781775 39 05/02/2019
1785863 16 16/02/2019
1786951 6 18/02/2019
1786952 6 18/02/2019
1788983 41 24/02/2019
1790548 35 27/02/2019
1794246 9 11/03/2019
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1799714 25 25/03/2019
1810149 6 22/04/2019
1817348 25 13/05/2019
1825024 99 03/06/2019
1825025 99 03/06/2019
1825026 99 03/06/2019
1825027 99 03/06/2019
1849051 5 10/08/2019
1849052 10 10/08/2019
1849053 42 10/08/2019
1854015 17 24/08/2019
1854019 17 24/08/2019
1854023 17 24/08/2019
1857319 25 01/09/2019
1862262 31 14/09/2019
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PR Section 
J/  

SUBSEQUENT PROPRIETORS REGISTERED  
921991 - 9, 1033648 - 9, 1171881 - 9: Proprietor Altered to SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC SOFTWARE, 
LLC , 26561 Rancho Parkway South, Lake Forest, CA 92630, United States of America 
INVENSYS SYSTEMS, INC., INVENSYS SYSTEMS, INC.

317948 - 11: Proprietor Altered to DILIP KUMBHAT , D-10 AMBATTUR INDUSTRIAL ESTATE 
CHENNAI-600058 
KUMAR BROTHER

195419 - 5, 500838 - 5, 221147 - 3, 372246 - 5, 228726 - 5, 1236708 - 42, 552071 - 5, 240935 - 5, 
337721 - 5, 602110 - 5, 397816 - 5, 752559 - 5, 1259271 - 5, 335613 - 5, 548268 - 5, 550954 - 5, 
297209 - 5, 251183 - 5, 253751 - 5, 506355 - 5, 811398 - 16, 327933 - 5, 239935 - 5, 471370 - 5, 
787740 - 5, 254658 - 5, 296227 - 5, 237044 - 5, 12733 - 5, 494360 - 5, 224002 - 5, 298157 - 5, 335611 - 
5, 520180 - 5, 372506 - 5, 1236708 - 36, 463596 - 5, 436992 - 5, 384046 - 5, 629961 - 5, 611093 - 5, 
495451 - 1, 632520 - 5, 335614 - 5, 335612 - 5, 299330 - 5, 399555 - 5, 170758 - 5, 148508 - 5, 235626 
- 5, 347110 - 5, 818378 - 5, 296577 - 5, 12757 - 5, 221146 - 3, 401589 - 1: Proprietor Altered to M/S 
GLAXO GROUP LIMITED , Ghtxo Wellcome House, Berkeley, Avenue, Greenford 
Middlesex UB6 ONN, England 
THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED, THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LTD., BURROUGHS 
WELLCOME & CO.(INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED., FARBENFABRIKEN BAYER., BURROUGHS 
WELLCOME (INDIA) LTD, THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED., THE WELLCOME 
FOUNDATION LIMITED,, THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED., THE WELLCOME 
FOUNDATION LIMITED, THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED,, THE WELLCOME 
FOUNDATION LTD., THE WELL COME FOUNDATION LIMITED, THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION 
LIMITED., GLAXO GROUP LIMITED, , GLAXO GROUP LIMITED, BURROUGHS WELLCOME & 
COMPANY (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED., THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED., BURROOUGHS 
WELLCOME & COMPANY(INDIA) PIVATE LIMITED., CALMIC LIMITED., THE WELLCOME 
FOUNDATION LTD., THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION LIMITED., THE WELLCOME FOUNDATION 
LTD., BURROUGHS WELLCOME & COMPANY (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED.

933227 - 16, 1297704 - 35, 1240914 - 36: Proprietor Altered to APAX PARTNERS WORLDWIDE 
LLP , 15 PORTLAND PLACE, LONDON W1B 1PT, UNITED KINGDOM 
PATRICOF & CO. VENTURES, INC.,, APAX PARTNERS, INC.

1352714 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SCA HYGIENE PRODUCTS AB , SE-405 03 Göteborg Sweden 
SCA CAPITAL N.V.

1379084 - 12: Proprietor Altered to KULDIP SINGH,PRITPAL SINGH trading as RURKA 
ENTERPRISES (INDIA) , VPO RURKA KHURD, VIA GORAYA KHURD, DISTT. JALANDHAR, 
PUNJAB. 
RURKA ENTERPRISES (INDIA)

933230 - 25: Proprietor Altered to THE TRADEMARK LICENSING COMPANY LIMITED , Unit 
5, Mountheath Industrial Park, George Street, Prestwich, Manchester M25 9WB, United 
Kingdom,  
 
CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED,

209111 - 17: Proprietor Altered to SPARTECH POLYCOM, INC , 120 S. Central Avenue, Suite 1700; 
Clayton, MO 63015, USA . 
UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY

1380170 - 25: Proprietor Altered to M/S S.M. FOOTWEAR PRIVATE LIMITED , MANGOLPURI IND. 
AREA, PHASE 1, NEW DELHI-110083 
S.M. FOOTWEAR

856513 - 25: Proprietor Altered to SANJAY KUMAR JAIN,AJAY KUMAR JAIN trading as M/S J.K. 
JAIN HOSIERY & TRADING HOUSE , IX/6745, JANTA GALI, GANDHI 
NAGAR, DELHI-110031  
 
J. K. JAIN

1352714 - 5: Proprietor Altered to SCA CAPITAL N.V. , Culliganlaan 1D, 1831 Machelen (Brabant), 
Belgium 
GEORGIA-PACIFIC S.A.R.L.

933230 - 25: Proprietor Altered to TMLP LLP , Unit 5, Mountheath Industrial Park, George Street, 
Prestwich, Manchester M25 9WB, United Kingdom, 
THE TRADEMARK LICENSING COMPANY LIMITED

672229 - 33: Proprietor Altered to ABSOLUT HOLDING, INC. ACTING THROUGH ITS SWEDISH 
BRANCH ABSOLUT HOLDING FILIAL , PO. Box 
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47170, SE- 100 74 Stockholm, Sweden 
ALLIED DOMECQ SPIRITS & WINES U.S.A. INC.

1298664 - 25: Proprietor Altered to HKM BIDCO B.V. , LIEBERGERWEG 28 1221 JS HILVERSUM 
THE 
NETHERLANDS  
HUNKEMOLLER INTERNATIONAL B.V."

933230 - 25: Proprietor Altered to CAMPRI LIMITED , Grenville Court, Britwell Road, Burnham, 
Buckinghamshire SLl 8DF, United Kingdom 
TMLP LLP

209111 - 17: Proprietor Altered to POLYONE DESIGNED SRUCTURES AND SOLUTIONS LLC , 
33587 WALKER ROAD, AVON LAKE, OHIO 44012, UNITED STATE OF AMERICA 
SPARTECH POLYCOM, INC

1303128 - 21, 1303145 - 42, 1303108 - 8, 1303129 - 21, 1303138 - 25, 1303104 - 8, 1303111 - 16, 
1335640 - 35, 1281278 - 18, 1335631 - 41, 1303109 - 8, 1281277 - 16, 1335645 - 16, 1303135 - 25, 
1303151 - 42, 1303149 - 42, 1281282 - 37, 1281283 - 42, 1303105 - 8, 1281279 - 21, 1281281 - 28, 
1303126 - 21, 1303139 - 25, 1303115 - 16, 1303141 - 36, 1303134 - 25, 1281280 - 25, 1335638 - 21, 
1303144 - 42, 1303121 - 18, 1303148 - 42, 1303150 - 42, 1303125 - 21, 1303133 - 25, 1303116 - 18, 
1303143 - 42, 1303123 - 21, 1281276 - 8, 1335644 - 16, 1303146 - 42, 1303127 - 21: Proprietor 
Altered to JAIPRAKASH ASSOCIATES LIMITED , SECTOR 128, NOIDA-201304, J. A. ANNEXE, 54 
BASANT LOK, VASANT KUNJ, NEW DELHI - 110 057. 
JAYPEE GREENS LIMITED, JAYPEE GREENS LIMITED

1524828 - 99: Proprietor Altered to APPDIRECTE CANADA INC. , 279 Rue Prince, Montreal, 
Quebec H3C 3N4 Canada 
RADIALPOINT INC.

672229 - 33: Proprietor Altered to THE ABSOLUT COMPANY AKTIEBOLAG , 117 97, 
STOCKHOLM, SWEDEN. 
ABSOLUT HOLDING, INC. ACTING THROUGH ITS SWEDISH BRANCH ABSOLUT HOLDING 
FILIAL

195722 - 12, 833924 - 9, 833923 - 7, 552048 - 12, 833926 - 12, 919631 - 12, 919632 - 12: Proprietor 
Altered to FAIVELEY TRANSPORT , 143 Boulevard Anatole France, Carrefour PleyeI, 93285 Saint 
Denis Cedex, France, 
CARDO RAIL AB., SAB WABCO HOLDINGS B. V., SVENSKA AKTIEBOLAGET 
BROMSREGULATOR., CARDO BSI RAIL AB

1262024 - 10, 926006 - 10, 1699585 - 8: Proprietor Altered to SMT. GURJEET KAUR,SIMRANBIR 
SINGH trading as PRINCE SURGICAL CO. , 21, GLOBE COLONY, INDUSTRIAL AREA, 
JALANDHAR CITY-144004-(PUNJAB) 
PRINCE SURGICAL CO., PRINCE SURGICAL CO.

924993 - 7: Proprietor Altered to AUMUND HOLDING GMBH , Saalhoffer StraBe 17, 47495 
Rheinberg, Germany 
AUMUND- FORDERERBAU GMBH &. CO. KG

924993 - 7: Proprietor Altered to AUMUND- FORDERERBAU GMBH &. CO. KG , Saalhoffer StraBe 
17, 47495 Rheinberg, Germany 
LOUISE FORDERTECHNIK GMBH & CO. KG.

1467174 - 30, 1467175 - 32: Proprietor Altered to CARGILL INDIA PRIVATE LIMITED , 111, 
Rectangle-I, District Centre Saket, New Delhi 110017. 
DUCKWORTH FLAVOURS INDIA PVT. LTD

1242764 - 30: Proprietor Altered to PARIDEL TRADE COM PRIVATE LIMITED , 3,Jawahar Marg, 
Siyaganj, INDORE -M.P. India. 
AAKASH GLOBAL FOODS PRIVATE LIMITED

1526587 - 3, 1764426 - 3, 1764424 - 3, 1764425 - 3: Proprietor Altered to MARLENE 
INTERNATIONAL LTD. , 11 F., Dawning House 145, Connaught Road 
Central, Hongkong, 
PT. MAKARIZO INDONESIA, MARLENE INTERNATIONAL LTD.

920685 - 18, 920692 - 25, 1032912 - 25, 1092852 - 18, 1092853 - 25, 1092854 - 25, 1092855 - 25, 
1092857 - 25, 1093883 - 25, 1093885 - 25, 1207649 - 18, 1207656 - 25, 1207718 - 18, 1288192 - 25, 
1288194 - 25, 1289360 - 25, 1349093 - 25, 1395886 - 25, 1420690 - 25, 1525334 - 25, 1564548 - 25, 
1607684 - 25, 1659628 - 25, 1817409 - 25: Proprietor Altered to LEAYAN GLOBAL PRIVATE 
LIMITED , 109/366,RAM KISHAN NAGAR,G.T. ROAD,KANPUR 208012,U.P. 
LEAYAN OVERSEAS PRIVATE LIMITED, LEAYAN OVERSEAS PRIVATE LTD., LEAYAN 
OVERSEAS PVT. LTD, M/S GHARI INDUSTRIES PRIVATE LIMITED, LEAYAN OVERSEAS 
PRIVATE LIMITED., ROHIT SURFACTANTS PRIVATE LIMITED, LEAYAN OVERSEAS PRIVATE 
LIMITED, ROHIT SURFACTANTS PVT. LTD., LEAYAN OVERSEAS (P) LTD.,, LEAYAN GLOBAL 
PRIVATE LIMITED

1298664 - 25, 1508698 - 3, 1508698 - 18, 1508698 - 25, 1508698 - 35: Proprietor Altered to VENUS 
CAPITAL B,V , De Boelelaan 7, 1083 HJ Amsterdam 
CINDY P. TROMP, HUNKEMOLLER B.V.
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921880 - 24: Proprietor Altered to MAHENDER GUPTA , 1197-1ST FLOOR, TRI NAGAR, DELHI-110 
035. 
GOLDTEX FURNISHING INDUSTRIES

926093 - 5, 931923 - 5, 937522 - 5: Proprietor Altered to PFIZER CARIBE LIMITED , COUTTS 
HOSUE, LE TRUCHOT, ST. PETER PORT, GUERNSEY GY 11 WD, CHANNEL ISLANDS.  
PHARMACIA & UPJOHN CARIBE INC., PHARMACIA & UPJOHN CARIBE, INC.

1281547 - 35, 1281547 - 37, 1281547 - 41: Proprietor Altered to TIGER WOODS ENTERPRISES S.A. 
, MEISSER & PARTNER, BAHNHOFSTRASSE, 8-7250, KLOSTERS, SWITIZERLAND. 
ACCENTURE GLOBAL SERVICES LIMITED

NAME,ADDRESS AND DESCRIPTION ALTERED IN THE RWGISTER OF THE 
FORM ARE SHOWN HERE IN ITALICS  
302704 - 11, 302702 - 7, 302703 - 9, 1281718 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to KHD HUMBOLDT 
WEDAG GMBH 
KHD HUMBOLDT WEDAG AG

1376588 - 39: Proprietor Name Altered to HOTELBEDS SPAIN SLU 
BARCELO DESTINATION SERVICES S.L.

1350884 - 2: Proprietor Name Altered to KATRA PHYTOCHEM (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED, 
AGRO BICHEM (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

1400547 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to INTERWOVEN, LLC 
INTERWOVEN, INC
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1524828 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to SMOOCH HOLDINGS INC. 
RADIALPOINT SAFECARE INC.

1296194 - 6: Proprietor Name Altered to ASSA ABLOY AUBE ANJOU 
VACHETTE

1350886 - 5: Proprietor Name Altered to KATRA PHYTOCHEM (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED, 
AGRO BICHEM (INDIA) PVT. LTD.

1298664 - 25: Proprietor Name Altered to HUNKEMOLLER INTERNATIONAL B.V." 
VENUS CAPITAL B,V

924993 - 12: Proprietor Name Altered to AUMUND FORDERERBAU GMBH 
AUMUND HOLDING GMBH

1534314 - 37, 1534313 - 37: Proprietor Name Altered to VITESSE PRIVATE LIMITED 
VITESSE LIMITED

1298664 - 25, 1508698 - 99: Proprietor Name Altered to HUNKEMOLLER INTERNATIONAL B.V 
HKM BIDCO B.V.

1529707 - 7: Proprietor Name Altered to BENGAL SHOE MACHINERY PRIVATE LIMITED 
BENGAL SWING MART (PVT) LTD.

1350970 - 39, 1350967 - 36, 1350968 - 37, 1350971 - 41, 1350969 - 37, 1350972 - 41, 1350966 - 35: 
Proprietor Name Altered to MARKSMEN FACILITIES PRIVATE LIMITED 
BASUNDHRA PROPERTIES PVT. LTD.,

933227 - 16, 1240914 - 36, 1297704 - 35: Proprietor Name Altered to APAX PARTNERS LLP 
APAX PARTNERS WORLDWIDE LLP

927228 - 19: Proprietor Name Altered to AMBIENCE LIMITED 
AMBIENCE PROJECTS LTD.

1513864 - 9, 1520801 - 9: Proprietor Name Altered to HITACHI SOLUTIONS LTD. 
HITACHI SOFTWARE ENGINEERING CO., LTD.

1505710 - 16, 1505712 - 42: Proprietor Name Altered to LEPIDE SOFTWARE PVT LTD 
NUCLEUS DATA RECOVERY.COM PRIVATE LIMITED

927229 - 19: Proprietor Name Altered to AMBIENCE LIMITED 
AMBIENCE PROJECTS LTD.

403955 - 9, 646615 - 9, 643431 - 12: Proprietor Address Altered to milano,viale piero,e 
alberto,pirelli-25-20126,Italy. 
PIRELLI S.P.A..

933230 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 3rd Floor, Manchester House, 86 Princess Street, 
Manchester M1 6NP, United Kingdom 
CAVENDISH INTERNATIONAL LIMITED,

1525334 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to 119—121, Block P&T, Fazal Ganj, Kalpi 
Road,KANPUR-208012(U.P.) 
LEAYAN GLOBAL PRIVATE LIMITED

933230 - 25: Proprietor Address Altered to Unit A, Brook Park East, Shirebrook, NG20 8RY, 
United Kingdom 
CAMPRI LIMITED

1350966 - 35: Proprietor Address Altered to Parsvnath Metro Tower, Shahdara Metro Station, 
Delhi—110,032. 
MARKSMEN FACILITIES PRIVATE LIMITED

1350886 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered to 1134, 1st Floor 100 FL Road, Indiranagar, HAL II Stage, 
Bangalore Karnataka 560008,India 
KATRA PHYTOCHEM (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED,

1377233 - 34: Proprietor Address Altered to A-34/35, Sector 60, Noida, U.P.-201301 
M/S.DHARAMPAL PREMCHAND LIMITED

1350884 - 2: Proprietor Address Altered to 1134, 1st Floor 100 FL Road, Indiranagar, HAL II Stage, 
Bangalore Karnataka 560008,India 
KATRA PHYTOCHEM (INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED,
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200537 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to 35, rue Joseph Monier, 92500 Rueil Malmaison, France 
LA TELEMECANIQUE ELECTRIQUE.

1376642 - 7, 1376641 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to B-62, MAYA PURI INDUSTRIAL AREA, PH-
II, NEW DELHI-110064. 
JAGGI INDUSTRIES

200536 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 35, rue Joseph Monier, 92500 Rueil Malmaison, France. 
LA TELEMECANIQUE ELECTRIQUE .

928995 - 10: Proprietor Address Altered to Zone Industrielle de I'Ouriettaz Aubonne CH 1170 
Switzerland 
ARES TRADING S. A.

1529707 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to MIE, PART A, BAHADURGARH, HARYANA-124507. 
BENGAL SHOE MACHINERY PRIVATE LIMITED

1348525 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to 83 MALL APARTMENT, MALL ROAD, NEW DELHI-
110054. 
RAKESH SHARMA

1348444 - 99: Proprietor Address Altered to 2400 E. Commercial Blvd., #506, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
33308. 
STUART WEITZMAN IP, LLC.

1319509 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to R/O 901, Pavilion Heights-1, Sector-128, JP 
Wishtown, Noida UP. 
ASPIRATIONS

1296194 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to “10 Avenue de l’Europe, Parc d’Enterprises du Grand 
Troyes, 10300 SAINTESAVINE, FRANCE” 
ASSA ABLOY AUBE ANJOU

207837 - 5, 297870 - 5, 1087467 - 5, 262322 - 5, 292520 - 5, 214708 - 5: Proprietor Address Altered 
to 980 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9GS, England 
SMITH KLINE & FRENCH (INDIA) LIMITED

1399881 - 6: Proprietor Address Altered to ADAM INDUSTRIES,S-198 INDUSTRIAL 
AREA,JALANDHAR,PB 
ADAM INDUSTRIES

933227 - 16, 1297704 - 35, 1240914 - 36: Proprietor Address Altered to 33 Jermyn Street, London, 
SW1Y 6DN 
APAX PARTNERS LLP
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929836 - 9, 929837 - 16: Proprietor Address Altered to E-48/10, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL AREA, 
PHASE II, NEW DELHI-110020 
CONSULTANTS ( INDIA) PRIVATE LIMITED

1529353 - 30, 1529352 - 30, 1569659 - 30, 1575185 - 30, 1533119 - 30, 1569658 - 30, 1579873 - 30, 
231348 - 30, 766428 - 30, 1608745 - 30, 763172 - 30, 782739 - 30, 230739 - 30, 1590047 - 30, 1561344 
- 30, 1561342 - 30, 1561343 - 30, 1532119 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to 1132 W. Blackhawk 
Street, Chicago, Illinois 60642 
WM. WRIGLEY JR. COMPANY,

1514529 - 6, 1514532 - 7, 1514530 - 6, 1514534 - 9, 1514531 - 7, 1514541 - 42, 1514539 - 37, 1514537 
- 12, 1514538 - 12, 1514540 - 37: Proprietor Address Altered to Carl-Benz-Straße 3474321 
Bietigheim-BissingenGermany . 
DÜRR AKTIENGESELLSCHAFT

1505710 - 16, 1505712 - 42, 1505711 - 9, 1507137 - 42, 1507139 - 16, 1507140 - 9, 1507135 - 16: 
Proprietor Address Altered to B-57, SECTOR-57, NODIA (UP)-201301 
LEPIDE SOFTWARE PVT LTD

223913 - 30: Proprietor Address Altered to B D Sawant Marg, Chakala, Andheri (E), Mumbai-
400099 
BROOKE BOND INDIA LIMITED.

1509056 - 42: Proprietor Address Altered to L-6 NANDRUP SADAN,STREET NO.1,L-BLOCK, 
MAHIPAL PUR,NEW DELHI,INDIA. 
DIET CLINIC

302702 - 7, 1281718 - 99, 302704 - 11, 302703 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to Colonia-Allee 3, 
Koln 51067, Germany 
KHD HUMBOLDT WEDAG GMBH

1400547 - 9, 1400546 - 9: Proprietor Address Altered to 160 East Tasman Drive, San Jose, 
California 95134, United States of America 
INTERWOVEN, LLC

462594 - 7: Proprietor Address Altered to 81, Amarnath Industrial Estate, Naroda Road, 
Ahmedabad, Gujarat State, India 
M/S. UNNATI INDUSTRIES

CANCELLATION OF REGISTRED TRADE MARK  
1523518 - 29: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

1501695 - 7: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of an 
affidavit of Dated

1514559 - 29: The Entry in the register in respect of this Trade mark is cancelled by the virtue of 
an affidavit of Dated

GOODS AND SERVICES DELETED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  
1310644 - 99, 1310643 - 99:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods '"CHEMICALS USED IN INDUSTRY, SCIENCE AND PHOTOGRAPHY, AS WELL AS IN 
AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY INCLUDING FERTILIZERS AND FERTILIZING 
PREPARATIONS, UNPROCESSED ARTIFICIAL RESINS, UNPROCESSED PLASTICS, MANURES, 
FIRE EXTINGUISHING COMPOSITIONS, TEMPERING AND TANNING SUBSTANCES, ADHESIVES 
USED IN INDUSTRY." ' of class 1 from the goods for which the trademark is registered. 

1320022 - 99:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS), MINT ALCOHOL, INCLUDED IN CLASS 33. ' 
of class 33 from the goods for which the trademark is registered. 

1318059 - 99:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES (EXCEPT BEERS); MINT ALCOHOL' INCLUDED IN CLASS 33. ' 
of class 33 from the goods for which the trademark is registered. 

1310644 - 99:  
the designation of goods in respect of which this trademark is restricted by striking out the 
goods 'CHEMICALS USED IN AGRICULTURE, HORTICULTURE AND FORESTRY INCLUDING 
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FERTILISERS AND FERTILISING PREPARATIONS. ' of class 1 from the goods for which the 
trademark is registered. 

LABLE ALTERED IN THE REGISTERED TRADE MARK  

1317249 - 11: The Trademark has been altered to the form as shown below

1349727 - 14: Address for Service is altered to ,

1499563 - 42: Address for Service is altered to 14/2 PALM AVENUE CALCUTTA 700019 INDIA,

1507482 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092, 
tmrdelhi75@gmail.com.

1352714 - 5: Address for Service is altered to B-41,NIZAMUDDIN EAST, NEW DELHI - 110 013.,

1383509 - 41: Address for Service is altered to FLAT NO. GA, AR VILLA, 31, III MAIN ROAD, 
GANDHI NAGAR, ADAYAR, CHENNAI 600 020,

1350955 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 18-A, INDER ENCLAVE, BALKESHWAR, AGRA-282 
004 (U.P),

1339662 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHARI-135 003, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.,

1330611 - 30: Address for Service is altered to 60/30, NEW ROHTAK ROAD, KAROL BAGH , NEW 
DELHI-110005,

1513864 - 9: Address for Service is altered to 401-402, 4TH FLOOR, SUNCITY SUCCESS TOWER, 
SEC-65, GOLF COURSE EXTENSION ROAD, GURGAON-122005 NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION 
(HARYANA),

200537 - 16: Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 
019.,

1352714 - 5: Address for Service is altered to 2B, GROUND FLOOR, SOLITAIRE PLAZA, M. G. 
ROAD, GURGAON-122 002, NATIONAL CAPITAL REGION,

1325681 - 3: Address for Service is altered to # 463,13 TH CROSS,10 TH MAIN, 
WILSONGARDEN,BANGALORE,560027,

1524828 - 99: Address for Service is altered to B-140, SEC-51, NOIDA-201301,

200536 - 9: Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 
019.,

1339663 - 19: Address for Service is altered to 38, NEW MARKET, RAILWAY ROAD, NEAR 
CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA, JAGADHARI-135 003, YAMUNANAGAR, HARYANA.,

926093 - 5: Address for Service is altered to M-19 A, South Extension Part- II, New Delhi - 110049., 
trademarks@indiaip.com

1526587 - 3: Address for Service is altered to AMARCHAND TOWERS, 216, OKHLA INDUSTRIAL 
ESTATE-PHASE III, NEW DELHI 110020,
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1281956 - 29: Address for Service is altered to 11/12, UGF, P.N. BANK BUILDING, WEST PATEL 
NAGAR, N. DELHI-8.,

195722 - 12, 833924 - 9, 919632 - 12, 833924 - 9, 833926 - 12, 552048 - 12, 919631 - 12, 833923 - 7: 
Address for Service is altered to A - 18, CHITTARANJAN PARK, NEW DELHI - 110 019.,

1480750 - 99, 1500899 - 99: Address for Service is altered to 5/1, KALKAJI EXTENSION, NEW 
DELHI- 110 019.,

933228 - 25: Address for Service is altered to 5, HARISH MUKHERJEE ROAD, KOLKATA - 700 
025, INDIA.,

920443 - 27: Address for Service is altered to B-77, FIRST FLOOR, SARVODAYA ENCLAVE, NEW 
DELHI-17, aloktmshukla@gmail.com

926390 - 6: Address for Service is altered to REMFRY HOUSE AT THE MILLENNIUM PLAZA 
SECTOR 27 GURGAON-122002, remfry-sagar@remfry.com

1524852 - 6: Address for Service is altered to 120, VELACHERY MAIN ROAD, GUINDY, CHENNAI - 
600 032.,

1514529 - 6, 1514532 - 7, 1514530 - 6, 1514534 - 9, 1514531 - 7, 1514541 - 42, 1514539 - 37, 1514537 
- 12, 1514538 - 12, 1514540 - 37: Address for Service is altered to 74/F, Venus, Worli Sea Face, 
Worli, Mumbai-400018,

1505711 - 9, 1507140 - 9, 1505710 - 16, 1505712 - 42, 1507137 - 42, 1507139 - 16, 1507135 - 16: 
Address for Service is altered to 7, FIRST FLOOR, NEHRU NAGAR MARKET, NEW DELHI-110065,

1349977 - 30, 1349978 - 5: Address for Service is altered to A-48, Yojna Vihar, Delhi-110092,

935419 - 25: Address for Service is altered to K & S PARTNERS, Intellectual Property Attorneys, 
109, Sector 44, Gurgaon 122003, National Capital Region,

1379023 - 1: Address for Service is altered to 1961, KATRA SHAHN SHAHI, CHANDNI CHOWK, 
DELHI - 110 006.,

1350972 - 41, 1350971 - 41, 1350970 - 39, 1350969 - 37, 1350968 - 37, 1350967 - 36, 1350966 - 35: 
Address for Service is altered to ASHOKA HOUSE, 8, CENTRAL LANE, BENGALI MARKET, 
CONNAUGHT PLACE, NEW DELHI - 110 001,
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
101276 29 12/10/2018 14:15:13
236194 7 10/10/2018 14:53:58
470344 25 09/10/2018 11:42:06
473894 9 10/10/2018 12:09:33
479337 5 12/10/2018 15:05:26
546426 7 08/10/2018 14:39:50
547158 34 08/10/2018 15:51:21
547265 9 08/10/2018 15:59:03
547293 16 08/10/2018 16:07:07
547294 14 08/10/2018 16:07:33
548375 16 09/10/2018 11:42:33
548529 16 09/10/2018 11:44:17
548605 25 09/10/2018 11:46:21
549012 3 09/10/2018 11:51:13
549193 16 09/10/2018 12:12:10
550893 32 09/10/2018 16:29:39
551100 5 09/10/2018 16:40:25
553064 34 10/10/2018 12:09:59
553262 16 10/10/2018 12:48:28
554341 25 10/10/2018 15:20:54
554347 25 10/10/2018 15:25:06
555150 25 11/10/2018 10:25:51
555239 25 11/10/2018 10:26:50
557193 5 11/10/2018 12:44:24
557566 14 11/10/2018 15:28:44
558511 26 11/10/2018 16:18:09
558524 9 12/10/2018 12:01:08
558552 3 12/10/2018 12:02:12
559000 34 12/10/2018 14:23:20
559171 19 12/10/2018 14:24:38
559379 5 10/10/2018 14:20:49
559466 16 12/10/2018 14:49:19
560410 1 12/10/2018 15:08:22
592402 5 08/10/2018 16:12:24
615626 5 10/10/2018 11:15:30
620959 12 08/10/2018 14:40:41
620964 3 08/10/2018 14:41:15
621072 12 08/10/2018 14:41:46
621080 12 08/10/2018 14:42:17
621082 25 08/10/2018 14:42:48
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
621092 12 08/10/2018 14:43:17
621105 7 08/10/2018 14:43:41
621109 3 08/10/2018 14:46:50
621146 30 08/10/2018 14:47:43
621225 5 08/10/2018 14:48:14
621254 5 08/10/2018 14:48:35
621255 5 08/10/2018 14:48:57
621283 2 08/10/2018 14:49:25
621305 16 08/10/2018 14:49:49
621389 16 08/10/2018 14:50:20
621430 12 08/10/2018 14:53:29
621489 10 08/10/2018 14:53:53
621490 10 08/10/2018 14:54:35
621515 3 08/10/2018 14:57:11
621816 32 08/10/2018 14:59:57
621820 29 08/10/2018 15:00:19
621857 17 08/10/2018 15:03:29
621944 10 08/10/2018 15:59:45
621958 99 10/10/2018 10:43:33
622000 12 08/10/2018 16:00:31
622004 25 08/10/2018 16:00:55
622091 31 08/10/2018 16:01:19
622101 32 08/10/2018 16:01:42
622117 1 08/10/2018 16:02:26
622135 5 08/10/2018 16:08:27
622196 23 08/10/2018 16:08:49
622306 5 08/10/2018 16:09:13
622340 7 08/10/2018 16:09:35
622478 20 08/10/2018 16:10:06
622508 5 08/10/2018 16:10:30
623037 5 08/10/2018 16:17:28
623038 5 08/10/2018 16:20:26
623040 8 08/10/2018 16:18:00
623041 12 08/10/2018 16:19:40
623349 24 08/10/2018 16:23:27
623357 25 08/10/2018 16:23:51
623363 4 08/10/2018 16:24:14
623381 28 08/10/2018 16:24:39
623440 11 09/10/2018 10:34:33
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
623441 7 09/10/2018 10:35:57
623443 10 09/10/2018 10:36:22
623444 11 09/10/2018 10:36:46
623445 9 09/10/2018 10:37:10
623446 7 09/10/2018 10:37:34
623530 16 09/10/2018 10:37:58
623535 30 08/10/2018 16:27:21
623624 9 09/10/2018 10:38:23
623687 31 09/10/2018 10:38:48
623688 29 09/10/2018 10:39:21
623745 9 09/10/2018 10:42:28
623800 9 09/10/2018 10:42:55
623841 1 09/10/2018 10:43:30
623894 3 09/10/2018 10:43:59
623961 19 09/10/2018 10:47:37
623962 5 09/10/2018 10:48:11
623963 5 09/10/2018 10:48:36
623964 30 09/10/2018 10:49:02
623966 25 09/10/2018 10:49:27
623967 24 09/10/2018 10:49:54
623968 18 09/10/2018 10:50:25
623969 14 09/10/2018 10:50:48
623970 11 09/10/2018 10:51:20
624071 2 09/10/2018 11:16:32
624076 6 09/10/2018 11:17:03
624078 15 09/10/2018 11:17:31
624079 16 09/10/2018 11:17:57
624080 17 09/10/2018 11:20:08
624082 19 09/10/2018 11:20:37
624083 20 09/10/2018 11:21:00
624084 21 09/10/2018 11:21:32
624085 22 09/10/2018 11:21:56
624089 26 09/10/2018 11:22:22
624090 29 09/10/2018 11:22:53
624098 9 09/10/2018 11:23:21
624099 10 09/10/2018 11:23:48
624101 12 09/10/2018 11:24:15
624102 13 09/10/2018 11:24:40
624109 6 09/10/2018 11:25:07
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The following list of Trade Marks have been removed from the Register as it has 
not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
624110 9 09/10/2018 11:25:54
624120 11 09/10/2018 11:26:19
624186 17 09/10/2018 11:28:01
624187 1 09/10/2018 11:28:26
624209 9 09/10/2018 11:29:20
624237 11 09/10/2018 11:29:48
624253 26 09/10/2018 11:30:14
624271 9 09/10/2018 11:30:38
624274 7 09/10/2018 11:31:02
624813 5 09/10/2018 11:52:02
624944 5 09/10/2018 11:53:20
625078 16 09/10/2018 11:54:01
625079 16 09/10/2018 11:54:56
625314 5 09/10/2018 12:13:29
625336 31 09/10/2018 12:14:43
625350 9 09/10/2018 12:15:40
625351 9 09/10/2018 12:17:22
625362 30 09/10/2018 12:18:08
625421 25 09/10/2018 12:20:12
625541 16 09/10/2018 14:16:22
625598 16 09/10/2018 14:19:06
625605 12 09/10/2018 14:19:32
625645 5 09/10/2018 14:20:47
625754 9 09/10/2018 14:24:04
625802 7 09/10/2018 14:24:34
625930 6 09/10/2018 14:24:56
625931 6 09/10/2018 14:25:23
626130 20 09/10/2018 14:28:59
626168 1 09/10/2018 14:30:10
626180 1 09/10/2018 14:30:36
626193 9 09/10/2018 14:31:03
626241 3 09/10/2018 14:31:34
626533 25 09/10/2018 14:35:45
626541 24 09/10/2018 14:36:13
626563 30 09/10/2018 14:36:41
626754 11 09/10/2018 14:37:11
626774 25 09/10/2018 14:37:44
626842 3 09/10/2018 15:02:15
626982 29 09/10/2018 15:05:32
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
627124 5 09/10/2018 15:07:07
627284 7 09/10/2018 15:06:21
627370 9 09/10/2018 15:12:00
627372 11 09/10/2018 15:12:54
627434 4 09/10/2018 15:13:19
627468 17 09/10/2018 15:14:08
627477 28 09/10/2018 16:11:51
627517 5 09/10/2018 16:18:04
627548 7 09/10/2018 16:21:13
627610 25 09/10/2018 16:31:27
627637 9 09/10/2018 16:33:30
627640 9 09/10/2018 16:33:54
627642 9 09/10/2018 16:34:27
627692 25 09/10/2018 16:34:58
627694 9 09/10/2018 16:35:27
627960 5 09/10/2018 16:35:54
628156 20 09/10/2018 16:41:07
628162 5 09/10/2018 16:41:28
628212 3 09/10/2018 16:43:00
628213 3 09/10/2018 16:43:28
628337 24 10/10/2018 10:26:46
628395 16 10/10/2018 10:27:53
628429 25 10/10/2018 10:28:15
628539 24 11/10/2018 12:45:01
628655 16 10/10/2018 10:32:13
628726 18 10/10/2018 10:34:50
628727 21 10/10/2018 10:35:39
628758 16 10/10/2018 10:36:10
628866 9 10/10/2018 10:36:34
628935 16 10/10/2018 10:44:05
628936 16 10/10/2018 10:44:31
629006 7 10/10/2018 10:44:55
629009 7 10/10/2018 10:45:18
629164 9 10/10/2018 10:45:42
629324 6 10/10/2018 10:46:22
629561 3 10/10/2018 10:55:00
629595 5 10/10/2018 10:55:37
629612 7 10/10/2018 10:56:02
629730 16 10/10/2018 10:56:28
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
629829 3 10/10/2018 10:56:54
629839 11 10/10/2018 11:08:33
629850 32 10/10/2018 11:09:04
629855 12 10/10/2018 11:09:31
629914 4 10/10/2018 11:09:57
629915 5 10/10/2018 11:11:11
629917 25 10/10/2018 11:11:41
630020 28 10/10/2018 11:16:06
630021 16 10/10/2018 11:16:57
630039 7 10/10/2018 11:17:33
630147 20 10/10/2018 11:18:23
630384 25 10/10/2018 11:22:55
630533 4 10/10/2018 11:23:22
630534 16 10/10/2018 11:23:50
630587 9 10/10/2018 11:26:06
630623 25 10/10/2018 11:26:47
630627 5 10/10/2018 11:27:50
630737 5 10/10/2018 11:29:32
630745 24 10/10/2018 11:32:02
630780 14 10/10/2018 11:32:31
630781 5 10/10/2018 11:33:27
630881 31 10/10/2018 11:33:51
630896 21 10/10/2018 11:34:19
630920 9 10/10/2018 11:35:40
630986 25 10/10/2018 11:36:13
630995 25 10/10/2018 11:36:37
631093 31 10/10/2018 11:40:49
631139 25 10/10/2018 11:41:35
631142 5 10/10/2018 11:42:29
631280 16 10/10/2018 11:43:09
631282 24 10/10/2018 11:50:37
631298 3 10/10/2018 11:51:09
631317 24 10/10/2018 11:51:47
631383 14 10/10/2018 12:10:38
631402 16 10/10/2018 12:11:14
631404 9 10/10/2018 12:11:52
631405 16 10/10/2018 12:12:47
631479 29 10/10/2018 12:13:14
631501 20 10/10/2018 12:39:08
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
631582 19 10/10/2018 12:39:36
631607 5 10/10/2018 12:40:05
631705 5 10/10/2018 12:40:34
631872 4 10/10/2018 12:49:04
631873 4 10/10/2018 12:49:29
631874 4 10/10/2018 12:50:09
631934 2 10/10/2018 12:50:50
632117 29 10/10/2018 14:21:27
632221 3 10/10/2018 14:24:36
632310 5 10/10/2018 14:25:07
632342 9 10/10/2018 14:25:33
632480 25 10/10/2018 14:26:44
632603 9 10/10/2018 14:54:47
632605 25 10/10/2018 14:55:15
632638 11 10/10/2018 14:57:20
632641 6 10/10/2018 14:57:47
632717 29 09/10/2018 11:47:40
632801 5 10/10/2018 15:04:24
632804 5 10/10/2018 15:04:51
632805 5 10/10/2018 15:05:48
632835 11 10/10/2018 15:06:14
632849 3 10/10/2018 15:07:25
633046 29 10/10/2018 15:10:29
633047 29 10/10/2018 15:11:43
633233 17 10/10/2018 15:12:33
633234 17 10/10/2018 15:13:00
633273 11 10/10/2018 15:13:57
633299 22 10/10/2018 15:14:38
633407 3 10/10/2018 16:03:37
633566 11 10/10/2018 16:04:21
633591 24 10/10/2018 16:05:04
633594 16 10/10/2018 16:05:40
633598 33 10/10/2018 16:06:25
633731 7 10/10/2018 16:22:42
633876 3 10/10/2018 16:27:00
633887 7 10/10/2018 16:28:35
633890 3 10/10/2018 16:29:34
634118 31 10/10/2018 16:32:49
634120 14 10/10/2018 16:33:22
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not been renewed on time in accordance with the Trade Marks Act,1999. 
APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
634141 16 10/10/2018 16:33:48
634208 5 10/10/2018 16:34:29
634259 16 10/10/2018 16:34:54
634365 3 10/10/2018 16:44:08
634398 9 10/10/2018 16:44:37
634410 25 10/10/2018 16:45:01
634411 25 10/10/2018 16:45:27
634542 31 10/10/2018 16:47:39
634543 30 10/10/2018 16:48:03
634544 29 10/10/2018 16:48:28
634570 12 10/10/2018 16:48:57
634632 11 11/10/2018 10:18:34
634646 24 11/10/2018 10:19:52
634647 24 11/10/2018 10:20:18
634649 24 11/10/2018 10:20:45
634650 24 11/10/2018 10:21:12
634651 24 11/10/2018 10:21:46
634652 24 11/10/2018 10:22:11
634653 24 11/10/2018 10:22:32
634790 32 11/10/2018 10:27:24
634844 11 11/10/2018 10:27:53
634845 10 11/10/2018 10:28:20
634959 25 11/10/2018 10:28:44
635038 12 11/10/2018 10:29:13
635124 5 11/10/2018 10:31:09
635248 30 11/10/2018 10:33:10
635265 25 11/10/2018 10:33:41
635268 9 11/10/2018 10:34:14
635282 25 11/10/2018 10:36:26
635285 9 11/10/2018 10:36:48
635512 24 11/10/2018 10:38:10
635524 29 11/10/2018 10:38:35
635544 11 11/10/2018 10:38:56
635590 9 11/10/2018 10:46:51
635609 29 11/10/2018 10:47:16
635616 5 11/10/2018 10:47:46
635630 5 11/10/2018 10:48:20
635639 16 11/10/2018 10:48:45
635722 11 11/10/2018 10:51:46
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APPL NO CLASS REMOVAL DATE
635767 16 11/10/2018 10:56:31
636004 24 11/10/2018 10:58:20
636106 30 11/10/2018 10:58:45
636164 21 11/10/2018 11:15:49
636167 20 11/10/2018 11:16:15
636176 3 11/10/2018 11:16:46
636244 6 11/10/2018 11:17:14
636251 7 11/10/2018 11:17:42
636335 3 11/10/2018 11:22:28
636483 8 11/10/2018 11:30:27
636597 25 11/10/2018 10:43:29
636796 11 11/10/2018 11:31:25
637160 5 11/10/2018 11:41:57
637264 5 11/10/2018 11:42:25
637299 34 11/10/2018 11:46:06
637334 18 11/10/2018 11:46:37
637336 18 11/10/2018 11:49:06
637357 5 11/10/2018 11:49:30
637359 7 11/10/2018 11:50:19
637404 4 11/10/2018 12:14:58
637405 4 11/10/2018 12:15:25
637406 4 11/10/2018 12:16:56
637509 10 11/10/2018 12:17:21
637510 12 11/10/2018 12:17:44
637658 5 11/10/2018 12:23:25
637778 5 11/10/2018 12:24:14
637793 3 11/10/2018 12:27:21
637854 9 11/10/2018 12:29:27
637900 5 11/10/2018 12:30:01
637901 5 11/10/2018 12:30:28
637905 29 11/10/2018 12:30:54
637906 31 11/10/2018 12:31:19
637907 30 11/10/2018 12:31:44
637908 29 11/10/2018 12:32:16
638017 9 11/10/2018 12:32:44
638115 22 11/10/2018 12:39:16
638118 16 11/10/2018 12:39:43
638119 5 11/10/2018 12:40:10
638171 3 11/10/2018 12:40:33
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638343 32 11/10/2018 12:45:33
638363 20 11/10/2018 12:45:58
638765 17 11/10/2018 15:29:33
638768 9 11/10/2018 15:30:01
638770 9 11/10/2018 16:03:06
638771 9 11/10/2018 16:03:41
638772 9 11/10/2018 16:04:06
638779 12 11/10/2018 16:04:52
638801 3 11/10/2018 16:05:13
638837 4 11/10/2018 10:46:25
638929 25 11/10/2018 16:07:15
638930 26 11/10/2018 16:07:37
639000 18 11/10/2018 16:08:02
639126 24 11/10/2018 16:08:24
639196 5 11/10/2018 16:10:47
639330 14 11/10/2018 16:11:11
639376 29 11/10/2018 16:11:43
639431 30 11/10/2018 16:12:09
639737 25 11/10/2018 16:14:36
639752 7 11/10/2018 16:15:03
640012 5 11/10/2018 16:18:54
640034 25 11/10/2018 16:19:23
640049 24 11/10/2018 16:19:44
640050 25 11/10/2018 16:20:24
640070 5 11/10/2018 16:20:47
640071 5 11/10/2018 16:21:10
640101 29 11/10/2018 16:21:37
640131 11 11/10/2018 16:22:05
640246 25 12/10/2018 12:09:07
640338 5 12/10/2018 12:06:18
640410 5 10/10/2018 11:52:14
640506 16 12/10/2018 12:06:47
640511 12 12/10/2018 12:07:15
640641 16 12/10/2018 12:07:48
640643 18 12/10/2018 12:08:12
640738 19 12/10/2018 12:29:09
640810 12 12/10/2018 12:29:47
640811 12 12/10/2018 12:30:44
640832 28 12/10/2018 12:31:33
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640844 5 12/10/2018 14:15:48
640855 5 12/10/2018 14:16:20
640909 25 12/10/2018 14:16:47
640928 3 12/10/2018 14:17:12
640930 7 12/10/2018 14:17:38
640935 12 12/10/2018 14:19:07
640943 7 12/10/2018 14:19:44
640944 5 12/10/2018 14:20:31
641047 7 12/10/2018 14:25:14
641140 4 12/10/2018 14:26:42
641217 25 12/10/2018 14:27:07
641270 25 12/10/2018 14:27:39
641289 5 12/10/2018 14:31:28
641381 17 12/10/2018 14:31:51
641469 29 12/10/2018 14:32:31
641470 29 12/10/2018 14:33:24
641471 29 12/10/2018 14:34:21
641472 29 12/10/2018 14:35:07
641479 5 12/10/2018 14:36:09
641480 5 12/10/2018 14:36:49
641572 2 12/10/2018 14:50:01
641593 1 12/10/2018 14:50:24
641611 11 12/10/2018 14:50:52
641629 5 12/10/2018 14:51:30
641665 32 12/10/2018 14:51:54
641700 25 12/10/2018 14:55:12
641710 25 12/10/2018 14:55:57
641858 10 12/10/2018 15:12:54
641937 25 12/10/2018 15:13:24
642036 9 12/10/2018 15:14:55
642059 3 12/10/2018 15:15:19
642062 3 12/10/2018 15:15:49
642103 24 12/10/2018 15:16:17
642187 30 12/10/2018 15:19:49
642198 30 12/10/2018 15:20:17
642206 25 12/10/2018 15:20:41
642215 11 12/10/2018 15:21:04
642216 11 12/10/2018 15:21:24
642408 1 12/10/2018 15:25:14
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642409 4 12/10/2018 15:25:37
642429 3 12/10/2018 16:11:03
642433 4 12/10/2018 16:11:37
642434 2 12/10/2018 16:12:34
642435 1 12/10/2018 16:12:56
642437 4 12/10/2018 16:13:20
642438 2 12/10/2018 16:13:42
642439 3 12/10/2018 16:14:06
642442 14 12/10/2018 16:14:35
642443 17 12/10/2018 16:15:18
642448 20 12/10/2018 16:45:08
642768 32 12/10/2018 16:45:37
642770 11 12/10/2018 16:45:58
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     Trade Marks Journal No: 1871,   15/10/2018

 
 

: saucanaa : 
NOTICE

vyaapar icanh ko pMjaIkrNa ko ilae Aavaodk tqaa [sako AiBakta-AaoM sao 
ivaSaoYa $p sao yah p`aqanaa- kI jaatI hO ik p~acaar krto samaya saMbaMiQat 
vyaapar icanh rijaYTI/ kayaa-laya ka saMpUNa- saMdBa- , p~ saM#yaa ,tarIK , 
Aavaodna saM#yaa tqaa saMbaMiQat vaga- ik saM#yaa ka ja$r ]llaoK kroM 
ijasasao ik p~aoM ko yaqaaSaIGa\ inapTana krnao maoM sauivaQaa haogaI 
 
Applicants for registration of Trade Marks and their agents are 
particularly requested to quote in their replies full and complete 
Reference Letter No. and date, application number and the class to 
which it relates and send to the concerned office of Trade Marks 
Registry. This would facilitate quick disposal of letters. 
             

            Aaoma Pa`kaSa gauPta          Aaya.e.esa.
mahainayaM~k ,eksva 

AiBaklp tqaa vyaapar icanh
 

OM PRAKASH GUPTA , IAS
CONTROLLER-GENERAL OF PATENTS, 

DESIGNS, TRADE MARKS & GI 
 

             Baart sarkar vyaapar icanh rijasT/I ,mauMba[- 400037 
                           Wara p`kaiSat

                   Published by the Govt. of India, 

Trade Marks Registry, Mumbai-400037
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